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PREFACE.

_

To teach people how to think," says Professor Butcher
IS perhaps the highest end of education, and to learn to

thinit the most difficult thing a man is ever caUed on to doA democra,t.c society is inclined to do its thinking by deputy'
If only .t IS permitted to do its voting individually. It isso easy to think in herds through committees ajid suL-
committees and party organizations."

,wJ^' *'T-1'
*'''

f""""'
'" '" f*"'"«^ 'he processes ofthmkmg which are subservient to aigumentation; to enable

students readdy to detect and expose faUacies; to simplify
logical theory, and make it available for practical applicationm making and attacking arguments. They are designed
not pnly for sUidents in schools and colleges as an educational
d^ipline and a guide for the practice of debate, but also,^d especially for young men who have left school; fo^law students lawyers, journalists and others wh. ar« dailyengaged m the practice of argumentation

to Ir *)tT'^ °^ realizing-.this aim, I have endeavored
to show that every argument is an attempt to prove some-

tTwhti > ZT"^
requirements of proof, by reference

which It may be determined whether any given amiment

of the different kinds of arguments and fallacies illustratedby numerous examples.
"i>ir.itea



IV PRINCIPLES OP ARGUMENT.

.Inl r^ ^'V"'"^^ 0] Prool.-Some law or prin-

"vt Irn ""'""^ "' ""'' "^ "' '"« '-"""i-tio' ofevery valid argument, inductive as well as deductive and

ZL'^^r'^
~"'^*= '" ''""^'"S "'^ propositil'totpmved withm an accepted law or principle. "We assumehe existence," says Mr. Alfred Sidgwick, "of uniformitij

exactitude being the endless problem of discovery, and the
comp^etest knowledge of them already attaint a" anypenod being, for that period, the basis of all explanation!
prediction, and proof."

Classification oj Argummls.~A complete classification
of arguments is essential. Two classes of argumentTno"usu^ y lound in treatises on Argument have bin i^luded

tingui bed from arguments as to questions of fact, and h)arguments to prove the relation of Cause and Effect as

frsio'car^--^ """ ^-- •" ^'-^ -^

Analysis of Arguments.-Since reasonings as actuallvexpre^ are always more or less elliptical, and are ba^ j^assumptions which are usually taken for granted, I haveendeavored, m analysing the different kinds of ar^ments
to bring these assumptions into light, to exhibit the Smplete
tructure of arguments and the relations of their parts, andto formulate the principles on which they are baj^ Th"s

IS necessary for the right understanding of arguments es-peciaUy argume.,ts from Example, from Analog, and fm™
Circumstantial Evidence, the nature and sco^' of wSare often misconceived and misunderstood.
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y

Deduction and Induction.-Cs^rt has been taken to make
clear, en the one hand, a real and useful distinction between
Deduction and Induction, Deductive and Inductive, as
applied to inferences, arguments and modes of proof and
on the other to show that having regard to the requirements
of proof, there is no difference whatsoever between them
The way in which the distinction between Deduction and
Induction is sometimes set forth is misleading and confusing
and has been a stumbling block to most students of the
subject. Thus, for example, it is said that induction is
useful m establishing general principles, as if general prin-
ciples could not be established by deduction; that the value
ol deduction is that when the premises are accepted the
conclusion is clear, as if the same thing were not true of
induction; that in deductive reasoning the conclusion is
brought under a general law or principle already known
as if the same thing were not true of inductive reasoning
and, indeed, of all arguments whatsoever.

Deduction and Induction are properly used to denote
two different methods of discovering and proving general
propositions or principles. If the conclusion or proposition
to be proved is not a general proposition, the inference or
argument cannot usefully be described as either inductive

Z ! KrT. J" ^ "^'^"'''"^ ^^S""^^"^' ^ g^"^^^I principle
IS established by two other accepted principles, and in an
inductive argument a general principle is established by
one other accepted principle, and observed facts or par-
ticulars. This distinction, to the invention of which I makeno claim, has been generally observed in actual practice by
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Writers on scientific subjects, but, so far « T ,™t has not heretofore been d^fini.dy s.a^*'
' ""^ *"'"^'

C/,««;fe^.W oj FaUacies.~rhe
classification of faUacies

u^ J "*"'' '" '»"*°«*' which are neverused m discourse, such as undistributed middle iUfciPK-cess o^ the major or minor term, i^„a>io eCl", e^ avo.ded, and common names adopted which c^^'

ZTl^'C '' '"^ -"" ''-
"" -^-'--

lUuslratums.-Tht, various kinds of aiKuments ,nrffaUaces have been illustrated by nume,»usTampfes notart^c,al]y constructed for the occasion, buttS Ltpossible from reasonings that have actuaUy been emoWe^

tTC:':^ %t ^"T'^^
"' classificaL*;;- h

to Illustrate the form and structure of aiKuments anH nifor the purpose of recommending them asTi^^tr^hkh
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cannot be refuted, nor of affirming the material truth of the
assertions or opinions contained in them.

In the two concluding chapters some rules have been
given for the effective arrangement of arguments, and some
hints on the conduct of debate, based on the practice and
precept of the best writers and speakers.

It may be asked of what practical value is a knowledge
of logical theory, of the requirements of proof, cJf the form
and structure which all valid arguments assume when ex-
pressed in fuU. It wiU be urged that argumentation is
carried on m practice by throwing out detached hints and
fragments, and a large pari of the argument is never ex-
pressed at aU; and yet it is found that, even with such
elliptical presentation, the average man, who has never
analysed the technical form of arguments, is often able to
estimate their weight and bearing, and on occasion to con-
struct and set forth perfectly valid arguments of his own
to prove or disprove a given assertion, or to refute the argu-
ments of others. Would it not be better for the student
to depend on his uninstructed common sense in making and
attacking arguments, than to burden himself with an elabor-
ate machinery the chief value of which is to test the validity
of a given argument ?

In ajiswer to this it may be said, first, that the nature
and requirements of proof, and the structure of the various
kinds of arguments and fallacies, may be stated in a common-
sense way, m a form that is simple and easy to comprehend-
secondly, this knowledge is like the knowledge of the mul-
tiphcation table, wliich is regarded by beginners as suffi-
ciently formidable and elaborate, but when once acquired
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it is not considered buriensome; and so it will be foundwifli the pnnciples of argumentation
'

of ItftV^^T •" " '"""'"'''^ °f '"^ requi-^mentsoi proof IS to protect against error. It enables the studentw«h qu-ckness and precision to put his finger on he we!l

wnere to attack, and where to marshal! his forces An

01 tfte soundness of his own aiguments, but he will be ea.ilv

sophistry of an opponent, for want of readiness in detectin<rand pointing ou, the sophistry, and in showing w^T hf
fallacy consists in. Moreover, the student will be"
temn "df

''' ' ''""^ "" "«""»'^ ""ich he migh^ ttempted to use I.mself, to forestall an opponent by str^lh!enmg or discard ne a defective or »n n„.
> '^"^''Pn

and thus avoid the'discr:^r:Tb::nrZ::'"
^^"'^"''

proof"wlT"7'"' '' '"""""" ^'"^ "-^ «l"i^n>ents of

LT.^ ^"^'""^ "^ ^^^ ™"™s •=•"'* of arguments

&::,:r:^:r;ittdra:rr~;r£

reaZ^r ""a""^/
"^"'"^ "''"' °' "^'f' "^k" ^ goodreasoner. A certain amount of naturul ability combined

men.:":r: TJ'.^'^'
P-"-' -Perience L'^p^;^

Tf ~„^' wm ?? .^"""'"'«'= °f * ^'™"'fi^ methodreasoning will not lead a person to right conclusions.
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more than the mere possession of a chest of tools will make
a man a carpenter, than the possession of a musical instru-
ment will make him a musician, or than the possession of a
library will make him a scholar. But with equal natural
ability, equal study, and equal experience, the man who is

provided with a good method will outstrip him who employs
a defective or feeble method, or who trusts to mere common
sense. If two artisans of equal skill work with tools of
unequal goodness; if two manufacturers of equal skill work
with machinery of unequal improvement, the result is

manifest. So, if military engineers of equal skill are pro-
vided with artillery of unequal force, the preponderance
cannot be doubtful. No courage or discipline in an army
could enable the spear and the arrow to contend with success
against the musket and the cannon.".

A brief outline of the principles herein set forth is con-
tained m an article which I contributed to the Encyclopedia
Americana under the title of "Argumentation." That out-
line is the basis of the present work; some alterations have
been made, and a more complete classification and analysis
of arguments, and a large number of illustrations have
been added. My thanks are due to the publishers of the
Encyclopedia Americana for permission to make use of
that article in this treatise.

in p^L^Toi.tTT"
"^^'^ ' '''''''' ''^ ^'^^'"*'"' '^^ ^'^'^-"-^
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CHAPTER I.

INFERENCE AND ARGUMENTATION.

ARGtuENTATiON is the proccss Of proving or attemptinE
to proVe the truth of a given assertion. InferenceT hePi^ess of reaching a conclusion from Icnown or^mittedfacts or propositions called premises. Th; word inference
denotes a carrying forward or drawing o ., and the~
consists ,„ drawing out explicitly frol the preliLX
they virtually imply. Thus, from the fact thatTrst^^
are wet (and other facts presupposed) we infe^- that ittl

The process of aiguing, on the other hand, is the reverseof the process of inference; the same process regardeS^^fZa different pomt of view; the same process retmcT Th"conclusion or fact inferred becomes a thesis to te proJed

reasons^n^h^
'™'" ^''''''' " ™^ '"'^"^ '-o"reasons by which ,t is proved or attempted to be provedInference ,s a forward movement from the premL to l^eonclusion

;
arguing is a backward movement, Trlllre^e

rjf int'^
'o .'he grounds which support it. Ttpro-'cess of inference is the operation by which we ourjves

•h oi^rZtT Z ":'''' '"' "^'"'^^ "' argumen,:^!:he operation by which we seek to induce belief in othersIn one process we give our assent to a conclusion- Vri theother we ask assent for it. Inference is the bu nei oi ttinvestigator, argument is the business 6! theXl t
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beginning an investigation, we do not know at what con-
clusion we shall arrive; in beginning an argument, a con-
clusion which has been already reached is set up as a thesis
to be proved or disproved, l^hus, when a coroner or a
detective investigates the cause of death in any particular
case, he first ascertains all the relevant facts, and then from
them he draws a conclusion that death was caused in such
and such a way, or by such and such a {x^rson. At fhe trial
of a prisoner, the advocate who prosecutes begins with the
conclusion formerly arrived at, that the prisoner is guilty
and seeks to prove it by the facts from which it was inferred

The real nature of the processes of inference and of
argument is often obscured from the fact that in ordinary
discourse, whether written or spoken, a part of the inf. rence
or of the argument is usually omitted, and our mental
operations are so rapid that we are seldom conscious of the
implied assumptions upon which our reasonings are founded
and which are necessary to give them validity. Thus from
the fact that the streets are wet we infer that it has rained,
and aversely, we argue that it has rained because the
streets are wet, leaving out of view the presuppositions which
in each case is the fcundation, the fulcrum, so to speak of
the process. The mind runs ahead of complete argumenta-
tion and our reasonings are always in practice more or less
elliptical.

The word Inference, it is well to remind the student is
used in several senses, usually distinguished by the context
In bne sense it means the process of inferring or reaching
a conclusion from premises. In another sense it denotes
the fact inferred or the conclusion reached. In a third
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The word ArKumcnt is also used in several senses which
" " "«f'^-y '" distinguish. In one sense it m^L? heprocess of arguing or argumentation. I„ ano.he"TnJ i?denotes the means by which a thesis is support^, Tafione of the reasons or grounds. Again, the whole of anargumentative speech or address is fr^^uently caU ana-gtment. But strictly speaking, an argiment consl of.he thesis and the grounds by which i, ifsupported ft fein this last sense that the word will %,.,« te u«d unl«!

otherwise indicated by the context.
" '^ '^ ""less

Argumentation includes also the processes of disproof ando refutation; which, however, are fundamentally p^e^sof proof since dispr«,f consists in proving that Hvenhesis ,s false, and refutation consists in pmving that a theSfor which reaj»ns have been given is not proved by themhaving regard to the requirements of proof ToIpZ'and !o refute a,, often used in the same sense, thatToshowing an argument to be fallacious, but it ^iU be con

In every argument, proof invites belief in the truth of the

non belief Proof seeks the answer "Yes" to the question-
edJoof, the answer, "No"; refutation, the answeT"! amnot convinced.

" Proof asks a verdict of guilty; dispriT
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Argumentation is mainly concerned with propositions
that are unknown, doubtful or disputed, with questions at
issue between two or more persons. When there is no
dispute or doubt it is sufficient to assert, and argument is
unnecessary. Some propositions are self-evident and do
not require proof; ethers, while admitting of proof, form
a body of well-established truths which everybody accepts
It IS chiefly with propositions that are seeking acceptance
for the first time, that have not yet been sifted or examined
upon the truth or falsity of which important interests depend'
or which some one has a strong motive for disbelieving or
disputing, that a cjuestion arises for argumentation. Thusm deliberative speaking, a certain policy or course of action
is proposed by one man or set of men as expedient or ad-
vantageous. This is denied by others and hence a debate
In a criminal trial the prosecutor asserts that the prisoner
IS guilty; the prisoner denies. Here we have a disputed
proposition, or an issue, wh: h alone can form the subject
of an aigument.

The immediate purpose of argumentation is to aflfect
belief, either to confirm, modify or destroy an existing belief
or to give rise to a new belief where those addressed have
formed no opinion, or are in doubt as to what opinion to
form The ulfmate purpose of arguing is usually through
beliefs to influence action. Arguments are addressed to
one or more persons in the position of arbiters-a judge a
bench of judges, a jury, a deliberative assembly, a con
gregation, or an audience,—whose decision, verdict, votc^
or conduct is sought to be affected as a consequence of belief

While the object of proving a proposition is to indue.

i
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those addressed ,0 bc-lic-c in its truth, it must be borne in

irulm r°1-"
°"'^ °"' °f ""' -"""y ^''"^^^ of belief.Custom educafon, mterest, authority, feeling, in short

"psychological climates," as well as pU, and even more
than proof, are concerned in the making of beliefs On
the other hand telief does not always foL pro.^^ if "he

Zfr T^ ''
'"l!"^

or- prejudice, the most c^mpte
proof often fails to produce belief.

^

.^Argumentation is to be distinguished from Exposition
Exc,.at,o„ and Persuasion. In E.xposi.ion the "^^ub ecfl
matter .s always something denoted by a name or a tirmand the a,m .s to set it forth so that it may be understock'

I

In A^memation the subject-matter is always apm^'
which expresses a .elation between two terms, and th^wS

:

.s to establish its truth so that it shall be believed to L .m"Both processes arc addressed to the intellect; but Exposition
IS mamly addressed to the conceptive facuUy of the m

W

and a,ms to mduce the formation of ideas, whUe Argumma
I

tion ,s mamly addressed to the reasoning faculty fnd dmsto induce the formation of beliefs Exm^itinn T
•s always the basis, and often mth !^"Zyt^'

define the terms, to explain the question and deU i

.rfa ts^ndT-'V^t™"' ™"^^' """ '<> -' forth

xpo^iion Thi
'^"^^ '^' """^"'""^ ">^ P^oof' "™lveexposition. The process is expository in so far as it is[directed to making the issue and the proof intel i^ble

ytion to be proved on the reasons given. The unit ofthe process of Exposition is a proposition which a"! a

, t..i;

::^>>;'fe^j
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Ar^ml!^"''"
'^ ''™'' "'^ •""'' of *e process oftSTth'r"

"'"™"'' "'"^'' ^°""'^'^- '"en fully

establish a relation between two terms
Excitation is tlie process of influencing the feelingsPersuasion is the process of influencing the will of th^^dressed by inclining them t<, a definite puL^orac^r

Persuasion is applicable to both belief and^C hawide sense it includes the process of inducing fte mind .obelieve by arguments. In a narrower ser>^ it is the^r«e«of moving the will to act by presenting a motiveXsuasion is closely connected with Excitation and Argument

S' t htid fl'"""
'" " '" " ^''"^ '^^^

«ndf;n W f of Argumentation in so far as action de-pends on behefs. Persuasion and Argumentation are often

lunfoftr^r "^ ™"' "'^^-"" - waning aground o be lef and a motive for action. The word "be

Tu'nd of"J
""' '" '"'^"'"" " ''^"' whether as aground of believing something or as a motive for doinesomething. Thus, we beUeve that it will lain beclu^ hf

^^y. overcast; we seek shelter because we wish to el^

neJ^JVl ^'^"'''" '" 'o '"'^"'^^ *e formation of anew dea; of Argumentation, a new belief ; of Excitation anew feeling; of Persuasion, a new purpos^
'

Argumentation may be defined to be the process of

sition tha IS unknown, doubtful or disputed, by means of

'h ^ifrT '"' ^'"^ ""^ principles that are known oradmitted by those sought to be convinced or estabS to

a
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their satisfaction, and which involve or imply the truth of
the proposition in question, or of showing or attempting to
show that a given proposition has not been proved by
reference to the requirements of proof, with the object of
influencing belief, and usually through belief to influence
action.

'/t^
• »mtsik>*^.v.f '^a^.-iHgmmr^



CHAPTER II.

PROOF.

I. Meaning of Proof.

the testinVa IseS 1'"™' ""«'« "^ *^ "=™" »'

in "prove all twZ hnlH flu '" '°'"' «Pressions, as

means oL St and7^TTT '° ^""^ " ^^'^'''''^h V
senses. In „tt„ ' it''

^'''' '" '"° ^""^''"at different

observation or triaT xLTnrtdt™*' Z "'^''"•^'" "^

if it be observed that tit Pf"^'T" " '*"<' '" •» P^^ed
The stren^^^a ,lt/orXr'''r'"'r"'''^ ''^PP--
to be proved if t ha I.n T- ^

''^"^ °^ ^ P*^" '^ ^id

the test. In tl^e ol^r Z ''""^ ^"^ '""-"^ '° ^tand

argumentat™ t^pter^^'p^ltf
'" ^^^ " '^ -^ -

truth, not by obJr^alL^'^KTf r*'"'°'''^l'"*i's

Principles wtht^ :;''l^^^^--^^^
and

true, and which imolv orT'
'^"™«^ "^ admitted .to be

»"""-'»>'•-"M*™ ,»--^i;,*"
*;

.', ^.<.iU .3^ A
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of facts and events that are remote in time or place the oasttl^e absent or the future which cannot be broughUo theTest'of observation. Proof, in other words i, VL • J-
estabUshmen. of a elation between^ hi gs i„ ^^S

present oJrvation, by p.^^: Z^^!^ tuT

^

f5£i-t2e—Ssr=£
aistmguished. It may mean according to the context C,Uh.
process of establishing; (.) ,he means of estaWkh „g a pr^

speak ora2 '""T,:""
"' ™penetrable, as Zk^Z

rnt-:raSt-r.^t::s^^^^^^^

t^:tZr:^^ "•"^ -e-rTc„£c;"u::Ta

inter is to draw a conclusion, whether true or false T^argue IS to assign reasons whethersufficient orno. bu.T^prove IS to assign reanons sufficient to establish
'

•

^. " ^-^^if-HKLX-JSrat^ IHui. _ -^^W^
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It might be thought, since the object of argumentation is
to conymce that conviction is the criterion of proof. Indeed
a thesis ,s often said to Ix- ,,rove<i if those addressed, as fo^
example, a jury, are convinced of its truth. But conviction
IS not the test since, on the one hand conviction often results^om unsound arguments, and on the other, the most com-
plete proof often fails to paxluce conviction. What then
'-e the requirements of proof? What is the test by whichwe may knovv that a thesis for which reasons have been given
IS established by them ?

2. Rcquimurnts of Proof.

Proof requires that the thesis Ix' brought within the scope

sav" rA fTVT "V^""^''>'-
" J-^t as explanation "

savs Afr Alfred Sidgw.ck, "always demands a reference tosome vnder generality than that whic h is to Ik' explained, so

than that which ,s to be proved." A thesis mav Ix- brought
withm the scope of a principle by means of a third pro-
position, which may be either, (,) a statement of evidence
or (2) another principle.

'

The following are examples:

Thesis: This prisoner is guiltv of perjury.
Evidence: Because, being a witness in a judicial pro-

ceeding, he made a statement under oath which he knew to
be false.

Principle: Every person who, being a witness in a
udica proceeding, makes a statement under oath which heknows to be false is guilty of perjury.
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Thesis: Division of iafx,r increases tlie efficiency of labor
Pnncple: Because, .livision of lalx.r incrcaJthe dex^tcnty of the worl<man.

Principle: Whatever increases the .iexenty of the work-man increases the e/liciency of lalx)r.

Every valid argument, then, when fully expressed
consi^s of a proposition to be prov«l which may be- called
the Ihesis, and two proving pro|x,sitions usually called thereasons or the proof, one of which is an established principle

a ement of evidence or of another principle, and may be
called for distinction the Reason, as in ordinary argumenta^
ion It IS the only one of the reasons exprc^ssc'd. A thesis is aW
estabhshed or admitted to be true, and {.) f ,he th^sTis
contained, involved or implied in them. Three pro^n
which are related in this manner constitute an a«
proper, although as previously explained, the word i~i appli.^ to any fact or proposition advan! d tosupport a given thesis.

An argument may be compared to a lever, the Thesiscorresponding to the weight to be lifted, the Reason to thepower, and the Principle to the fulcrum

.vol^lZT "' '^' ^?^"''^'-™™'« of proof is not alwaysapparent because m practice arguments are seldom expressed
;n full. Argumentative discourse, whether written or spok^
IS always more or less elliptical. The advocate SiTto a'^ge extent on the experience and intelligence of ZL\lwhom his arguments are addressed, and he is often contentto suggest his meaning in statements more or les^^f I^

^if^T
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mentary and incomplete, and leave it to them to supply the
assumptions on which his reasonings are founded and which
arc required to give them validity. The facts which con-
stitute the Reason are seldom fully stated, and the Principle
relied on IS usually taken for granted and omitted altogether-
but It will be found on examination that every valid argu-ment may be expressed in this form by stating expressly whatm practice is usually presupposed and omitted.

In treatises on Logic,. an argument when expressed in
full IS said to be a syllogism which consists of three pro-
positions, the major premise, the minor premise, and the
conclusion, corresponding to what we have called the
PrincpU. the Reason and the Thesis, so related that the
truth of the conclusion is implied in the truth of the two
premises. '<To a legitimate syllogism," says Mill, "it is
essential that there should be three and no more than three
propositions, namely, the conclusion or proposition to b^
proved and two other propositions which together prove itand which arc called the premises." This mode of ex-
pression, however, is more applicable to inferences than to
arguments.

The first requirement of proof has reference to those
sought to be convinced. The advocate must found his
thesis on something which they recognize to be true and
consequently the reason and the principle reh^ed on must beknown to them, or established to their satisfaction. If the
reason or the principle be not accepted, if either be disputed,

K-^K?^ T^'"'
incomplete until the disputed proposition,

which then becomes a new thesis, is itself proved by reference
to another reason and principle, and so on until some holding



«gui«EM8ms or nmr. y
ground is reached, some reason and prindplc that will h,uncha]|eng«). When either the reason or the principiro anaiKument ,s pn,ved by reference to another reaLn ami

card'"!'' 'h

'"" " """" '"«""'™'^ "'"' ™""-«ed a,;called a chain argument, or a train of reasoning. This

nS 7'""' "' '""'"'^^'^ P""-"! '"« "="-"« and

mil7 t ^".fS"-"™'
'« necessarily limited, otherwise itm.ght take mfin.te t,me ami an infinite number of argumentso p«,ve any g.ven thesis. In every train of reasoning w^

arrive by more or fewer steps at some principle which thoseaddr.^ ar. either willing or bound to accept, and wh ch

"
IS unnecessary to prove. Thus, it is not necessary to prove the
principles that things which are equal to the sle thing Ireequal to one another, or that every event has a cause or thaThke causes produce like effects, since everybody act";„ t^e^
principles and is willing to accept thTm without pr«,T
Although argumentation is conceme.1 with disputed pro-'
positions, It cannot be- carried on without some agrecmemsome common ground, some truth or principle whicTtoTh

cnie. This starting point is found not only i„ such nrfn-
ciples as have been mentioned which all men reaUy ac«p"and which no one who is anxious to arrive at truth denies'but also ,n the vast body of principles whicrfom hecommon knowledge of mankind. Although nothing^n be
P wed If nothing be admitted, no poetical difficuhy Z.tfeh, since all men agree somewhere, or in some things The

melrntThtn'
Mohammedan, the Catholic 'and the

a^dX J'/ !. T'*' *"'' ""= R«P"blican, the plaintiffand the defendant, however much they differ, have some
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points of aKTcement. "Some part of the way," says Mr

Wen; L°" ""T"" '° "'"' "^ """ "'™ branrt offArgument begins at the parting of the ways "
The second requirement of proof is concerned with theHat,on o the thesis to the reasons. The test is, s the

part of formal logic is talten up with rules designed to enablethe student to answer this question in any given case But

ctL'trnV'/'^r ™'" """""^ ' "-f"' -nial d^s-

7 »t
* diffic-lty of readily applying them renders themof httle practical value. As a matter of practice thev aresedom refer™, to in actual argumentation' and fUunatt^

full, or If what ,s not expressed may be readily supplieJ thequesjon whether or not the reasons impl/ the ti2s Uusually manifest on simple inspection.
= '"^is is

„,J!"?
'''

^ "'^'JP"*'' POP"'" "otion that the require-ments of proof as above set forth, apply only to that class ofarguments commonly called deductive. The dist'nSon
between deductive and inductive arguments willtfuUy
discussed in a subsequent chapter, but it mav be well tostate here that the requirements of proof are universal andas pomted out by Whately, apply to all argumentsThat»
ever, inductive as well as deductive.

3. Subject-MaUer oj Proof.

The subject-matter of proof is always a proposition
for purposes of argumentation it will be useful to dis-

tinguish the following classes of propositions •

Propositions are either simple or complex. In a simple

?-M
; . v"-»T

j^umi :
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proposition tliore is but one main subject and one main

although the subject or the predicate is c|uaKfi«l by an
adjective, demonstrative pronoun, adverb, relative clause or

n^Tv '

^K
^" "'^ ^""" """•"'y' I" « complex

proposition there are two or mo,^ main subjects, or Jo ormore main predicates, or klh; as. Mars, Jupiter and Saturn
revolve around the sun

; The subject who is truly loyal to the
chief magistrate will neither advise nor submit to arbitrar^
measures; Action and reaction are equal and opposite.

Propositions are either conditional or unconditional. Ina conditional proposition, the truth of an assertion is ex-pressed to depend on a condition. Conditional propositions
are usually distinguished as either hypothetical "^dTs-
junctive, as for example:

destS"'"''"^ " " """'""''
'° ™''" '"' '"P^ "'" "^

Disjunctive: Either will acts on matter or it does not-The cause of a given effect is either A, or B, or C, or D- Agiven line, area or quantity is either equal to another linearea or quantity, or it is greater, or it is less.
• A hypothetical proposition is made up of two propos"-t^s. ca led antecedent and consequent, i, relatedEetruth of the consequent follows necessarily from the truth of

^«s "uhat th" t^r'"'' "" ''^'^^'-' P^i"
thTl »"'««ient or the consequent is true, butthat the consequent may be properly inferred from theamecedent^ -When we say, 'If the Jran comes from GodMohammed ,s the prophet of God,' we do not intend toaffirm either that the Koran does come from God, or .hit
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A disjunctive proposition is made ut) of k.^

Genen.1 pro,K.sUions V„a, U , Id"" „"
""'i™'"-

name,,, (,) defin,". or unK-e,.,.X rdllr
*^^'

TuW^r^ " ''™'"' °f eveiything of which the

pniial. t
^"r example. All men are created free andequal, Every person who, being a witne^«; in . ^^- "

,

supported bodfes Im^oJ^u" "
", "T"!'

^"-

equals the sums are equa No an ma ifc

" ^ "'""' '"

without food n..ort- ° *"""""»<; <:an be sustaned

^^i;™^.
Quahfymg expressions which are distributive,

' Mill: System of Logic, p. 70.

^'-S.-

^-*^--J^r^
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instance, at all times, whatever, whenever, always if nonever, are used to indicate definiteTgene al or univl^l
propositions. universal

Indefinite general propositions are not expre««d or atleas, are not intendH to (x- understoo,! as true uler^,,!hut only a, a rule, generally, or in most cas..s. Thur he.rop<«it,ons, Contact excites .sc-nsation, Education inca:ase.he efficiency of lal«r, Evil communications corrupt ^^
cTTutTnl""'

'"'™""'
'" "^ ''"'"^"^ -"e in^cases but only in most cases. They may be given a un^versal meaning by expressing the relation as a tendency

«"
Education tends to increase the efficiency of later 'Collowmg are further examples: Slave labor is g'ven Velucuntly. ,s unskilful and is wanting in versa.iH v A,civilization advances poetry generally decliners.riitifi^ormations usually contain fossils; Men who have *u rfsta^manship have as a rule no faculty for accumuting

It is sometimes difficult to determine without the context

:'^z:rt''"' " '"'""^ '" "^ unders!.:^" r :

!

examnio "fhn ,

"^^"^^^
,^'^^ indefinitely expressed. ForS ;f^Ztdgr-'flT" ""

-'-'' '~"'°" ^"-^

means not th^i^IlT i

' "eccssary to animal life"

of rme kbd IS in 1r •
"' ""^ '''"'' "' ^'^' ''"' 'h"' '"-'isome kind is in all cases necessary to animal life

n- or if the intended relation is^ualifiX numtS o"

IH. 'X.^'-^-'lSM.T''. _„ r--_i.
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Other restrictive words,''such as, the. this, that, these, those
here, now, at this time. The following are examples'
Washmgton was the first president; This prisoner is guilty
Four men were killed; The time is now ripe for tariff re-
vision; The Philippines should be given their independence.

Indefinite particular propositions are indicated by such
words as, some, few, sometimes, in some cases, often. The
following are examples: Some diseases are incurable; A few
of the metals are incorrosible ; The cost of production some-
tin es diminishes as the supply increases; Many of the most
important speculations of economic science depend upon the
tendency of the products of agriculture to become more
expensive.

'

It will be noticed that these classes are cross-divisions and
are each complete and exhaustive of all propositions. Thus,
every proposition is either simple or complex, and it is also
either conditional or unconditional, as well as either general
or particular.

Although any proposition may be set up as a thesis to be
proved or disproved, in practice the main thesis is commonly
a definite particular proposition. In judicial trials the final
issue may almost always be so stated, as for example: This
prisoner is guilty of theft; The plaintiff is entitled to recover
damages from the defendant.

In deliberative argument the question is usually some
particular matter of fact or policy, as for example. The
adoption or continuance of a protective tariff will be in the
best interests of this country.

But in many cases the principle required to establish the
mam thesis may have to be proved, and so on until some
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principle is reached that will be accepted without proof

In all but simple cases the vi ,rin|e „r -Hb r„=
which the thesis depends, or sevJ-t^Zi^nT^

""

have to be established. Thus in HenA;CuT u
'

A-nerican Systen, of Protection th^SLLTa: hi: t'hpo cy of protection was in the best intere^U o Te coumtt'but ,„ order to establish that, he aiKued the t™th „f 7'
pnncple among other., that the prife of prm «ed ma

'^
factures tends to decline.

P^ottctea manu-

Sometimes the subfect of dpKaf» io

question, as for exampL ' ^'"'^'^ ^^ "^^^''^^^

The end justifies the means;
Competitive examinations should be abolished-
Hospual^ should be maintained by the state;'
Capital punishment should be abolished •

1 he state should provide old 'age pensions.

often stated in the form 'f
^^ form, yet it is

examples
'^ " ^"'^*'""- 'The following are

Are modern Christian missions a failure ?
is physiology an experimental science?
Are private monoplies public evils ?
Should the tariflf be revised?
Should all patents be abolished ?
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Ts profit-sharing the cure for Ia(K)r troubles?
Should rehgion lx« taught in our pubh'c schools?
Is the pulpit losing its \K)wvr ?

Should the referendum l)e introduced into the American
system of government ?

Is church union practicable?

Is telling an untruth ever justifiable?

Should theological ditViculties Ije freely discussed ?
Are trade unions mischievous or Ix'neficial ?

Should vaccination be compulsory ?

Should the franchise be extended to women ?
Can an artificial language like Esperanto lx« made

universal ? >

Is vegetarianism lx?ncficial ?

Should an exix)rt duty be placed on pulp-vvocxl?
Is lynch law ever justifiable ?

Did Bacon write the works attributed to Shakespeare?

4- The Means of Proof.

The proving propositions of an argument are usually
caUed the reasons or the proof. The word "Reason" is
employed m two senses which are usually distinguished bv

If'Jw ;>r^1:' ^ ^ "''''^' ^^^ ^^^'*°" ^"d as a ground
of belief. Thus, the answers to the questions why anythin^^
IS done and why anjthirg is believed are l^oth called reason^
and may be introduced by the word "because" although inone case It may be the statement of a purpose, and in th.
otner a statement of evidence.

The word reason, again is commonly used to signifv
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ether Of the two provmg pro,x,sitions in an argumoni, but,
as before stated, we have elected to confine the name, unless
otherv ,se mdicatecl by the context, to that one which brings
the thesis within the principle, the mechating proposition, or
as It ,s technically called, the minor ,,remise, of an argument

Haymg regard to its f(,rm, the Reason or mediating
proposition may k- either a particular or a general prorx^si
t.on accordmg as it is the statement of evidence or of a
prmcple. The Principle of an argument must always be a
general proposition, but it may be either affirmative or
negative, simple or complex, conditional or unconditional.
Having regard to their subject-matter the proving proposi-
tions may therefore be regarded as evidence or principles.'

(a) Evidence.

Evidence originally meant the state of being evident or
plain but by a natural transition it has come to mean that
which tends to render evident or plain. Evidence, thus
understood, includes every matter of fact which, in the light
of an accepted principle, tends to produce in the mind a
belief ,n the truth or falsity of some other alleged or disputed
act or principle. Evidence is something which laid before
he mind tends to induce belief in something else, artd there-
fore It might be used in a wide sense to include principles
which have that effect as well as facts: but there is a decided
tendency to restrict evidence to mean a fact or a set of facts
which have certain relations to other facts or to principles% a fact IS meant a really existing relation between two
things which may be expressed as an assertion either affirma-
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^:^T^ aLrr;::: r.r-- '° --^^

as having rela.ionst„,he~ mf " T' !* "«"^«'
as implying some other L,

'

be^n"
" ? '' '°°''^'' "'

other fact. Thus thefactthl'f I .
^"'^™'^^ "^ ">at

that it has rained a rrni'.'''''^'''"^"'" 'Evidence

fact that waTeHsLKT " 'f'™" »' '^^^^ 'h«

The fact to b^^p ov^ is^'uln 7 .°^* ""'s'' '^P^^ature.

andtheproving'^f^rlh^^n^.tt"''"'""''^'"'-''

.

Eveiy fact thai
. evidence has two relations r, ^ ,„ •

ciple by means of which alone it can l^nm. "i
^^ * P""-

to the fact or princinle .n Z '^^° '*^°'"^ evidence, and (2)

evidence. UnlSrtldd^ T""'-."'
'''"''''

'' '^ "^^ '"be
and forwa..x^u^si^rors^^^rr
were sought to nrnv*. fKof .

'rreveiant. Thus if t

fact tha.1,e\:aTef t:S"a;^^^ °'
T^"^'

'"^

within the law affecting JZT tk f f°'
''""^ •"'"

^-..haU^lValt^KLT^^^^^^^^

-int:: n-alS.SatrdIr '1^
-"'^: '"'° '-

includes the testimVrj^^n^f'' Ri""^'
'"'^""

prises all other observed ficts Tr.I.,H T '"" """"

circumstantial evidenc" "^ ^''^' ''^ "^^"^d

"Where knowledge," saysStarkie, "cannot be acquired

m^^i^^^^m^^^^M^
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by means of actual observation, there are but two modes by
which the existence of a fact can be ascertained: ist, by
information derived either immediately or mediately from
these who had actual knowledge; or 2ndly, by means of
inferences or conclusions drawn from other facts connected
with the principal fact which can be sufficiently established.
In the first case, the inference is founded on a principle of
faith in human veracity sanctioned by experience. In the
second, the conclusion is one derived by the aids of experience
and reason from the connection between the facts which are
known and that which is unknown. In each case the in-
ference is made by virtue of previous experience of the
connection between the known and the disputed facts."

Evidence may also be divided, according to the relation
which the facts constituting the evidence bear to the proposi-
tion to be proved, into evidence of Example, of Analogy, of
Cause and Effect, of Association, of Equality, etc.

Real evidence is sometimes called circumstantial
evidence. But circumstantial evidence, strictly speaking
comprises only those facts which may be referred to the
principle of the Argument from Circumstantial Evidence,
which will be fully discussed in a subsequent chapter.

Evidence should be distinguished from proof and argu-
ment with which it is often confused. Evidence is a fact or a
set of facts considered in certain relations. Argument, in the
sense of arguing or argumentation, is a process which
consists of piecing together the facts and presenting them so
that their relations may readily be seen. The facts which
constitute the evidence, whether at a trial in a court of
justice or elsewhere, are usually brought out heterogeneously.

,-__,,. _™._™_jji_. -i-^«f*'*2i
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some facts from thi« witnps« or.a

evidence and fn J^alH^rhrLrtfh " ""'*""« "'^

order for .he purpose of conviction
' '"°'* ^''^'^^

«™ercK;s:hl^.tfaLl
''^ :'"'-- -'- »-

in favor of its trutl, A^ T ^"''"nes an aigument

between two„ pel^X'7 T""" ^"'"'''"eation

^ac.sw.cMoC;':,^:roS:r^-r'-^-^^

(b) Principles.

truth, a rule of arttn Forn
"• " '^"'''"'^' ^ S^"'™'

may be deiined afeverv!!'^ "^7 "' P^°°f •* P™^»'e
definite or indefinlelT.hi*'^"'''' P^P"^"'™. whether

unascertained ca^l''
"" '"''"*^' ""<' ™-V •- "PP'ied to.

and tLe deriv^o3ho:J.7 "" '""" '^'^"^""

foreXKlra::zrrn"^— •- -
supported bodies fall to thyroid TI?

"
?
'^'^"= ^''-

tion of 1 ght is eaual tn itV! 7 .
' ^ ''"* °f "^e reflcc-

anynumL sfTr toe hT'
' '?*"^^^ ^"^""e of

'hree angles of eve:^Trian^!
'^"'"= "^ ^'^ '"a' number; The

an.es; Wati^TnrsethTe'ffi^^^X^" '^ *
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A natural law ,s a rule which we have found to hold eood
either always or generally, and which we expect to hold good
either always or generally. It is more than a summanr ofoteerved facts; ,t includes observed facts and inferred fictsThus, the princple that "all men are mortal," includes not
only men that are known to have died, but also those now
living and yet to be bom.

Principles derived from Experience may be divided intohe following classes: (,) Causal laws; (a) Empirical laws,
either of succession or coexistence; (,> Laws of Equalitv
andjnequahty, sometimes called Intuitive or Necessa,^

. , i-Tf ,''™"'P'' '' °"' <''=P«'>ding on a known or
^tablished relation of cause and effect, for example: ArseJc
apoison; Ecli,,ses recur periodically; Unsupported bodie

fallto the ground; Education increases the efficiency of lab^r
Empirical principles are those which, although depending

on, and confirmed by experience, have not as ye' been shown
to depend on any known relation of cause and effect- forexample: All horned animals are ruminant; All . „ °lmortal; All alloys of different metals are barker than any o
their constituem elements; Substances containing a very Wghproportion of nitrogen are powerful poisons

^ *
•;Scientific inquirers," says Mill, "g,Ve the name ofempirical laws to those uniformities which observat"', orxperiment has shown to exist, but on which they hesitate to

ety in cases varying much from those which have beenaudly observed, for want of seeing any reason why such alaw should «ist. It is implied, therefore, in the notion of an
empirical law, that it is not an ultimate law; that f "r^e at

ib.'h^a r-s^..
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for I
™

!f
'*P*"' "' '^'"8- ""'I '^'"•'« "> be accountedfor. I. ,s a denvafve law, the derivation of which is not vMknown. To state the explanation, the why, of an mpiSaw, would be to state the laws f^n, which it is derivTtl«

ultimate causes on which it is continRent. And if we knewhese we should also know what arelts limits; undTrwhaTconditions It would cease f-. be fulfilled

""a" wnat

...-n'T'l-'

periodical return of eclipsesi as originally ascer-a ned by the perserving observation of the Lly E«Te™

the celestal motions had accounted for it. The followingare empirical laws still waiting to be .^solved into he Zeflaws from which they are derive.1; the local laws of thrflux

dTffe:nt"li;ys'%'''^^ I"
''""'"' P'*-^'-^^

diHerent kinds of weather to certain appearances of skv*e apparent exceptions to the almost uTvetSlTru^ tlibodies expand by increase of temperature; the law t^at elsehave a strong tendency to permeate animal memb^«ha. suUtances containing a very high proportionXitZ"'
such as hydrocyanic acid and morphia, are powerful poiS^s!

harder than the various elements; that the number of atomsof acid required to neutrahV* one atom of any base is JZ?
»lufcihty of substances in one another depends, at least tosome degree, on the similarity of their eleiJ^nts.

An empirical law, then, is an observed uniformity pre-

int:fhem^
:"°'™* '""' ^''""P"^' '"- •"" "»' X"rLZ

a. Mill: System of Logic, p. 366.

A| -^i:!^^M^^'^^^i
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Necessary principles are those which, although found in
experience and confirmed by it, are known to be true in-
dependently of experience. They are cither self-evident or
are derived from self-evident principles; for example:
Thmgs which are equal to the same thing are equal to one
another; The three angles of every triangle are together equal
to two right angles; The square of -.ny number is four times
the square of half that number.

The following are further examples of the three classes of
principles derived from Experience:

Water seeks its own level;

Every species has come into existence coincident both in
space and time with a pre-existent and closely allied species-

Every individual life undergoes a process of gradual
development

;

The average price of commodities is determined by the
cost of the production of gold

;

The price of food tends to increase with the increase of
population

;

As wealth increases prices tend to decline;
Equal volumes of gas under the same conditions of tem-

perature and pressure contain the same number of molecules-
None of the antecedents of an effect which can be absent

without preventing the effect is the cause of that effect;
The average price of manufactures approximates to their

cost of production;

An increase in wages tends to enhance prices;
The effectual demand for any commodity varies in-

versely with the price;

The price of the products of agriculture tends to rise as
population increases;
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Men '^117', '•"""";:;' ™""f-'"^- "ends to decline-Mtn will not invest their ruiifni it tu
ade,|ua.e profi, u|,on it

' '^ ™"""' "'•"''» «"

Heavenly bodice .kscrilx,. e,)ual areas in e„ual ,imes-Jn eve^ homogeneous n,Hiu„ „,,. ...rL'T^^h.

<-iCi;::;:b:L:^^^^^^
'^ '--'"'" '- "'""y -nd ,he

PJL'eTltr^.r^:"^ '" ""^ ''^'"'';'l fo^ "Kricultural

land.
"" ""^"^^"^ '" ^^«'rt '" l«s productive

Every event has a cause;

-£:nr."-::tx-r::t:^^^^^^
Whatever js truo nf ., fk.- •

resembles it;

"""« '^ "^<^ "' »'>" 'essentially

What a trustworthy witness testifies to is true

ui.imrScKr:':s^T'r ""™^'^ - *"-™'-
MgherorLe^^L ,fa^:Snr'^-?"=^°"-^
to prove Thnc fK • .

/"'^" " 's therefore impossible

effe'ct:" deTtTd LTd""^ f'
'"^'^^''^'^^ P^*""" ""e

cannot be rcst^ onTnv h°
™'^ '^^ ^'^P^™"^^ but it

cannot be pro^
°" ^"y wder p„„cip,e, and consequently^provea. ir any one chooses to denv ff<5 fn.fK fK

upon .His prin'c^TeX ix^::;^:;:-^ ^^'^

Oenvafve principles are those which can bl t^c^back
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to, and rested upon ultimate principles. The axioms of
mathematics and other self-evident principles are usually
regarded as ultimate, as although, according to Mill and
Bam, they may be rested on, and provecf by reference to.
uncontradicted experience, they are fx^rceived to be true
mdependently of experience.

Principles derived from Authority are:
(

I )
Legal principles which depend on the authority of the

law makmg jjower, and all rules declared or enacted for
human guidance by legislatures, judges, councils, synods, or
mspired writers. The following are examples

•

No simple contract is binding on a partv to it unless he
receives a consideration for his promise

;

Every wil' must be in writing;

A legacy i. vitness of a will is void;
Every one is

j .stifled in using force in defence of his own
{)erson or that of any dne under his protection*

Every one who is in peaceable possession of any movable
property ,s justified in resisting the taking of such property
by any trespasser; ^

Every one authorized to use force is criminally responsible
for any excess, according to the nature of the act which
constitutes the excess;

Every one is protected from criminal responsibility for
any act done in obedience to the laws for the time liinjimade and enforced by those in possession de faclo of the
sovereign power in and over the place where the act is done-No man ought to be a judge in his own cause

;

Every man is presumed to be innocent until he is proved
to be guilty;
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he ilt'd^'"" "^"^ P'-" ^•-W be. heaM before

Every person who beinff a witnp«« in „ • j- • ,

makes a statement under ^71'! h V ""' '"^'^"e
guilty of perjury.

'*' '"' ''"''*« '» •» false is

con^Lt:;,::':,:'^^^,^^ -^^Pe-C -n the authority „f

(3) Definitions Xi; clZnf 'T"""''
""""-

validity on consent or alemr '
*'*"'' '"' ""^''^

plane iigun., bounded bylTne wicrif ^'""T'"^-'
'^^^'^

s.ant from a given Point^Mn i, is't-IX
'^"'•''•- """''"'•

5- Conclusive and Probable Prooj

Proof is either conclusive or probable T
I'roposition means strictly to establish it /.u

^'""^ *
and beyond all doubt. In prac^ce h„

^""^usively

is said to be proved when il^n,^h ' I "' * P™Po^i"on
highly probable, or rpXbfe hJ T '" "* P'^'^'"^ "'

as if i' . -re trie
^P""^."^ 'hat we do not hesitate to act

guilt is ..id t l^- pr^t^' :" :
"""•-' '™'- - Prisoner'

reasonable doubt; a'd ^'adWHriarthf
'"'"'

f""""
"

said to be proved when tLr
'"

' ''^™ <" ''^'^"^ 's

credible evidence inTts favor
"""^ Preponderance of

inm'a^tlts'rCktr^omT-'''^'^'^'^' "" --P'^-
But in the affairs o^felTw'hthr^"'^™"^'''''^^^
concerned, where action can^^ "d^I^.t^^t

V^L ix.

^?-: ^^\
i^imm^.'A-
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seldom possible on account of the vastness and complexity of
the subject-matter, and our lack of complete knowledge to
prove conclusively any question about which men dispute
There are many principles that cannot be asserted or ac-
cepted as true universally, but only generally, or in most
cases, and when such a principle is relied on as the foundation
of an argument, the thesis cannot be asserted as more than
probably true. So, if the reason can be stated as probable
only, the thesis can have no higher certainty If an
opponent makes sufficiently wide assertions or admissions
It IS possible, of course, as against him to make a conclusive
argument; but in most cases it is only possible to establish a
thesis with a greater or less degree of probabilitv, to afford a
presumption of its truth and to shift t^e burden of proof on

A
"^^^ "'^•"^^•"s the contrary. As probability is the

guide of life, to achieve even so much is practically sufficient
For instance, when wc argue that a policy of protection, or of
free trade, or that a law prohibiting the liquor traffic, will bem the best interests of the country, it is impossible to demon-
strate it. So, if we argue that the prisoner is guilty of theft
because of his unexplained possession of the stolen goods, we
cannot affirm that in every case a person is guilty of theft who
has stolen goods in his possession and cannot explain how he
came by them. All we can say is that these circumstances
are a fairly constant sign of guilt; it is true in most cases in
our experience. But courts of law act and impose penalties
as If these facts constituted conclusive proof. So that proof
for all practical purposes, essentially consists, not in demon-
stration, but, according to Mr. Sidgwick, in successful
resistance to attack; not in complete establishment beyond

\<iYvmm3*mmsmi
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power to apply. ^ "' "' ""^' *<^«5 "'hich ai,.- i„ our

"Intuition," says Wills "i. n,»f j .

"on, which consists of a tri
'„''; '°"'"''««'" "fdemonstra-

into some intuitive truth- and ,>. fT ^™'*">' "^^'''^We
<ions, which exclude all amWaui^o "T,

""""P'" ="= '^^fi"'-

infallibly certain conclusions 'r„? r^""^"'
*"'' '<='«' '°

admit of the certainty of muitio^ H .
''"'''"' ^>'''''

comparatively few Inn„m m "^ '^'^"'onstration are

Which is inispe:sabl"rC„:n ^ ^«,e of
depend upon evidence of a totallJH? ,

'" "^"'^'^ce,
of no other guide than our own i'L

'"' '""^' ""^ ^""^
or the testimony of .our 2" l'^"'*^"

^""^ «P<="ence,
questions of fact or of actual ;

^"'^'' '"'"'' '"volve
of a necessa-y na^^^ CirT"": f''^'''

=" ""^^ "^ "<>'

involving an/contradict InT'TT ™^*"^- ""«»«
and deductions may bet^n^" „s" 1:^".?"^ ^"'"^moral evidence; probablvT' •

^ ^""^""'^^ '^ called

is to subjects di,!;^ro,' ^^1 '" """"P^' "PP"^"'™
conduct and relations.",

^^ ^ connected with moral

6- Tke Burdm of Proof

^ ^-^i^ier;:rtTe 'i;^r"•"- -'- -po-
luestions a, issue b^^tw^en them %; " "' P"''"^'"" '^e

"he who a.ss..rts must prove •>. "'^«™"''' ™1' i^. 'hat
in common .sen.si- and ustice is nlll I'

"'"'''' '' '"""''«'
J"«Kc, ,s followed not only in courts
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of law but in the ordinary affairs of life. Thus if a char,.
IS made aRamst a person of wrong-doine whirh h^. H f
accused is not called on to disp^ottL ^e ITs^L:evidence is given of its truth

supposing that what is asserted by one nartv i,m5 u u?
Ihat what is denied by the other and ,^1^ f

P™'^''''^

«|ually accessible to Lh, tht^^tri^t.^^

ract or p.Un nrnrgive^n^rritetid^t

-nine on which of two parti^'ltrMenVS/l^tt

-at^:;^:-;iKcot,;^,^^^^^^^^^^^
.est shouldfin order to cll'/a U^^L ^at^-'^-^'

l^e

-_J l!
''^'' ^"'' ^^^ ^^'^^^ce is gone into, upon the

4. .4wo5 V. Hughes, I Moo. & R. 464.

5 Baker v. Sa//. 3 Moo. P. C. 317, 319
3

^j^,m^.*M'i>' ^sm cr^'^fa
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party against whom the tribunal af th^ f .u

substance, although negative in foZ "m^T '"

tenant for not repairing accorrtinlr

'

*^'"^' '^

sohcitor for no. ushg dfe d Sc' LZr'^ '^""'' ^

S:^Tat\?ttLThrc;,^° "^'^^ "'^ <'^^"^-

we.give„one^hersi^^7e'j:^-3CS:

K-i^.
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the verdict, for it was not to be assumed that the woric wasbadly executed and consequently that the burienTp^was upon the plaintiff.
P™°'

The burden of proof, which in the first instance lies „n

h':rrofz ""f
°"

'" "'•'"''' '^ ""-^^ ^" •

course of the controversy to his opponent by (i) oresumpfons, and (.) by prinui facie evid^ce. min the^exists a presumption in favor of a nartv .^„T j ,
rebutting that presumption ^.sts"»& ^^"1",^
argument from testimony the.^ is a presumption S^ favor

„"
the wtness, that he is trustworthy until the contrary isshLThis .s another way of saying that the burden o7p orinr*.~

'hisTes^^''^^
'-^ "- ^- -"^-- «

espedaT if'ww ' '''TT "^ *^ P""^^"™ '° ^ P^ved,especially if what is called a prir,:d facie case is made outthe burden of proof is usually shifted to him wh^dtlshat proposition. Parties to disputes do not alwtys da mtheir rights m regard to the burfen of proof. A wr^nX
t, although no evidence has been given of its tnith %[

kC tr V"'' "" ^°"""' «nce iftti ™o disp™:

h^^rmrr^Te'ci^f:-^^^^^^^^

•*^.S>'



CHAPTER III.

CLASSIFICATION OF ARGUMENTS.

-. be bjs ur:„'rbthS"pSe b
"^ "ran established Reason hut «,h7i n ^ ^^ ""'"^"^ °^

of mdicating their .'ore imponrt^ffeJ^;' ft 'TZ

AutL;?""'' '"™ ^^P*^"-" »" Arg„„,e„,s f™„,

'• °"'"*"^<'
f
"<! Muctive Aliments.

4' D^d2 T^h' ^"T*'"""'"
Arguments.

4- IJ rect and Indirect Arguments.

perhaps tl ^^d) a^d eXr^U 'f^'^"''
^-^^P'

particular point of v ew Id th. ! f arguments from a

confusing ^e disthcLTtw^ ,1™ '' T^k ''^""^'

divisions to be kept senarate "f ""^"^ ''>' ">ese

says Whatelv "L^Z^ .
Arguments may be divided,"

thatis,lSSyslk.wfhf "™^^ ^'«^-"' P-eiples;

And these crSs2'T "" ''"''"' '"™'°''^ »f 'hem.
cross-d.v,sions have proved a source of endless

36
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perplexity to the logical and rhetorical student, becausethere ,s perhaps no writer on either subject that haTCaware of their character. Harily anything perhat ha"contnbuted so much to lessen the in.enit and Z ut^ty o

''The' fi^tr •'
='%'.'«••.'•"''-"•''«"- hence resultingThe first division distinguishes arguments according tothe subject-matter of the principle on which they arc. fZIedAn argument from Experience is one in which the prLdnton which It depends is derived from or confirmed wL^'

caVs^^trEtr wftit/:' 'r ^"^""^^' ^^> "•-
/^x r

^"^^ ^^^^^ ^o Cause, (c) from Tesff

Hnguishedythe natu^fL SSLTdThrrerari.bea. to .he thesis. Thus, in the argument f^m Examplethe Reason consists of examples; fn the argument fromAnalogy^ of resemblance; in the argument fr^m Cau^T

Arguments from Experience are further distinguished

ThT ar" men : T^t" °" ^^^ *^^ "^^^d.
founH^I

^ I """ ^""""P'' ^""^ f™" Analogy arefounded on what may be called ultimate principles areuments f™„, Cause to Effect, fr«m Effect to Caui' f^^"

^ZTZ;.::^
"•'"" C'-—-"al Evidence d^o":

empWcal nrindnl"'"T''
'""" ^''°''''''"^ *P^"d »"empirical principles, and arguments from Equaitv onnecessary or intuitive principles

^'

Arguments from Authority are based on principles
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derived from Authority. This class includes all amiments

The second division includes Deductive and InH,,.,-

aTzr .
''7 ^"'^'^ ^-^ "-< '"-™e™s tote 'j:

at ine present time to give them a narrower siEnification =nH

h<:"Ke„r,"
'^""" ""'^ '^- a„umeni:t:S he

uic j^eason. A Deductive argument thpn .'c

cvmence. ihe distinction will be further, a- j •

subsequent chapter.
^' "^'"^"''^ '" ^

Conditional and unconditional arguments are d;«mguished accorxling as the Principle on whTch Ly de^^^^^

ThTtr h".'"
unconditional proposition.

'
''^"'

indirect Jn .
7'?" "^'''^' '^^""^^"^^ ^^ ^'^^er direct or

nTJu u '^"^^ ^'^"^^"^ the thesis is proved or disproved by the reasons in the first instance ^l''^^.''''^'^-

m^miF^mt^m
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CHAPTER IV.

ARGUMENTS FROM EXPERIENCE.

Section I.

ARGUMENTS FROM EXAMPLE.

There are two classes of Arguments from Example, one
of which IS used to prove the relation of Cause and EfTect
and the other to prove general propositions.

Sub-section I.

TO PROVE THE RELATION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT.

By an effect is meant any phenomenon, anything that
appears or that happens, any thing or any change, however
s «ght, m any thmg or group of things. A cause we under-
stand to mean some circumstance or combination of cir-
cumstances some thing, act, force, or agent, antecedent to an
effect, m the absence of which the effect would not have
appeared on which the effect is said to depend, and to whichwe ascribe the power of producing the effect.

The most familiar types of causes are thdse of personal
agency. In the early stages of man's history personal agency
was the only cause that could be conceived. Effects that
could not be accounted for by man's agency, thunder, light-
nmg, storm and wind, the return of the seasons and

, generally,

39
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all natural phenomena, were ascribed to the actiVt.V, ,

a. bought^:r^t^;;^l:?,r«-
reason. Even Keoler wh« \i!

^'^ '*|' product of human

the motions of rh^Snl h '.T '"' '"'P''""' '"^^^ <"

lying cause, entertainXweaTratX7".°' '"^ •""•"

'n their courses hv Z -T P'"""' "'«'* 8"'<ied

dispeiied :hrNel:SK'cau^ tit
'"^"^ "''^

..on and formulated theL oT.tCrn "" ""' ^"^"'

caprb::^:f;"rX:;:xTrtrftt:^^^^^^ '"-"'^ "• '^

effect. Thus heat liJh, Xi
:_""" ^'n any particular

tion of JvitatTon fh
' ^""2' ""Snetism, the attrac-

sustain or™y me f^"'" •

"?"•'' '"'' '"^'^^ "^ch
may in this sensT.^ttt'/Cs

""'" """™^^' .'-•«'-•

eve.^^rtZsT^c^.'^::: rmV",-^"--
-^-

aTh^:^:frr-diiift"-"
—- -- -u^:!

effects, eversZete n! ^^'T^ " """" "' " ^hain of

an effrorTr'::rt:s^ '-t
^^-^ --^

.Ha. each wii, be a. one timt'rZdShrrtS

^.vf
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'.tit ""J"'"- ,

™"'' "" "''""''''"^^ -f ^"Pi*"' 'ends tothe increased employment of labor, and the increased
employment of labor tends to produce more capital. ^.fe^r D,cey has pointed out that laws are the outcome ofpubhc op,n,on, and that laws once enact«l have aWshare m creating public opinion

^
When an effect depends on sevemi circumstances, or ona Cham of circumstances, the cause is strictly speaking thewho e of those circumstances, the sum total of the »n<^tl„s

positive and negative, without which the effect would no,'have come to pass. But in practice we usually attribute thecause to some one circumstance or agency which is henear^t at hand, or the most conspicuous, or the ino^^
important for our immediate enquiry, a negative condiZn
being often called a cause. Thus, if the lighting of a ma chdepends on the presence of oxygen in the air, the absence ofmoisture, a certain degree of friction, and sundry ingTeSi^^s
properly compounded with which the match i7tip^, Tnyone of these circumstances might be called the caus^ althou^ the conjunction of all of them is necessary to prokl

"Such an event as the preaching of Luther againstndulgence money might easily have occur«l, without beingfollowed by a consequence of such magnitude at the Re^formation; nor would any such effect have happened, unfessH^e various circumstances predisposing to it had llreadybeen ,n existence. An even, such as the preaching of Luther
IS like the last eather which breaks the camel's l^k, or thedrop which makes the cup overflow.
"A large aggregation of influences had been graduaUy
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takmg place each one inadequate by itself to the productionof the effect, but combined, they are ultimately suffiS Astlie ast events are those which immediately precede tZ

q^i^is dt^ed ::rthTmoV-'''"''''™'' "^ ^'''''' ^
t * •

'-'-'"tu !>cems tne most important thnuah ;«
fact, .counts for no more than any ot^er votetX\::

the pl,ysi„logical pro^es^, whch finaU;"^d fn'r? T,"

ealousy revenge, covetousness, or other passion ;auS^'

enness, or msan.ty, or environment, or her^ity waTthe

as. me sJDject of their immediate enquirv Thi>: pv=.v,„i
serves to illustrate the distinction ofln^maje bvTuri«!betwee^^-mate and remote causes, a dStio^iX

I. Sir G
^'°' I. P- 351

^^c. U..i3. ,,„*^ „/ „,^„,^,^^ ^^ ^^__^__ _.^^ .

^ ^^^_^^^

S-JI^-^T^
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to that made by physicians between exciting and pre-
disposing causes of disease.

AifZ^, T^ °' T"^ *""'' ^ <^™P«™'ively free fmm
difficulty ,f every effect were due to one cause, and only on^and .f every cause inevitably produced its effect without
mterference from counteracting causes. Plurality of causes
implies two or more distinct causes any one of which singWmay produce the effect in question. Thus, heat may te an
effect of the sun, of friction, of percussion, of chemic^ o"e ectncal action. Death may be due to drowning, poison ng

arSlLLr "' -''"^ "'--' "^•^•' --pa-
Counteracting causes are those which modify, neutralize^prevent the effect which another cause acting done ^ouTd

Tl !• !" """^ '""^^ ™y mutually modify oneanother and contribute to produce an effect differing'rm
tha which any one of the forces acting alone would priluc^

poisons, medicines may arrest the progress of a disease orcompletely cure it, the price of an artide of commer« maybe increased or decreased or rendered stationary by the2
c^^nn:, T' 'T"'

"^'' ^^ ^"PP'y and^demandXc^t of production, the imposition of a protective duty therate of wages, competition, etc,
'

effecT^'or'alT 'f T"""";
""'^ ^ ''''"«' "^ ^ause and

effect, or as joint effects of a common cause more or lessremote, or wholly unrelated, in much the same way ha twomen may be related as father and son, brothers or cousin Tnvarious degrees, that is, descendants of a common an estormore or less remote, or whoUy unrelated.
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usually expreJl by^L .ha " K
^ "'''"" ^'"'«"''«'.

and the law „f the Sol a
^' "^ ''™""''

" ""«•"
expifssc.,! bysayiiiKthat "lit/.

" ^'""''' "'"""y
in like circumstancl" Wh±r :r',

T'"^^' '"«' ^««''

capable of pr«„ ,t j, unn^c^
'

,

""' "'."'* P"'"^'P'-^ are
for practical purposes thT^7h„ ^ ™''""'^- " ''» ^ough
Ix^lieved to be truT w; '^7„ "^ ""-^-^"y acted on and
a"y single Instance, a!d :e"ra;":ra::i'^

'" '^ ("'^ '"

principles which it is unnecc^ssart ,„? " *' "'"'"'a'«

called in question or d,"™ ^- '" ''™'^' "'^ "^^y «,* never

The cause of a given effert I. . i ,

antecedent circumstances ofSeffj,"
"*

'r"" ='"«'"« '"«

proof of causes may be b^st ann,f h , I^ ''"^'"°" «' ">^
the disproof of alleg«l or sun^l ^^ "nsidering first

antecedents of an eftooneb"^ '"'^" '^'^''^ '"e

-Uminate them by showta^ tL? ' T P"^'"^ '" "^'"^^or
until only one antecS::-f,f TftcTir "^^ '"-•
the antecedents but one a,v „n"'

"" ^''" "* shown that all

one must be- the cL" 0^™^:"":'^/'';'' "'^f
^'' """

cause. But it is impossible, hav'g^i:!' ,7 ' "'^^ ""
Universal Causation, that he effl fhn u^ ''"""'P''°'
•herefo. the only other anttdtrmt ^ .hrir

"""'
There are two arguments bv ^hZh

^''^
effect may be shown not to be » caut 'T'"'"''"'

"' '"
argued that a given circuit

'^"^'- " "ay be

effect, by produclg^"2. ' " """""^'ed w.* the

examples Xre the'e^ « !' Tin'th""":
''"'''''"^ "

circumstance. Secondiv it ^^^ "'''^"'^^ "' 'hatsecondly, ,t may be argued that a given
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Circumstance is unconnectcl with the effect by producing orc^mg one or more Instances where that circumstance
present and the effect dcs not appear. In such cL
folir:

" '"''' '" ^^" ^"'"''''^-^ ^^'^^ -^y »- ^^atc^

-

..wlfr '^/^ ^'^^'-'^^"'^
'^Z «« ''#e^/ u-A/c/r r.« 6. absent

u'lt/ioul prn'cnttnfi the cflect is the cause
2. Ame oftfu- antecedents of an effect that can be present

u^thoiit proilucing the effect is the cause
^

These principles are deduced from the Law of Uni-versal Causation and the Law of the Uniform Act on ofCauses respectively.
'I'-iion oi

Further, it may Ix. argued tliat a given antecedentcircumstance is not a counter-acting cau^ by two sm!arguments, first, by citing one or more instances whe.h^
secondly, by citmg one or more instances wliere tliat circumstance ,s absent and the effect does not appear.

The fol owing is an outline of a series of atgumenls inwhich ptoof of a cause is attempted in this way

dcmirl-, ""r'"^' ''"•^''^"'P'^- be into the cause of en-demic goitre Instances of the disease have been collected

^a" whv r "'^"""•'"^ <" "" ^°"'""- °- - y

others? One of the earliest theories was that endemic

rird""""'"'
^'^ '"^ ^"'"''^ -<• confitrlut™

the ground, some notorious centres of it being deeply cleft

so
1 But wider observation found it in many valleysneither narrower nor deeper than others that were exT"^

mf t -> 1^ \ ^ -JSwIl^Bn
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s'rongiy, and certain sprinfrchaniJr^ '^
"'^ ''^'''

But the spring. i„ some goftre cX^^ ^ SO'tre-springs.

magnesia. The commr,«
^'"'"' "°' » '«« "f

the drinking-water fndl:/ !"„: If'™^^
°' '•<^'- '•"

adduced in favour of tliis Bm' fi,l ^ '""'"'" "^^
the presence of ioHm. .

^" inquiries made out

the wat" a^: t^": ;e"rn oPd't •''r''"f
"• '" '"' -'

widely prevalent; whif n Cuba it

'

-^ T''"'^
«°"'^ "^

iodine is discoverable dtier^"
1

'

u^'
""' '^ "''''^ "'

it is quite free from loitelV' »'^ <> the water, and yet

stances, resultinHn ^hlr -^ ''"K'^ multiplication of in-

that had S "su™ tT^:Z " "^"^ ""=^ ~''*"-''"

the conclusion .hSrt^rcarlrr; mo"^!;^^-^
'°

.^ecrsdtr.r-^ "- - ^ '^o^-rrorgTe
The arguments may be expressed in full as follows-

tar-oftrgtu^d '"^

t
'^'"^ '^^'"' ^*"".' --

etc.. a. no° causIT goltr"'"'
""' «"'°«-' f"™"'--

^^^ Reason: Because they can be absent without p..venting

3. Minto: Logic, Inductive and Deductive, p. 319.
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Principle: None of the antecedents of an effect that can
be absent without preventing the effect is the cause.

Thesis: Magnesia, etc., are not causes of goitre

the effert"'

^^""^"'^ ^^""^ ""^^ ^ ^'^'^"^ '^'^^''"* producing

Principle: None of the antecedents of an effect that can
be present without producing the effect is the cause.

Thesis
:
Iodine in the drinking water is not the preventive

(or a counter-acting cause) of goitre.

the effe^"'
^''^""^

'* '^" ^ ^'^'"'"^ '^'^^''"^ preventing

Principle: None of the antecedents of an effect that can
be present without preventing the effect is the preventive
(or counter-acting cause) of at effect.

Thesis: Iodine in the drinking water is not the preventive
01 goitre.

folbwT"'
^""'^""^

'^ ""^^ ^ ^^"^"^ '^'^^''"^ ^^^ "^^^^

Principle: None of the antecedents of an effect that can
be absent without the effect following is the preventive
(or counter-acting cause) of that effect.

The main argument may be stated as follows-
Thesis

:
Morbid poison is the cause of goitre

Reason: Because it is an invariable antecedent of the
disease and all other antecedents have been shown to be
unconnected with it.

Principle
:
Where all the antecedents of an effect but one

have been shown to be unconnected with the effect, that one
IS the cause.

m
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a^umptions i, is possible wL a L^'Lt '7" "' ">^*^

possible .0 Iv „t, •, s not ^f'"'"^''.«'' " -X be

capital punishment for murfer has a^^T't" 'I
'"''"' """

upon criminals than imprtl^ ,%~ ''^^-'«
^^f

has not inereased, or hJd'JsS'XTh'" ^r''"'°"capital punishment compared w^L V ""f'
""'" "'

while capital punishmenrw^irftl'"' •" " """'^'^

sir^na;t\r.4¥r"^^^^^^^^
means whereb; aujs ^ t'"""''

'"^•''°^'- '"'^ P""de
possible numtr ofTn^LT:^ """'"' ""^ '"^ '--'

>. Argument jrom Single Agreement.

;^^^yEf..;y/a

^fp' mil^"
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dents as unconnected with the effect, and at the same tin,,to fix on one as a more or less probable caZ T^ •

can cite two or more instances whTre the !^' , '
""

appears which agree in hZJl '" '^"^'"^

differ in all other ante ede„Ts"^;t
""'

""T'™''
'"''

is the cause Thus TtTTt' T^ *'^"' "'*' ""at one

followed by a iculit eff^''"'
" ' P""'™'" "^'""^ 's

followed by ,he^me.ff!! i,r J'P*''''™ '^ '"^^Wy
time. seaso^'LTlt r italfe: ^^T^"™'''conclude that that medicine is the cau^';^ .l^, ^;5^,'^'«Vr

xrxrh::;::rcrrr'r^r-»'-"

The prmciple on which we rely may be stated as follows-^hen two or more instances of an effect fun.
<'»lecedent in common that one is LcausT

""'' '
'

methl^^fr"'^^'
'' ^ '^"'"^^^^ "^^^'fi^ ^orm of Mill'smethod of Agreement which is as follows- V^Z\more nstances of \\^^ r^K^«

loiiows. When two oriisidnces Of the phenomenon under invesfiaafj^^ i,only one circumstance in common VL
'""^^^'^'^^^^^^ ^^ve

The following example is quoted from Mill:

Htanc ; in whi:fLt ^'y^f
-"•™- We compare in-

-ure, -thir'L:^-^/—Ta-r^:

' W^
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and we find them to have one. and, as far as we can observeonly one antecedent is common,-the deposition of a solid
matter from a hquid state of fusion or solution. We
conclude, therefore, that the solidification of a substance

tdliLtion'""
"*'' '"' *" ''"™"^'''' antecedent of its crys-

fmJ^h
'""""ng^^'nple of this form of argument is takenfrom the speech of Henry Clay on the American System, bywhich he sought to prove that protection tends to cause adeclme in price of the objects protected.

„m'T'"'1' u''^.
"P"^"'""" "^ ">* A'"^**'' System, the

objects which It protects and fosters are brought to theconsumer at cheaper prices than they .ommandKl prior to
Its introduction, or, thaft they would command if it did not

"Brown sugar, during ten years, from 1792 to 1802
with a duty of one and a half cents per pound, averaged
fourteen cents per pound. The same article, during ten
years, from .820 to 1830, with a duty of three cents has
averaged only eight cents per pound. Nails, with a duty of
five cents per pound, are selling at six cents. Window-

f^w"!^ ^n''"'
P"°' '° '^' '^"^ °^ ^"^4. sold at twelve

or hirteen dollars per hundred feet; it now sells for three
aoliars and seventy-five cents.

"I hold in my hand a statement, derived from the most
authentic source, showing that the identical description of
cotton cloth which sold in 18x7 at twenty-nine ce'nts per
yard, was sold in 1819 at twenty-one cents, in 1823 at seven-
een cents, ,n 1825 at fourteen and a half cents, in 1827 at
thirteen cents, in 1829 at nine cents, in 1831 at from ten

f&n
,mim ^'^
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and a half lo eleven. Such is the wonderful effect of pro-
tc.ct.on, competition, and improvement in skill combined

In respect to woollens, every gentleman's own observa-
tion and experience will enable him to judge of the great
reduction of price which has taken place in most of fhe"
artices since the tariff of ,8.4. It would have been sti^
greater, but or the high duty on the mw material, imposed
fo the particular benefit of the farming interest. But
without going mto particular details I shall limit mysel
to inviting the attention of the Senate to a single article of
general and necessarj' use. The protection given to flannels
in .8 8 was fully adequate. It has enabled the American
manufacturer to obtain complete possession of the American
market; and now, let us look at the effect. I have beforeme a statement from a highly respectable mercantile house
showing the price of four descriptions of flannels durin;

sf« /?h '^'^T^''"
«"'^; '•» '8^7, thirty-eight; in

.828 (the year of t..e tariff) forty-six; in 18,9, thL-six-m .830, (rtotwithstanding the advance in the price of wool)
h.rty-two; and in ,831, thirty-two and one-quarter. These
tacts require no comments."

The proof ultimately depends on a principle formerly
mentioned namely, that "none of the antecedents of an

ct2 " tV'" Sf.^*^"'
."'"«»« preventing the effect is the

cause. Thus, if in one instance, antecedents A, B, and Care followed by an effect, and in another instance, ante-

l^t L ' °'!fl^ "^ '°"°"«' ''y '"^ «''"« effecl, then
t may be argued that antecedents D and E are not connected
with the effect because the effect appeared in their absence

wa ssTi,:-^"
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in the first instance, and antecedents B and C are un
connected with the effect because the effect appearLi intheir absence .n the second instance. Since A is the onother antecedent it is concluded that A is the cause

The whole of the argument is seldom stated in fullThe reason, mdeed, is often incomplete. One or more instances are usually given and the rest of the reason is assumed. An appeal is made to those addressed to recogni.c
these as suff^c.ent, aridno supply from their own experCc
acld.t,onal posUive and negative facts necessary to crmpTe
ihe argument. ^

2. Arf^ument from Double Agreement.

'Fhe dangers incident to the argument from Single Agree

~elc^T i''
" ^'''r

^^ ^'^ '^^ «^ -ore'insta'nc sof the effect which agree only in the presence of one antecedent, two or more instances, otherwise similar, can bected ,n wh,ch the effect does not appear, and which agreeonly m the absence of that antecedent.
The principle required for proof may be stated as follows
// tu^ or more instances where the effect in Questionappears have only o,te antecedent in common, a,ui Jar mJl

instances rn the same department of investigatim have nothing

rJTZ '•'''^' '^' '^''"'' 'i '^' '"^'^'^^^^^^ ^hat ante-
cedent ts the cause of the effect.

The principle formulated by Mill which he calls the Tointmethod of Agreement and Difference is as follows Iftwo or more instances in which the phenomenon occur,have only one arcumstance in common, while two or more
instances m wh.ch it does not occur have nothing in common
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save the absence of that circumstance; the circumstance in
which alone the two sets of instances differ is the effect or
the cause or an indispensable part of the cause of the phen-
omenon. '

The argument depends on a double agreement. One
set of instances agree in the presence of but one antecedent
and the other set of instances agree only in the absence of
that antecedent, hence the name of double agreement
Nvhich is adopted from Professor Fowler

kind n/'f Tt I'lT'
^"^•''' "^^^"

^ ''''^' ^ Particularkmd of foo<i I find that I invariably suffer from some parti-
cular forn of Illness, whereas when I leave off, I cease to
suffer. I entertain a double assurance that the f(xxl is the
cause of my illness. I have obser^•ed that a certain plant
.s invariably plentiful on a particular soil; if, with a wide
ex,x.nence I fail to find it growing on any other soil, I
feel confirmed in my belief that there is in this particular soilsome chemical constituent or some peculiar combination
of chemical constituents, which is highly favorable, if not
es.sential to the growth of the plant."

The following example is taken from a report of a com-
mittee appointed to investigate the cause of an epidemic
of typhoid fever:

*

"The milk supply of the households in the infected
<.stricts was derived from various suburban dealers; but
It was found in each case that some households were infected
and others not. There were three sources of supply of

;

nnking w-ater, namely, deep artesian wells, surface wellsand a small river the water from which was filtered by a
water company and supplied through mains. Upon in-
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vestigation it was found that the infected households al-
though differing in locality, in their sources of milk supply
and in other general conditions, were all supplied with
dnnking water from surface wells, while in the households
which were supplied with drinking water from other sources
the disease did not appear."

Here we find that several instances where the effect in
question appears, all agree in the presence of only one
antecedent, while several instances otherwise similar in
which the effect does not appear agree only in the absence
of that antecedent.

The following example is taken from Mill, who, after
describing Well's Theory of Deu>, and enumerating various
instances where much dew is deposited and also various
instances where no dew or very little is deposited, says-
"It thus appears that the instances in which much dew is
deposited, which are very various, agree in this, and, so
far as we are able to observe, in this only, that they either
radiate heat rapidly or conduct it slowly: qualities between
which there is no other circumstance of agreement than that
by virtue of either, the body tends to lose heat from the
surface more rapidly than it can be restored from within
The instances, on the contrary, in which no dew, or but a
small quantity of it, is formed, and which are also extremely
various, agree (as far as we can observe) in nothing except
in not having this same property."

3- The Argument front Difference.

The principle upon which proof depends in the argu-
ment from Difference may be stated as follows:
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// an instance in which the effect under investigation

occurs, and an instance in which it does not occur have every

other circumstance in common except one, that one occurring

only in the former, that one is the cause of the effect.

Mill's statement of the principle is as follows: If an
instance in which the phenomenon under investigation

occurs and an instance in which it does not occur, have
every circumstance in common save one, that one occurring

only in the former; the circumstance in which alone the two
instances differ, is the effect, or the cause, or an indispensable

part of the cause of the phenomenon.

The pnnciple is stated by Jevons as follows:

"The antecedent which is invariably present when the

effect appears, and invariably absent when the effect does
not appear, other circumstances remaining the same, is the

cause of that effect."

Most of the arguments and inferences of cause and effect

which we make or draw in daily life are justified by reference

to this principle. This principle is moreover the great guide

in experimental investigation and is called by Professor

Sidgwick the sheet-anchor of empirical proof. Whenever
we make an experiment we seek to satisfy the conditions

required by this principle. It is the ideal to which the

principles of Single Agreement and Double Agreement are

an approximation, but it can seldom be employed except

where we can control or experiment with the circumstances.

Thus, if we apply a certain degree of heat to water, it boils;

if we do not apply heat that effect does not appear. If two
suspended bodies of unequal weight, say a coin and a
feather, be released at the same moment, it will be observed

r.

;,j
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that the heavier body will ^.ach the cround first If ,1,

has been exhausted, and release.) a. .he same momemhey wUl reach the bottom at the same time. wTZ'rom this that the resistance of the air was the caurofXfalhng m unequa I'mcs beriii«, n,„ .
.-»"=* »' "i«r

precisely alike in ,11 •

' '"'° '"stances are

rfTheair and ,h /, •

":™'"»"">^« except the resistance

^n ,h! fi . ^
""'"« '" """)"*' """^s. which are presentin the firet, and not in the second instance.

A simpler illustration," says Sir G. C. Lewis "of thi.meth«i cannot, perhaps, be given than the ^flmion /aLobject ma „,r,«r
:

whatever changes the object may undet^o

existed at fi^t as to the object being the cause of the reflect.on the ,m„a,,on of its changes >.ould a.move the doub
'•

prove that wony causes a cessation of the digestive pmcessThere IS a chemical suUtance, subnitrate of Wsmu^'h,ch can be mtroduced into a cat's .stomach without nlu^'
It s .mper^•,ous to the X-rays; and so. if a cat is given ImeTiwh,ch contams a certain amount of it, the working" of thed gesttveorgans can be ol»erv«l „n,h an .X-n.y machile
It has been demonstrated that so long as Pus,sy I keptTa«.rned state of mind, disturlxd by trifles, suc'h as e'asng
t ckled nos... change of position and ihc like, the stomal'does no digestive work. The rhythmical cJntrart onTdonot take place, (he gastric juices do not flow, everythinet
at a standstill Pussy's mind must be at re t ifX if toavoid indigestion."j ™ '* '°

3. Dr. L. H. Click, L„di,s- Horn, ]o«,ml. June, „<rfl.
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The following is an argument to prove that the |K)wer of
onginating voluntary movements resides in the brain and
spinal cord:

"Here, then, is a capital fact. The movements of the
lobster are due to muscular contractility. But why does a
muscle contract at one time and not at another? Whv
does one whole group of muscles contract when the lobster

rZ^A -T"1^'' ''"' ""^ ^"^'^^^ «^«"I> -h^'" ^^^ desires
o bend .t? What is it originates, directs, and controls
the motive power?

„f Zk"*'™!"'
'• "',' ^.^^ '"""™'"' '• '•" ""^ ^certainment

I

™"1 '"
'"''f'

'^''' «^'™«. answers ihk question for us
In the head of the lobster there lies a small mass of tha-
ivculiar tissue which is known as nervous substance. Cords
"f similar matter connect the brain of the lobster, directly
or indirecdy, with the muscles. Xow, if these- commun
.catmg cords are cut, the brain remaining entire, the rx.wer
of exerting what we call voluntary motion in the parts
Ix-low the section ,s destroyed; and on the other hand, i , thecords remaining entire, the brain mass be destroyed thesame raluntaiy mobility is equally lost. Whence the
mevtable conclusion is. tha, ,he ,„wer of originating these
motions resides in the brain and is pr„|„gat„l ul,L ,h^
ner\'ous cords. "4

^

The effects of a law which has been long in force can
x'st be establishal by the argument from agreement, while
he effects of a new law or regulation can be established by
the argument from difference, that is, by comparing the

4 Prof. Huxley: On the Study of Zoology.
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State of things before ami after its introduction, or by com-
paring two countries or communities in one of which the
law or regulation is in force, and in the other it is not.

The apphcation of the foregoin;^ principles may be made
in the following extract which contains various arguments
from Example to prove that exposure to wet and cold or
to great and sudden changes of temperature is not the cause,
as is commonly supposed, of people "catching cold," or
contracting other inflammatory complaints, and that strong
and hardy constitutions are not always preventing causes;
together with arguments to prove that taking cold is really
due to improper eating, especially overeating, impure air,
lack of exercise, and overwork or clogging of the eliminative
organs of the body, csi^cialiy the skin.

"When Captain Parry and his crew were in the Arctic
regions they were constantly repassing from the cabin of
their vessel into the open air and back again, thereby under-
going in less than one minute of time a change in temperature
of from eighty to one hundred degrees, and in several in-
stances, of one hundred and twenty degrees. And yet, says
the account, 'not a single inflammatory complaint occurred
during this particular period.' Nansen had a similar ex-
perience; neither he nor his companions had such a thing
as a cold during the three years that they spent in the Arctic
regions, although they were exposed to cold, fatigue and
wettings to a degree which we can hardly realize.

"It will be said, of course, that they were all strong,
hardy men, selected for their ability to withstand cold and
hardships. That is true. But what was their fate on
leaving the 'cold, inhospitable North'? As soon as they

, I -•
V ,,
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returned to civilization they all 'caught cold' and were
laid up with severe attacks of influenza.

"It is said that fwrsons who are immersed in Ijaptism
in rivers and lakes in the depth of winter never take cold
and this is attributed to the state of spiritual exaltation in
which they undergo this ordeal. That expla nation, how-
ever, is hardly practical, for t^e rubbers in Tt -ish bath-
houses and the jK'ople who regularly bathe ir. icc-cold WP^er
m winter do not take cold from these habii., u^ every o:v
knows. The Indian did not take cold s^. !'>,,r a.^ h.- ..o-c
only the scanty raiment of his own dcv... Kyrr one
remembers the answer of the Indian v lo wis. .isled . hy
he did not suffer from the cold as he v.-ni -aIova n ^vinter
weather with so much of his body uncovtreu. Ik- rvy\Wi
by asking the white man if his face suffere 1 r.r., bnny
uncovered, and, when told that it did not, replied: Indian
all face.'

"Captain Von Schmidt, who had been sent to sea as a
boy in the hope that it would cure him of consumption
although he was not expected to come back alive, observed
that the natives of Terra del Fuego. men, women and
children, went about practically naked in the snow, and
were, as is so generally known, remarkable specimens of
size, strength and agility. The young sailor not unnaturally
concluded that their freedom from raiment was one cause
of their freedom from disease, and determined that he
would, as far as possible, profit by their example. He did
this, and declares that the practice cured him of the fearful
disease from which he was suffering, and which had carried
off most of the members of his family. The inmates of the
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,T , '"'f *! ^""'^ '^'^"<' '"' '^'''^"=" suffering »i,htuberculosis of other parts of the body than the iun«s tefor mstance, the hip and spine), spc.nd pmctically the en fi'

make remarkable progress, whik- colds and sore th ™tlare unknown.' Many more instances might C , u„a^

rr%;i^roTr:s;,r;i:TSrx^^^^
with tul^rculosis-a cold. O^n'^^^oThrhXth^vTr:
pract.es unquestionably parent ..ople from , k ngcoTd^

^ he underlymg caure of most colds is overeatL andmprorxT eatmg. Here i, an illustnttion of ,ht whichcame un.ler my observation recently, f have a.-attntwh<»e nervous system is so sensitive that she cannot ea hsmallest morsc.I of f.HKl U.yond her actual needs wThousneezmg and frequently exhibiting other signs of In oncommg mfluen,.. The other evening I droi^Hn a" Zlladys hous. to make a social call. She, a fi„t had texcuse, hersc-lf, but presently apf^ared. ke vo^c; was

Ltth hV.
•"' ""' "^^I'-'nf"' "f salad at supperwhich had not airreed with hf.r a ,

sup|Jcr,

added .o this tha^she c^d n^.r tt\:blg:rX' the!

"These cases remind one of the family that Doctor

I
•1!RC![^ife;^^S3^!^^''^^^^^
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Herring tells of that Invariably have 'colds in the head' the
day after eating roast g(x)sc. A Member of Parliament
once answered a complaint about the bad air of the Par-
liament House by saying that he did not mind it if he did
not eat too much. A starving man cannot take cold
Nansen and his men did not take cold so long as they ate
only the ship's ration, but when they were feasted and feted
after they got home again they immediatelv had severe colds.

"An account of a family of three children was given
recently. The children had .x'en constantlv subject to
colds and other illnesses, so that, usually, one or more of
them would be under the doctor's care from October to
April. By taking an air-bath, morning and night thev
esca}x«d all colds last winter and did not need the doctor
"nee. Their mother, seeing the gcxxl effect uix)n her
children, als(. t(X)k air-baths and escajied her usual colds
Kverything else in their lives seems to have lx.«en proi)erIv
regulated, but they did not escape colds until they Ix-gan
toning up their skins by air-baths."

In the following extract, written by a phvsician, are to
iK' found further examples of the foregoing arguments:

"Very few jK-rsons have any idea that various colors
cause different sensations and feelings; that thev are an
actual factor in their effects ujK)n the nervous system.

"Without thinking much about cause and effect we assent
to the generalization that green, for example, is the most
restful of all the colors, and we realize the wisdom of its
having lx«en given to us as the dominating note in Nature
We say red is warm, blue is cold, yellow is cheerful, violet
IS sad, etc., but how many stop to think of the reason for
all this?

•^\> '•r''U'^=.^''SW!i\^' S:'r;'^i
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Violet, the. color of sadness and grief, is the most
depressing of all the colors, and produces the most terrible
mental depressio. and stagnation in persons exposed to its
exclusive influence. This fact has been made usTof by the
Russian autocracy, which has, or had, rooms in one of its
places of 'retirement' from the world, in which are confined
those men of unusually brilliant mental attainments who
oppose Its government policies. All rays of light the
vibrations of which are slower than those of blue or violet
are excluded from these rooms. In every case the mind
of he occupant, once brilliantly alert, becomes so dulled
that he IS unable to cope with the simplest facts of life

Red has the most exciting effect upon the nerves,
because it ,s the most powerful of all the colors. And
instances are numerous of those who, living in rooms papered
and furnished m red, become cases for nerve specialist^

A physician, for example, noticed that one member
after another of a certain family came to him for treatment.
First It was the mother, then the two daughters, in time the
son, and the father. He could find no definite reason of a
domestic or business nature as a basis for the nervous con-
dition of the family. Presently a grave illness occurred in
^he^family, and he spent all of one day and a night in the

"Shortly afterward the house was closed for a period, and
before the family left, the physician said to the husband- 'I
should like to have you try an experiment, if you will I
notice that you and your family are very fond of red; your
dining-room is papered in red; the chief color in your
library is red; three of the bedrooms I have been in are
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furnished in red. Suppose, while you are away, you have
your house redecorated; substitute yellows, greens, browns,
or tans for the present reds, and see what the result will be
upon the health of your family.'

'

'
The changes were made. Two years have now elapsed

,

and not only has the nervous condition of the family im-
proved, but, moreover, they have ceased to be patients of the
physician. 'It is a psychological fact,' said the physician in

explanation, 'but very few of us realize it. To live daily
under the influence of red is to excite the nerves.'

"Photographers have slowly but surely found out that
the use of red in their 'dark rooms' for the development of
their plates has caused the nerves of the workers to be wrought
upon; they become restless, noisy and often quarrelsome.
In many cases the experiment has been tried of substituting
orange light, which is the next strongest to red in power, and
invariably with the result of a pronounced diminution in the
nervous excitability of the workers in the 'dark room.'

"To prevent pitting, smallpox patients are sometimes
placed in exclusively red rooms. After varied lengths of
time they invariably beg most piteously to be taken out. If

they are not soon removed they become delirious and often
have convulsions. This test has, of course, for humane
reasons, never been carried further, but the experiment, so
far as it has been tried, leaves no room for doubt that, if the
patien: s were kept in the room, insanity would be the result.

After removal the patients cease their delirious ravings, and
show the greatest mental and nervous relief.

"Watch an audience at a theatre where a spectacular
play is given and where the members of the ballet are marched

•M^^"m
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on the stage ,n solid 'battalions' or 'ph^l^n-es reoresen.in..he d,fferent colors. As the greens, snaomgintoX
"hebrowns shadmg into tan and yellow, come on th' stl« t'hlr

.aim. When the ,«) appear., under i,s exciting inflL"'the au<l,ence will involuntarily and instantly briak""si)ontane„us applause. I, is no. that the eye is fonZ „f-an of g^en; i, is .ha. red has an ins.an.T^^ufrtetZ'he nenjous system .hat immediately seeks the same eTc^ha. red has upon the bull, only the human ntd ilecomes to the rescue and m«lifies nervous anger into nmou!restlessness and disquietude.
°"'

"The effect upon women is particularly noticeable »nHmjunous. Dressmakers will tell y„u that they P^fr notto make up red materials; that they do not allou a srnrieZor any „ne set of girls to work on red for any gL, enth „.me Experiments have proved that it fi„, '^^Kes a

the bram to become too active, and from that noint th.«t™ulat.on goes through ,he nerves to various"atTs of Z
.„ ^ '"'*" '' ™"'*" "'''°"' I "^ K-eating. She was s™,nto become a mother. She had been entirely t^ Tr^'Taccompanying nausea until one day .CVrJ:: ^^

he""r«s toZTt '"'^™'"'"''« When she chang^ncr dress to that of another color the nausea left her Beh,»m a red room or looking at red objects has again andS
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""criodt''

'*'"'' ""'^"."Pon »"»nen during child-canying

" The effect of red upon children has also often been
demo.«.med. The teacher of a Sunday school infant class
found herself and her class in a room with a bright red carpet

nn^W '^ZJVf'^'"' ^'"^ 'nvariabl/ restless ^d
unruly. She happily knew something of the influence of

color. The qu.etmg effect upon the children was im-
mediately noticeable.

"An experiment was recently tried upon a child who was
g.ven a bnlliant red toard to play upon. The child wasusuaUy good tempered, but before the morning was over hehad become cross and irritable. The next morning a green
board was suUtituted, and the child was as setene at midday
as at the begirfning of his playtime.

^

nf L°"*".
'^*™

\T"- '" '"'' P'*"^"'" '"*'»"<:« »f 'he effect
of red as .t ,s used for decoration purposes in homes.

l»,„n xT'l .;

"'^ "^ "' * "'°™^" *'«' had a beautiful

nch r«l; at n.ght, when the electric light was turned en, thedeep Poinpeian red of the day was transformed, becoming

J^tZ r 't
/''f ""' ''"''" "-^ -'-" but often'aid that th.s shade, which gave her so much aesthetic

pleasure by day, became a positive nerve-irritant in theevening. 'Strange,' she said, 'but I can hardly endure it

'

A woman recently told me she was going out to dinnerwhere she a ways dreaded to go. 'I Je the friends «^,hwhom I am to dme,' she said. 'I enjoy them more than anyfnends of my entire circle, but I am always relieved when the
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meal is over. I may be foolish, but I have sometimes
thought it was the color of their dining-room, it is a fiendish
red

!

'
I asked her about the health of the family. ' Oh,' she

said, 'they arc always under the care of a nerve specialist.'

"I know a family who have in their home a red 'den,' a
red hall, and red shades over the lights in their various rooms.
'It is so warm and cheerful,' they say in explanation. I

asked the woman of this home if so much red ever hurt her
eyes. 'No, indeed,' she said, 'what a strange question!'
I noticed however that the entire family had eye-trouble, and
that they were about the most nervous lot I had ever met."

4. The Argument from Residues.

This argument is sometimes used in ascertaining the
causes of social ph' nomena, but its use is mainly confined
to scientific investig. 'ons. Its nature is sufliciently indicated
by the principle upo which it depends, which is as follows:

Subduct from iny Phenomonon such part as is known b\
previous induction to ^ the effect of certain antecedents, and
the residue of the pht omenon is the effect of the remaining
antecedents.

"Complicated phenomena," says Herschel, "in which
several causes concurring, opposing, or quite independent of
each other, operate at once, so as to produce a compound
effect, may be simplified by subducting the effect of all the
known causes, as well as the nature of the case permit.s,

either by deductive reasoning or by appeal to experience, and
thus leaving as it were a residual phenomenon to be ex
plained. It is by this process, in fact, that science, in its
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present advanced state, is chiefly promoted. Most of thephenomena which nature presents are very corapUcated • andwhen the effect of all known causes 7re esttaa".^':^'
exactness, and subducted, the residual facts are constantly
appearing m the form of phenomena altogether new andleadmg to the most important conclusions ",

"It IS obvious," says Prof. Minto, "that this is not apnmary method of observation, but a method that marb^employed w.th great effect to guide observations whTn a
considerable advance has been made in accurate knowledgeo agents and the.r mode of operation. Many of the «welements m Chemist^ have been discovered l this w"
For example, when distinctive spectrums have been observed
for a

1 known substances, then on the assumption that ever,-
substance has a distinctive spectrum, the appearance ofImes not referable to any known substance, indicat^the
existence of hitherto undiscovered substances and6Ms^areh for them. Thus Benson in ,860 discovered two n^
alkaline metals, Caesium and Rubidium. He was examLng alkalies left from the evaporation of a la^re quiS"f
scope to the flame which this particular salt or mixture of

which he had never observed before, and which he knewwere noi produced either by potash or soda. He then s^Zwork .0 analyse the mixture, and ultimately succSS ngenmg them separate. It was of course by 'he mTm ofDifference that he ascertained them to be capable of producingdie lines that had excited his curiosity.".

5- Herschel: Discourse, sec. 158.
6. Minto: Logic. Inductivt and Deductive, p. 33,.
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5. The Argument from Concomitant Variations.

The principle of the argument is as follows:

Whatever phenomenon varies in any manner whenever
another phenomenon varies in some particular manner, is
either a cause or an effect of that phenemenon, or is connected
with it through some fact of causation.

"This simple principle," says Minto, "is coastantly
applied by us in connecting and disconnecting phenomena.
If we hear a sound which waxes and wanes with the rise and
fall of the wind, we at once connect the two phenomena
We may not know what the connection is, but if they uni-
formly vary together, there is at once a presumption that the
one IS causally dependeait on the other, or that both are
effects of the same cause.

"It must be remembered that the mere fact of con-
comitant variations is only an index that some causal con-
nection exists. The nature of the connection must be
ascertained by other means, and may remain a problem, one
of the uses of such observed facts being indeed to suggest
problems, for inquiry. Thus, a remarkable concomitance
has been observed between spots on the sun, displays of
Aurora Borealis, and magnetic storms. The probability is
that they are causally connected, but science has not yet
discovered how."

The methods of Mill are primarily methods of inves-
tigation mostly used by specialists in various departments
of experimental science. By these principles alone the
advocate may not be able to proceed far in the proof of
causes without the aid of observation and experiment but

!^vii>^;:'Wi/'-im'A."tri
'
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he may guard against error in his own argument, and he may
pomt out that his opponents' argument is unsound. Wlierc
a thesis is capable of being substantially proved by the
application of these principles there is seldom any dispute
or need of argumentation. It is only when these principles
are not appealed to and cannot be satisfied, where interest,
or prejudice, or party spirit is on the side of a causal thesis,'
and the assertion is made practically without proof, that
the knowledge of the requirements of proof becomes prac-
tically useful, not in disproving the thesis but in showing
that it has not been proved.

m
Sim
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Sub-Section II.

TO PROVE GENERAL PROPOSITIONS.

The argument from Example is also used to prove Knemi
propositions or principles. This form of the Argument as
commonly expressed consists in citing one or mor^ observed
or established facts similar to those summed up in the thesis
the facts set forth as a reason being examples of the general
truth which they are cited to prove.

When the relation of cause and effect has been estab-
lished between two things, as for example, that heat under
certam circumstances has caused water to boil in one or
more cases, the general' proposition that heat under like
circumstances will cause water to boil in all cases may be
proved by reference to the Law of the Uniform Action of

fdlows-

'^^'^ *'g""»^"t '"ay be formally expressed as

Thesis: Heat under certain circumstances causes water
to boil in all cases.

Reason: Because under those circumstances heat caused
water to boil in this case.

Principle: Like causes produce like effects in like cir-
cumstances.

It is by means of this argument that all the general truths
of science which depend ujx)n causation are established as
for example that arsenic is a poison, that unsupported bodies
fall to the ground, that eclipses recur periodically This
form of the argument from Example is seldom expressly
used because the extension of a jmrticular fact of causation

Pi}-:
iP,^''¥va4ri'.'i^|^
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to all like cases is easily and n>adily made; the operation is

the basis of nearly all our reasonings and has become from
habitual use almost, if not quite, automatic and unconscious.

It is usually taken for granted without express statement,

so much so, that in arguments which prove only particular

facts of causation the conclusion is often stated as u general

proposition.

Empirical Principles, that is, general truths that cannot

be, or have not as yet been, Ijased on any law of causation,

may be proved by a form of the argument from Example,
which, as usually expressed, consists in citing several ex-

amples. Thus, it may Ix' argued that all homed animals
are ruminants, because the ox, sheep, deer, and an indefinite

number of other homed animals are ruminants; that all

men are mortal because A, B, C, and innumerable other

men have ditxl in the past. In an argument of this kind
the reason is seldom stated in full, and the principle is

seldom stated at all. When the |)roposition to be proved
is expressed or is intended to be understood as universal,

the advocate relies on the implied assumptions that no
negative example has been found, and that the search has
Ijeen exhaustive. He is usually content to state a number
of positive instances as a sample of all instances that might
be given, and thus shift on his opponent the burden of

showing an exception, or that the search for exceptions has
not been complete.

The principle upon which proof is founded in this form
of the Argument from Example is the Law of the Uniform-
ities of Nature which may be expressed as follows:

Whatever has been found to be true in a numlter of instances
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0] a phenomenon and never found to he false, after due search
in any instance, is true of all instances whatever.

The complete argument may be stated as follows:
Thesis: All homed animals are ruminant;
Reason: Because A, B, C, and an indefinite number of

other homed animals have been found to be ruminant, and
no homed animal has been found, after due search, that is
not ruminant;

Principle: Whatever has been found to be true in a
number of instances of a phenomenon, and never found to
be false, after due search, in any instance, is true of all
mstances whatever.

The following argument ^rom Example is taken from
a speech by Alexander Hamilton Stephens:

"As I have stated, the truth of this principle may be
slow m development, as all truths are and ever have been
in the various branches of science. It was so with the prin-
ciples announced by Galileo. It was so with Adam Smith
and his principles of political economy. It was so with
Harvey and his theory of the circulation of the blood- it is
stated that not a single one of the medical profession, 'living
at the time of the announcement of the tmths made by him
admitted them. Now they are universally acknowledged'
May we not, therefore, look with confidence to the ultimate
umversal acknowledgment of the tmths upon which our
system rests?"

The number of instances required for proof varies with
our experience of the particular subject-matter. In some
cases thousands of instances may be insufficient, and in
others one mav be enough. If the relation of cause and
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effect has been established, we may conclude from one
instance to all of a similar kind, and in proportion as we
have reason from our experience of the subject-matter to
think there is a causal connection, the fewer instances will
suffice; and, conversely, in proportion as we have no reason
to suppose that there is any causal connection do we need
a very large number of instances. Even a large number of
positive instances is not sufficient, unless, in addition, we
have found no negative instances or exceptions, and have
reason to think from a wide experience that, if any existed
we should have found them or known of them.

Thus, from observing a field containing thousands of
blue hyacinths we would not from that alone be justified in
arguing that all hyacinths were blue, not only because our
experience gives no warrant for supposing any causal con-
nection between hyacinths and a blue color, but also because
It cannot be said that our search has been sufficiently wide
and that no instances to the contrary have been found But
we may argue that all crows are black, since, although we
have not here any reason to suppose a causal connection
yet our experience has been wide and uncontradicted, and
If any exceptions existed we should probably have known
of them. 6

On the other hand we might be justified in arguing that
the pnce of protected manufactures tends to decline from a
comparatively small number of instances, if we had reason
to suppose that protection was a causal factor inducing

,'»

6. Fowler: Inductive Logic, p. 125.
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competition, increased production, cheaper methods, and
consequent dech'ning prices.?

Laws of nature ind other scientific truths, which may
be proved deductively by reference to simpler and more
comprehensive laws, or directly by reference to the principle

of the Uniform Action of Causes, may also be proved by
reference to the principle of this form of the argument from
Example, as, for instance, the price of food tends to increase

wit'i the increase of population; the average price of com-
modities is determined by the cost of the production of gold

;

as wealth increases prices tend to decline.

But empirical laws, that is, those that cannot be explained

by reference to any known cause, or that cannot be deduced
from more comprehensive laws, can only be proved by this

form of the argument from Example, as for instance, that

all men are mortal; that all horned animals are ruminant;
that alloys of different metals are harder than any of their

various elements; that substances containing a very high

proportion of nitrogen are powerful poisons; that gases

have a strong tendency to permeate anima! substances.

"Any uniformity," says Professor Bain, "not coming under
causation must stand on its own independent evidence;

and this evidence is uniform agreement throughout the

whole compass of observation. We must find it true in

all times, all places, and all circumstances; and provided

our search has been so extensive, that if there were any
exceptions we should light upon them, and no exceptions

7. Minto: Logic, Inductive and Deductive, p. a8i.
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have been found, we are entitled to declare it a law of all
nature. "8

Many principles which have now been shown to be based
on causation were formerly held to be true on the grounds
of uniformity of experience alone, as for example, the law
that eclipses recur periodically, that unsupported bodies
fall to the ground.

It is held by xMi^l and Bain that mathematical axioms and
so-called necessary truths may be proved by reference to
the principle of this argument, as for example, things which
are equal to the same thing are equal to one another; two
straight lines cannot enclose a space; if equals be added to
equals the sums are equal; the whole is greater than its
part.^ "It IS," says Professor Bain, "by agreement through
all J^aturethat we prove that 'things equal to the^ame thing
are equal'; having found this fact always true, never false
we extend it, by the Inductive hazard, to all cases whatso-
ever.'* 9

Propositions that are nat expressed ' nor intended to be
understood as universal, but only generally or in most cases,
may be proved by a form of the argument for example, the
principle of which may Ix; stated as follows:

''Whatever has been found to he true in most cases in our
experience is gef. rally true, or mil continue to be found true
in most cases.''

Thus we may argue from this principle that evil com-

8. Bain: Logic, Deductive andlnductive, p. 244.

p.
168.°^'"^ ^^^' ^"'^"^"^^ ^*^ Indtunive, p. 240: Mill: System of Logic,
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munications corrupt good manners; that extravagance leads
to ruin; most springs contain mineral substances; most
stratified formations contain fossils; most wood is lighter

than water; most persons of a particular age, profession
or country have such and such qualities.

In actual argumentation individual instances are not
always given to support a general proposition. The mere
statement of the proposition is an implied appeal to those
addressed to consult their own experience for evidence of
its truth. Every general proposition includes, or purports
to include, observed instances as well as others unob-
served, the former being the evidence for the latter; so that
when the proposition is stated,* it is, so to speak, half proved.
Sometimes the appeal is expressly made to common ob-
servation, as in the following examples:

"Is the fact not indisputable that all essential objects of

consumption affected by the tariff are cheaper and better

since the Act of 1824 than they were several years prior to

that law? I appeal for its truth to common observation,
and to all practical men. I appeal to the farmer of the coun-
try whether he does not purchase on better terms, his iron,

salt, brown sugar, cotton goods, and woollens, for his

laboring people? And I ask the cotton-planter if he has
not been better and more cheaply supplied with his cotton-
bagging ?".o

"We cannot conceive a line without breadth; we can
form no mental picture of such a line; all the lines which
we have in our minds are lines possessing breadth. If any

10. Henry Clay: Speech on the American System.
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one doubts this, we may refer him to his own experinece. I

much question if any one who fancies that he can conceive
what is called a mathematical line, thinks so from the
evidence of his consciousness." 1

1

II. Mill: System of Logic, p. 169.

\ r^-

i'
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Section II.

ARGUMENTS FROM ANALOGY.

The word analogy means any degree or kind of re-
semblance Ix^tvveen two things. There is an analogy
between things whenever we can say they arc alike in one
or more particulars. Two things may resemble each other
in so many respects as to be indistinguishable, and differ onlym bemg distinct things, as two coins from the same die-
or they may be alike in many things and differ in many
things, as two men or two planets, or they may be alike in
only one or a few particulars and differ in an indefinite
number. An elephant is like a fish in having a backbone-
a man is like a tree in having life; and in each case there
may be said to be an analogy between the things compared

The word analogy is also used to mean a resemblance,
equality or identity of relations. Thus the relation between
a plant and a seed is like that between a chick and an egg-
the relation between a country and its colonies is analogous
to that between a mother and her children; the relation
between a board of directors of a bank and its management
is similar to that between the members of the cabinet and
the governing of a country; the relation or ratio between
two and four is similar or equivalent to the relation or ratio
between eight and sixteen.

An argument from Analogy is one in which points of
resemblance between two things or two relations are set
forth as evidence to show that the resemblance extends
further than is actually known or observed; that some fact
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or proi^rty that is known to Ix'long to one, belongs also,

by virtue of that resemblance, to the other; as when we argue
that a given specimen of handwriting, A. was written by
a certain person, l)ecause it resembles in various essential

particulars another sjK'cimen of handwriting, B, which is

known to have been written by that jx'r )n. The principle

relied on in arguments from Analogy may be stated as
follows

:

\Vhatn<er is true oj a thin^ is true of wliatn'er essentially

resembles it.

The argument when exi)resse(l in full would be as follows:

Thesis: This specimen of handwriting, A, was written

by the defendant.

Reason: Because this specimen of handwriting, B, has
been proved to have been written by the defendant, and
specimen A essentially resembles it.

Principle: Whatever is true of a thing is true of what-
ever essentially resembles it.

In the same way we may argue that a particular play or
part of a play was written by Shakespeare by reason of its

resemblance in particular qualities of style to Shakespeare's
known works; or that a given painting is the work of Raphael
because it is essentially like the known work of that painter;

or that government control of the telegraph service would
be successful because it is essentially similar to the postal

.service and that has been successful under government
control.

The value of an argument from Analogy depends on the
number and extent of the resemblances compared with the
number and extent of the diflFerences, and the number of
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properties or particulars as to ..hich it is not known whether
the two things compared agree or differ. AToreover of all
possible points of resemblance or of diflference, only those
should be considered which are essential, that is which
have a direct iK^aring on the proposition to be proved
The question what facts are essential depends on our ex-
perience of the particular subject-matter.

It is sometimes said that no thesis can be proved con-
clusively by analogical evidence. In many cases, it is true
in which the argument is employed it is impossible to show
essential resemblance, and, of course, the thesis cannot be
asserted as more than probably true. Thus, in the argu-
ment that Mars is inhabited because of its many points of
resemblance to the earth, there are so many essential points
of difference, and so many points as to which it is unknown
whether the two resemble or noi. that the thesis cannot be
said to be more than probably true. To justify a probable
conclusion there must be more points of resemblance than
of difference, and tne points as to which we do not know
whether the two things compared agree or differ should be
considered as points of difference, r

The principle on which we rely in using a probable argu-
ment from Analogy may be stated as follows:

When two things resemble in a preponderating number of
essential particulars what is true o} one is probably true of the
other.

' '

^

On the other hand, if essential resemblance can be
snown in all respects, if, in other words, the analogy is

7- Minto: Ugic, Itidiiciive and Deductive, p. 368.
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complete, the argument may be conclusive as any other
Take for mstance. the case- of handwriting; two specimens
may be so clearly alike, and display so many individual
characteristics that the inference of a common authorship
cannot be resisted. We are constantly drawing inferences
of this kind in regard to handwriting with which we are
familiar, inferences which could not Ix- made more certain
by direct testimony as to authorship.*

In an argument de^x'nding on the resemblance between
things there are two terms to the comparison. When the
resemblance is between two relations there are four terms
to the comparison, two terms in each relation; and when an
analogy exists between two relations they are said to be on
all fours," or to Ix parallel cases.

The following is an example:
"To say 'there is a tide in the affairs of men' is to use

a mere metaphor, the subjects compared being totally
distinct. Now, to reason from one subject to another of a
different kind, might be called reasoning by Analogy yet
the inference might be such as to deserve the name of in-
duction. Great as is the difference between the march of
human history and the flow of the tides, still, if the two
phenomena exactly resembled in the single feature of ebbing
and flowing, and if no inference were drawn except what
this feature involved, the argument would be a sound and
stnct induction. "9

The following argument from Analogy taken from a

8. See Mill: System of Logic, p. 393.

9 Bain: Logic, Deductive and Inductive, p. 371.

e
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s|K'erh of Carl Schurz was ust-d to prove that the spoils
syst'-m entails waste, dishonesty, and inefficiency, and
should Ix' alx)Iished.

"Ima^Mne a hank, the stockholders of which are divided
into two factions,—let us call them the Jones })arty and the
Smith [)arty, who quarrel aljout some question of policy.
The Jones |)arty is in control but the Smith men fXTsuade
over to their side a sufficient numk-r of Jones men to make
a majority. The new Smith board at once remove all the
officers, president, cashier, tellers, bookkeepers, and clerks,
down to the messenger boys—the good and the bad alikc-
simply because they are Jones men, and fill their places
with new men selected, not on the ground of fitness, but
simply because they are Smith men. You might watch the
proceedings of such a bank with intense curiosity, but, I

ask you, what prudent man would defjosit his money in it.

or invest in its stock ? And why would you not ? Because
you would think this is not sensible men's business, but
foolish boy's play; that such management would result in

reckless waste and dishonesty. Such would be your judg
ment, and in pronouncing it you would at the same time pro-
nounce judgment on the manner in which the business part
of our national Government has been conducted for several
generations."

The following are further examples of analogical argu
ments:

"Can we conceive of a weaker and flabbier being than
a man growing to maturity in a State which had removed
all temptation to evil? The success of the Prohibitionists
in their efforts to enact local-option laws, which, as admitted
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by them, are (,nly a stepping-stone to al^olute Prohibition
would put and keep swaddlinK clothes u,>on humanity
unt.

,
from constriction, it must fmally jK-rish. Teach a

ch.Id m mfancy to use projK'rly its muscles as well as its
bram, and a foundation for self-development, self-reliance
and self-control is laid. Put its body into a steel-and-leather
jacket -which w<,uld do for that body what the Prohibition
law would do for the will--and you will make the child
sit up straight at once, but it won't amount to much in the
long run. Better teach that child to sit up with the aid
of Its own backlx)ne. That is the principle upon w.'iich the
future of the race will Ix. built. As Goethe has truthfully
said, the Ix'st government is that which teaches us to govern
ourselves." lo

"

The argument from Analogy is commonly employed in
conjunction with other arguments for the purpose (r) of
showing the antecedent probability of a fact which ?s after-
wards established by other evidence; (2) of illustrating and
confirming a prorx>sition or argument that has already been
stated; or (3) of holding up to ridicule, execration or con-
tempt an opponent's conduct or jx)licy. In the following
example an argument is illustrated by an analogy

''It is surprising that John Mill, for instance, having
explained the love of virtue as the love of pleasure in disguise
does not seem to have realized the effect of such a theon!
upon any person who should happen to close with it Mill
seems to have assumed that the love of virtue confronted
by this explanation of itself, would remain passive under

''iif'

10. Gustave Pahst, Cosmopoluan Magazine. April, 1908.

K'mf-"-^ A^"'V^."
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the operation, and retain the place and character it had
before. Plainly il would do no such thing. The moment
I understand that what I am really aiming at is not virtue,
as I previously supposed, but pleasure, all my delusions
about the supereminence of virtue will, if I am true to my
convictions, give place to an entirely different order of
desire. I dreamt that I was in a palace: you have now
awakened me to the truth that I am in a stye; and being
awake you cannot e.xpect me, as a rational being, to play
at believing that my acorns are pearls and mv wash the
nectar of the gods."

In the celebrated case of Massy against the Marquis of
Headfort, Bartholome-v Hqar, for the plaintiff, made use of
the following analogy, the purpose of which is obvious:

"The Cornish plunderer, intent on the spoil, callous to
every touch of humanity, shrouded in darkness, holds out
false lights to the tempest-tost vessel, and lures her and her
pilot to that shore upon which she must be lost forever-
the rock unseen, the ruffian invisible, and nothing apparent
but the treacherous signal of security and repose. So, this
prop of the throne, this pillar of the State, this stay of re-

ligion, the ornament of the Peerage, this common protector
of the people's privileges and of the Crown's prerogatives,
descends from these high grounds of character to muffle
himself in the gloom of his own base and dark designs:
to play before the eyes of the deluded wife and the deceived
husband the falsest light of love to the one, and of friend!)
and hospitable regards to the other, until she is at lengtli

dashed upon that hard bosom where her honor and happiness
arc wrecked and lost forever."
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In the following passacre the Rt. Hon. Herbert Henry
Asquith ridiculed his opponents' i)olicy by means of anal-
ogies.

"When we ask how I am going to meet German com-
IK'tition, which I admit to l^e a formidable obstacle in the
way of British trade, I reply, not by taking down from its
dusty shelf in the political museum the old blunder-buss of
tariff retaliation, which is as likely as not to explode in your
own hands, but by imitating Germany's vastly superior system
of secondary and technical education, by taking up the
weapons of precision which science has forged, which the
British people as well as the German people can be taught
to handle, and which in truth, are the arms of quick firing
and of long range in the industrial campaigns of to-day."

The argument from Analogy is often more effective than
other arguments even where other arguments could be used
as It is more picturesque, and illustrates the abstract by the
concrete; the less known and the unknown by what is
familiar; that which is difficult to picture by what is easy
to picture. It would be easy to prove the truth of the
proposition that the spoils system leads to inefficiency by
other arguments besides analogy, but the comparison used
by Schurz brings it home to the average citizen, who is more
familiar with the conduct of business concerns than with
the intricacies of the Civil Service.

The argument from Analogy is the central type from
which all other arguments radiate, and with which they are
all connected. There is an analogical element in everv
I)rocess of reasoning whether of inference or argumentation.
" I he fundamental action of our reasoning faculties," says
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Jevons, "consists in inferring or carrying to a new instance
of a phenomenon whatever we have previously known of
its like, analogue, equivalent or equal. Sameness or identity

presents itself in all degrees, and is known under various
names; but the great rule of inference embraces all degrees,
and affirms that so far as there exists sameness, identity or

likeness, what is true of one thing will he true of the other.'' .

.

The distinction between an argument from Analogy
and most other forms of arguments is that in Analogy- the
proof does not profess to be rested on any known causal
connection between the fact to be proved and the points of

resemblance, but merely on the facts of resemblance from
which a causal connection is inferred in order to account
for the fact in question.

"By experience, facts or events of the same character
are referred to causes of the same kind; by analogy, facts

and events similar in some, but not in all of their particulars

to other facts and occurrences, are concluded to have been
produced by a similar cause: so that analogy vastly exceeds
in its range the limits of experience in its widest latitude,

though their boundaries may sometimes be coincident and
sometimes indistinguishable." 1

2

In mathematical reasonings, where the relation of cause
and effect is not directly involved, analogy is peculiariy

applicable and useful, as well as conclusive. If it be proved
that the three angles of a given triangle are equal to two
right angles we extend that fact by analogy to all triangles,

11. Jevons: Principles of Scien ?, p. 9.

12. Wills: Circumstatuial Evidence, p. 14.
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because although the differences between triangles are
infinite, yet having regard to the steps in the proof of this
question all triangles are essentially the same.

All arguments may be expressed in the form of an
argum.ent from Analogy, and every argument from Analogy
may be expressed in some other form if, or as soon as, some
causal connection has been established between the fact
in question and the similar properties of the things compared.

"Analogical reasoning may be reduced to the following
formula: Two things resemble each other in one or more
respects; a certain proposition is true of the one; therefore
It IS true of the other. But we have nothing here by which
to discriminate analogy from induction, since this type will
serve for all reasoning from experience. In the strictest
mduction equally with the faintest analogy we conclude
because A resembles B in one or more properties, that it
does so in a certain other property. The difference is thatm the case of a complete induction it has been previously
shown by due comparison of instances, that there is an
mvanable conjunction between the former property or
properties and the latter property; but in what is called
analogical reasoning, no such conjunction has been mad-
out." 13

In one class of arguments from Analogy, the resemblances
may be (i) in the nature of effects, and the resemblance
such as to suggest a derivation from the same cause or from
similar causes, as when we argue that two resembling
specimens of handwriting or of composition are by the same

13. Mill: System of Logic, p. 393.
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author; or (2) the resemblances may be in the nature of
causes, and the resemblances such as to suggest that like
effects wfll follow or have followed, as when we argue that
there will be a revolution in Russia because the conditions
in that country are similar to those which produced a revolu-
tion in France in 1789; or that Mars is inhabited because
the conditions by which life is sustained on that planet are
similar to those on the earth; or that Government control
of the telegraph and telephone services will be successful
because the general conditions of those services are similar
to those of the postal service which has been successful under
government control. In these cases we base the argumentm experience, and make an approach to get the support of a
natural law based on causation

In another class of arguments f om Analogy we base the
argument in experience, but the relation of cause and effect
has no application, as when we argue that the three angles
of every triangle are equal to'two right angles because every
triangle, having regard to the steps in the proof, is essentially
similar to this triangle of which that fact has been proved
In a third class of arguments from Analogy we reach con-
clusions without the aid of the law of Causation or of ex-
perience as when we extend a juridical or other conver^-onal
law to parallel cases or analogous classes of fact^ he
argument is founded in Authority, rather than in Ex-
perience. In matters of politics and legislation arguments
to establish new principles are constantly being made from
the analogy of parallel cases, that is, by the evidence of
identical or essentially similar relations.

In jurisprudence, analogy which may be a source of danger
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m Its infancy is, according to Sir Henry Maine, the most
valuable of instruments in its maturity in extending and
developmg legal principles. A principle laid down either
by statute or precedent is by analogy extended to cover all
cases that are essentially similar.

The argument from Analogy sometimes resem])lcs the
argument from Example, as when we argue that a law
prohibitmg the liquor traffic will work well in Ohio because
.t has worked well in Maine, Kansas and Iowa, and is
hence sometimes called an inductive argument. Such an
argument, however, is analogical, as it der>ends on the
imphed assumption that Ohio is essentially similar to the
other States mentioned, and not on the absence of exceptions
after due search, which is the foundation of the Argument
from Example. ^

An argument from Analogy is useful and important as
suggestmg a probable conclusion, and preparing the wav
for Its establishment by other arguments, or as suggesting
the existence of a law or principle which may be verified
on further investigation. Thus, the establishment of the
wave theory of sound suggested and led to the establishment
of the wave theory of light. A thesis may be disproved
as we I as proved by an argument from Analogy, by showing
that the points of difference outweigh the i>oints of re
semblance; thus, a bank note may be proved to be a counter-
feit by showing points of difference between it and one that
is known to be genuine.
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Section III.

ARGUMENTS FROM CAUSE TO EFFECT.

In an argument from Cause to Effect the existence
and operation of a known cause is given as a reason to prove
an effect; as when we argue that a man will die becaus^ he
IS afflicted with a particular disease; or that a man in disease
will be cured by taking a particular medicine, or by following
a prescribed course of treatment; or that an eclipse of the
sun will occur next month from the known position and
movements of the earth and moon. The argument is often
expressed in a hypothetical f9rm and is made to rest on a
supposed cause; as when we argue that the crops will be
destroyed if it continues to rain. Prediction, when more
than a random guess, is based on a cause, either actuaUy
existing or supposed.

In the process of inference from cause to eflfect the
problem may be stated thus: given a certr state of facts
what will be the outcome? W^at result will naturaUy
follow.^ What will be the effect? If we make this treaty
pass this law, what will be the consequence ? If we adopt a
protective tariff, will it result in over-production, declining
pnces and stagnation? or will it stimulate industry, induce
competition, provide more employment for labor and an
enlarged home market ? Having reached a conclusion we
argue the truth of it by setting forth the circumstances which
constitute the cause or chain of causes from which the
mfeired effect will follow. Thus, Macaulay in his speech
on the Reform Bill argued that the causes then operating
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unless counteracted by the passing of the bill, would produce
a revolution.

In the same way we may argue from the habits, character
or temperament of a man we know, that he will probably actm a certam way under given circumstances; or from the
emotions, passions and appetites which all men have incommon to actions which such motives tend to produce

An argument from cause to effect may be probable only
since the operation of a cause is liable to be frustrated or
counteracted, in whole or in part, by other agencies; and it
approaches to conclusiveness in so far as it can be shown that
no other agency is operating, or will operate to prevent the
effect. The assumptions, which, although seldom expressed
are nevertheless relied on and required to give validity to the
argument, are, that the fact given as a reason has been found
under similar circumstances to be adequate to produce the
allegea effect, that no counteracting causes are operating or
wiU operate to prevent it, and that the cause will be followed
by the effect in this case as in former cases, or in other words,
Uiat like causes produce like effects in like circumstances.
1 he advocate is usually content to state the fact or facts
which constitute the cause without reference to the implied
assumptions. This has the effect of shifting on his opponent
the burden of disputing either the truth of the facts alleged
or of showing that they are not an adequate cause of the
effect or of showing the operation of counteracting causes

The argument may be stated in full as follows :-Thesis-A will die,^ Reason: Because he has been bitten by a cobra,
the bite of a cobra having been found to be an adequate
cause of death which cannot be counteracted; Principle-
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Like causes produce like effects in like circumstances \n
argument may often be stated more simply by using as a
prmciple the law of the particular cause, thus:-Thesis- A
will die; Reason: because he has been bitten l)v a col)ra;
Principle: All who are bitten die.

A probable argument from Cause to Effect may Ix' stated
by using a principle expressing a tendency. For example—

T. It is not likely he will be eloquent;
R. Because his habits are secluded;
P. Secluded habits do not tend to eloquence.
The following extract printed during the progress of the

Russo-Japanese war contains an argument in favor of an
early peace, by pointing out th« causes which would naturally
have that effect.

'Tlearly Russia is drifting rapidly into a position so
oangerous that a sudden armistice need not surprise anyone
at all acquainted with her present situation. An army of
three-quarters of a million has been reduced to one of less
than half that total through disasters in battle, deaths from
disease, and the capture of prise ^rs by the victorious
Japanese. A moderately sized loan is found extremely
difficult to float in France, not merely a friend but an ally'
while Japan has easily raised in Britain and America enough
to enable her to carry on the war for a year or more to come,
The Russian people are tired of the war, unwilling to serve
in it and disaffected politically towards the Government
which IS forcing the fighting, while the Japanese people are
enthusiastically unanimous in support of their Government
and are not merely ready but eager to jointhe armies in the
field. The Russian forces are shattered and disheartened by
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a long succession of defeats, while the Japanese soldiers are
absolutely confident in their ability to win in ever^• en-
counter. All this s[x?lls an early peace."

The argument from Cause to Effect is used to prove not
only particular effects but general effects as flowing from the
operation of general causes. The following is an example:

If lalx)r becomes more efticient, whilst the wages of the
aborers and the price of fcxxl remain unaltered, the cost of
labor w,ll be diminished. If the wages of the lalx,rers are
reduced, whilst there is no change in the efficiency of labor
and the price of food, the cost of labor will be diminished
The cost of labor will also be diminished if the price of food
IS reduced, and the amount of the laborers' wages, estimated
by the commodities they will purchase for him, remains un-
changed. If, therefore, the cost of labor, or, in other words,
the rate of profit, varies in different countries from time to
time, the variations must be due to the influence of one or
more of the three circumstances above enumerated.".

4

The following is a further example:
" It is important to direct attention to the great influence

exerted upon profits and wages by the export of capital It
has already been shown that the rate of profit may be
regarded partly as the cause, partly as the effect, of the
amount of capital accumulated. An increase in capital
tends coeteribus paribus to lower the rate of profit; whereas
an advance in the rate of profit promotes the accumulation
of capital It IS however essential to bear in mind that only a
iwrtion of the aggregate wealth which is annually saved in

14. Fawcett: Political Economy, p. 174.
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any country is invested in its own industry; the remainder is
exported to be employed as capital in other countries
Hence the capital annually saved in such a country as
England is divided in two |x)rtions; that portion which is
exported and that portion which is employed in its own
industry. That ,x)rtion which is exported produces no
immediate effect upon the current rate of wages and profit
prevaihng in England. Consequently in all discussions
relating to wages and profits, it is important not only to
consider the whole amount of capital annually saved but
particular attention must be directed to the portion of this
aggregate capital which is retained for home investment It
IS evident that the relative magnitude of the two portions
into which a nation's capital is thus divided will be regulated
by the profits which are respectively realized by home and
foreign investments. If a rise in the rate of profit abroad
should be unaccompanied by an advance in the rate of
profit at home, an influence is at once brought into
operation to increase the relative amount of the capital
which is exported and consequently to diminish the amount
retained for home investment. Although, therefore, there
IS no diminution in the national capital, yet as a smaller
amount is employed in home industry, the effects that ensue
will, m many respects, be analogous to those which occur if
the amount of wealth annually saved were diminished
This is particularly the case with regard to wages, which
depending upon the amount of circulating capital, must
evidently be regulated, not so much by the whole amount of
capital annually saved, as by the amount which is retained
for home investment. It will be very necessary to bear this
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in mind when considering the various expedients which are
resorted to for raising wages. It may here be generally saidthatM advance m wages unaccompanied by any increase in
the efficiency or productiveness of labor, can seldom confer
a permanent benefit upon the laborer. Such an advance in
wages W.1 lower the rate of profit at home; a greater pro-
portion of the national capital will therefore be invested
abroad and the amount spent in wages will Ixj decreased "

.

,

The following argument shows the connection between
general causes and remote effects through intermediate
causes and effects:

"The public has yet to learn the paradox that r 'ntal
disease ,s physical disease. The causes that poduce
physica disease in stomach, or lung, or heart may produce
physica disease in the brain, and the expression of that
physical disease is mental disease or insanity. The over-
whelming majority of cases of insanity depend absolutely
upon the circulation of some poison or other in the blood
Of these poisons the most important is alcohol. Scarcely
less effective are the poisons or toxins produced by many
other forms of lowly plant life which we know as bacteria
These poisons produce physicial changes in the brain upon
whicn the insanity depends. The doctrine that worry as
such, can produce mental disease is unintelligible to any one
acquainted with these matters.

"Nevertheless, we can state the facts in a more rational
form. We begin by reiterating that, contrary to opinion,
overwork, as such, can not cause insanity, but can do so only

15- Fawcett: Political Economy, p. 178.
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by first causing worry. Wc must then proceed to say that
worry, as such, can not be conceived to cause insanity, andm point of fact, does not cause insanity. (I am now using
the word m its common use, to indicate the really grave forms
of mental disease.) But worry has its ways and means by
which It can and does cause insanity; they are only too easily
enumerated, and only too abundantly illustrated in common
experience. In the first place, worry is a potent cause of
msanity because it leads to the use of drugs, and especially
alcohol. Alcohol stands out far beyond any other one factor
as a cause of insanity, and worry is responsible for an
enormous amount of drinking. Indirectly, then, worry is a
terribly common cause of insanity, and any success that may
conceivably attend our study of it will be, in its measure
success in attacking one of the most appalling problems of
our civilization.

"Again, worry is a most'potent foe of sleep, and lack of
sleep is a most potent foe of sanity. I am sometimes inclined
to think that the importance of sleep in preserving the
mental health has been exaggerated by some writers. Wc
know that before an attack of acute mania, only too often
resulting in murder and suicide, a man commonly passes
several sleepless nights. The sleeplessness is not a cause of
his madness, however, but an eariy sympton of it. I am
indeed, inclined to think that physical health suffers more
than mental health from lack of sleep, as such, but if the lack
of sleep depends upon worry, and, still more, if drugs arc
resorted to in order that sleep may be obtained, the cause of
tht worry not being removed, then certainly we have a potent
factor in the production of insanity. Though lack of sleep
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in itself is insufficient, I believe, to cause insanity-as issurely pron^ by the countless bad sleepers who ,lo not loseIheir mental health-yet it is certainlVa most important
con nbutory factor in the production of insanity. '^Thanmakes the bram far more susceptible that it would otherwise
Ix. to the action of such poisons as may beset it. In a wo^tW bram res stiveness. The use of alcohol and othe;drugs, then, and mterference with sleep, constitute mo«
requen. and effective means by which wo^ leads "ome„S
disease of the gra/er kinds." .

.

The following is an argument from Cause to Effect based
""
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"^''^ ""^ '"-^^'y hypo;: '^.al:
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If bror:''!f'T "*"" ""^'^ " """"""'y '" 'heir Z'.
If brown and yellow men are to be excluded from the fourcontments either occupied or controlled by the white peoplehen w-hite enterprise and ™le wiU be driven in the Irr"^;;
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justice m that consummation. First of all, an economic
grievance would provoke economic retaliation of a more andmore systematic kind. The sentiment of W«« wou"d
spread .0 Chma «d«, the fixed purpose of punishingte
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'^'"^'^ f™-" "J' Asiatic markets

\Vhether high tariffs were thrown round those markets or no

'

rt.e.r industrial development might lead to an increase o^Populata^of financial power, and of ofifensive strength at

.6. Dr. C. W. Saleeby, Camdion A/„j„„w. March. i,o8
7
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sea far greater than the utmost possibilities hitherto con
sidered in these speculations. Consider the astonishing
growth of the population of Great Britain or Germany since
these countries came to rest largely upon an industrial basis.
Then remember that nearly all Asia is still upon a purely
agricultural basis, yet even now contains eight hundred
millions of people. Let the sense of the common grievance
rise steadily and dominate; let it be asserted that there shall
be white men's countries in every other contineni, but that
brown and yellow men, no matter how much they increase
or how far they progress, shall never have any countries but
their own; let the conception of Asia cmlra mundtim gradu-
ally arouse all its races for a, colossal crusade; let Japan be
invoked by China as a leader, and by India as a liberator:
aud let the black races feel that the white man is like to be
swept back at last; and then indeed the strangest dreams of
the eclipse and extinction of Western civilization might
come true."

The following is a series of arguments fror.- Cause to
Effect to prove that the increase of intelligence causes the
prolongation of the jxiriod of infancy, and that the prolonga
tion of the period of infancy is a condition of progress and of
the development of the family and of communities:

"For every action of life, every adjustment which a

creature makes in life, whether mujcular adjustment or an
intelligent adjustment, there has got to be some registration
effected in the nervous system, some line of transit worn for
nervous force to follow; there has got to be a connection
l)etween certain nerve centres before the thing can be done,
whether it is the acts of the viscera or the acts of the limbs.

\\ .:<'
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or anything of that sort; and of course it is obvious that ifthe crea ure has not many things to register in his nervous
system .f he has a life which is very simple, consisting of a

nlll
t" ' r '"''°™"* """ Sre't frequency' thatanimal becomes almost automatic in his whole life; and allnervous connections that need to be made to enable him tocarry on hfe get made during the foetal period, or during the

cffi penod, and when he comes to be bom, he comes allready to go to work. As ore result of this, he does not learnfrom md.v,dual experience, but one generation is likeprecedmg generations, with here and there some slight
modifications. But when you get the creature that has
arrived at the point where his experience has become varied

es individuality about them; and many of them are notperformed with the same minuteness and regularity so tha

<lu ng which he IS being developed, and his form is akingon
1^

outlines. During prenatal life there is not time enough

Iteu th^ r™"!'"'^'^"-'"'''"'^'
="«1 «> by degrees it comesabout that he IS bom with his nervous system perfectly

apable only of making him breathe and digest fL,_ofakmg him do things absolutely requisite for supportingMc; instead of being bom wi'th a certain number of definit!
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faculties in potentiality, rather than actuality, was a direc

«
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result of the increase of intelligence, and I began to see that
now we have two steps; first, natural selection goes on in-
creasing the intelligence; and secondly, when the intelli-

gence goes far enough, it makes a longer infancy, a creature
is bom less developed, and therefore there comes this plastic
period during which he is more teachable. The capacity for
progress begins to come in, and you begin to get at one of the
great points in which man is distinguished from the lower
animals, for one of those points is undoubtedly his progress-
iveness; and I think that any one will say, with very little

hesitation, that if it were not for our period of infancy we
should not be progressive. If we came into the world with
our capacities all cut and dried, one generation would be very
like another.

"Then, looking round to see what are the other points
which are most important in which man differs from the
lower animals, there comes that matter of the family. The
family has adumbrations and foreshadowings among the
lower animals, but in general it may be said that, while
animals lower than man are gregarious, in man have become
established those peculiar relationships which constitute what
we know as the family; and it is easy to see how the existence
of helpless infants would bring about just that state of things.
The necessity of caring for the infants would prolong the
period of maternal affection, and would tend to keep the
father and mother and children together. This business of
the marital relations was not really a thing that became
adjusted in the primitive ages of man, but has become
adjusted in the course of civilization. Real monogamy, real
faithfulness of the male parent, belongs to a comparatively
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advanced stage; but in the early stages the knitting together
of permanent relations between mother and infant, and the
approximation toward steady relations on the part of the
male parent, came to bring about the family, and gradually
to knit those organizations which we know as clans

''Here we come to another stage, another step forward
Ihe instant society becomes organized in clans, natural
selection cannot let these clans be broken up and die out-
he clan becomes the chief object or care of natural selection
because if you destroy it, you retrograde again, you lose all
^ou have gained; consequently those clans in which the
)rimeval selfish instincts were so modified that the individual
onduct would be subordinated to some extent to the needs
t the clan,-those are the ones which would prevail in the
tniggle for life. In this way you gradually get an external
andard to which man has to conform his conduct, and you
et the germs of altruism and morality; and in prolonged
Efectionate relation between the mother and the infant you
jt the opportunity for that development of altruistic feeling
hich once started in those relations, comes into play in the
ore general relations, and makes more feasible and more
arkable the bonds which keep society together, and enable
to unite on wider and wider terms." > 7

The argument from Cause to Effect cometimes called the
?ument a priori, or from antecedent probability, is classed
a deductive argument, especially when general effects are
ablished by reference to general causes.

I?. John Fiske: Century of Science, p. io6.
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Section IV.

ARGUMENTS FROM EFFECT TO CAUSE*

We argue from effect to cause when the existence of an
effect and the circumstances surrounding it, are given as a
reason to prove the existence and operation of a cause-
some fact, circumstance, or agency that is known to be
adequate and exchisively sufficient to produce that effect.
In the process of inference from effect to cause, the problem
is

: Given a certain effect, what has brought it about, what in
accordance with known laws of nature would produce it

how is it accounted for or explained ? A house has been set on
fire, or wrecked by some explosive, who or what was the
cause? A person is found dead, what was the cause of
death ? Having reached a conclusion we argue the truth of
it by setting forth the effects and the circumstances in which
it is found as a reason, to prove the existence of a cause which
alone could have produced it.

Such an argument may be only probable since the same
effect may be produced by two or more causes, and it ap-
proaches to conclusiveness in so far as all the causes but the
one in question, can be shown not to be operative, or in so
far as the effect or^set of effects is peculiar to the cause to k>
proved. Thus, when we say it has rained because the
streets are wet, we argue from an effect (the wet streets) to a
cause that is known to be adequate to produce that effect
(rain), and the argument is conclusive in so far as it can be
shown that rain is the only cause that could have produced
the effects observed, or that no other cause operated which
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might have produced the effect, such as a heavy dew, melting
snow, the sprinkh-ng cart, the bursting of a watermain, etc.

If an effect can be due to only one cause the existence of
that cause may be proved conclusively bv the existence of
the effect. Thus, from the fact that ice is forming we may
argue conclusively the existence of a temperature of 22
degrees Fahrenheit or lower, since such a temperature
alone is adequate to produce the effect.

In like manner, from the existence of an effect we may
argue the existence of an indisi^ensable condition of that
effect, although such condition may have no tendency to
produce the effect, ihus. from the fact that a man died
to-day It may be argued that he was alive yesterday.

We argue the existence of a glacial period, or Ice \^e
from the facts that over nearly the whole of the American
contment north of the 40th degree of north latitude rock
surfaces have been ground and polished, great boulders
have been carried long distances from the mother ledges
or formations where they evidently were first formed and
the general topography of the country has rounded outlines
Effects like these have been produced by the movement of
ice masses in aur own day, and as far as our exi^erience goes
are not produced by any other agency.

The following is a further example of an argument from
Effect to Cause:

"There is a salamander which differs from most other
salamanders in being exclusively terrestrial in its habits
Now, the young of this salamander before their birth are
found to be furnished with gills, which, however, they are
.ver destined to use. Yet these gills are so i:>erfectly formed

i'i
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that if the young salamander be removed from the body
o their mother shortly before birth, and be then immediately
placed m water, the little animals show themselves quite
capable of aquatic respiration and will swim merrily aboutm a medium which would drown their own parent Here
then, we have both morphological and physiological evidence
pointing to the possession of gills by the ancestors of the
land-salamander ".s

The assumptions underlying an argument from Effect
to Cause are that every event has a cause, that the fact to
be proved is known to be a condition, or an adequate cause
of the effect or set of effects which constitute the reason
and that the fact to be proved is the only cause of those
effects, or if not, then, that no other cause operated to pro-
duce them. The principle required to validate the argu-
ment may be stated as follows:

When any circumstance is known to be adequate to produce
a certain effect, that effect having appeared and no other cause
having operated to produce it, the effect in question was
preceded by that circumstance.

When the law of a particular effect is known, that law
may be used as the principle of the argument as in the follow-
ing example: Thesis: The temperature is at or below
32 degrees; Reason: Because ice is forming; Principle:
Whenever ice forms the temperature is at or below 32 degrees

When an effect for which a cause is sought to be proved
may be due to one of two or more causes, the existence of
any one cause cannot be proved merely by the effect but

18. Romanes: Darwin and after Darwin, Vol. i, p. loa.
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the cause which actually operated in producing the effectmay be proved by the existence of collateral elects whThare due exclusively to that cause. Thus, death may bT dueto on., of various causes, no one of which may be inferred
or proved from the mere fact of death. But the cause whThactually operated in producing death in any given case mav

tT:L' ""•'

'"'r" "' "'""^^^' ^"-'^' -hS, a^I

hkhM K T"" .""'' '° "° ""•"• " " F«'-«'n came toh,s death by drowning, ,he« will be found cmain collateral
effects, froth ,n the mouth and trachea, water in the stomach
discolorafon, etc., which are peculiar to that cause. So

h.^«n^
7" |o poisoning, strangulation, stabbing

shooting, bummg, violent blows, disease, or other cause
charactenstic collateral effects would be producedTomwhich the cause actually opemting may be proved in so fa"as the effects were peculiar to it, and could not be producedby any other agency.

*^ "uucea

In cases where an effect may be due to two or more causest may be impossible to determine by which cause the effertwas produced. Thus, the characteristic effect of strycMne

system. But this effect is also produced by tetanus orlockjaw, and if no other effect of either cause couldTdis
covered It would remain in doubt which of the two 7auisproduced the effect. In a posf n,or,em examination „^on y are the obvious effects of one cause taken into acci^t

causes, and It ,s only when all causes but one have beeneliminated that that cause may be said to be established
In an argument from Effect to Cause the reason is seidom

1
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Stated in full, except in those cases where the effect in question
can Ik- due tb only one cause. The advocate is usually
content to state a j)rolmble cause, and shift on his opponent
the burden of suggesting or showing other causes to which
the effect might be due. If, however, any other cause may
have operated, the proof remains incomplete until all other
possible causes have been considered and eliminated.

When two things are associated either successively or
contemporaneously as independent effects of a common
cause, we may infer or argue from one which is observed
to the other which is unobserved. Thus, when we say it

will rain because the barometer is falling, we argue from an
observed effect (the falling of the barometer) to an unob-
served effect (rain) which are associated successively as
joint effects of a common cause that tends to produce both.
So we argue that a man has a certain disease because he
has certain symptoms. This argument from one effect

to another effect may be regarded as a compound argument
from Effect to Cause and from Cause to Effect It is rarely
met with in practice, not from any defect in its validity,

but because the joint effects of the same cause are usually
open to observation, and argument is then unnecessary.

The arguments frotn Effect to Cause and from Cause to
Effect are sometimes similar to, and are often confused with,
arguments from Example to prove the relation of Cause
and Effect.

In the argument from Example we are usually concerned
with two or more instances. Thus, we may be interested
in ascertaining the properties, as yet unknown, of a given
substance, circumstance or agency, and proceed by ex-

'T«?^- w^^-^^'-m
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perimcnt Where that is possible, or by ofervation of thatagent m d.flcren, combinations, talcing caa- as far as ,x«s Uco exclude or ehtninate all other agencies, an.l note wha
follows the introduction or pa'sence of that agent Thi
prcKess might be. called, in a sc.nse, reasoning from cause
to effect, as we ar. at first concern^ with something that
turns out to be a cause and finally arrive at something
which .s an effect of that cause-. But strictly it is reasoning
from one relation to another, from simple sequence of twothmgs to causal sequence, from an observed relation to an
unoteerved relation. Or again, we may be attracted bya certain effect and become interested in ascertaining the
cause, as yet unknown, to which that effect was due VVe
proceed as before by observation of similar effects and note
their various antecedents, and eUminate' those that are
unmfluential, until only one is left; or by experimenting
with various antecedents to see if those effects follow. Here •

the process of reasoning might be called from effect to cause
as we begin with an effect or class of effects and arrive at
something which turns out to be a cause of that class of
effects. But in reality the process is the same as beforetrom simple sequence to causal sctjuence

In the argument from Effect to Cause we are not con-
cerned with comparing similar instances. We seek to prove
the existence of a certain particular fact, circumstance, or
agency, by reascn of its being knau.~n to be an adequate
cause of the effcas observed. The argument proceeds onthe assumption that the relation of cause and effect has
already been proved between the same kind of facts as those
given as a reason and the fact to be proved. Thus when

•M.
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we argue that it has rained because the streets are wet
we know by previous experience that rain is an adequate'
cause of wet streets. When we ai^e the existence of a
glacial epoch in prehistoric times from effects that may now
be observed, the ground of the argument is our knowledge
that the same kind of effects have been produced by the
movement of ice-masses at the present day.

The arguments from Example to prove the relation of
cause and effect, on the other hand, proceed on the assump-
tion that the relation of cause and effect has not been es-
tablished by previous experience, and they depend on
comparing instances in which the effect appears and those
in which it does not.

The proof of the relation of cause and effect is only
possible when the two things said to be so related can be
observed in various combinations. The existence of a

• cause may be proved by the argument from Effect to Cause,
although that cause has never been observed and never
can be observed.

In reasoning from Effect to Cause the problem is to
prove the existence of an unobserved fact. In reasoning
from Example the problem is to prove the existence of an
unobserved relation between two facts. In the one case
the causal relation between antecedent and consequent has
already been established in similar cases; in the other
that relation is sought to be established for the first time.

The argument from Effect to Cause is sometimes called
an a posterian argument, that is, an argument from a later
to an earlier fact, in contrast to the argument from Cause
to Effect which is called an a priori argument.
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T^Ir """"^^'f*'
Of arguments, namely, atguments fromT«t.mony and from Circumstantial Evidence, are special

^^7^"" -T' "' "•' '"^"«"' f""" Effect to Cause.From their wide use and great importance in all relations
of life especially m forensic and scientific questions aseparate section will be devoted to each ,
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Section V.

ARGUMENTS FROM TESTIMONY.

The word testimony means (except when used meta-
phorically, as when we speak of the testimony of the rocks)
the declaration or statement of a witness, made for the
purpose of establishing a fact witnessed bv him. Evidence
is often used to mean testimony. But testimony is a narrower
term, and is only one, although a peculiar and important one,
of the many classes of facts which are included in the word
evidence.

In an argument from Testimony the truth of the fact
testified to is argued from the fact that the testimony is
given. The assumptions on which the argument is based,
and which are necessary to give it validity, are that the fact
testified to was observed by the witness, that his memorj-
of It IS accurate, and that his testimony is an accurate
transcript of his memorj-. In other worrls, it is assumed,
both m courts of justice as well as in the ordinary affairs
of life, that a witness is trustworthy unless the contrary is
shown, in much the same way that an accused person is
presumed to be innocent until he is proved to be guilty.
The principle relied on in an- argument from Testimony
may be stated thus:

What a trustworthy witness testifies to is true.

The argument may be expressed in fuU as follows-
Thesis: A assaulted B; Reason: Because this trustworthy
witness testifies that he observed that fact; Principle:
What a trustworthy witness testifies to is true.

5^*4
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That tfstimony is generally true is derivi,! from our

hZ"Z", 1- '^1 Pn'Pondcrance of truth over false-hood m testimony taken as a whole. "Of few wrson,
;ndec., ... says Bet, ''can it be sai,l that their aXrln" ,!

n '
""•'?'*'"'« ^' »" '™«: «ith many, its obse-rvance

appears to depend on circumstance, accident, or caprice
with - .me, the practice of lying sivm. invetente: while
certa... classi-s of jx-rsons systematioallv, an.l an it were onprmcple, w-ithhold the truth from other classc.s on ,„,rticular
-subjects. Bu, after every abatement has bc.n ma le orabermtions, the quantity of truth daily s,«ken immeasurablv
cxccc^ds that of falsehoo<l: and Bentham even goc^s so faras to assert, that f™m the mouth of the most egregious iLrhat ever e.xis.c^, truth must have issu«l a. leas^ a und

a"

t.m« for once that wilful falsehoo,l has taken its place.''..
This general truth which is found in e.xperience is uc-".unted for and confirmed! by certain general causers con-

tiruai.v m oiK-rulion, son.etimes called sanctions of truth

na,',^L , '°rT' *™"'-speaking, and to ren,ler it'natural and hab.tual. These causes may \>f descrilxxl asthe natural, social, religious and legal sanctions of truth
(1) .Man's love of ease and natural aversion to unneces-

I?f"" '"""'P'" ''™ '" ^I*"!' »™'h rather than falseh,xxismce ,t >s easier to relate from memorj. than to invent a lie
(2) .Man's happiness and welfare in all social relations-m fact, his very e.xiste.ice in a social state-are dependentupon mutual confidence in one another's »J TOconfidence would be destroyed if the practice of lying

I')- Best: Evidence, p. i;.
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IxTJime general, and is promoted by truth-speaking. Tin-
infamy and disgrace attached to the word h'ar, and the loss
of respect suffered by a liar are further inducements to
veracity. "We are so constituted," says Wayland, "that
olx'dience to the law of veracity is absolutely es.sential to
our happiness. Were we to lo.se either our feeling of ob
ligation to tell the truth, or our disjwsition to receive as
truth whatever is told to us, there would at once lx« an end
to all science and aM knowledge, kyond that which every
man had obtained ay his own personal observation and
c.\|X'riencc. No ma;- could profit by the discoveries of his
contem|)oraries, much less by the discoveries of those men
who had gone Ix-fore him. Language would he useless,
and we should Ix' little removed from the brutes. Every
one must be aware, uiK)n the slightest reflection, that a
community of entire liars could not exist in a state of
society." »o

(3) The religious sanction is founded in the belief,

common to all religions, that truth is accci)table, and false-

hood abhorrent to the Deity, and tha^ He will, in some way,
reward the one and punish the other.

(4) The legal provisions that testimony given before
judicial tribunals shall be given under oath, and that perjury
is a criminal oflfence punishable by fine or imprisonment,
operate as additional inducements to truth-si)eaking and
constitute the legal sanctions of truth.

The argument from Testimony may be regarded as an
argument from an eflfect to a condition, the giving of the

ao. Wayland : Moral Science.
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testimony Ix.ir.R the effect, and the reality of the fact testified
t<>. IxMn^r a more or less probable condition of the effect-
in otVr words, it is argued that the testimony .v.uld not
have been given if the fact testified to were not inie « ' •

It may Ix.- regarded simply as an argument -o o M^ri io
Cause, the existence of the testimony, and of the impressionsm the mmd of the witness, l)cing effects of the facts testified
to: just as a picture on a i,hotographic plate is the effect
of he object to which it is exposed. On the assumption
that he witness ,s trustworthy, the cause or fact witnessed
may Ix' proved by the exhibition of the effect, that is bv a
declaration in words of the impression made on his mind

In courts of law a distinction is made Ix^tween testimony
as to matters of fact and testimony as to matters of opinion
Opinion testimony, or, as it is commonly called, Expert'
tyidencc, consists in the statement of a witness made to
«'stablish, not a fact observed, but a fact inferred from facts
observed by him or others, or from a given or sup,x,sed
state of facts, in cases where the fact to be established is
remote from common knowledge or observation, and the
witness has special or expert knowledge, or skill in the
interpretation of that class of facts; as, tor example, where
>t IS sought to establish the insanity or incapacity of a tes-
tator, or the insanity of a person accused of crime, or the
ctTects of various jxjisons on the human system etc

The argument from testimony is in manv respects the
most important, as it is the most widely used, of all argu-
ments The greater part of our knowledge of the present
as well as of the past is derived from testimony. Argumentsm cou .s of law as to matters of fact are almost wholly
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based on testimony. Facts witnessed may be preserved in
the memory or in writing for an indefinite time, and the
witness or the writing may be brought before those sought
to be convinced, whenever convenient or necessary. But
for this convenient use of testimony no argument could be
made except in presence of the facts themselves, or of those
who had witnessed the facts. The argument from tes-
timony is often the basis of all other arguments, the facts
which constitute the reason in other forms of argument
being usuaUy established for the jury, or those sought to
be convinced, by testimony.

The presumption that aU testimony delivered under the
sanction of an oath, and perhaps without it, ought to be
believed until special reasons appear for doubt or disbelief,
has the effect of placing the burderi of proving a witness to
be untrustworthy upon him who disputes the truth of his
testimony. This rule, which is found in all systems <

jurisprudence, is based on considerations of convenience.
In the first place, it would involve a great waste of time if

the trustworthiness of every witness had to be aflSrmatively
proved before his testimony should be received. Secondly,
if a witness is not trustworthy, that fact may usually be
established without difficulty in any given case.

The general grounds upon which the testimony of a
witness may be impeached will be discussed in a subsequent
chapter.

The argument ex silentio is an argument drawn from the
absence of testimony or silence of a witness to disprove a
fact which, if true, would probably have been mentioned by
him. Thus, an argument against the reality of the miracle

""ii
X,iZ, Jit*
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of raising Lazarus from the dead, which i mentioned in the
fourth Gospel, is often founded on the silence of the other
three Gospel writers, who, it is argued, would have known
and mentioned suci. a fact if it had taken place. This is
a negative argument from Effect to Cause, or rather from
the absence of an effect to the absence or non-existence of
a cause, which, if it existed, would probably have produced
the eflFect. Standing alone, this argument is of little value
but, taken in connection with other facts, it might form an
important part of an argument from Circumstantial Evidence

m

I
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Section \I,

arguments from circumstantiai. kvidknce.

In the argument from Circumstantial Evidence, the
reason consists of a number of facts or circumstances any
one of which may be insufficient for proof, and taken by
itself, may have h'ttle evidential force, but all of which,
taken together, form a body of evidence that is often as strong
and convincing as the direct testimony of witnesses.

In jurisprudence, the term Circumstantial Evidence is

commonly used in contradistinction to testimony, and is

employed to mean any facts o. circumstances from which
a given fact is inferred, or by which a given thesis is proved,
other than the testimony of a witness. Thus, the facts

which constitute the reason in an argument from Example,
from Analogy, or from Cause to Effect, would, under this

use of the term, be equally circumstantial. But the argu-
ment from Circumstantial Evidence is always an argument
from Effect to Cause. In other words, it sets out with an
observed effect or class of effects and seeks to establish a

cause to which it is due, and although analogical evidence
and classes of facts other than testimony are included in

the name, the character and object of the argument is always
essentially the same.

The principle upon which the argument is based was first

clearly enunciated and definitely stated by courts of law.
and examples of the argument abound in the reports of
criminal trials. In one case, the house of a License In
spector, who had aroused the hostility of liquor sellers by
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a Strict tnforccment of the law, was wrecked by some
explosive. Shortly after the explosion, which hap[)ene<l
aljout one o'clock in the morning, marks of foot-stei)s in

the fresh snow were found leading from the place of the
explosion to one of the hotels, not by the most direct route,
but circuitously around a block and through a lane to the
rear entrance of the hotel. In one of the rooms of the hotel
was found a pair of boots which coincided with the Umt
mark? made in the sno>v, and under the mattress of the \m\
were found two sticks of dynamite and an unu.sed dynamite
fuse. The owner of the Ixjots who occuj)ied the room was
unable to give any satisfactory explanation of these facts,
and he was tried and convicted of the crime.

Another example may be taken from the celebrated trial

of Dr. Palmer for the murder of John Parsons Cook. The
charge was that Dr. Palmer had wilfully caused the death of
Cook by poisoning with strychnine, and the circumstances
relied on were briefly that Palmer had a motive for destroying
Cook and the means and opportunity of doing it, that he was
familiar with Cook and intimately connected with him in
Ijetting transactions on the turf, that Palmer was indebted in
large sums of money raised on forged bills which were soon
to mature, and was in desperate straits for money, that he
had previously forged Cook's name to cheques payable to
Cook's order and received the money, that Cook had in his
possession a large sum of money at the time of his death, that
Palmer was Cook's medical attendant and had been treating
him for a supposed illness, that Palmer had purchased
strychnine a short time before, that Cook's death was due to
strychnine poisoning, that Palmer after the post mortem

:?^»r--^»Sisr^s^v.-r^ r^*«: ^m:-'*"^mi--A'^-^im?mm^mt,rmtf;m^e^z^''^^^^*':^^w'
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W

examination attempted to destroy the evidence which that
examination might afford, and that after Cook's death
Palmer appeared to have plenty of money. Palmer was
convicted and executed.

The force and effect of circumstantial evidence depend
upon its incompatibility with, and incapability of explanation
or solution upon, any other supposition than that of the truth
of the fact or hypothesis which it is adduced to prove.
It is not enough that a particular thesis will explain all
the facts. Before it can be said to be proved it must har-
monize with and satisfactorily account for all the facts, to
the exclusian of n>ery other reasonable hypothesis. If 'the
circumstances are equally capable of explanation on any
other reasonable theoiy, it' is clear that the thesis is not
established but remains in uncertainty. Every other reason-
able supposition by which the facts may be accounted for
consistently with the falsity of the thesis, must therefore be
disproved and eliminated; and only when no other supposi-
tion will reasonably account for all the facts can the thesis
be legitimately adopted.

The rules for determining the weight and effect of
circumstantial evidence are as follows:

1. The circumstances relied on to prove the thesis must
be clearly and certainly established.

2. They must all be consistent with the truth of the
thesis.

3. They must be inconsistent with any other reasonable
supposition.

Rufus Choate has summed up these three rules in a
speech in defence of Helen Maria Dalton:

.tiv^<0iv. ''Mi^wm^^'i^ :?»l^;!^l^c:?iae^S5?^:!7f^F;r«^^
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"It is not enough that the circumstances reh'ed on are
certainly or plainly proved. It is not enough to show that
they are consistent with the hypothesis of guilt. They must
also render the hypothesis of innocence inadmissible and
impossible, unreasonable and absurd, or they have proved
nothing at all."

Wills in his work on Circumstantial Evidence says: "In
order to justify the inference of guilt, the inculpatory facts
must be incompatible with the innocence of the accused,
and incapable of explanation upon other reasonable hypo-
thesis than that of his guilt. This is the fundamental rule,
the experimentum criicis, by which the relevancy and effect
of circumstantial evidence must be estimated."

The principle on which an argument of this kind is based
may be stated as follows:

Every thesis that is exclusively sufficient to explain or
account for a given set of facts is true.

The whole argument may be expressed thus:
Thesis: A caused the death of B;
Reason: Because that thesis is exclusively sufficient to

explain or account for the facts, C, D, E, F;
Principle: Every thesis that is exclusively sufficient to

explain or account for a given set of facts is true.

An argument from Circumstantial Evidence often pro-
ceeds by first suggesting or establishing the antecedent or
d priori probability of the thesis, that is, by proving the
existence of a cause which more or less probably would pro-
duce the effect in question, and then adducing evidence
a posteriori that the effect in question was due to that
particular cause, either directly from the nature of the

^^^?.^^^^'
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collateral circumstances of the effect, or indirectly by the
exclusion of all other ixjssible causes. ..

This procedure is analogous to the construction of a
Uinnel under a river or through a mountain, where work is

.
begun at both ends with the object of forming a junction in

Ir ?Kr .^ ^r ^'"^^ ^^'^'"^ '''''^ ^ ^-"^' ^"PPo^'^1or established, and works forward as .ar as possible to its
natural and probable effect; a posteriori proof begins withan effect and the circumstances surrounding it, and leads
backward as far as possible to the cause which produced itm tracing crime to the criminal, sometimes one method
sometimes the other predominates, according to the dis-
coverable facts, but both are usually employed in some
degree. Thus, m the Palmed case above mentioned, some
of the facts established antecedent or .i priori probability
Beginning with the motive which is inferred from Palmer^s
Character and circumstances, and his relations with the
deceased, the facts lead on to show his opportunity for
committing the crime, and his preparation for it. On the
other hand, the circumstances of Cook's death leading

ftt.h ^ p I"""""^'^''
cause-^trychinine poisoning,-the

facts that Palmer was apparently in possession of the fruits
of his crime, and that he attempted to destroy incrimina-
ting evidence, serve to establish a posteriori probability.

h.n^IV'^
'^"' ™^"'"g f'-o'" the former, from that which precedes

P oo7;reStm '°
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In the (lymanilc case, the proof is almost wholly ,/

poslenori lieginninK with the effect and the circunistances
surroundrng it, we :

r,
,,,, ,it,,,,„y ^^ep by step to the cause.

1 he tracks m the snow are effects, leading to the conclusion
that they were made by lxx,ts of a particular pattern; the
finding of the boots in a room of the hotel K ad to the con-
clusion that the occupant of that room wc-e them when the
tracks were made, the circuitous route tak.-n to the hotel
suggests a purpose to conceal his destination and escape
notice, the course of the tracks in the snow show that he was
at the place where the crime was committed and had an
opportumty of committing it. The finding of the dynamite
in the prisoner's possession shows that he had the means of
committing the crime, and the fact that it was put under the
mattress of the bed suggest an intention of concealing the
fact of his possession of it.

Circumstantial Evidence is relied on largely in criminal
jurisprudence for the obvious reason that crimes are usually
committed in secret when no eye-witness of the act is present
and therefore no direct testimony is available. It is usually
drawn from one or more of several well-defined classes of
acts: (i) circumstances which give rise to the motive
(2) circumstances from which may be inferred the unlawful
design, such as threats, declaration of intention, (3) oppor-
tunity and preparation for committing the crime, such as the
procuring of a weapon, tools, poison or other means of
effecting the design, (4) possession of the fruits of the crime
(5) unexplained appearances of suspicion and attempts to
account for them by false representations, (6) the sup-
pression, destruction, fabrication or simulation of evidence

aa£:'itamifii>!%:sek^.ass:mmstiamawmei/esm-M mmr^^ism-
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(7) concealment or flight after the crime has been committed,

(8) facts which go to establish personal identity, features,

articles of dress, papers, etc.

"A crime," says Wills, "so far as it falls within the
cognizance of human tribunals, is generally an act proceed-
ing from a wicked motive; it follows, therefore, that in every
such act there must have been one or more voluntary agents;
that it must have had corresponding relations to some
precise moment of time and portion of space; that there must
have existed inducements to guilt, preparations for, and
objects and instruments of crime; these—the acts of disguise,

flight, or concealment, the possession of plunder or other
fruits of crime, and innumerable other particulars connected
with individual conduct, and with moral, social, and physical

relations—afford materials for the determiir.tion of the
judgment. It would be impracticable to ^numerate the
infinite variety of circumstantial facts, which of necessity are

as various as the modifications and combinations of events
in actual life."**

In criminal cases, one apparently insignificant circum-
stance may become a clue leading to the identification of the

criminal and the complete circumstantial proofs of his crime.
In the celebrated Yarmouth murder case, tried in 190T
before the Chief Justice of England, a laundry mark on
some of the linen of the murdered woman was the only means
by which her identity could be established. This led to the

discovery of other facts by which her husband was finally

convicted of the crime.

3 a. Wills: Circumstantial Evidence, p. 45.
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In the great Matlock will case the question was whether
three codicils to a will were forged or genuine, and the
deciding circumstance against the genuineness of the codicils
was the manner in which the letter ''t" in the word "to" was
formed. The will was admitted to be in the handwriting of
the testator, and the codicils were alleged by the plaintiff to
be m the same handwriting, and by the defendants to be in
the handwriting of a person named Else who had Ijeen
employed by the testator to do writing and copying for him
and whose handwriting closely resembled that of the testator'
The dispositions purporting to be made by the codicils were
largely in favor of Else. In the will, the letter "t" in the
word -to" was uncrossed fifty-one times, whole crossed
(that is, the crossing stn extending both right and left of
the downstroke) five tim.^, ,ut never half-crossed; so in
fifty of the testator's letter, the "t" was uncrossed one
hundred and thirty-one times, whole-crossed fourteen times
but never half-crossed. In the codicils, on the other hand'
the letter "t" was uncrossed twelve times, whole-crossed
thirty-three times and half-crossed sixteen times There
had been three trials, and this discrepancy was only dis-
covered shortly before the third trial. Lord Chief Justice
Cockbum, before whom the case was tried, said in the course
of his summing up, that the habit of crossing a "t" in a
particular way might at first sight appear to be a small
matter; but that in a case which was full of wonders, this
was, perhaps, the most remarkable as well as the most
convincing incident.

This case serves to illustrate also how evidence that
might be referred to the principle of an argument from
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Analogy may Ik- inrorijoratcd in an argument from Cir-

cumstantial Kvidcnce.

The following is a statement of the circumstances by
which it was i)rove<l that one Donellan had murdered Sir

'I'hcodosius lioughton.

John Uonellan was tried at the Warwick Assizes U'fore

Mr. Justice Buller for the murder of Sir Theodosius Bough-
ton, his brother-in-law, a young man of fortune, twenty
years of age, who up to the moment of his death had been
in good health and spirits, with the exception of a tritling

local ailment, for which he occasionally took a laxative

draught. Mrs. Donellan was a sister of the deceased, and
together with Lady Boughton, his mother, lived with him
in Lawford Hall, the family mansion. On attaining twenty-
one. Sir Theodosius would have been entitled absolutely to

an estate of £2,000 ix.'r annum, the greater part of which,
in the event of his dying under that age, would have de-

scended to the prisoner's wife. For some time before the death
of Sir Theodosius, the prisoner had on several occasions
falsely represented the health of the deceased to be ver>'

bad, and his lift be precarious, and not worth a year's

purchase, though to all appearance he was well and in

good health. On the 29th of August, the apothecary in

attendance sent in a mild and harmless draug'^t, to be taken
next morning. In the evening the deceased was out fishing,

and the prisoner told Lady Boughton that he had been out
with him, and that he had imprudently got his feet wet,

both of which statements were false.

When called the following morning he was in good
health; and about seven o'clock his mother went to his

j^r^iv'^' x-i^-i
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chamber for the purpose of giving him his draught, which
was kept- -at the prisoner's suggestion, made after Sir
Theoflosius had on one occasion complained of forgetting
to take it—u|K)n the oiK-n shelf of his outer nyom, instead
of locked up in his closet as formerly. On taking the
draught on 'his occasion he observed that it smelt and tasted
very nauseous, and Lady Boughton remarked that she
thought it smelt very strongly like bitter almonds. In
about two minutes he struggled very much, as if to keep
the medicine down, and Lady Boughton obser^'ed a gurgling
in his stomach; in ten minutes he seemed inclined to doze,
but in five minutes afterwards she found him with his eyes
fixed, his teeth clenched, and froth running out of his mouth,
and within half an hour after taking the draught he died.
Lady Boughton ran down-stairs to give orders to a servant
to go for the apothecary, who lived about three miles distant

;

and in less than five minutes the prisoner came into the
bedroom, and after she had given him an account of the
manner in which Sir Theodosius had been taken, he asked
where the physic bottle was, and she s\ owed him the two
lx)ttles. The prisoner took up one of them and said "Is
this it?" and being answered "Yes," he ix)ured some water
out of a water-bottle which was near into the phial, shook
It, and then emptied It into some dirty water, which was
in a wash-stand basin. Lady Boughton said, "You should
not meddle with the bottle," upon which the prisoner
snatched up the other lx)ttle and poured water Into that
also, and shook it, and then put his finger to It and tasted it.

Lady Boughton again asked what he was about, and said
he ought not to meddle with the bottles; on which he replied,
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he did it to taste it, though he had not tasted the first bottle.
The prisoner ordered a servant to take away the basin : nd
the bottles, and put the bottles into her hand for that purpose.
She put them down again, on being directed by Lady
Boughton to do so, but .subsequently, while Lady Boughton's
back was turned, removed them on the peremptory order
of the prisoner.

On the arrival of the apothecary the prisoner said the
deceased had been out the preceding evening fishing, and
had taken cold; but he said nothing of the draught which
he had taken. The prisoner had a still in his own room
which he had used for distilling roses, and a few davs after
the death of Sir Theodosius he brought it full of wet lime
to one of the servants to be cleaned. The prisoner made
several false and inconsistent statements to the servants
and others as to the cause of the young man's death, attribut-
ing it at one time to his having been out fishing and getting
his feet wet, and at another to the bursting of a blood-vessel,
and again to the malady for which he was under treatment,'
and the medicine given to him. On the day jf his death
he wrote to Sir William Wheeler, Sir Theodosius's guardian,
to inform him of the event, but made no reference to its

suddenness. The coffin was soldered up on the fourth
day after the death. Two days afterwards. Sir William,
in consequence of the rumors which had reached him of the
manner of his Xvard's death, and that suspicions were enter-
tained that he had died from the effects of poison, wrote a
letter to the prisoner, requesting that an examination should
take place, and mentioning the gentlemen by whom he wished
it to be conducted. He accordingly sent for them, but did

i.»«tta^' y.9
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not exhibit Sir William Wheeler's letter alluding to the
suspicion that the deceased had been poisoned, nor did he
mention to them that they were sent for at his request.
Having been induced by the prisoner to suppose the case
to be one of ordinary sudden death, and finding the body
in an advanced state of putrefaction, the medical gentlemen
declined to make the examination, on the ground ihat it

might be attended with personal danger. On the following
day, a medical man, who had heard of their refusal to ex-
amine the body, offered to do so; but the prisoner declined
his offer, on the ground that he had not been directed to
send for him. On the same day the prisoner wrote to Sir
William a letter, in which he stated that the medical men
had fully satisfied the family, and endeavored to account
for the event by the ailment under which the deceased had
been suffering; but he did not state that they had not made
the examination. Three or four days afterwards, Sir
William, having been informed that the body had not been
examined, wrote to the prisoner insisting that it should be
done; which, however, he prevented, by various disin-
genuous contrivances, and the body was interred without
examination.

In the meantime, the circumstances having become
known to the coroner, he caused the body to be disinterred
and examined on the eleventh day after death. When
Lady Boughton, in giving evidence before the coroner's
inquest, related the circumstances of the prisoner having
rinsed the bottles, he was observed to take hold of her
sleeve and endeavor to check her; and he afterwards told
her that she had no occasion to have mentioned that cir-

m
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cumstance, but only to answer such questions as were put
to her; and in a letter to the coroner and jury he endeavored
to impress them with the belief that the deceased had
inadvertently poisoned himself with arsenic, which he had
purchased to kill fish.

Mr. Justice Buller, in his charge to the jury, called their
attention to the suddenness of the death immediately after
the administration of the draught; to the prisoner's mis-
representation as to the deceased's state of health at a time
when he appeared to others to be in good health and spirits;

to his contrivances to prevent the examination of the body,
and emphatically to his having rinsed out the bottle from'
which the draught had been taken, which, said the learned
judge, "does carry with it strong marks of knowledge by
him that there was something in that bottle which he wished
should never be discovered;'' and finally to his attempts
to check the witness who spoke of that circumstance while
giving her evidence before the coroner. The prisoner
was convicted and executed, as

In an argument where proof is effected from Circum-
stantial Evidence, the thesis and the facts, so to speak, all

hang together, form a consistent frame-work, and are in

harmony with one another. On the supposition that the
thesis is true, the facts which constitute the reason have a
proper setting, and are all explained and accounted for as
natural and probable, and are what we might expect from
the course of our experience, while on any other supposition
the facts are not explained or accounted for, do not fit into

23- Wills: Circumstantial Evidence, p. 334.
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a consistent frame-work, but are left outstan.ling andmexphcable. The thesis is related to the facts given ,o

the lock which ,t opens. The lock is constructed withwards, arranged at intervals, and the key has corresponding
grooves or mdentations through which the wards pass, andthe key <s thus enabled to act as a lever in turning the WtThe key is said to tit the lock, and any other key with a differ-
ent arrangement of grooves does not fit it. In the same waya thesis, If true, fits the surrounding facts, and any different'
thesis docs not tit them.

"""-rmi

l,J^'
/°""'!'"''°" °f 'he argument is our belief that noact exists or hap,«ns without a cause, and that there is no

inconsistency in the course of events. If any action orevent actualy happened as alleged, then it must fit in or
dove-tail with what went before and wha. came after

tnJr,'? '"""""f'"^
circumstances. If it doc-s this, andm addition no other action or event could be substi utedwithout destroying this consistency, then it must be allowed

JT' T ^8"'"™' has the same cogency as any otherfounded on the uniformity of the course of nature
The argument from Circumstantial Evidence usually

'T^'l Tt
arguments or inferences. Some facts are

established by observation or the direct testimony of wit-
nesses. These'facts or some of them are used to establish
other facts that have not been observed, or that are

IrTl 'Li
°!'^^."'^'7' ^"-^h ''^ "Otive, purpose, wicked

or unlawful design, by a process of reasoning from
tffect to Cause. The facts thus established by infer-
ence or argument, either alone or with other facts, are

^'xk^'Wni^^fc r
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again used to establish the antecedent probability of the

thesis by reasoning from Cause to Effect or from analogies

to be found in human experience. Other facts, again, es

tablished by observation or testimony, are used to establish

proximate or remote causes by a process of reasoning from
Effect to Cause, as when we argue that death was caused
by wounds, drowning, poisoning, disease, or otherwise,

from the effects found in the body of the deceased, or that

a particular person conmiitted a particular crime from
his flight, concealment or disguise, from his possession of

plunder or other fruits of the crime; from his suppression,

destruction, or forgery of evidence, or from his false state

ments made to account for suspicious circumstances. So
that although an argument from Circumstantial Evidence
may be resolved into several probable arguments, it is.

properly speaking, one complex argument, of which the whole
frame-work of facts constitutes the Reason, based on the

Principle of the exclusive sufliciency of the Thesis to explain

those facts.

Most arguments from Experience might be reduced to

this form of argument. In the case of testimony we believe

a witness from a number of consistent circumstances, his

manner of giving evidence, his reputation for truthfulness,

his powers of observation, the accuracy of his memor\-.
the probability of his story, etc. If the fact testified to is

true it hangs together or is consistent with all these facts.

The greater the number of otherwise unconnected facts

which the Thesis will explain or account for, the greater

the probability of its truth, just as the greater the number
of independent witnesses who testify to the same fact, the
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greater is the probability of its truth. Thus, in identifying
a prisoner as the one who committed a robbery, if it be proved
that the robber wore a mask made of a black silk scarf

tWT 'kI ^TT' ^^^ ^ '^™^"'' ^"^ ^" ^^' possession!
that the robber had a white handled revolver at the time of
the robbery, and that the prisoner had one like it in his
possession when arrested; that the robber wore a pair of
black woollen gloves, and that the prisoner had such a pairm his possession; that the robber took $50.00 out of the
111; and that the prisoner had that sum in his possession,-
the probability drawn from these four facts that the prisoner
committed the robbery is much greater than if only one ortwo or three of these facts were established. Circumstantial
i.vidence is sometimes compared to a chain but is more
aptly compared to a rope, or more aptly still to a webmade up of many strands woven together which is thus
capable of supporting a weight for which an individual
strand would be insufficient.

The argument from Circumstantial Evidence is much
wider ,n its application than is commonly supposed, having

'

regard to the class of facts which may be proved by it In
popular usage the argument is usually confined to cases in
which a particular crime is traced to the criminal where the
testimony of eye-witnesses does not exist or cannot be
obtained. But it may be used to prove the commonest facts
in daily hfe as well as the most comprehensive and far-
reaching theories and principles in the various branches of
science.

The evidence usually relied on to establish the theory of
natural selection; the undulatory theory of light; that Sir

'^r.'Xfi^k. .
e.*. -•T»K-"'-«ty-
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Ph.iip Francis wrote the letters of Junius; that a glacial

epoch existed in pre-historic times; that Bacon wrote the

plays attributed to Shakespeare; that Mars is inhabited by
intelligent beings; that the Apostle John wrote the Fourth

Gospel; that the pyramids of Egypt were built by men; that

the chalk beds of England and elsewhere were built up by

minute marine organisms; that the utterances of spritualistic

mediums under certain circumstances are messages or

communications from discamate spirits,—is of essentially

the same character and may be referred to the same
principle.

When the argument is employed to establish a general

law or principle it is sometimes called an argument from

Congruent Facts.
'

The late G. J. Romanes, in Darwin and after Darwin,
in order to prove that natural selection is the cause or the

main factor in organic evolution, sets forth various classes of

facts, and then proceeds to show that these facts are precisely

what we should expect if the principle of natural selection is

true, that they fall into harmony with it and are explained by
it, while they cannot be rendered intelligible on any other

principle.

The following argument from Circumstantial Evidence

to prove that Sir Philip Francis was the author of the letters

of Junius, is taken from Macaulay's essay on Warren Hast-

ings:

"Was he the author of the letters of Junius? Our own
firm belief is that he was. The evidence is, we think, such

as would support a verdict in a civil, nay, in a criminal

proceeding. The handwriting of Junius is the very peculiar
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handwriting of Francis, slightly disguised. As to the
position, pursuits and connections of Junius, the following
are the most important facts which can be considered as
clearly proved

;
first that he was accjuainted with the technical

forms of the Secretary of State's office ; secondly, that he was
intimately acquainted with the business of the war office-
thirdly, that he, during the year 1770, attended debates in
the House of Lords, and took notes of speeches, particularly
of the speeches of Lord Chatham; fourthly, that he bitterly
resented the appointment of Mr. Chamier to the place of
deputy secretary-of-war; fifthly, that he was bound by
some strong tie to the first Lord Holland. Now Francis
passed some years in the Secretary of State's office He
was subsequently chief clerk at the war office He re-
peatedly mentioned that he had himself, in 1770, heard
speeches of Lord Chatham; and some of these speeches
were actuaUy printed from his notes. He resigned his
clerkship at the war office from resentment at the appoint-
ment of Mr. Chamier. It was by Lord Holland that he was
first introduced into the public service. Now, here are five
marks all of which ought to be found in Junius. They are
aU five found in Francis. We do not believe that more than
two of them can be found in any other person whatever. If
this agreement does not settle the question, there is an end
of all reasoning on circumstantial evidence.

"The internal evidence seems to us to point in the same
vvay. The style of Francis bears a strong resemblance to
that of Junius; nor are we disposed to admit, what is general-
ly taken for granted, that the acknowledged compositions of
Francis are very decidedly inferior to the anonymous letters
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The argument from inferiority, at all events is one which may
be argued with at least equal force against every claimant
that has ever been mentioned, with the single exception of

Burke; and it would be a waste of time to prove that Burke
was not Junius. And what conclusion after all can be drawn
from mere inferiority ? Every writer must produce his best

work, and the interval between his best work and his second
best work may be very wide indeed. Nobody will say that

the best letters of Junius are more decidedly superior to the
acknowledged works of Francis than three ur four of Cor-
neille's tragedies to the rest, than three or four of Ben
Jonson's comedies to the rest, than the Pilgrim's Progress
to the other works of Bunyan, than Don Quixote to the other
works of Cervantes. Nay, it is certain that Junius, whoever
he may have been, was a most unequal writer. To go no
further than the letters which bear the signature of Junius;
the letter to the King and the letters to Home Tooke, have
little in common, except the asperity, and asperity was an
ingredient seldom wanting in the —itings or speeches of

Francis.

"Indeed, one of the strongest reasons for believing

Francis was Junius is the moral resemblance between the

two men. It is not difficult, from the letters which, under
various signatures, are known to have been written b}-

Junius, and from his dealings with Woodfall and others, to

form a tolerably correct notion of his character. He was
clearly a man not destitute of real patriotism and magnani-
mity, a man whose vices were not of a sordid kind. But he

must also have been a man in the highest degree arrogant and
insolent, a man prone to malevolence, and prone to' the error
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of mistaking his malevolence for public virtue. "Doest
thou well to be angry?" was the question asked in the old
time of the Hebrew prophet. And he answered, "I do
well." This was evidently the temper of Junius; and to
this cause we attribute the savage cruelty which disgraces
several of his letters. No man is ever so merciless as he who,
under a strong delusion, confounds his antipathies with his
duties. It may be added that Junius, although allied with
the democratic party by common enmities, was the very
opposite of a democratic politician. While attacking in-
dividuals with a ferocity which perpetually violated all the
laws of literary welfare, he regarded the most defective
parts of old institutions with a respect amounting to pedantry,
pleaded the cause of Old Sarum with fer\'or, and contemptu-
ously told the capitalists of Manchester and Leeds that, if

they wanted votes, they might buy land and become free-
holders of Lancashire and Yorkshire. All this, we believe,
might stand, with scarcely any change, for a character of
Philip Francis."

In the following argument, classes of fact are adduced as
evidence to prove the Darwinian theory of descent with
adaptive modifications.

"Throughout both the animal and vegetable kingdom
we constantly meet with dwarfed and useless representatives
of organs, which in other and allied kinds of animals and
plants are of large size and functional utility. Thus, for
instance, the unborn whale has rudimentary teeth, which
are never destined to cut the gums; and throughout its life
this animal retains, in a similar rudimentarv condition, a
number of organs which never could have been of use to any

-^aiL^ ~ '.^^mmM-^T-^'r-^ j ':.-» ^Lrr.nm.- " -
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kind of creature save a terrestrial quadruped. The whole
anatomy of its internal ear, for example, has reference to
hearing in air—as Hunter long ago remarked, "is constructed
upofi the same principle as in the quadruped"

; yet, as Owen
says, the outer opening and passage leading therefrom to
the tympanum can rarely be affected by sonorous vibrations
of the atmosphere, and indeed they are reduced, or have
degenerated, to a degree which makes it difficult to conceive
how such vibrations can be propagated to the ear-drum
during the brief moments in which the opening may be
raised above the water.

"Now, rudimentary organs of this kind are of such
frequent occurrence, that almost every species presents one
or more of them, usually, irideed, a considerable number.
How, then, arc they to be accounted for? Of course the
theory of descent with adaptive modifications has a simple
answer to supply—namely, that when, from changed con-
ditions of life, an organ which was previously usefufbecame
useless, it will be suffered to dwindle away in successive
generations." »

4

The following argument from Circumstantial Evidence
is an attempt to prove that the planet Mars is inhabited:

"Starting with the known physical laws applicable to
the concentration of matter, we found that though in general
the course of evolution of the earth and Mars was similar,
the smaller mass of Mars should have caused it to differ
eventually from the earth in some important respects. Three
of these are noteworthy: (i) its surface should be smoother

34. G. J. Romanes: Darwin and after Darwin, Vol. i, p. 65.
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than the earth's, (2) its oceans relatively less, (3) its air
scantier. On turning to the observation of Mars, we then
saw that these three attributes of the planet wore precisely
those the telescope disclosed, (r) 'I^he planet's surface was
singularly flat, being (,uite devoid of mountains; (2) its
oceans m the past covered at most three-eighths of its surface
instead of three-quarters, as with us; (3) its air was rela-
tively thin.

"We next showed that physical loss should, from its
smaller mass, have caused it to age quicker, and that this
aging should reveal itself by the more complete departure of
what oceans it once possessed and by the wider spread of
deserts.

"Telescopic observation we then found asserted these
two peculiarities: (i) no oceans now exist on the planet's
surface; (2) desert occupies five-eighths of it.

"From such confirmation of the principles of planetary
evolution from the present aspect of the planet Mars we
went on to consider the two most essential prerequisities to
habitabihty: water and warmth. The phenomena of the
polar cap proved explicable as consisting of water, and not
as of anything else. Still more important was the question of
temperature; we took this up with particularity. We found
several factors in the problem not hitherto reckoned with
and that when these were taken into account the result came
out entirely different from what had previously been sup-
IX)sed. Instead of a temperature prohibitive to life, one
emerged from our research entirely suitable for it. This the
look of the disk confirmed. From these conditions vegetation
might follow, and we saw eflFects which could only be
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explained as such. A climate of e.xtremes was what that of

Mars appeared to be, with the summers warm. Now,
investigations on the earth have shown that it is the tempera-
ture of the hottest sea'son that determines the existence of
both animals and plants. Thus the conditions on Mars
showed themselves hospitable to both, the latter actually
revealing its presence by its seasonal changes of tint.

"Here we reached the end of what might directly be
disclosed in the organic economy of the planet. For at this

point we brought up before a most significant fact: that

vegetable life could thus reveal itself directly, but that

animal. life could not. Not by its body, but by its mind,
would it be known. Across the gulf of space it could be
recognized only by the imprint it harl made on the face of

Mars.

"Turning to the planet, we witnessed a sur|)rising thing.

There on the Martian disk were just such markings as
intelligence might have made. Seen even with the unthink-
ing eye they appear strange beyond belief, but viewed thus,

in the light of deduction, they seem positively startling, like

a prophecy come true.

"Confronting the observer are lines and spots that but
impress him the more, as his study goes on, with their non-
natural look. So uncommonly regular are they, and on such
a scale, as to raise suspicion whether they can be by nature
regularly [)roduced.

"It becomes apparent to any one capable of weighing
evidence that these things which so palpably imply arti

ficiality on their face cannot be natural products at all,

but that the observer apparently stands confronted with

w™— -a' tF
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the workings of an intelligence akin to and therefore appeal-
ing to his own. What he is ga/Jng on typifies, not the
outcome of natural forces of an elemental kind, but the
artificial product of a mind directing it to a purjxjsed and
definite end."»5

In an argument from Circumstantial Evidence, the
Reason is seldom stated in full. The advocate seldom
undertakes to prove that there is no other way of accounting
for the facts, since the proof of some facts whicli the thesis
will account for has the effect of shifting on the accu.sed,
or upon an opponent, the burden of showing that the facts
can be explained in some other way. It is only when some
other theory has been commonly accepted, and is, so to
speak, in possession of the field, or some theory has been
suggested which has some show of plausibility, that the
burden of proof is again shifted upon the advocate sup-
porting the thesis, who must then show that the alternative
theory is untenable. Thus, Romanes, in Darudn ami
after Darwin, when arguing that the transmutation of
species was due to Natural Selection, gives not only a
summary of the facts which that thesis explained, but argued
also that the hitherto accepted theory of special creation
did not explain or account for the facts.

The advocates of spiritualism maintain that the pheno-
mena are explained as messages from the dead, but they
have failed to prove that they cannot be explained on any
other reasonable theory. The opponents of spiritualism
maintain that these facts may be explained by the known

as. Prof Lowell: Proojs of Life on Mars
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laws of psychic phenomena without recourse to the theory
of communication with departed spirits, which theory
there is no means of verifying.

The controversy that waged from the time of Newton
almost till our own day about the rival theories as to the
nature of light, serves to illustrate the argument from
Circumstantial Evidence when used to prove a general
theory.

The following are the theories in question:

Corpuscular or emission theory: Every luminous body
emits excessively minute elastic particles of matter or
corpuscles which striking the eye produce the sensation
of light.

Undulatory or wave theory: Every luminous body sets
up a vibratory or wave motion in an elastic all-pervading
medium called ether, which by impact on the retina produces
the sensation of light.

Newton rejected the undulatory theory because, as he
argued, if that theory were true, an opaque body would not
cast a sharp shadt.w; the waves set in motion by the luminous
body would, as he thought, necessarily sweep around
obstacles, and close in behind them in such a way as to
render sharp shadows impossible. This objection was
met by Dr. Thomas Young, who showec that when the
dimensions of an opaque object are very great in comparison
with the wave length of light, the light-waves which fall

upon the object are prevented from sweeping around and
closing up behind it, by means of the phenomena known
as "interference"; those waves which tend to pass around
behind such an obstruction becoming compounded together
in such a manner as to neutralize one another.
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The Emission theory was rejected because it failed to
explain satisfactorily the phenomena of reflection, refraction
and absorption and the unequal refrangibility of diflferent
colors. The undulatory theory is now generally accepted
by physicists because it is exclusively sufficient to explain
all these facts.

ix-
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Section VII.

ARGUMENTS FROM ASSOCIATION.

The arguments which we have heretofore considered,
except those from Example and Analogy, involve an ascer-
tained relation of cause and effect and depend upon Causal
principles. Arguments from Association depend on Em-
pirical principles, and derive their validity from the mere
constancy of association between two things. When one
thing is constantly associated in nature with another, we
may argue from the latter to the former, although they are
not connected by any known law of causation. Thus, it

may be argued that the giVaffe ruminates, because it is

horned, by reference to the empirical principle that all

homed animals ruminate. Although the function of rumina-
tion is always found without exception in animals that have
horns, it is as yet unknown what, if any, is the causal con-
nection between the two things. So, it may be argued
that brass is harder than zinc and copper, by reference to
the empirical princiole that all alloys of metals are harder
than any of their coii. ..'luent elements.

We may argue in like manner when one thing is asso-
ciated with another by convention, for instance, that Congress
is in session because the flag is flying over the Capital, or that
the ship will sail to-day because the blue-peter is flying at
the mast-head.

The most common form of inferences and arguments
from Association are those based on language, whether it be
in words or signs. We are constantly inferring and arguing
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what other people's thoughts, feeling and purposes are,
from their words and gestures. Written language is doubly
symbolical, the written word being a symbol of a sound,
which in turn is a symbol of a thing, thought or feeling.

Arguments from Association are sometimes called argu-
ments from Sign. The term argument from Sign has
indeed been given a more extended meaning to include also
arguments from Cause to Effect, from Effect to Cause,
from Testimony and from Circumstantial Evidence. In a
wide sense all arguments might Ix? called Arguments from
Sign, as sign is only another name for mark, symptom,
symbol, indication, or evidence, which is the basis of all

arguments from experience. The word has been discarded
as a name for arguments because it does not .sufficiently

indicate the kind of relation between the thesis and the
reasons.

.*A«.-?*-J5*."«iP-,
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Section VIII.

arguments; from equality.

Geometrical and o'her mathematical reasonings, which
deal with the equality and inequality of numbers and
magnitudes, may conveniently be called arguments from
Equality. While of great importance in themselves, they
are of small importance to the advocate on account of their
comparative simplicity, the definiteness of their subject
matter, and the ease with which an error in reasoning can
be detected and corrected. There is little danger of being
permanently deceived by a fallacy in mathematical rea-^oning.

Mathematical reasonings are ultimately based on (i)
axiom ritic principles of equality, usually called intuitive or
necessary truths; for example: things which are equal to
the same thing are equal to one another; if equals be added
to equals the wholes are equal; if equals be taken from
equals the remainders are equal; and (2) definitions, such
as definitions of number, point, line, figure, angle, triangle,
circle, parallel lines, plane surface, right angle; for example!
a plane surface is one in which, if any two points be laken,
the straight line between them lies wholly in that surface';
every plane figure bounded by a line which is everywhere
equidistant from a given point within it, is a circle.

The peculiar certainty which we are accustomed to
ascribe to mathematical reasonings is said to be an illusion.

"Why are mathematical certainty," says Mill, "and
the evidence of demonstration, common phrases to express
the very highest degree of assurance attainable by reason ?
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Why are mathematics by almost all philosophers, and even
tnose branches of natural philosophy which, through the
medium of mathematics, have been converted ii^o deductive
sciences, considered to be independent of the evidence of
experience and observation, and characterized as systems
of necessary truth ?

"The answer I conceive to be, that this character of
necessity ascribed to the truths of mathematics, and the
peculiar certainty attributed to them, is an illusion, in order
to sustain which, it is necessary to suppose that those truths
relate to. and express the properties of, purely imaginary
objects. It is acknowledged that the conclusions of geometry
are deduced, partly at least, from the so-called definitions
and that those definitions are assumed to be correct repre'
scntations, as far as they go, of the objects with which
geometry is conversant. Now we have pointed out that
from a definition as such, no proposition, unless it be one
concerning the meaning of a word, can ever follow and
that what apparently foUows from a definition, foUows in
reality frdm an implied assumption that there exists a real
thing conformable thereto. This assumption, in* the case
of definitions of geometry, is not strictly true; there exist
no things exactly conformable to the definitions. There
exist no points without magnitude; no lines without
breadth, nor perfectly straight; no circles with aU their
radii exactly equal, nor squares with all their angles perfectly
right. It will perhaps be said that the assumption does
not extend to the actual, but only to the possible, existence
of such things. I answer that, according to any test we
have of possit)ility, they are not even [jossible. Their

10
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existence, so far as we can form any judgment, would seem
to be inconsistent with the physical constitution of our
planet at loast, if not of the universe. To get rid of this

difficulty, and at the same time to save the credit of the

supposed system of necessary tfuth, it is customary to sa\-

that the points, lines, circles and squares which are the sul)

ject of geometry, exist in our conceptions merely, and arc

pprt of our minds; which minds, by working on their own
materials, construct an d priori science, the evidence of

which is puiely mental, and has nothing whatever to do
with outward experience. By howsoever high authorities

this 'doctrine may have been sanctioned, it appears to me
psychologically incorrect. The points, h'nes, circles, and
squares which any one has in his mind, are (I apprehend)
simply copies of the points, lines, circles, and squares which
he has known in his experience. Our idea of a point I

apprehend to be simply our idea of the minimum visible.

the smallest portion of surface which we can see. A line,

as defined by geometers, is wholly inconceivable. We can

reason about a line as if it had no breadth; because we have

a power, which is the foundation of all the control we can

exercise over the operations of our minds; the power, when
a perception is present to our senses, or a conception to our

intellects, of attending to a part only of that perception or

conception, instead of the whole.

"Since then, neither in nature, nor in the human mind,

do there exist any objects exactly corresponding to the

definitions of geometry, while yet that science can not be

supposed to be conversant about nonentities; nothing re-

mains but to consider geometry as conversant about such

v^^s.
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Imes, angles and figures, as really exist; and the definitions
as they are called, must be regarded as some of our first and

IL ir ^^"^^^^•^*'°"^' ^°"^-r"ing those natural
objects. The correctness of these generalizations as general-
izations, IS without a flaw: the equality of all the radii of a
circle ,s true of all circles, so far as it is true of any one- but
It IS not exactly true of any circle; it is only nearly true- so
nearly that, no error of any importance in practice will be
incurred by feigning it to be exactly true. It is an error
to suppose, because we resolve to confine our attention to a
certain number of the properties of an object, that we there-
fore conceive, .or have an idea of the object, denuded of its
other properties. We are thinking all the time of precisely

ZtLl^-""\^\"'"
^""^ '"'" ""^ ^""^^^^' ^"d -'th all the

properties which naturally belong to them; but for scientific
convenience, we feign them to be divested of all properties
except those which are material to our purposes, and in'
regard to which we design to consider them. it

2b. Mill: System oj Logic.
I,. 68.



CHAPTER V.

ARGUMENTS FRO.Vf AUTHORITY.

Arguments from Authority are those based on principles

derived from Authority.

Legal arguments, in so far as they are based on laws

declared or enacted by the law-making power in a community
are the most important class of Arguments from Authority.

In every trial before a judicial tribunal there are at least

two issues: a question of law and a question of fact. These
two questions when established and expressed in proj)osition>

constitute the Reason and the Principle respectively of thi

final argument, as for example:

Thesis: This prisoner is guilty of f)erjury;

Reason (question of fact) : Because, being a witness in a

judicial proceeding, he made a statement under oath which
he knew to be false;

Principle (question of law) : Every person who, being a

witness in a judicial proceeding, makes a statement under

oath which he knows to be false is guilty of perjury.

Of these two questions, one or both may be disputed and

form the subject of argument. Thus, in the case just

mentioned, the prisoner may deny that he made the falsi

statement, or that there is any law providr :g a penalty, or

his denial may cover both. When a question of fact is

disputed it may be proved or disproved by an argument

148
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from Experience, such as Testimony. Circumstantial Evi-
dence, Analogy, etc. When a question of law is disputed it
may be proved or ch-sproved by an argument from Authority

rhe Legislature and the Court aa> the two sources of
authority for the promulgation of legal principles, which
consist of statutory enactments and judicial decisions. The
Legislature is the recognized and avowed authority for this
|>urpose. Although the ostensible function of a judge is
merely to declare what the law is, and decide what principle
of law IS applicable in any given case, yet he is often virtuallv
a legislator, inasmuch as the F)rinciple which he declares to U>
applicable in any given case, although declared for the first
lime, has the force of law, and must thereafter be applied
unless his decision is reversed or over-ruled, to all like cases
that arise.

"As all lawyers are aware," says ProL Dicey, "a large
l^art and. as many would add, the best part of the law of
Lngland is judge-made law-that is to sav, consists of
rules to be collected from the judgments of the'courts. This
l)ortion of the law has not been created by Act of Pariiament
and IS not recorded in the statute book. It is the work of the
courts; it is recorded in the Reports; it is in short the fruit of
judicial legislation. The amount of such judge-made law
IS in England far more extensive than a student easily
realizes. Nine-tenths, at least, of the law of contract, and
the whole, or nearly the whole, of the law of torts are not to
be discovered in any volume of the statutes. Many acts of
Pariiament, again, such at the Sale of Goods Act, 1893 or
the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, are little else than the're-
production in a statutory shape of rules originally established
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by the courts. JudRc-marlc law has in such cases passed
into statute law. Then, too, many statutory enactments, e.g.

the fourth section of the Statute of Frauds, though they
originally intrwluced some new rule or principle into the law
of England, have been the subject of so much judicial

interpretation as to derive nearly all their real significance

from the sense put upon them by the courts. Nor let any
one imagine that judicial legislation is a kind of law-making
which belongs wholly to the past, and which has been put
an end to by the annual meeting and by the legislative

activity of mcxlern Parliaments. No doubt the law-making
function of the courts has been to a certain extent curtailed

by the development of parliamentary authority. Through
out the whole of the nineteenth century, however, it has
remained, and indeed continues to the present day, in

o|)eration. New combinations of circumstances—that is,

new cases—constantly call for the application, which means
in truth the extension of old principles; or, it may be, even
for the thinking out of some new principle, in harmony with

the general spirit of the law, fitted to meet the novel re

quirements of the time. Hence whole branches not of

ancient, but of very modem law have been built up, de-

veloped, or create^' by the action of the courts. The whole
body of rules, with regard to the conflict of laws (or, in other

words, for the decision of cases which contain some foreign

element), has come into existence during the last hundred
and twenty, and as regards by a far greater part of it, well

within the last eighty, or even seventy years. But the whole
of this complex department of law has neither been formed
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nor even greatly modified by Parliament. It is the product
of an elaborate and lengthy pro<:ess of judicial law-making,"

.

In arguing a question of law the functions of the res[)ec-
tive advocates for the plaintiff .and the defendant consist in
setting forth reasons to establish some principle applicable
to the i)articular case, and the function of the judge is to
decide what principle is applicable. "p:very court," says
Prof. Dicey, "in deciding a case must tacitly or expressly
apply to it some definite principle."

The pronouncement, decision or judgment of the judge,
usually takes the form of a reasoned opinior. jr argument in
which the principle held to be applicable is supported by
reasons adopted from one of the advocates or devised by
himself.

The rej)ort of the case of Cutter v. PoweU affords a good
illustration of the argument of a question of law (the facts
not being disputed) by advocates, and of the reasoned
decision of the judge. In that case, the following principle
was declared to be law: " If a sailor, hired for a voyage, take
a promissory note from his employer for a certain sum,
provided he proceed, continue and do his duty on board for
the voyage, and before the arrival of the ship he dies, no
wages can be claimed either on the contract or on a qmntum
meruit."

It was argued on behalf of the plaintiff that he was
entitled to recover a proportionable part of the wages on a
quantum meruit, for work and labor done by the intestate
during that part of the voyage that he lived and served the

I. Law and Public Opinion in England, p. 359.
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defendant; as in the ordinary case of a contract of hiring for
a year, if the sen-ant die during the year, his representatives
are entitled to a proportionable })art of his wages. There
is a general rule that if a sailor desert, he shall lose his
wages; but that is founded on public policy, and was intro
duced as a means of [ireserving the ship! But that ruli-
cannot apply to this case; for there the sailor forfeits his
wages by his own wrongful act, whereas here the seaman
was prevented from completing his contract by the act of
*God. So if a mariner Ix- impressed he does not forfeit his
wages; for in Wiggins v. Ingleton, Lord Holt held, that a
seaman, who was impressed before the ship returned to the
IK)rt of delivery, might recover wages pro tanto. Neither is

there anything in the terms of chis contract to prevent the
plaintiff's recovering on a quuntum meruit. The note is a
security, not an agreement; it is in the form of a promissory
note, and was given by the master of the ship to the intestate
to secure the payment of a gross sum of money, on condition
that the intestate should be able to, and should actually
perform a given duty. The condition was inserted t(i

prevent the desertion of the intestate, and to ensure his goo<l
conduct during the voyage. And in cases of this kind the
contract is to be construed liberally. In Edwards v. Child,
where mariners had given bonds to the East India Company
not to demand their wages unless the ship had sailed to India,
and there delivered her outward-bound cargo, the mariners
were entitled to their wages on the outward-bound voyage,
though the ship was taken on her return to England. This
note cannot be construed literally, for then the intestate
would not have been entitled to anything, though he had
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'»n

lived and continued on board during the whole voyage if he
had been disabled by sickness from ixTforming' his 'duty
But even if this is to be considereti as a contract Ix'tween the
parties, and the words of it are to Ix- construed strictly, still
the plaintiff is entitled to recoxer on a quantinn meruit Ix--
causc that contract does not apply to this case. The note
was given for a specific sum to be paid in a given event ; \ {

that event has not hapjx'ned and the action is not brour!
the note. The parties provided for one particular ca ; ..

there was no express contract for the case that has h:q,|-'.nrd
and therefore the plaintiff may resort to an urdc t-k,,,
which the law implies, on a quantum mruit for vujrk upd
labor done by the intestate, in a case to which \w ..xir...
contract does not apply.

On behalf of the defendant it was argued that v he v
there is an express contract between the parties, they canhoi
resort to an implied one. It is only because the parties have
not expR'sscd what their agreement was, that the law implies
what they would have agreed to do had they enterecj into a
precise treaty; but when they have once expressed what
their agreement was, the law will not imply any agreement
at all. In this case the intestate and the defendant reduced
their agreement to writing, by the terms of which they must
Ix- Ixiund. This is an entire and indivisible contract- the
defendant engaged to pay a certain sum of money, provided
the intestate continued to |XTform his duty during the whole
voyage; that proviso is a condition precedent to the intestate
or his representative claiming the money from the defendant
and that condition not having been performed, the plaintiff
cannot now recover anything. In the common case of service
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if a servant who is hired for a year dies in the middle of it,

his executor may recover part of his wages in proportion to
the time of service; but if the servant agreed to receive a
larger sum than the ordinary rate of wages, on the express
condition of his service the whole year, his executor would
not be entitled to any part of such wages in the event ol the
servant dying before the expiration of the year. Nor is it

conclusive against the defendant that the intestate was
prevented from fulfilling his contract l)y the act of God; for

the same reason would apply to the loss of a ship which may
equally happen by the act of God, and without any default
in the sailors; and yet in that case the sailors lose their wages.
But there are other cases that bear ecjually hard upon con-
tracting parties, and in which an innocent person must suffer,

if the terms of his contract require it; e.g., the tenant of a
house who covenants to pay rent, and who is bound to con-
tinue paying the rent though the house is burnt down.

Judgment of Ashurst,
J. :-We cannot collect that there

is any custom prevailing among merchants in the-is con-
tracts; and therefore we have nothing to guide us but the
terms of the contract itself. This is a written contract,
and it nxjaks for itself. And as it is entire and as the
defendant's promise depends on a condition precedent to

be jjerformed by the other party, the condition must be
performed before the other party is entitled to receive

anything under it. It has been arguerl, however, that the
plaintiff may now recover on a quantum meruit ; but she
has no right to desert the agreement; for wherever there is

an express contract the parties must be guided by it, and
one party cannot relinquish or abide by it as it may suit

*^i.--.i^mj^-iCB'r- .>fyaRg^-c^ar-i.-.-> ^-^-'pr:
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his advantage. The intestate did not perform the contract
on his part; he was not indeed to blame for not doing it;
but still as it was a condition precedent, and as he did
not perform it, his representative is not entitled to recover.

.

If a law has been declared or enacted which is directly
in point within the scope of which the particular case may
be brought, that law may Ix- established merely by reference
to the statute or to the report of the judicial decision in
question.

In case of dispute, the principle applicable to the case
IS arrived at by a process of reasoning, which takes the form
of a deduction from or application of some legal principle
the validity of which is admitted, or of the application or
interpretation of some statutory enactment. 3

I. Deduction from Ultimate Principle.

In the absence of any principle enacted by statute or
declared to be law by judicial decision within which the
particular case may be brought, resort must be had to the
comprehensive principle which lies at the foundation of all
systems of jurisprudence, and which may be stated at follows:

Whatever is just as between the parties, and not contrary
to public policy, should be declared to be law; or, to put it

negatively, Whatever is unjust or contrary to public policy
should not be declared to be law.

Justice may be said to include whatever is right, fair,

3. Cutter V. Pouvll, 6 T R. jao.

3- Dicey; Law and Public Opinion in Enf^land, p. 486.
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equitable, reasonable, humane, as o|)}H)se(l to what is wrong,
unfair, unreasonable, absurd, cruel or oppressive.

This fundamental principle of the Common Law is

implicit in the whole system, and was expressly recognized
and laid down by Lonl Mansfield in the case of Xfillar v.

Taylor, in which the (juestion to Ix' decided was whether
there was copyright at common law, that is, whether an
author could restrain the publication of his ovnti work by
another before he had published it himself. Lonl Mans
field said: "From what source is the common law drawn,
which is admitted to Ix- so clear, in resjx'ct of the copy
before publication? From this argument -Ixcause it is

just that an author should reap the pecuniary profits of his

ingenuity and lalx)r. It is jwst that another should not
use his name without his consent. It is fit that he should
judge when to publish, or whether he will ev-r publish.
It is agreeable to the ,)rinciples of righf and wrong, the
fitness of things, convenience and policy, and therefore to

the common law, to i)rotect the co})y kfore publication. "4
The case of the Qtieen v. /nstan is another illustration

of the manner in which a legal principle is arrived at, in the
absence of any specific principle that is directly applicable.
In this case the defendant was convicted of manslaughter
for neglecting to supply food to her aunt with whom she
lived, and by whom she was maintained, in conswjuence
of which neglect the aunt died. Lord Chief Justice Coler-
idge, in giving judgment, said: "It would not be correct

to say that every moral obligation involves a legal duty;

4. Millar v. Taylor (1769), 4 Burr. 3303.
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but every legal duty is founded on a mora! obligation. A
legal common lau duty is nothing else than the enforcing
by law of that which is a moral obligation without legal

enforcement. There can be no (luestion in this case that
it was the clear duty of the prisoner to impart to the deceased
so much as was necessary to sustain life of the food which
she from time to time took in. . . . There was therefore
a common law duty imf)osed upon the prisoner which she
did not discharge. . . . There is no case directly in

point; but it would .be a slur upon, and a discredit to the
administratio > of justice in this country if there were any
doubt as to the legal principle, or as to the present case
being within it. The prisoner was under a moral obligation
to the deceased from which arose a legal duty towards her. "5

In the case of Bird v. Holhrook, the (juestion arose whether
the owner of land, who had i)laced spring guns in his garden
without giving any notice that he had done so, was liable

to the plaintiff, who entered the garden in pursuit of a stray
fowl, and was injured by the discharge of one of the spring
guns. Chief Justice Best, in giving judgment for the plain-

tiff, said: "We want no authority in a case like the present.

We put it upon the principle that it is inhuman to catch
a man by means which mav maim him or endanger his

life."6

fn fJern v. Nfkhols the defendant's agent knowingly
misrei)resented the quality or brand of goods purchased
by the plaintiff, whereby the plaintiff suffered loss, and the

5 Queen v. Instan (iSq^). i Q. B. 450.

6. Win/ V Uolbrook (iS3?\ 4 Ring. 628. 29 K. K. f)57.
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question was whether a principal is h'able for wror - n-
mitted by his agent in the course of the principal's business
although the wrong was committed without the latter's
knowledge or consent. Chief Justice Holt decided the
question in the affirmative on the ground that as some one
must be the loser by the deceit it was more reasonable that
the loss should fall on the principal who employs and puts
confidence in the deceiver, than on a stranger. 7

The purpose of a system of jurisprudence is to secure
justice to the individual in so far as that does not interfere
with what is usually called Public Policy, or in other words,
the convenience, advantage or well-being of the community
as a whole. As laws are made by the community as a
whole, it is natural that the interest of the community
should be paramount, and that justice to the individual
should be subservient to and controlled by those wider
interests. "It is better," said Ashurst,

J., in Russell v.

Men of Devon, "that an individual should sustain an injur>'

than that the public should suffer an inconvenience. "a
And Sir William Scott says, in Evans v. Evans: "The

repugnance of the law to dissolve the obligations of matri-
monial cohabitation may operate with great severity upon
individuals; yet it must be carefully remembered that the
general happiness of the married life is secured by its in-

dissolubility. In this case as in many others the happiness
of some individuals must be sacrificed to the greater and
more general good. "9

7. I Salkeld 389.

8. a T.R. 585. 591.

9. Hogg. Cons. Cos. .^5.
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"Every one must feel that ignorance of the law could
not be admitted as an excuse, even if the fact could be
proved by sight and hearing in every case. Public policy
sacrifices the individual to the general good. It is desirable
that the burden of all should be equal, but it is still more
desirable to put an end to robbery and murder. It is no
doubt true that there are many cases in which the criminal
could not have known that he was breaking the law, but to
admit the excuse at all would be to encourage ignorance
where the law has determined to make men know and obey
and justice to the individual is readily outweighed by the
larger interests on the other side of the scale.".

o

The case of Scott v. Stansfield shows how a judicial
decision is based on considerations of Public Policy although
It may be unjust to the individual. In that case it was
declared to be law that no action lies against a judge for any
act done in his judicial capacity, even though done malici-
ously. The plaintiff alleged that he carried on the business
of a scrivener, and that the defendant who was a judge had
spoken and published a slander of him in relation to his
said business, to wit: "You," meaning the plaintiff, "are
a harpy, preying on the vitals of the popr." The words
were spoken by the defendant when acting in his capacity
as a judge. There is no question that if the words were
untrue, and especially if they were spoken maliciously, the
plaintiff suffered an injustice, but it was held that justice
to the individual must give way to the public interest in
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such a case. "It is essential," said Chief Baron Kelly in
giving judgment, "in all courts that the judges who are
appointed to administer the law should be permitted to
administer it under the protection of the law independently
and reely, without fear and without favor. This provision
of thi law is not for the protection or benefit of a malicious
or corrupt judge, but for the benefit of the public, whose
interest it is that the judges should be at liberty to exercise
their functions with independence and without fear of
consequences. How could a judge so exercise his office if

he were daily and hourly in fear of an action brought against
him, and of having the question submitted to a jury whether
a matter on which he had commented judicially was or was
not relevant to the case before him? Again, if a question
arose as to the bona fides of the judge it would have, if the
analog) of similar cases is to b followed, to be submitted
to the jury. Thus, if we wen o hold that an action is

maintainable against a judge for ords spoken by him in his

judicial capacity, under such crcu instances as those appear-
ing on these pleadings, we should f lose him to the constant
danger of having questions such , tha* of good faith I'or

relevancy raised against him befor a jury, and of having
the mode in which he might administer justice in his court
submitted to their determination. It is impossible to over-
estimate the inconvenience of such a result.""

Another illustration is to be found in the case of Marriol
v. Hampton, in which the following principle was laid down
and declared to lie law: "VVherr money has been paid by

II. Scott V. Stattfield, L K ^ iCv. ajo.
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the plaintiff to the defendant under the compulsion of legal
process, wh.ch .s afterwards discovered not to have \Ldue the plamtiff cannot recover it back in an action formoney had and received. The grounds upon which itwas beaded are set forth in the following judgments:-

Lord Kenyon.C.
J. :-If this action could be maintained,

I know not what cause of action could ever be at rest
After a recovery by process of law, there must be an end of
litigation, otherwise there would l)e no security for any

Grose. J.:-It would tend to encourage the greatest
negligence ,f we were to open a door to parties to tl their
cause agam, because they were not properly prepared the
hrst time with their evidence.

^ ^ > ^ '-Pareci me

Lawrence,
J. :-If the case alluded to be law, it goes the

length of establishing this, that every species of evidence
which was omitted by accident to be brought at the trial'may still be of avail in a new action to overhale the forme;
judgment, which is too preposterous to be stated "..

The basic principle of all law upon which the foregoing
decisions are rested is the guide not onlv of judges in pronouncmg new principles of law, but also'of legislators when
they are considering the enactment of new laws or the repeal
of old ones. Thus, Pitt in arguing for the al)olition of the
slave trade rests his argument on this principle—
; Why ought the dave trade to be abolished ? Because it

.s incurabe mjustice. How much stronger, then, is the
argument for immediate than gradual abolition. By aJlow-

la. Marriot v. Hampton, 7 T. R. 259.

11
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ing it to continue for one hour, do not my right honourable
friends weaken, do not they desert their own argument of

its injustice? If on the ground of injustice it ought to be
abolished at last, why ought it not now? Why is injustice to

be suffered to remain for a single hour ? From what I hear
without doors, it is evident that there is a general conviction
entertained of its being far from just, and from that ver)

conviction of its injustice some men have been led, I fear, to

the supposition that the slave trade never could have been
permitted to begin, but from some strong and irresistibk-

necessity,—a necessity, however, which, if it was fancied to
exist at first, I have shown cannot be thought by any man to
exist at present. This plea of necessity, thus presumed, and
presumed, as I susixjct, from the circumstance of injustice

itself, has caused a sort of acquiescence in the continuance
of this evil. Men have been led to place it in the rank of

those necessary evils which are supposed to be the lot of

human creatures, and to be {X'rmitted to fall upon some
countries or individuals, rather than u|X)n others by that

Being whose ways are inscrutable to us, and whose dis

pensations, it is conceived, we ought not to look into. The
origin of evil is. indeed, a subject beyond the reach of the

human understanding; and the permission of it by the
Supreme Being is a subject into which it belongs not to us to

inquire. But where the evil in question is a moral evil which
a man can scrutinize, and where that moral evil has its origin

with ourselves, let us not imagine that we can clear our
consciences by this general, not to say irreligious, way of

laying aside the () uestion. If we reflect at all on this subject

,

we must see that every necessary evil supposes that somt-

'..r,i- rvjL^.-, •'.-• ^'iT^iHf' 4i''^'V'?Vl-:

U t--:
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Other and greater evil would be incurred, were it removed.
I therefore ask: What can be that greater evil which can be
stated to overl^lance the one in question ? I know of no evil
hat ever has existed, nor can imagine any evil to exist, worse
han the tearmg of eighty thousand jx^rsons annually from
their native land, by a combination of the most civilize,!
nations in the most enlightened ciuarter of the globe -butmore especially by that nation which calls herself the- most
Iree and most happy of them all.".,

The ultimate authority for legal principles is the authority
of conscience. "If the origin of the principles of the common
iaw IS to Ix. traced beyond their practical existence, theyseem to originate from conscience, i.e., from the same power
which has made the majority of all free men of all ageVand
languages to have a perception of that which they feel to be

"Every general proposition laid down* by judges as a
principle of law, as distinguished from an enactL'nt by
statute, is the statement of some ethical principle of right
and wrong applied to circumstances arising in real life ".!

of he collective moral sense or conscience of the community
as to what IS right and what is wrong, and are authoritative
for the citizens of that country, whether declared by statutory
enactments or by judicial decisions. The principles of

i.V Pitt: Speech on the Slave Trade.

U. Sir W. Erie: Uw of Trade Unions, p. 49.
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Equity, according to the old doctrine of the Court of
Chancery, were said to flow from the King's Conscience, and
the Chancellor who declared them was the mouth-piece of
the King, or as it was expressed, the Keeper of the King's
Conscience.

2. Application of Judicial Decisions.

When a judicial decision in any particular case is rested
upon a prior decision which was made with respect to the
same kind of facts and which is thus a direct authority, the
prior decision is said to be "followed." But if the facts are
not the same, but only more or less similar or analogous, the
prior decision is said to be "applied"; and the argument to
establish the new principle takes the form of an argument
from Analogy. For example, it has been held that where
the owner of a coal mine crosses the boundary of his property
into an adjoining mine and takes coal therefrom he is liable

to damages, the measure of damages being the value of the
coal at the pit's mouth, not deducting the cost of severance. . t

This principle has been extended by Analogy to the case
of the owner of timber limits who cuts timber on the land of
an adjoining owner, and who was held liable for the value
of the timber after severance on the property without de-
ducting the cost of severance. > ?

"Our common law system consists in applying to new
combinations of circumstances those rules of law which we
derive from legal principles and judicial precedents; and for

i6. Built Coal Co. v. Osborne (1889), A. C. 351.

17. Union Bank v. Rideau Lumber Co., 4 O.L.R. p. 31.
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the sake of attam.ng uniformity, consistency, and rortaintv
we must apply those rules, where they are' not plainly un-
reasonable and inconvenient, to all cases which arise ami

analogy to them m those to which they have not yet been
judicially applied, because we think that the rules are not as
convenient and reasonable as we ourselves could have
devised. It appears to me to be of great im,«rtance to keep
this prmcipic of decision steadily in view, not merely for the
determination of the i)articular case, but for the interests of
law as a science.".*

3- Application oj Statutory Enactments.

The cardinal rule for the construction of the acts of a
legislature is that they should be construed according to the
intent of the legislature which passed them. If the words of
the statute are themselves precise and unambiguous then
no more can be necessary than to Expound those words in
their ordinary natural sense. The words themselves alone
do m such a case best declare the intention of the lawgiver -

"Intention of the Legislature" is a common but very
slippery phase, which, popularly understood, may signify
anything from intention embodied in positive enactment to
speculative opinion as to what the Legislature prolmbly

CoZonZaU,!': "^T l"''^' "^ ^ '
^-^

'^*' ^53: Tasmania v

"i aft F 85. ^ITi

' '''"'* ''"' "'= ^""'' '''"''«' ^^•'"-

^ 'T^..^. X "

" 's^nLTr - 'Jiin
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would have meant, although there has been an omission to
;.>nact it. In a court of law or equity what the Legislature
intended to be done or not to be done can only be legiti

mately ascertained from what it has chosen to enact, either
in express words or by reasonable or necessary implication, .o

An Act of Parliament is to be construed according to the
meaning of the words in the English language as applied to
the subject-matter unless there is some very strong ground,
derived from the context or reason, why it should not be so
construed. ^ •

In construing wills, and, indeed, statutes and all

written instruments, the grammatical and ordinary sense of
the words is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to
absurdity, or some repugnancy or inconsistency with the
rest of the instrument; in which case the grammatical and
ordinary sense of the words may be modified so as to avoid
that absurdity, repugnancy, or inconsistency, but no
further, a 2

Where the language of an Act is clear and explicit, effect
must be given to it, whatever may be the consequences, for in
that case the words of the statute speak the intention of the
Legislature. »

3

If it be a question of statute law the enquiry becomes one
of a much more restricted range (than a question of common

ao. Salomon v. Salomon (1897), App. Cas. 22, 38. per Lord Watson.

21. Hornsey v. Monarch Investment Society (1899), 24 Q B D i oer
Lord Esher, at p. 9.

»
.
k

23. Per Lord Wansleydale in Grey v. Pearson. 26 L.J. (^h. 481 : 6 H L
Cas. 106.

23- IVarburton v. Loveland (183O, 2 D. & CI. (H.L.) 489.
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law): ,t ,s then simply a question of construction, and none
of those general considerations (moral right and wrong or
general expediency and convenience) have any place except
.0 far as they serve to illustrate the meaning of the language
which the J egislature has chosen to employ: and it 1oDvious on this principle that when the legal, ordinary and
grammatical sense of the language is unambiguous/these
considerations are wholly irrelevant-they cannot alt^r that
sense which must prevail. Judges must take the law as theyhnd it, and if it be unjust or inconvenient, it must be left to
the constitutional authority to mend it.»4

If the meaning of an enactment is not plain, if it is
obscure or capable of two constructions, the meaning of whatwas intended may be ascertained by considering the con-
sequences of either construction. And if it appears that one
of these constructions will do injustice, and the other will
avoid that injustice, it is the duty of the court to adopt thesecond and not to adopt the first; to construe it in such a wav
as to make it available for carrying out the objects of the
r^egislature, and for doing justice between parties ..

Where an expression is ambiguous, in considering what
construction it is nroper to put upon it we must look a little
at the object of the Act and the consequences of the rival
construction. If one construction produces consequences
in conformity with the scope of an enactment, and with the
consequences which follow from the constructions put upon

24- Oarlaitdv. Carlisle (iHi-i j ci * p /.^"'3(^ 4 M. & h. 692, 705. per ( oleridge J
25 Phillips V. Phillips (.866). LR , p M ij. VI ,
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Other enactments of the same sort, while the rival construc-
lon mtrocluces a starth^ng no-elty, no lawyer wouldadopt the

latter construction. »

6

The cas- of Wain v. Warlters affords an illustration of the
judicial interpretation of a statute. It is enacted by the
Statute of Frauds that no person can be charged upon any
promise to pay the debt of another, unless the agreement
upon which the action is brought, or some note or memo-
randum thereof, is in writing, and it was argued that the
word "agreement" as used in the statute must be under-
stood to include the consideration for the promise as well as
the promise itself. The reasons for this construction are
given in the following judgment

:

Grose, J.:—It is said that the parol evidence tendered
does not contradict the agreement; but the question is
whether the statute does not require that the consideration
for the promise shall be in writing as well as the promise
Itself. Now the words of the statute are that no action shall
be brought whereby to charge the defendant upon any
special promise to answer for the debt, etc. What is re-
quired to be in writing, therefore, is the agreement (not the
promise, as mentioned in the first part of the clause), or
some note or memorandum of the agreement. Now the
agreement is that which is to show what each party is to do
or perform, and by which both parties are to be bound- and
this IS required to be in writing. If it were only necessarv
to show what one of them was to do, it would be sufficient to
state the promise made by the defendant who was to be
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upon the wntten contrac, for wan. „f a consiOerl ,n ^I.to support u. The effect of the parol evidence hen is ,^nial<e h,m liable; and thus he wiuld Ix. charged with the

ated"'.rtt^
'' "'" ""'•™"">'' "-^^ 'H^ Stat: ':passed .mh the very intent of avoiding such a charge bvrequmng that the asreement, by which must be und Stoo^the whole agreement, should be in writing. .

,

"""•'^"'o"

In the following reasoned judgment of Justice Dav nf ,h„Supreme Court of the United .States, the wo d " opr as usedn the Copyright Act received a judicial interp°etItion -nd.he pnnciple was laid do™ that {hat wordd™ ^^^uj'

n:crnCh':":''r
•"'' "'""• ""™ -i-'^^ .'-ttnection with a mechanism to which they are adapted nrn

z:^'Tr''°'r ""•" ™"'^' "^^' such rrste*: ;

th?Ac,:
imposition within the meaning of

"Musical compositions have been the subject of codvngh protection since the statute of Februai| rd Z"»d laws have been passed including them since ha, ime'When we turn to the consideration of the Act it slemsevideu that Congress ha. dealt with the tandbl h.^copy of which is required to be ,M with hetb, LTofCongress, and wherever the words are used (copy or c„p"es'heyjeem^o refer to the term in its ordinary sensfrf

2 7. IVain V. Warlters, 5 East 10.
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indicating rcprwluction or duplication of the onginal. Sec-
tion 4,g56 provides that two copies of a book. map. chart.
<.r musical composition, etc., shall he delivered at the oiTwv
of the Librarian of Congress.

"VV'hat is meant by a copy?

"Various definitions have been given by the experts
called in the case. The one which most commends itself

to our judgment is perhaps as clear as can be made, and
defines a copy of a musical comjx)sition to be a 'written
or printed record of it in intelligible notation.' It may
be true that in a broad sense a mechanical instrument
which reproduces a tune copies it, but this is a strained and
artificial meaning. When the combination of musical
sounds is reproduced to the ear it is the original tune as
conceived by the author which is heard. These musical
tones are not a copy which appeals to the eye. In no sense
can musical sounds which reach through the sense of hearing
be said to be copies as that term is generally understoot,
and as we believe it was intended to be understood in the
statutes under consideration. A musical composition is an
intellectual creation which first exists in the mind of the
composer; he may play it for the first time upon an in-

strument. It is not susceptible of being copied until it has
been put in a form which others can see and read. The
statute has not provided for the ])rotection of the intellectual

conception apart from the thing produced, however meri-
torious such conception may be, but has provided for the
making and filing of a tangible thing, against the publication
and duplication of which it is the purpose of the statute to

protect the composer.
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" These. ixTforalol rolls ar,. parts of a machine- whichwhen .luly a,,„lie.| an,l „r„,,e,ly „„erate,l in c.,nn c „,'

muscal tones ,n harmon.ous cnmhinalion. Hu, „,. ean

C:pSr ''-' "' '"''-- -•'^•" '"^' -"- "< 'He

"It may be true that the use of these rx-rforat«l rolls

acturers thereof to enjoy the use of musical compositions
for whtch they pay no value. But such consideratio"
property address themselves to the legislative and not tothe judical branch of the Government. .As the Ac ofCongress now stands; we believe it doc-s not includ; theserecords as copies or publications of the copvrighted mus c
involved m these cases."

f> "-o music

In the case of Curlis v. Slm-in, the court had to ,lealwith section 65 of the County Courts .Act, ,888, which gavepower .0 the High Court to send certain actions,'which co^
not be commenced in a county court, "for trial in anycounty court in which the action might have been commenced." If these words had been' coastrued as hTystand, no effect could have bc-en given ,0 the section The
court therefore read into the section the words, "if it hadDeen a county court action " Frv I T in „• • • j
said- "Th. I ,

'^'^^''J->'n giving judgment,
said The onty alternative con.struction offered to uswould lead to this result-that the plain intention of the
Legislature had entirety failed by reason of a slight inex-
actitude in the language of the section. If we were to adorn
this constrticfon we should be constrtiing the .Act in orier
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to defeat its object rather than with a view to carry its obiecf
into effect." »8

•'

Arguments based on Experience involve directly or
indirectly the relation of Cause and Effect. This is the
thread running through all our reasonings about phenom-
ena, the clue by which we are guided in the labyrinth of
facts and events. In Arguments from Authority no such
relation is involved. In Arguments from Experience the
question is: Is it true according to standards of truth which
all men accept? In legal Arguments the question is- Is
It just to the individual and to the community according
to the standards of justice erected by the community through
Its authorized organs, the Legislature and the court?

In so far as arguments are based on texts of Scripture
they may be regarded as arguments from Authority, on the'
principle impli.^d in all such reasoning, that whatever is
there written is true.

28. Curtis V. Stovin (1889), 22 Q.B.D., 513.



CHAPTER VI.

DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE ARGUMENTS.
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use w„, ,« ..,j:r. ai-yi^a^iTiXSir
f we restrict their meaning, and emplov them "o d not

arguments that are used to prove particular facts or nroJ

Deductive and inductive arguments, thus understoodmay be distinguished by the character of' the Rein.
^'

In Deductive arguments, the Reason is a general Dronn

make up the argument are general proposition, tZ
following are brief examples stated in f„7!°''"°"^-

^^'

on a^SSrscair
'^""^ " "" '""''''' ""'- -«--''

Reason: Because it requires constant supervision;
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that is [riven rciuctantly re(|uirfs
Principle: Lalxjr

constant supervision.

In the following' passage are (|U()te(l three Deductive
Arguments which (h'fferent philosophers emplov to prove
the same thesis, namely, that it is wronjr to commit' murder:

"All authorities concur, for instance, in holdin«r that it is
wrong to commit murder. Hut one philosopher tells us
that It IS wrong U'causc it is ijicon.sistent with the happiness
of mankind, and that to do anything inconsistent with thc^
happmcss of mankind is wrong. Another tells us that it is
contrary to the dictates of conscience, and that everything
which is contrary to the dictates of conscience is wron-
A third tells us that it is against the Commandments of (iod
and that everything which is against the Commandments
of God is wrong." I

In Inductive argun.cnts, the Reason is a statement of
evidence, that is, of facts or classes of facts observed or
supposed to be observed, and the argument consists of two
general propositions and one particular proposition. The
following is an example:—

Thesis: All alloys of metals are harder than any of their
constituent elements;

Reason: Because A, B, C, and an indefinite number of
other alloys, have been found to be harder than any of their
constituent elements, and no allov has been found after
due search, that is not harder than anv of its constituent
elements;

I. Kt. Hun. A. J. Balfour: Foundations of Belief, p. 20b.
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in a syllogistic form, it was thought to l>e incapable of Ix-inir
so expressed, Ixrause it wa^ supiK)se(l that there was no
major premise or principle on which it could Ix founded
I hese two forms continued to be employed side by side
and were regarded as two distinct mcxles of reasoning th('
one a logical form, and the other extra-logical, as it did not
conform to the recjuirements of pnK)f. Deduction alone
was dignified by the name of Argument, while Induction
was called reasoning from ExjK'rience.

Archbishop VVhately was the first to point out that an
Inductive inference or argument could k' expressed in
syllogistic form, by supplying the implied principle on which
It was founded, and he thus bridged the chasm which had
theretofore existed between i^ducti^'e and deductive modes
of reasoning. "Much has been said by some writers"
says Whately, "of the superiority of the inductive to the
syllogistic method of seeking truth, as if the two stood op-
posed to each other; and of the advantage of substituting
tne Organon of Bacon for that of Aristotle, etc., which
indicates a total misconception of the nature of both. There
is, however, the more excuse for the' confusion of thought
which prevails on this subject, because eminent logical
writers have treated, or at least have appeared to treat of
induction as a kind of argument distinc. from the syllogism-
which, if it were, it certainly might be contrasted with thJ
syllogism, or rather, the whole syllogistic theory would fall
to the ground, since one of the very first principles it es-
tablishes is that all reasoning, on whatever subject is one
and the same process, which may be clearly exhibited in the
form of syllogisms. In ever>' case where an inference is
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2. LogtC, p. 348.

3. EUments of Logic, p. 337.
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somewhat similar. "In proportion," he says, "as we openly
and distmctly refer to known principles-already generah'zcd
knowledge-is proof deductive; in proportion as we rapidly
and somewhat dimly frame new principles for ourselves from
the cases observed, is proof inductive, empirical, or (in its
loosest form) analogical. "4

But these distinctions are not very useful. They do not
enable us to say whether any given argument is inductive
or deductive unless the argument is expressed in full. Argu-
ments are usually expressed elliptically thus: "X Y will die
because he was bitten by a cobra." Here the principle is
omitted. If it is not expressed, how are we to know whether
the premises do or do not include the conclusion, or whether
the principle wp

, dimly or di^inctly framed in the mind of
the advocate.? The distinction is made to depend on tHe
form in which the advocate chooses to express the argument

There is a tendency, however, among logical as well as
scientific writers, to observe the distinction we have indicated
and to restrict the words Induction and Inductive to denote
the mode of discovering and proving general propositions by
an appeal to fac:s. Professor Bain says: "Induction is the
arriving at general propositions, by means of fact
The sole method of attaining Inductive truths being the
observation and the comparison of particulars, the sole
evidence for such truths is Universal Agreement. A per-
manent or uniform concurrence can be established, in the
last resort, only by the observation of its uniformity That
unsupported bodies fall to the ground, is a conjunction

4- Fallacies, p. 212.
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HIM; :!

Now, that these two bodies in this particular experiment fall
to the bottom of the receiver in equal times is merely a fact of
observation, but that they would do so if we repeated the
^periment or that the next two bodies we selected, or any
bodies, or all bodies would do so, is an inference, and is an
inference of that particular character which is called an
Inductive Inference or an Induction."

6

There is a tendency also, especially amonjr scientific
writers, to restrict the words Deduction and Deductive to
designate the mode of discovering and proving general
propositions by an appeal to principles.

This distinction between Induction and Deduction whichwe have been recommending, is observed when we speak of
the Inductive and Deductive sciences, and when we say that
an Inductive science tends to become Deductive. Sciences
are concerned with establishing general principles. A
science IS said to be Inductive when its principles are dis-
covered and proved by an appeal to facts or experience, as in
Physiology, Geology, Biology; and a Science is said to be
Deductive when its less general principles are deduced from
or proved by its more general principles, as in the science^
ot Number, Geometry and Jurisprudence.

By this use of the terms we have a real and useful dis-
tinction. Induction and Deduction, while they are indenti-^ having regard to the requirements of proof, and as
Whately pointed out, are both syllogistic, present a single
point of contrast in the character of the Reason or minor
premise, and they can be distinguished in ordinary discourse

6. Inductive Logic, j.. 5
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one class; ,t may be as rife among buyers as among sellersor among the employers as among the employed. Individua swho have goods ,o sell are to realize as large profits aspossible; but when there is competition, a trader canno tepaid more than what is termed a fair price for his goodsU-cause tf he attempts to obtain more than the ordinary pricehe w,| be undersold by other traders. When buyerTcom!
pete w,th each other they are an.xious to secure the greatest

terms, and thus, when buyers are each intent on purchasingon the most favorable terms, a commodity is sure ,o reSwha ,t ,s worth. It therefore follows that if, on the onehand, competm-on prevents a trader from obtaining excep .onany h,gh profits; on the other hand, it ensures^! him

unfortunate that employees, stimulated by a desire to realizethe largest gams, should engage their laborers on the ZZpossible terms. But such conduct upon the par, Tt^employe,, mfltcts no injury on the laborers; for if there sacfvtty of competition, an individual manufacturer or trad
.s as powerless to get laborers to work for him at less than the

rat t'hlllfTir
"' ™f •" "• ^"' ^°"°" ^' ^ ^heaj

mltafnJ L " "-anufacturers. The price of cotton ismamtained because there is competition am-- ^ -hose who

Z^ 'y ^^P-^f'on among those who are anxious topurchase labor. Competition, consequently, exerts notendency to reduce profits or wages; the tendency i

"
.herone of equalization."

7

^

7- Fawcett: Poluical Economv, p. 110.
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" Professor Cairnes' work on the Slave Power furnishes aremarkable example of .he successful application of the

t^Zl Tr '" '-e de.en.i„ation''of econoLica
questions The economical effects of slavery are thusraced. We learn from observation and induction that s avlabor IS subject to certain characteristic defects: it is Ij^

versatility. As a consequence of these characteristics it canonly be employed with profit when it is possible to o^gLfze

L-s for "'m
"'"; '* '"l"'"^ ™"^'^"' supervision' andhis for mall number, or for dispersed workmen would betoo costty to be renumerative. The slaves must con^

quently be worked in large gangs, ^ow, there arc only fotrproducts which repay this mode of cultivation, namely
cotton sugar, tobacco and rice. Hence a county- in whichslave labor prevails is practicaUy restricted tol^hese four
products, for it is another characteristic of slave labor unde

^.h it ™R r^ •.''' ''" '^'"^ ^*™<" --' -de by sMewitn It. But, besides restricting cultivation to these fourproducts, some or all of which have a peculiar tend ncy "oexhaust the soil, slave labor, from its want of verLtiC
imposes a stU further restriction. The difficulty of t^togthe slave anything is so great-the result of the compuls^rf
Ignorance m which he is kept, combined with want^
intelligent interest in his work-that the only chance of rendenng his abor profitable is, when he has'once lea^ra
lesson, to keep him to that lesson for life. Accordinrivwhere agricultural operations are carried on by slaves The'business o each gang is always restricted to the raisii^g of asingle product. Whatever crop be best suited to the char
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acter of the soil and the nature of slave industry, whethercot on, tobacco, sugar, or rice, that crop is cult^;t^ a„dhat crop only Rotation of crops is thus precludTt; . ucond, .ons of the case. The soil is tasked again ZJlto y,eld the same product, and the inevitable're^ul. folWsAfter a short series of years its fertility is completelyTxhausted the planter abandons the ground wWch he htrendered wonhless, and passes on to seek inTew sot fothat fertility under which alone the agencies a. hZ SI ,

can be profitablv emnlnvvt tu 7 ,

^ " "'^ disposal

«f cio
^,"^°'y employed. Thus, from the characteristicsof slave labor may be deduced the economical eS oexhaus ion of the soil on which it prevails, and the consequent r^essity of constantly seeking to extend ,h area "fcuUivation. From the peculiV character of the c ops which

Z^^^^^r^""' "'^ ^y ^'-^ labor maTLexplamed the former prevalence of slavery in the Southe,^

ul :^;f;:m'"th*^
''°^'™' '•" "-^ ^^^^

vimb son to Z T''"'^
"' '""''"""y ^^*'"S fertilevrgin soil for the employment of slave labor may be explained he former policy of the So ,nem States which was

rrthed™'"™"""! r """^ "-^^'^ constitm^tta"under the dommion of slave institutions."8

to
J.'"/°"°"^"S d«'"«i™ argument proceeds fmm Causeo Effect to prove the principle that rent is not an elememin the price of agricultural produce:-
"Let us now suppose that ail land is made rent free hvan arbitrary edict of the government. Such an a ofl^ia•on^ugh it would interfere with property, wouirL."

8. Fowler: Inductive Logic, p. 344.
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,g;

cause any diminulion in the consumirtion nf f„ i .u
quantity of agricultural ,,r,KluceZ dt r I

^'•'
'""'

the same area of lm,l .

,,'"""'« '* required as Ijefore;

land would ell: ,:tm bf"
'"•

'",
™""'""' '"»'

previously 'only pr'^ntlVr"'' ^
"-/f^

"^'ch

rendered cheauer hv ^oi,- , . ' ' " ''^ "<•«

which before olpafd Tn ? 'f"''
'•™' ''"' "^''^ '""1,

at a loss. No Sothomr'oT"" "^ ™'"™'^''

not' become cheajr eventlr*'"' ""!. "^ "'""<'

Rent consequentlv is nntin i •
""^ "^"^^ ""^ <'^-

The valueT?,^' s t"fc r;r
"'^ °' P^"^"*""'

demand for it, becauseletmt^^ 7' fT'""" "^^ '"^

margin of cult vation MthouTh ^h/
'"'^"'""^^ ""=

not influence the cost ofS^^ f:^^.^"'
""" '"^

rent paid indicate-; th^ r.« v '"^ lood, yet the amount of

and L vat^f^^'l'^ te t !
•.:?'" °^,™'"™"""'

descends.",
^^" ""^^S'" of cultivation

The importance and usefulness; nf fho ^- ^- .

we have adopted between Mu"" aid Cu1r°"
"'"'

become apparent when we considerZlfh
'"'""'''

proposition may be proved hvT l^J
'*'"' general

the one inducti4 andTle^ deTu^r'
^•«"™"'^'

9. Fawcett: Political Economy, p. j 38.
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Thus the principle that the lower strata of the air aredenser than the upper may be proved deductively by refoence to the principles that the air has weight, and titt scornpressible, and inductively, by an ap^al to facts th
•s to say, by measuring the density of portions of air n theupper and lower strata a. various places, and comparLgthe results. Heniy Clay, in a speech on protection, argue,!
deductively and inductively that the price of protmed
manufactures tends to decline; deductively, by referenceo the pnnciples that protection tends to excite competition

methods and increased supply, and price, consequent^
oUcming the law of supply and demand, tends to decline
Inductively, he argued the ,same proposition by citing
ns ances at various times, and of various protected man"
factures where the price was known to have declined

In the following passage, reference is made to an in-ductive argument based on statistics, that is, a summary
of observed facts, followed by a deductive Irgument Z
among Quakers as among .Ke rest of the community

-

I may take this opportunity of remarking on the well-

LTL'; r"" 1 ^'-W'-dness in connection with the
fact, that It IS nearly twice as prevalent among the Quakersas among the rest of the community, the pro^rtions bein.
5-9 to 3.5 per cent. We might have expected an even
larger ratio Nearly every Quaker is descended on CI
sides solely from a group of men and women who segregated
themselves rom the rest of the world five or six generations
ago; one of their strongest beliefs being that the i^ne arts
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and .he,> acco4n^T;t:::r^^^^^^^

assoiiated w h K;:!';'' '
f r'""'"™'

""" '^

most reasonable to b ieve thafa ,a"
" '" ^""-l"™^--'

blind men wo„W h» k ,
'"^^'''' Pi'oport'on of color-

.he resT:,r'Jopu7a.!::':/°™<'
^-"^ '"- ••-" among

.win he wo '"f"""'
"""P"^ " ""''l"^ Po^'-'ion ^

ei^e^
'""• """ ™""°' conveniently be classed with
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truth, unlil, l,kc. Law ami K,|uity, they Ix^camc fusc.l in.,,m •, and rccgnizcl, no, as two Hiffcrcn, m.Klc, of rcalninlU^.n. ng upon different rciuirc-mcnts of „r,K,f, ,,u. as":torn of the same process of reasoning, jus, as Law and



CHAPTER VII.

rONDIfOVA,, AND ..NCONniT.ONA., AROUMENTS.

<.') nyiWhctical, (2) Disjunclivc, ami (.,) Dilemma.

I- llyMhelkal Arguments.

A hy|x,thctical argument is one in which the Prinr!,.!s a hy,.the,ical proposition compose,! o nM '

rfon^uent and the Reason is an 'assertion of ,. ™th of.he antecedent or of the falsehood of the co seouent /

Principle: If A is li, C is U;
Keason: A is B;
Thesis: C is D.

Principle: If A is B, C is D;
Reason: C is not D;
Thesis: A is not B.

a CM ^^^^Y'"''^
'"^"""•"' "^^y "^'"'"v U- expressed as

i^^rrr :; -r-it:'t"— '^ ^-"--^^ '^^

?ii

\m
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~4t

2. Disjunctive Arguments.

A Disjunctive argument is one in which the princinh-

^^, niutually incompatible, as for exam.I V ht w^^^^^^
acts on matter or it does nor !,„ V .

^'''

either A B C or D ^ ^'^^ ^^"^c of a given effect is

ITnZ •

.

?
'

^^'^ P^'^^'" ^« ^^"^'t new States into theUnion resides either in the judiciary, the executive hCommander-in-Chief, or in CWess A H,V
^ ^- ' '

Principle: Either A or B or C or D is the cause of XReason: But neither A nor C nor D is the cau^ of XThesis: Therefore B is the cause of X.
A disjunctive argument when stated in full is comtwsed

prove £Atnrrcr:r^~^^^^^

on:^rdi:;r'Tt7oL;\f--^^^^^^^^^
speech by Thaddeus Stevens to lie thatToT ."

^^^^
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a State government and .«nd n^presc-ntutives to Coneys,

adjudicate. L. -I'r .^Lttr""^ i^th e'^

nrt :::„r/.-nTHrr rr^
--^ -^' '-^ '^'

hold the™ uX ™ , "a^^"^,:V„ i, Z''''
"" "", "" °"'^

3- Dilemma.

The argument usually referred tn iq « ,111

acumen. c„m,K,s..,l of HypotWcal and
•"''"""

menls, the object of whichTs to nu tn
'"""'™ "•«"

horns of dilemma," l.y shoving ,h ^thTal^'
',™ '"'

more alternatives to which he is Hml h a
'"'° "''

he must choose, are ^Z1^, orlt;.Z'Ci:^'''''^'^consequences, or fatal to his contendon
' '^

'"""

ma l/htSofT""' " ''."'""°" f"™ <" 'he dilem-

not act of h s o™ moM r"'""'
''' '^ * '"''^'^; « ^c did

acted of h,Wrmrr;r^e%-^;;;P- «- he ^'•"'-

either a knave or a catspaw.
'^'''•'''°''"^ ^e is

The fatalist dilemma is as follows: If it is fated ,K..
die, you will die whether you call in ,A .

^" ^°''

is fated that you will reclver tl »
"' "°'' ^'^ '^ "

call in a doctor orZ ZV 7u
?'°''' "''^"'er you

-•1 die or that you wilftovrThr" "''"'''''' ^°"

or ^u „U recov^, whetheT^:;^,,^'?^^:^ ""
The foUowmg example is the dilemma in l"h\he
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", tney are pernicious. But thev mu^t offho- u •

conformity with the Koran or at variance ^w't^
'"

1
he lollovvmg arRument was used bv Sanrent S IV .•

;n a speech to the jury in defense- of WilkfZ "I'j^" l!

^se':nd~j;i:L^: Tr.Tr'
^"^'"^

assassinating villain Th'l ''?
''"'. ""= '""'' ^e is an

arCr'-'-'-Heonrol'^^H^tn

wl„ch of tlie two arguments shall be discarded:-
The opponents of license reduction wht to .et tngether and agree u.«n some common line of lum 'T

IS',':'";"?™- • **" f-'^ - »

-

One or other of these arguments must be at fault.
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j^,,'

be ruined, but will ^uZrtl^^"
and malsters w,II not

com, wheat, nre and hnn. ?
'""" '"'>' """<= bottles,

a sailing land. otlT'ot.Cttrr-'''™'^ "'-
brewers and distiller falls off TTL ''""""^^ »' 'he
and less com, hops,';he and ^e ttu ^h'T '~"'^=-

-ntoxicating liquor will be conTum^ TH
'".'""^ '<^^^

from the dilemma would be th?^ .
'

•

"^ ""'^ "cape
to prove that drunlenness in.r 'T "f"" "^"'"ent

The following k rC r "'
'^""'"'"^ ''^""es."

contention by mfaisof f1"^"' "^^'^^ '^'^^ of a

"It IS said that for some reason .(,„„•
-neaning of the words is to ZZenlT"""" ''" "'""''
a loss to see why. I think an A« of ^rii,

' '
' "" ''

ment, or other authoritM.V. / Pariiament, an agree-

'lealt with in this w^'tlL ^o™"™''
°"^'" ""^ '° be

necessity or appmach];;g it j
" ^;r "'""T'"'

'° ^
the authors of the docum»n. ! ,

remembered that

necessary words { th%td tho, hfr"
''^^^ P"' ''" '^e

•' was either because the^ltTt'^l " ''^^ ''" "<"'

not, or because they didZ thinlf„ .t ' ™"" ^"-^ ^^
ease ought the court to do t in 1 ^

™"''- '" '"'"^"

'0 make a provision opposed to the
,'• ''''' " "<""'' be

of the document; in thTother

" '"""" °' ""^ '^ers
n the contempl^ion'oftirmrrs^^^''™*-
i:^owi„g argument is a double dilemma. I. i^

It
400. per Lord Watson.

'*''0'"
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1 !

l-i

not intended to put an opponent in a dilemma, but to show
the dilemma in which all reasoners who consider the subject-
matter ultimately find themselves:

—

"Every theory of the relation between Will, or, more
strictly, the Willing Self and Matter, must come under one
of two heads: (i) Either Will acts on Matter, or (2) it does
not. If it does act on Matter, it must be either as Free Will
or as Determined Will. If it is as Free Will, it upsets the
uniformity of Nature, and our most fundamental scientific

conceptions must be recast. If it is as Determined Will,
that is to say, if volition be interpolated as a nee ^sary link

between one set of material movements and another, then,
indeed, it leaves the uniformity of Nature untouched, but
it violates mechanical principles. According to the mechan
ical view of the world, the condition of any system at ont
moment is absolutely determined by its condition at the
preceding moment. In a world so conceived there is no
room for the interpolation even of Determined Will amonj;
the causes of material change. It is mere surplusage.

(2) "If the Will does not act on Matter, then we must
suppose either that volition belongs to a psychic series run
ning in a parallel stream to the physiological changes of

the brain, though neither influenced by it nor influencing

it—which is, of course,.the ancient theory of pre-established

harmony—or else we must suppose that it is a kind of super
fluous consequence of certain physiological changes, pro
duced presumably without the exhaustion of any form of

energy, and having no effect whatever, either upon the

niaterial world, or, I suppose, upon other psychic con
ditions. This reduces us to automata, and automata of

B/'l
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a kind very difficult to find proper accommodation for in aworld scientifically conceived.

"None of these alternatives seem very attractive butone of them would seem to be inevitable ".

all
^'f.^^'-'^ble contradictions into which reason

falls when it applies to the transcendent and the absolute
the „ ^.m conceptions of the understanding, which arevahd only wuhin the limits of possible experience. The"are four antmomies of pure reason, according to Kanf
^

a mg (0 to the limits c. the universe in space and^me!
(J) to the existence of atoms or the infinite divisibility on>a ter,

3) to the freedom of the will, and (4) to the cos-mological argument for the existence of God. The follow-

ZlH h^"'K
"•""• '"^ '"'P'*'^ °' "'^ P™P°'i"°" 'hat the

t" sZ. S

^""""^ '"
'

""'' '' ''™"'' "'"o ^'"^ '"S^"^

THESIS.

_ 'This world has a beginning in- time, and is hmited alsowith regard to space.

PROOF.

in time then an eternity must have elapsed up to every

sZs "ofT' '"'
*'"'u'°''

^" '"""'''^ ^^*' of successive "

states of things must have passed in the world. The in-
finity of a series, however, consists in this, that it never canbejompleted by means of a successive synthesis. Hence

». Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour: F<.»«rf,a»»s cf B,li,f, p. 3,,,

'5«r*j»-i!.^ »-. 'tv, tfikMJkiMZ -.»»j:^ If'&f^K.dr*!

..ii
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an infinite series of past worlds is impossible, and the be
Rinning of the world is a necessary condition of its existence.
This was what had to be proved first.

"With regard to the second, let us assume the opposite.
In that case the world would be given as an infinite whole
of co-existing things. Now we cannot conceive in any way
the extension of a quantum, which is not given within certain
limits to ever}' intuition, e.xcei)t through the synthesis of its

parts, nor the total of such a quantum in any way, except
through a completed synthesis, or by the repeated addition
of unity to itself. In order, therefore, to conceive the world,
which fills all space, as a whole, the successive synthesis of
the parts of an infinite world would have to be looked upon
as completed; that is, an infinite time would have to be
looked upon as elapsed, during the enumeration of all co
existing things. This is impossible. Hence an infinite

aggregate of real things cannot be regarded as a given whole,
nor as a whole given at the same time. Hence it follows
that the world is not infinite, as regards extension in space,
but enclosed in limits. This was the second point that had
to be proved.

ANTITHESIS.

"The world has no beginning and no limits in space,
but is infinite in respect both to time and space.

PROOF.

"For let us assume that it has a beginning. Then, as

beginning is an existence which is preceded by a time in

which the thing is not, it would follow that antecedently
there was a time in which the world was not, that is, an
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that anything should take its beginning, because of sucha time no part (wssesses any condition of existence or non-
existence to distinguish it from another (whether produced

a's.^* oMh
""''' """'^ ^''""'- "'^""' 'hough maSa senes o things may take its bc^ginning in the world the

Slstir
''-'

"" •^^'""'"- -' '" -'— -^
"With regard to the second, let us assume again the

space. In tha case the world would exist in an empty

a relation of things in space, but also of things to spaceAs, however, the world is an absolute whole outsX ofwhich no object of intuition, and therefore no cor^lateof the wor d, can be found, the relation of the world to emmy

with It the limitation of the world by empty space, is nothingand therefore the world is not limited with iega d to spacf
that is. It IS unhmited in extension.". ^ '

The following argument points out the dilemma in whichwe are placed in choosing either of the two altematiyesabouUI. infinite diyisibility of Matter, one of which mis:

"Matter is either infinitely divisible or it is not- nothird possibility can be named. Which of .h I tc^a'tives
shall we accept ? If we say that matter is infinitely divis u!w^commit ourselves to a supposition no. reali«.ble in

3. Kant: CrM,u, of Pure Re.,u,„. M„, MuelW. Tran.lation. p, 368.

W'^m^^^mm^t^gri'mm' ^i
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thought. We can biWt and re-biscct a body, and, continu-ally repeatmg the act until we reduce its parts to aTJennlonger pl,ysicaily divisible, may then menlSry c„„«nu"tprocess wthout a limit. To do this, however, is not reaUyo conceive the infinite divisibility of matter, but to fo™ asymbohc conception of expansion into a rea one anHotadmuhng of other verification. K.ally to concede Zmfinte divisibility of matter is mentalty t foZ om

finT;i ?• • K^
"• '"'"''• '° ''^« "'« "»"" fe not in.finitely d,v,s,ble .s to assert that it is reducible to parts whichno conceivable power can divide; and this vertel supwsi

f: eTh^", r;:
•-.-presented in thought than th^Xfor each of such ultimate piJrts, did they exist, must have-an upper and an under surface, a right and a left^de Zany larger fragment. Now, it is impossible to iLagte t».des so near that no plane of section can be conceifrf teween them; and however great be the assumed f^e ofcohesion, it is ,m,x>ssible to shut out the idea of a gr^Iteforce capable of ovenroming it. So that to hum^ MteH

aX^r 'T'"'"'t''°'"•^''=^"^P'""^'''-*^"^-and ye the conclusion that one or other must agree ,viththefact seems to human intelligence unavoidabIe/>r

4. Herbert Sj^encer: First Prhiciples,
P- 43.

-i:V.W»?> ^^

flO^
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r)rRF:cT and indfkkct ak(;umknts.

Anm MKNTs may be distinguishecl as either direct or

uroj;^ r "'
r^'""'''"'

'' ""^' '" ^-^'''^ ^he thesis is
proverl or (i.sproved m the first instance, or by a single
argument. An indirect argument is one in which the thesis

that all possible alternatives are false, or disproved by proving
somethmg that is inconsistent with its truth. The c'iief
forms of mdirect arguments are: (i) Proof or disproof of
alternatives; (2) Reduction to absurdity.

1
.
Proof or Disproof of Alternatives.

When either the thesis or one of two or more alternatives
must be true, the thesis may be proved indirectly by dis-
proving all the other alternatives, or disproved by proving
one of the alternatives. Thus, in proving that a given
straight line, A B, is equal to another given straight lineC D, we employ an indirect argument if we show that A B
•s not greater than C D, and that it is not less. The only
possible alternative is that A B is equal to C D An
mdirect argument is employed to prove the relation of cause
and effect when it is shown that all the antecedents of an
ettect but one are unconnected with the effect. An indirect
argument which proceeds by disproving alternatives is
also a disjunctive argument.
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argument to prove that the action of Congress is tL onr

toirrs^e ''' "°"^^^^"^ ''^'- -Td^;: et S
Congr^s:-

'"''""'"^' ^"^ ^^"^ representatives to

"In either case, it is very plain that it requires the actionof Congress to enable them (the Confederate^tate
) o 1

Not^v'rilr""*
'"' ""' representatives to CongresTNobody, I believe, pretends that with their old constituZ«and frames of eovemmf^nf fK«„ u

constitutions

their old rilfc T . ^ "^^^ ^ permitted to claimneir old rights under the constitution. They have torn

restore their own existence "as it wa " m ''""°!

duty is it to do it? T„ u ^."^ " "'as- Whose espccia

power? mn J H ", u*'
"'' Con'«"'"<"' Place thepowers Wot in the judicial branch of government for itonly adjudicates and does not prescribe iws Not in h!Executive, for he only executesL cannot ^keW Zm the Commander-in-ChiVf r^f tu^ ^ • , ,

There is fortunately no difficulty in solving the Question

Unionf

"

"^^ •" '^""««' ^y Congress into the

"In my judgment this is the controlling provision in this

^i^T
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compacts, a:dtSffHe'^XrLrdl'''-''°"«'"'^^
The future condition of.1,.""'' ""^'" together.

will of the coZu or Th
"'"'"'""' P°"<=^ '''l*"''^ <>" 'he

remain as cor^u^^d p oTin^ T:n"
"^
"T

'""^'^ °^

and House of Representirr -.k
^°"Sress-the Senate

P-Uent-is the ^-^^^tZ^-Z^Z:^!^^
2. Reduction to Absurdity

on th'e c^SutSt" t r°" ^"^^^"'^^ '^ '' '"''-•''e

On that the m d bl.: h „r''?h'™^^^^^
°' '"^ '"^^

case of a supposed vioiatL of e cons itSTr """ '"

the States have a con«t;.„.,v,„ i
•

™^"t"tion by Congress,

the laws of ConUss rr "*'"••'' '"''*'" ""^ """"

s=ir£HH"f«'wi=^
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}. I

ofts power. Whose agent is it? Is it the creature of theState Legislatures, or the creature of the people .> If thegovernment of the United States be the agint of the State
governmc^nts, then they may control it, provi<lecl they ca^agree m he manner of controlling it ; if it Ix- the agent of the
l>copk, then the ,H.ople alone can control it, a-strain itmochfy. or reform it. It is observable enough that thjdoctnne for which the honorable gentleman contends leadsh.m to the necessity of maintaining, not onlv that this
general government is the creature of the States but that it isthe creature of each of the States severally, so that each n avassert the ,K,wer for itself of determining whether i a"w.thm the hmus of authority. It is the servant of four-and
twenty masters of different wifls and different purposes, and
y bound to obey all. This absurdity (for it sc.rno less
arises from a misconception as to the origin of this governmcnt and its true character."

In the following extract the absurdity of a general pro,K,si-
tion IS shown by an analogy:

"The question of the preacher is triumphantly put : How
do you know that there are not 'higher' laws of nature than
your chemical and physical laws, and that these higher lawsmay not intervene and 'wreck' the latter?

"The plain answer to this question is, Why should any-
body be called upon to say how he knows that which hed^s not know? You are assuming that laws are agents-
efficient causes of that which happens-and that one law can
interfere with another. To us, that assumption is as
nonsensical as if you were to talk of a proposition of Euclid
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being the cause of the .liagram which illustrates it or of ,h„ntegral a.lculus interfering with the rule of tha^e "

in P^f oMnXlfarth"'^'"™,''^ "-'
^™""'^'=''

Ah«„»t!.„ •
P™°'' *"" "«• second class, Rc-duction toAteurdity ,s more commonly employed in disproof ^"hern d^provmg the thesis itself, or in disproving tL^;s^n „

Refwluln
""'" '" '"^ ^"''"•^•^ "" "''proof and

•^ Huxley: .Vi,.„„yi, ,„„, /-,,,„,„. v,,..„„yj, ;,„,.,;



CHAPTER IX.

DISPROOF.

Argumentation comprises three processes, proof disproof and refutation. In the foregoing chapt;r^^Te havebeen concerned mainly with the process of nrn!^ !i ,

incidentally with disp4,f or refutato ^ '
*"" °"'''

Disproof as we have seen, is essentially a process of oroofsmce .consists in proving that a given pro^S U fXor .n other words, in proving the contradirtotVof he prop^'.on m question, or in proving some fact inconsistent wTtetruth
;
so that any of the kinds of arguments that m^^ ^^ us^'for proof may be used for disproof. I, will be use^uThowever to consider more fully the disproof of certrSnds !f

I. Of General Propositions.

naJ^riZT" n^'^
°' *'^P"""« Senentl propositions.

toX thr^ J '
.

"""^ '"'' Analogical, correspondingto the three modes of proving them.

.

(!) Inductive disproof consists in bringing i„ or intro-ducmg examples which contntdict the proposition in q"e2nthat ,s, by ctmg exceptions if the proposhion is affi^at ve'andbycmng mstances if the proposition is negative. If tie

I- See Chapter VI.

^f
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sufficient to disprove it. If it is indefinite, it i. necessary toprove more exceptions than instances.
The phrase "the exception proves the rule" oririnallv

meant that "the exception tests the rules" that fs, the
validity of a general proposition or rule is tested by excep-
tions. With the shifting of the meaning of the word "

prove^'
rom ;test" to "establish." the phrase now means that the

exception establishes the rule, that is, the fact of there beingan instance called an exception implies the existence of a
rule to which it could be an exception. It does not mean of
course, that the exception establishes the truth of the rule' as
It may disprove it.

'

In the following extract from a speech by Frank H. Hurd
the alleged principle that the balance of trade is in favor of a
country when its exports exceed its imports, is disproved bya single exception.

f ^ uy

'' ThtTo are three popular opinions, industriously culti-
vated and strengthened by adroit advocates, upon which the
whole system rests, and to which appeals are ever con-
fidently made. These opinions are erroneous, and lead to
false conclusions, and should be first considered in evenr
discussion of this question.

"The first is, that the balance of trade is in our favorwhen our exportations exceed our importations. Upon this
theory it is argued that it cannot be unwise to put restrictions
upon importations, for, they say, that at one and the same
time you give protection to our industries and keep the
balance of trade in our favor. But the slightest investigation
will show that this proposition cannot be maintain^ A
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single illustration often repeated, but never old in th:.

InSia Isiand. X're^fCs a^tdtarl'" '"^ "'".'

for sugar or molasses. The shic retuZ !^ ?^ ^f
hanged

.he owner sells his sugar Lt'oraTrr'p^to,"^^'Here more has been imr^r^^A *u
^ *5>ooo.c udb oeen imported than exported TTnnn fk.v

sum reprint ?hl profit to he h-
"^" ^^' "'« "'^

the true balan.t rourtt."
'''"' "^" ""'^ '"'«^' -"

In the following extract Professor Huxley armes .h»t

or more exceptions to each ' '^ "^ ""*

postsTtht lerict '""'r^
*^''"'^"'' ^^- L«>y

rh,W h.r
" ' "^''' *' he conceives, embodv thechief heresies propagated by the late Professor CliffoS Mr

^ttt , -r"'
"" "^"- "« »y^ 'hat we agtr;.?,-„puttmg aside as unverifiable, tverythine which ,1,7

^ '
"""crto, has shown no lark pitho,. «<•

ability or of inclination to speak for himself" a„d1tT^ be
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a superfluity not to say an impertinence, on my part, to takeup the cudgels for him. But, for myself, if my kn^wl^e
of my own consciousness may be assun..-.; ,,. be adequate Imay be permitted to observe that ,h.- fir,, ,.,^^llappears to me to 1h. not true; that th. . con.l L ; . IT2Z
case; and that, if there fc gradations in u„truc.n.-,s, the^d
IS so monstrously untrue that it hovers on the verge ofa^urdtty even ,f it does not actually flounder in that logicalhmbo. rhus to all three theses, I reply i„ appropriate
fashion, Nego-I say No; and I proceed to state the gro „dof that negation, which the proprieties do not ,,ermU me tomake so emphatic as I could desire.

"Let me be'gin with the first assertion, that 'I nut aside
as unverifiable. ever>,hing which the senses cannot veri'-Can such a statement as this be .seriously made in respect of2 human being? But I am not appointed apoloj^st fomankind m general; and confining my obsek-a.fons tomyself I beg leave to |«int out that, at this present moment
I entertain an unshakable conviction that Mr. Lillv is the
victim of a patent and enormous misunderstamling, and that
I have not the slightest intention of putting that ™nvictLna^de because I can not verify it either by touch, or taste, or
smel

,
or hearing, or sight, which (in the absence of any trace

of telepathic faculty) make up the totalitv of mv .senses
Again. I may venture to admire the clear and vigorous

tnghsh in which Mr. Lilly eml.xlies his views; but "he
source of that admiration ,loc-s not lie in anything whichmy five senses enable me to discover in the pages of his
article, and of which an orang-outang might be just as
acutely sensible. Xo, it lies in an appreciation of literary

®f
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My poor relation may beat me in the matter of sensationbut I am quite confident that, when stvl- ,nH
""^ '""

are to be dealt with, he is nowhl.^ ^ '^""^'^"^

"If there is anything in the world which I do fim,l,

ztt^ a.o„: th^ii^b ref t^\Tr;rtht
rr .K u '" *" "''"' "f ™""'<»' -changes the current

tH. fi.t of the PhenoL„r realh^liT^s::: trelation of cause to the second V^f ^k *.

this belief by sensation w^Sd be slltnaer No" T''qu te sure that Mr. Lilly does not doubt my LnityTndZ
"The second thesis charges me with nntfin^ o -a

credit me with a d"L to limf^'' '• ""f^' "'"

He^qurtrl:;o:d'it
' Sii":: ;:^3™p"' '*^""'"^''^'

for example, how the pCren'rconLiZnt Tsth'and apart from the physical process by whi h h" IrTcdled

^tncf' xSeT •"
"r^"'

^""» *^ bounds'of ph :science. Take the simplest possible example, the fjeling
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anses as a consequence of molecular changes propagatedfmm the eye to a certain part of the substance of theSwhen v,bral.ons of the luminiferous ether of a certain char'acter fall u;k,„ the retina. Let us suppose the
p""

physical analysis pushed so far that one could viewThe a^mk of .h,s chain of molecules, watch their movements^f they were billiard balls, weigh them, measure th"m andknow all that is physically knowable about them WeUeven m that case, we should be just as far from being abko mdude the resulting phenomenon of consciousness thefeehng of redness, within the bounds of physical scie^c; aswe are at present. It would remain as unhke the phenor^;„aweW under the names of matter and motion a's it"w
Ihc third thesis runs that I put aside as unverifiable

everything which can not be brought into a labor" :; anddealt with chemically; and, once more I say, No Thk

TachJleT"':." "° """"^^ " "^^ not'infrequenS
reached me from that region where gentle (or ungentle)dulncss so often holds unchecked sway-the pulpi,^ Bu

deal with the thing seriously, I find myself met by one of

unknown to usage as to the dictionaries, attaches to 'latora-tory and 'chemical,' or the proposition is (what am I to

-unSn^:^
""' '" ' ''"'' '"' y^ ^"-P"- -"J^)

all "t^n^u'
^1"''

'"T"'
""" ^ P"' ^''''^ »^ unverifiable

all the truths of mathematics, of philology, of history?

mm":^^mmmMW,^'^mmMm'm^^smmk:^^^^^B
lA
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And .f I do not, will he have the great goodness to say howhe b,„om,al theorem is to te dealt with 'chemicallyTevenm the best appointed lateratoy; or where the balance"and cnjcbles are kept by whieh the various theories
0'"":

nature of the Basque language may be tested; or wha nagents wll e.trac, the truth from any given History ofr1and leave he errors behind as a residual calx >
I really can not answer these questions, and unlessMr Lilly can, I think he would do well hereafter tothntmore than tw,ce before attributing such prem^ter^K

notions to his fellowmen. who, after al' as a leam dTunTcsaid, are vertebrated animals.".
«;a counsel

The following extract rom an address by Huxley is anargu-nt to disprove the negative general propositi™ haphystology ,s not an experimental science, by citing in

"Of all the strange assertions into which speculationwithout practical acquaintance with a subject may I a,ven an able man, I think this is the very strangest, /hys'

rcti"on of" "''T™™'''
^'"""'' ^y' ''- - "function of a smgle organ in the body which has not beendetermmed wholly and solely by experiment. How d

,

Harvey determine the nature of the clmilation, except bexpenment How did Sir Charles Bell det;r^te thfunctions of the roots of the spinal nerves sa™ bv o\penment How do we know the use of nerve aTI 1 c'ce:,

eye is your seeing apparatus, unless you make the ex-

' '"'' Huxley: ScitK, a„d Morals.
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periment of shutting it; or that your ear is your hearingapparatus unless you elose it up and thereby discover .h"^you become deaf?" ' ^"^" '"at

(2) Deductive disproof consists in drawing out ordeducng from the proposition in question another prUmon that contradicts it, or, in other wokIs, in redud3°;o ateurdtty by showing that a proposi ion mam'fel vabsurd or untenable is logically deducible from tt Tko

examp""'' '"" " '"^""^ ''' '^'•""'^" Ph">ips is an

"'Let women vote!' cries one. 'Why, wives anddaughters might be Democrats, while their fatfc,^ andhusbands would be Whigs. I. would never do. I
"

ouldproduce endless quarrels.' And the sc-lf-satisiied obZ^thmks he has settled the question.
objector

in rfn!'
" "'^P"""'P''= be a sound one, why not apply i,m a still more important instance? Difference of reUrio"Weeds more quarrels than difference in politics Y t^weallow women to choose their own religious creeds pl.hl.Twe thereby run the risk of wives bein'g E^L Siajf: ,

cZ^ "^: "^Methodists, or daughters being RomanCatholcs while their fathers are Calvinists. Yet whoThTsside of Turkey dare claim that the law shou d comnlv^omen to have no religious ced, or adop that ofZmak relatrves? Practically, this freedom 'n rel g,o„ hamade no d.tBculty; and probably equal freedom inllittwould make as little."
pontics

The following is a further example of deductive disproof

Surely Mr. Lilly does not hold that the disbelief in
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spontane,,y_wh,ch term, if i, has any meaning at all

iTrrr^M ""°"~'^ ' ""'' °' '"^ *«-' MatLlism ?

,7^'„t n
P^.P'"'"' '" '"^''^ "'^"y °f 'he Cartesians

{^
not Descartes hnnself), Spinoza and Leibnitz among

Ms fol oT. • ^"'"T;
"""""" -^'•"'•"-- Calvin andhis followers among theologians, as Materialists.-and

A proposition that can be reduced to absurdity is said to

teS: IrthT'C-l" " '• f™^^^ ""= advoc'ate-rco
tention m the particular case, it also proves the further
proposition, which is untenable and absurd

The following extract is a mor« elaborate instance ofd sproof by a red...tion to absurdity, and is a typical exampiof the stye and methods of one of the most brilliant of
ontrove,.,ahsts. The first paragraph is quoted by Proessor Huxley from a sermon by Canon Liddon, and coma ^sthe propositions to be disproved. The sub^quentt

graphs contain the disproof.
^

'"Imagination recoils from the idea that the course of

,h™,u^^' ,

°"*"'"' '^''™« °f movement and lifeshould suddenly cease. Imagination looks more reasonable

L^LZ\r ""^ °f™"^"" "' catastrophes onlvan ic.pa.ed by an apostle in an unscientific age Miehinot there however, be a suspension of a lowerL by fhterventa^of a higher? Thus every time we lift our a™!

3- Prof. Huxley: Science and Morals.

"i::yfT-:^j-j.^r;^y^'w
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we defy the law of gravitation, and in railways and steam-boats powerful laws are held in check by othei The flo^and the destruction of Sodon, and Gormorrah were fc ourfrt

aw han'th f K
""'""" '"^'^ ''^^ -ore importantlaws than those wh.ch surround our puny life-mond andnot merely physical forces? Is it inconceivable tha theday w> I come when these royal and ultimate laws shal^.ecMhe^natu., „„,.„, .Hings which seems sp staUe

"The preacher appears to entertain the notion that the
occurrence of a 'catastrophe' involves a breach of he„ order of nature-that it is an event incomiiWe
w,th the physical laws which at present obtain. He seemso be of opmion that 'sciemific reason' lends its authorityo the imagmative supf»sition that physical law will prevent
.Reoccurrence of catastrophes anticipated by an unscientific

"Scientific reason, like Homer, sometimes nods; but
I am not aware that it has ever dreamed dreams of this sonThe fundamental axiom of scientific thought is that there

natul' r .
^"' ""•' ""'" "'" ^' ""y '""'•der in

nature. The admission of the occurrence of any eventwhich was not the logical consequence of the immediately

or unfj"^ -'T' f'""^'""
'° """^ -f^fi""^' "^^""ined

or """^ rtamed niles which we call laws of nature, wouldbe an act of self-destruction on the part of science.
Catastrophe' is a relative conception. For oursel-Ps

•t means an event ^hich brings about very terrible con-
sequences to man, or impresses his mind by its magnitude

it «h'
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-^f^J:

relatively to him. But events wliich are quite in the nah,r»lor^er of ,hi„«s to us may be frightfulX o^t to oth^^n .en. bc-inss. Surely no interruption of the order onature .s mvolved if i„ ,he course of descending thtugtan Alpme pme-wood, I jump upon an ant-hill and !„!njoment wreck a whole city and He':;r„y a huid^ d hould
,h.l ,.' '^f

"'' '^° '^' ^"'^ "-^ catastrophe is to^e

ec s^n r'''^
"'
"fT- "" "^ " '^ 'h-atuJand

A=cr=xrpit-;:,^;::--

''Imagination, inspired by scientific reason and notmerely assun^ing the airs thereof, as it unfortunately doem the pulpit, so far from having anv riaht
.^'^'^

^f"^^
catastrophes and deny the poS, y^ ceSnlfmofon and life, easily finds justification for thr.ac.lvcon rary course^ Kant, in his famous THearv of Ih^HeJe^

condition to be a necessary consequence of the causes tnwhich 1. owes its origin and continuance. And as to Sasrophes of prodigious magnitude and fiequen ^cur^nc

"

they were the favorite asylum ignoran,ia:oi geoW^r „„,'

^dIt ulrr '^'""f"'^
'» <=^l in catastrophes to it?

t^e'o cur^enc^r". '"' ' ^"" '"'^^''^ - reconcilingtne occurrence of such events with the universality of nr^J

eit^rthis":
' '"'^'^' ^"^™« of thets;i:^:;

^n
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The other fallacious employment of the names of
scientific conceptions which pervades the preacher's utter-
ance, brings ne back io the proper topic of this present
paper. It is the use of the word 'law' as if it denoted athing-as If a Maw of nature,' as science understands it
were a being endowed with certain powers, in virtue of
which the phenomena expressed bj that law are brought
about. The preacher asks, 'Might nu there be a suspen-
sion of a lower law by the intervention of a higher >' He
tells us that every time we lift our arms we defy the 'law of
gravitation. He asks whether some day certain 'royal and
ultimate laws' may not come and 'wreck' those which are at
present, it would appear, acting as nature's police. It is
evident, from these expressions, that 'laws,' in the mind of
the preacher, are entities having an objective existence in a
graduated hierarchy. And it would appear that the 'royal'
laws are by no means to be regarded as constitutional
royalties: at any moment, they may, like Eastern despots,
descend in wrath among the middle class and plebeian laws,
which have hitherto done the drudgery of the world's work
and to use phaseology not unknown in our seats of learning'
make hay' of their belongings. Or perhaps a still more
amihar analogy has suggested this singular theoir, and it is
thought that high laws may 'suspend' low laws, as a bishopmay susf)end a curate.

"A law of nature, in the scientific sense, is the product of
a mental operation upon the facts of nature which come
under our observation, and has no more existence outside
the mind than color has. The law of gravitation is a state-
ment of the manner in which experience shows that bodies

^^^WWm^m^^^^^^;.
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wh cJi are free to move, do, in fact, move toward one another.
But the other facts of observation, that bodies are not alwaysmovmg m this fashion, and sometimes move in a contranr
direction, arc imphed in the words 'free to move.' If it is alaw of nature that bodies tend to move towards one anotherm a certain way; it is another and no less true law of nature
that, if bodies are not free to move as they tend to do, either
in consequence of an obstacle, or of contrary impulse from
some other source of energy than that to which we give the
the name of gravitation, they either stop still, or go another

"Scientifically speaking, it is the acme of absurdity to
talk of a man defying the law of gravitation when he lifts his
arm. The general store of energy in the universe working
through terrestrial matter is doubtless tending to bring theman s arm down

;
but the particular frac rion of that energy

which ,s working through certain of his nervous and muscular
organs is tending to drive it up, and more energv- beina
expended on the arm in the upward than in the downward
direc ion, the arm go^s up accordingly. But the law of
gravitation is no more defied in this case than when a grocer
throws so much sugar into the empty pan of his scales that
the one which contains the weight kicks the beam

"The tenacity of the wonderful fallacy that the laws of
nature are agents, instead of being, as they really are, a mere
record of experience, upon which we base our interpreta-
tions of that which does happen, and our anticipation of that
which will happen, is an interesting psychological fact; and
would be unintelligible if the tendency of the human mind
toward realism were less strong.

*i ITT*.:
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"Even at the present day, and in the writings of men whowou^d at once repudiate scholastic .alism in any form "llv
IS often madvertently employe,] in the sense of caus^ just

2>l'
common life a man will say that he is compelW by

s tht-h" T "° "f ""j.**"'"' '" l"""' «f f"^'' "" ^- meanss that the law orders him to do it, and tells him what will

fallmg to the ground by reason of the law of gravitaiion
whereas that law is simply the record of the fact that, acco^

InH ^fl"''*"™f ";'^ *""' ^ '""'" "hen free to move,

^U^fllL-r"
" '""°"'''''' '••Wtation that the.;

In the foregoing extract, arguments are advanced to provethe absurdity of tho ontentions that "physical law will
prevent the occurrenc, catastrophes," that "higher lawsmay suspend lower laws, and that "every time we lift ourarras we defy the law of gravitation," by showing that law
IS not an agent or a force but a conception, and that the
propositions thus interpreted are nonsensical

(3) Analogical disproof consists in showing that the
proposition in question is essentially similar to another
proposition that is manifestly absurd and untenable, and isthus close y allied to Deductive disproof. The following isan example: ^

.1,."^;^ r^ u""*''
"''™ ""^ l'°"'^5' »f 'he government ischanged by the result of an election from protection to ft^e

rade, eveo- bookbeeper and letter-carrier and messengerand porter in the public offices ought to be a free-trader, is as

4. Prot. HuxUy: Scitmific «,ul P,eud„.Si:i,n,ific Realism.

'v««v« '""i'war.M . 'SRr.t i.r&«r'V-,it-«<rv»,:'.-T::j
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wise as to say that if a merchant is a Baptist, every clerk In
his office ought to be a believer in total immersion."

5

In the following extract an analogy is made use of to
show the absurdity of an alleged explanation:

"In them all (alleged messages from the dead through
spirit mediums) there is a weird suggestion of imbecility
which has been so often used as an argument against the
authenticity of the messages. The explanation given by
Mr. Myers and others is the imperfection of the instrument,
* the strange brain, the alien voice. ' It is sufficient we might
admit to render comprehensible the rare and broken char-
acter of the messages but it is difficult to sec how it could be
held accountable for their essential triviality. An untuned
instrument may turn a sonata into an unmeaning jangle, it

can hardly transform it into a nursery rhyme."

6

2. Complex Propositions.

A complex proposition is one that contains two or more
simple assertions. The charge or indictment in a criminal
prosecution if usually a complex proposition, and it may be
disproved I, isproving any one of the simple propositions
of which it is composed. Thus, the charge that the prisoner,
being a witness in a judicial proceeding, made a statement
under oath which he knew to be false, may be disproved by
showing that the prisoner was not a witness, that the state-
ment he made was not under oath, that it was not false, or
that he did not know it to be false. So, a charge that the

5. George William C'urtis: Speech on the Spoils System.

6. Prof. Muirhead: Contemporary Review, July, 1903.
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pnsonerat such a time and place broke intoadwellinR-housc
with intent to rob, may be disproved by showing that the
prisoner at that time was elsewhere, usually called proving
an aliM.

t^ n

The dispro(if of complex f)ropositions will be further
discussed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER X.

REFUTATION.

Section I.

FALLACIES GENERALLY.

the habu of reasoning well; familiarity with the prfncinle

<^
correct reasoning, and practice in applying those principfe

It IS however, not unimportant to consider what are themost common modes of bad reasoning; by what appearan e

If trrp'r;:c;t
.'"'^ '"

"- ''^"-' '-- '"^ ''^™-
A fallacy is an argument which contains an error inreasoning made by mistake or design, the purpose effect ortendency of which is to mislead. I. usual:,' his he ap^arance of being a valid aigument, and seems to demanTour

conviction
;
but is ,.aUy unsound, because it does not confo™

to the requirements of proof.

for IL'^y, ^J 7^'
^'^'"'" '^^' ^'''"^'y' ""> •« '"kenor granted that a fallacy is to be dreaded merely as a weapon

tha'Tma'n """1
"l^

" ^''""" -"'"'^'^ "' " '"ey aZthat a man may with honest intention slide into one un
consoously. in the heat of argument, still they seem "o

^ ^ill: System of Logic, p. SI 3.
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rn^fJ n'!;' f''''' '^''' '' "^"^'^ ^^"^^^' -ven in what

fXv ',^"^',^t'''''
'""""^' °' ^^'^'"^ ""^-^^ -to some

fallacy by which we may be so far deceived as even to actupon the conclusion thus obtained. By 'solitary reasoning' Imean he case .n which one is not seeking for argument! toprove a given question, but laboring to elicit from one's
previous stock of knowledge some useful inferences ",

" While sound reasoning is ever the more readily admitted
the more cleariy it is perceived to be such, fallacy, on the'
contrary, being detected as soon as perceived, will, of course,
be the more likely to obtain reception, the more it is obscured
and disguised by obscurity and complexity of expression. It
s thus that It IS the most likely either to slip accidentally from
the careless reasoner or to be brought forward deliberately
by the sophist. Not that he ever wishes this obscurity and
complexity to be perceived; on the contrary, it is for his

simple as possible, while in reality it is the most tangled nethe can contrive.
.

"Thus, whereas it is usual to express our reasoning
elliptically, so that a premise (or even two or three entire
steps in a course of argument) which may be readily supplied
as being perfectly obvious, shall be left to be understood the
sophist suppresses what is not obvious, but in realitv is' the
weakest part of the argument, and uses every other con-
nvance to withdraw our attention (his art closely resembling
the jugglers) from the quarter where the fallacy lies. Hence

a. Whately; F/ements o; I^gu, p ,86

"WKFrnru.- 9aK^"-m'o^w^ • r^/mt.
M
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the uncertainty to which class any individual fallacy is to be
referred; and hence it is that the difficulty of detecting and
exposing fallacy, is so much greater than of comprehending
and developing a process of sound argument. It is like the
the detection and apprehension of a criminal in spite of all of
his arts of concealment and disguise; when this is ac-
complished, and he is brought to trial with all the evidence
of his guilt produced, his conviction and punishment are
easy; and this is precisely the case with those fallacies which
are given as examples in logical treatises; they are in fact
already detected, by being stated in a plain and regular
form, and are as it were, only brought up to receive sentence.
Or again, fallacious reasoning may be compared to a per-
plexed and entangled mass of accounts, which it requires
much sagacity and close attention to clear up, and to display
in a regular form; though when this is once accomplished the
whole appears so perfectly simple, that the unthinking are
apt to undervalue the skill and pains which have been
employed. "3

"Moreover, it should be remembered that a very long
discussion is one of the most effectual veils of fallacy
Sophistry, like poison, is at once detected, and nauseated
when presented to us in a concentrated form; but a fallacy'
which when stated barely, in a few sentences, would not
deceive a child, may deceive half the world if diluted in a
quarto volume. For, as in a calculation one single figure
incorrectly stated will enable us to arrive at any result
whatever, though every other figure, and the whole of the

3. Ibid, p. 190.
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operations, be correct, so a single false assumption in
any process of reasoning, though every other be true will
enable us to draw what conclusion we please; and the
greater the number of true assumptions, the more likely
It is that the false one will pass unnoticed. But when you
single out one step in the course of the reasoning, and exhibit
It as a syllogism with one premise true and the other false
he sophistry is easily perceived. I have seen a long article
to the effect that the potato is not a cheap article of food,
in which there was an elaborate, and perhaps correct
calculation of the produce per acre, of potatoes, and of
wheat-the quantity lost in bran-expense of grinding
dressing, etc., and an assumption slipped in, as it were
incidentally, that a given quantity of potatoes contains but
one-tenth part of nutritive matter equal to bread; from all
which (and there is probably but o.e groundless assertion
in the whole) a most triumphant result was deduced

"To use another illustration; it is true in a course of
argument, as in Mechanics, that 'nothing is stronger than
Its weakest part'; and consequently a chain which has one
aulty link will break; but though the number of the sound
links adds nothing to the strength of the chain, it addsmuch to the chance of the faulty one's escaping observation.
In such cases as I have been alluding to, one may often hear
It observed that 'there is a great deal of truth in what such
a one has said,' i.e., perhaps it is all true except one essential
point. 4

Anyone who disputes an assertion that has been made

4. Ibid., p. 192.

.^i.. ". ms^-arusszi . „ ifen;.- • . jTvT' j«^> 1 Ifif
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rnw 'f..'"
*"'' """ °' ""^ "^y- ^''^' he may callfor proo, of the assertion, if the burien of proving it is uponhm who makes it; and if no reasons at^ given he is^otcaUed on to proceed further; if nothing can be advancedm Its support it faUs to the ground. Secondly, he miy

proceed to dispmve it by reasons of his own Thirdl^

Ihem
°" " ^"'^'^^ ^y arguments, he may refute

Refutation, as we have seen, is fundamentaUy a processof proof, smce .t consists in proving that a given thL forwhich reasons have been given is not proved by them
or m other woris, that a given argument does not conform'
to the requirements of proof, and is therefore a fallacy

n^r Tt
^''""'"'"' "' "f""" "^ '" 'he same seni'

namely, o showing an argument to be a fallacy; but it willbe convenient to use disproof as meaning simply the process
of proving an assertion to be false, and refutation the process
of proving an argument to be false

anH'^Pn-r-'''?'''T"i'
°' P™°^ "'^^ ^''^' 'h"' 'he Reasonand Principle reW on (whether express or implied) arekno™ or admitted to be true, and secondly, that this Reason

and Principle together bear a certain relation to the thesis
namely, that they contain, involve or imply its truth If itcan be shown that either the Reason or the Principle is

TZ: 1 "" "''"'*"' '^'""°" between the reasonsand .the thesis IS untrue, then the faUacy of the argument
IS proved. Refutation is thus resolved into three processes
disproo of the Principle, disproof of the ReaL'THd
disproof of the asserted Relation.

Since in actual argumentation the reason of any given

Wf^t:-'ii^\L'Mf'
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argument ,s seldom stated in full, and the principle is seldom
stated at all, it becomes important, before attacking an
argument, to reconstruct it, and to determine exactly the
implications and presuppositions on which it is founded
Care shouW be taken to set forth exactly the proposition
to be proved, and the reasons express and implied that are
re led on to prove it, so that the argument may be resolved
into three propositions, consisting of Thesis, Reason and
rnnciple.

18
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Section II.

DISPROOF OF PRINCIPLES.

There are certain principles which all who argue are
either willing or bound to accept, and which it is unnecessarv'
or impossible to disprove. Thus, the principle on which
the various arguments from Example and from Analogy are

' based, it is impossible to disprove, and also unnecessary-
as they are in fact accepted and acted on by all who argue'
and they are the foundations of all a-guments from Ex-
perience. So the principles upon which the arguments
from Cause to Effect, from Effect to Cause, from Testimony
and from Circumstantial Evidence are based, have been
verified by the uniform experience of mankind, and have
been relied on and adopted by everybody. There is, more-
over, a body of principles which forms the common know-
ledge of mankind, the common stock of presuppositions or
points of agreement from which a large part of argumenta-
tion proceeds.

.
Since all mankind accepts and acts upon

them, and no one can be found who seriously disputes
them. It would be a waste of time to attempt to disprove
them. In one sense it is impossible to disprove any principle
since the word "principle" usually means a general propo-
sition that has been established or proved. We are here-
concerned only with the disproof of those general propo-
sitions which are put forward as principles and are relied
on as the bases of arguments. The principle upon which
an argument is founded, being necessarily a general propo-
sition, may be disproved, if untrue, by the methods set forth
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;n the last chapter of disproving general propositions, thai
.s, by Inductive, Deductive or Analogical disproof.

I. Principks Derived from Experience.

If the principle relied on is derived from Experience itmay te disproved: (a) Inductively, by showing e.xceptions-
(b) Deductively, by showing that it leads to untme or aWl"
T^rT *'' ^' ^""'°^ "> """""^^ P'-oP^^'-'ion that
s manifest y untrue or absurf. In the following examplehe pnncple that "whatever increases the amount of laCm a country ,s a benefit to it," is shown to be untrue tvshowmg that absur,! results follow from it-

^

the ^hnrl-T'T ™P'^=^'°" ^'"Kht to be made upon

lair in .. '• ""?;' ^'"'^" '""^''^'^^ 'h^ "•"""nt oflabor m a country ,s a benefit to it. Protection, it is arguedw.
1 mcrease the amount of labor, and therefore will inc^at'

V^Z T^"'^- '^^' '""' '" "^'^ P'-oPo^'tion lies

end not as the means to an end. Men do not labor merelvfor the sake of labor, but that out of its products they maydenve support and comfort for themselves and those dependent upon them. The result, therefore, does not depend

product. That country, therefore, is the most prosperouswh,ch enables the laborer to obtain the greatest poTuvalue for the product of his toil, not that which imposesthe greatest labor upon him. If this were not the case^ehwere better off before the appliances of. steam as moTivepower were discovered, or the telegraph was invent

iq

A% TiflAAl „ -_ ^ ,M^^ ,1
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The man who invents a labor-saving machine is a puWic
enemy; and he would be a public benefactor who would
restore the good times when the farmer never had a leisure
day, and the sun never set on the toil of a mechanic's

2. Principles Derived from Authority.

If the principle relied on is a statutory enactment it may
be disproved by showing (a) that it has been repealed either
expressly or by necessary implication b) subsequent legisla-
tion; (b) that it is unconstitutional, or, in other words
beyond the powers of the Legislature to enact; (c) that it
conflicts with enactm^pts of a superior Legislature having
concurrent or exclusive jurisdiction in the premises

In the case of Gibbons v. Ogden, in the Supreme Court
of the United States, the appellant was Thomas Gibbons
a citizen of Elizabethtown, in the State of New Jersey, who
was the owner of two steamboats used to carry passengers
between the City of New York and Elizabethtown. These
boats were licensed under an Act of Congress as vessels
to be employed in the coasting trade. The respondent,
Aaron Ogden, filed a bill in Chancery, and applied for an
injunction restraining Gibbons from navigating his boats
upon the ground that the Legislature of the State of New
York had granted to Robert R. Livingston and Robert
I-ulton, the original inventors of the use of steam as a motive
power, the exclusive right and privilege to navigate the
waters of New York with steamboats, and that Livingston
and Fulton had assigned to him these rights and privileges.

5- Frank H. Hurd: Speech on Tariff for Revenue Only.

^mm ^'ir<^m'
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The New York State courts granted the injunction, and an

S^ Tu TT*'^.
''.'^' ^"P^^"^^ ^°"« «^ ^he United

Mates. The following is taken from the address of Attorney-
General Wirt on behalf of the appellant:-

"On the part of the appellant, I trust I shall be able to
demonstrate that the laws of the State of New York are
unconstitutional and void: (xst) Because they are in conflict
with powers e.xclusively vested in Congress, which powers
Congress has fully exercised by laws now subsisting and in
ull force; (2nd) because, if the powers be concurrent,
the legislation of the State is in conflict with that of Congress
and IS, therefore void. The powers with which the laws'
o New York conflict, are the power 'to promote the progress
of science and the useful arts by securing, for a limited time
to authors and inventors, the exclusive right to their respec-
tive writings and inventions,' and the power 'to regulate
commerce with foreign nations and among the several states

'

If these powers were exclusive in Congress, and it had
exercised them by subsisting laws, and if the laws of NewYork interfere with the laws of Congress by obstructing,
mpedmg retarding, burdening, or in any other manner con-
rolhng their operation, the laws of New York are void, and
the judgment of the State court, founded on the assumption
ot their validity, must be reversed.

"The respondent has said that 'no power can be exclusive
from Its own nature, except where it formed no part of State
authority previous to the Constitution, but was first createdby the constitution itself.' But why were these national
powers thus created by the Constitution? Because they
look to the whole United States as their theatre of action

bW-i " -^^:WA 'Jrr* ; . ISM^.
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And are not all the powers given to Congress of the same
character? Under the power to regulate commerce the
commerce to be regulated is that of the United States with
foreign nations, among the several States, and with the Indian
tnbes. No State had any previous power of regulating
these. The same thing might be affirmed of all other powers
enumerated in the Constitution. They were all created by
the Constitution, because they were to be wielded by the
whole Union over the whole Union, which no State could
previously do. If any one power, created by the Constitution,
may be exclusive for that reason, then all may be exclusive'
because all are originally created. If, on the other hand, we'
are to consider the powers enumerated in the Constitution,
not with reference to the greater arm that wields them and
the more extended territory over which they operate, but
merely in reference to the nature of the particular power in
itself considered, then, according to this new test, all the
powers given to Congress are concurrent, because there is no
one power given to it which, considered in this light, might
not have been previously exercised by the States within their
respective sovereignties.

"But this argument 'proves too much'; for it has been
conceded that some of the powers are exclusive from their
nature; whereas, if the argument were sound, none of them
could be exclusive. On this argument the entire head or
class of exclusive powers arising from the nature of the power
must be abolished. But this court has repeatedly determined
that there is such a class of exclusive powers. The power of
establishing a uniform rule of naturali;^ation is one of the
instances. Its exclusive character is rested on the con-
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stitutional rajuisition that the rule established under it
should be uniform."*

When the principle relied on is a judicial decision it may
Ik. disproved or overthrown by showing, (a) that it has been
overruled by a Court having suiK-rior jurisdiction, or sui)er-
seded by statutory enactment, (b) that it is in conflict with
previous decisions of greater authority, (c) that it is unjust
or contrary to public ,)olicy, or in other words that the
principle was wrongly decided, and is what lawyers call
bad law," and should be overruled.

The case of Mills y Armstrong is an instance in which a
previous decision in ThorofrooJ v./irvan was overruled on the
ground that that decision was opposed to principles „f
justice. In the case of Thorogoocl v. Brvan the personal
representatives of a deceased ' person brought an action
against the owner of an omnibus by which the deceased was
run over and killed. The omnibus in which the deceased
had been carried had set him down in the middle of the road
instead of drawing up to the kerb; and before he could get
out of the way he was run over by the defendant's omnibus
which was coming along at too rapid a pace to be able to
pull up^ Both drivers were found guilty of negligence, but
It was held that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover on
the principle that a passenger 'identifies' himself with the
conveyance in which he is travelling, and if the driver is
guilty of negligence his fault is imputed to the passenger ,

p. I.

6. .Attorney-General Wirt: .\rj,ument in oMo.s v o,Je., p Wheat.

7. Thorogood v. Byrati, « C.B. 115.

.'•>V%- -
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In the case of MiUs v. Armstrong, (The Bemina) a
collision occurred between the steamship Bernina and the
steamship Bushtre, the result of which was that Armstrong
the first engineer of the Bushire was drowned. The collision
was caused by the negligence of those in charge of both ships,and the action was brought by the personal representatives
of Armstrong against the owner of the Bernina to recover
damages for his death. It was argued that the plaintiff
could not recover on the principle laid down in Thorogood v
Byran. But it was held by the House of Lords that the case
of Thorogood V. Byran was wrongly decided and the principle

LoH wXn""'^'-
'''^ '*^'"^ '' ^^^"^ ^^^ ^"^«~^

''It appears to me that the 'Identification' upon which
he decision m Thorogood v. Byran is based has no founda-

1°."ZT' ^
^"^ °^ °P'"'°" ^^^* ^^^'^ '^ "o '•elation con-

stituted between the driver of an omnibus and its ordinary
passengers which can justify the inference that they are
Identified to any extent whatever with his negligence. He
IS the servant of the owner, not their servant; he does not
look to them for orders, and they have no right to interfere
with his conduct of the vehicle except the right of remon-
strance when he is doing, or threatens to do, something that
is wrong, or inconsistent with their safety. Practically they
have no greater measure of control over his actions than the
passenger m a railway train has over the conduct of the
engine-driver. I am therefore unable to assent to the
principle upon which the case of Thorogood v. Byran rests
In my opinion an ordinary passenger by an omnibus, or by
a ship, IS not affected, either in a question with contributor)'

nt^-f'
U'

i' jtaT'^i fk.**/ ';*«^*.
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wongdot-rs or in one with innocent third parties by thenegligence of the driver or of the master and crew Je^tactuaUy assumes control over their actions.".

, .
';?P"'.^-J' '" 'he court below, said: "The theory of theIden,,fica„on of the passengers with the driver is 7(1^and a r.ct.on, contrary ,o sound law and opposed to eve^pnnciple of justice. ".

fi~»™ lo every

If the principle contended for and relied on has not been

but IS one which an advocate seeks to establish and havedeclared to be law for the first time, it may be disproved or

Zlr "' ^''°™« ^"^ """ ' '^ ""J-l ortKtadto absurd or monstrous consequences, or (b) that it iscontrary .o public policy. This may be done b/the Dedu iveor Analogical forms of disproof.
euucuve

for t Ih! hT °1
^'"^'' " -^''""'' "'^ P"'""P>^ ""'^dedtor by the defendant was as follows:

"Every inn-keeper has a right to detain the person of hisguest, and to take off and detain his clothes as a pledge tosecure the payment of his biU."
^

The court decided that the principle was unsound on theground that It would lead to absurd and monstrous c^n!

nght to detain the person of his guest for non-payment of his

krke^B.,tid: "ff theT::.c^:r ;^.—

-

8. Mills V. Armstrong, L.R. 13 A.C.. p. i.

9 L.R. 12 P.D.. at p. 99.

H
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guest's back, and that prove to be an insutticient pledge, he
may go on and strip him naked, and that would apply to
either a male or to a female. 'rhat is a consequence so
utterly absurd that it cannot Ix' entertained for a

. moment." lo

In the case ol Emmens v. Pottte it was contended that a
dealer who sold a newspaix-r containing a libel in the ordinarj-
course of business, although not knowing that it contained or
was likely to contain, a libel, was in law a publisher of the
libel. This alleged principle of law was shown to be un-
sound by showing that it leads to unjust consequences.
Lord Esher in giving judgment used the following argument:

"The result would be that every common carrier who
carries a newspaper which contains a libel would be liable for
it, even if the paper were one of which every man in England
would say that it was not likely to contain a libel. To my
mind the mere statement of such a result shows that the
proposition from which it flows is unreasonable and un-
just." ••

10. Suftholf V. Mford (i)i3»), 3 M. & w. .48. 40 R.R. ,q,.

II Emmens v. Pottle (1885). if, g.B.D, 354.

I
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Section III.

DISPROOF OF REASONS.

Fallacies that consist in the falsity of the principle on
which they are based are of relatively infrequent occurrence
and the reasons for this are not far to seek. In the first place'
the pnnciples on which are based the arguments of most
frequent occurrence, such as argument^ from Example, from
Cause to Effect, from Testimony, from Circumstantial
Evidence, from Analogy have been ^^erified and accepted by
all who use these forms of arguments, and although they are
seldom expressed they are secure fr i attack. Secondly in
other cases, an untrue principle, being necessarily expres^
in general terms, is a proposition of wider sweep than the
statement of a particular fact, and hence offers a larger target
for attack. Since it may be more easily disproved, it is less
likely to survive and pass current for truth, and to be used as
the basis of an argument.

The great majority of fallacies consist in the falsity of the
Reason, more especially when the Reason consists of a
complex proposition.

TOen the Reason is a simple particular proposition it
may be disproved by any argument that may be applicable
such as Testimony, Circumstantial Evidence, or Analogy

When the reason relied on is a general proposition as in
deductive arguments it may be disproved, if untrue, in one
of the modes already outlined in the last chapter for dis-
proving general propositions. In the following passage a
deductive argument is stated and afterwards refuted by fa|.Sa&t;
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disproving the general proposition which constitutes the
Reason.

"But there are other branches of Biological Science,
besides Physiology proper, whose practical influence, though
less obvious, is not, as I believe, less certain. I have heard
educated men speak with an iU-disguised contempt of the
studies of the Naturalist, and ask, not without a shrug
What is the use of knowing all about these miserable
animals—what bearing has it on human life?'

"

The argument here indicated may be expressed in fuU as
follows:

Thesis: The study of Natural History should not be
pursued;

Reason: Because it has no bearing on human life;
Principle: Studies that have no bearing on human life

should not be pursued.

It is refuted by citing instances which show that the
study of natural history has a bearing on human life

"I cannot but think that he who finds a certain proportion
of pain and evil inseparably woven up in the life of the very
worms will l>ear his own share with more courage and
submission; anu will, at any rate, view with suspicion those
weakly amiable theories of the Divine government, which
would have us believe pain to be an oversight and a mistake-
to be corrected by and by. On the other hand, the pre-
dominance of happiness among living things—their lavish
beauty—the secret and wonderful harmony which prevades
them all, from the highest to the lowest, are equally striking
refutations of that modem Manichean doctrine, which
exhibits the world as a slave-mill, worked with many tears,
for mere utilitarian ends.
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"There is yet another way in which natural history may

and that ,s, by ,ts influence over our finer feelings, as the
greatest of all sources of that pleasure which is derivablemm beauty I do not pretend that natural history know-

n^ul^w : 'T J"'''^^^
<^"^ sense of the beautiful in

Pp ri V'f\ ^
"^Z

""' '"PP^^ ^^^^ th^ dead soul ofmer Beil, of whom the great poet of nature says,

'A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more,'

would have been a whit roused from its apathy by the
information that the primrose is a Dicotyledonous Exogen
with a monopetalous corolla and central placentation.'
But I advocate natural history knowledge from this point
of view, because it wou'd lead us to seek the beautieT o.
natural objects, instead of trusting to chance to force themon our attention. To a person uninstructed in natural
his ory, a country or sea-side stroll is a walk through a
gallery filled with wonderful works of art, nine-tenths ofwhich have their faces turned to the wall. Teach him
something of natural history, and you place in his hands a
catalogue of those which are worth turning round "..

In arguments in which the Reason consists of a complex
proposition the risk of error is enhanced, because in such
arguments the whole reason is seldom expressed, and that
part of the reason which is not expressed is apt to be over-
looked. It often happens that, while the expressed part

la. Huxley: Educational Value of the Natural History Sciences,
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Of the Reason may be true, that part which is unexpressed
.

bu which ,s nevertheless reh-ed on, and required to ^^
ESe'"rl™ I'T'") " ""'"'^- '" ''^-ntlC
to Cau^: Z T ."^'' '™' ""'"'' '" ^"f-^^'' '""> £«=«

denco h'. R
™°"^' ""'' '™™ Circumstantial Ev>.

r„ o!:>-
'" """"' "' " ^"P''-''' proposition whichn oMmary argumentative discourse is incompletely express^, and which it will be useful to consider sepaL;The Reason may be disproved and the argument reSby d,sprovmg any part of the complex proposition Z

^rrt^rRerrfur-"-^ •• -"' -^ --^'--

(a) /« Arguments from Example.

ab^v?„
".";'/^'^°"''"8 P^««s. from a certain in!abihty to suspend judgment and wait until all the facts havebeen mvesfgated. The constant tendency of the m nd Is

before .t and ump to conclusions. This is especially true inthe investigation and proof of causes
Every argument to prove that one thing is the cause ofanother may be stated in the foUowing fo™ -
Thesis: A is the cause of the effect B
Reason: Because A is an antecedent of B and all otherant«ede„ts have been shown to be unconnected with B
Principle: Where all the antecedents of an effect but

that one is the cause.
'
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and Eff!.. r^
'"^"""'"'' •" P«""^ "-^ ^iwion of Cause

ml i^^, "; '.^ "" ''^^•^ '"^"^^''f "<^ merely diffetmmethods of eliminating uninfluential antecedents andTJmay all be finally reduced to this form. Cn" 'r

„"
Jakean expenment we aim to exclude all antecedent but onT

co"n Th™ k"
'""' '"""" ""• -'-luction of th , one weconclude that to te the cause. The Reason in ,hk

ment may be disproved and the argu,;en^tru Jb'iX
1 the 1 " ""' ""

J'"'-^''"'
Of B. or (.) that one orToreof the other antecedents have bc-en overlooked

The common fallacy committc^l in arguments to oroveacts of causation proceeds from arguing that one Th

C

t, "'
'"""''" """"'y '--"-" follows that otnerl

^L T.^T' ""^--"'^•^ '""^•^^dents ofleLt
.t enac;:'e":f:*,

"""' " '"^ ™""">' ''^ P-P^™- atne enactment of a protective tariff, it is areued that Dros

the mldw"; '
"""'"'^ °" ''^"'"^ -» 'o 'he taking of

"Xenophon informs us that, during the retreat of th.en thousand f^m the region of the luphCcu tng

se^^reZt";;'"
'""^ '"^ "' '^^ ^'-^^^ --^ «ave th msevere pain, whereupon one of the soothsayers advised

'one Tn" m: ! ""h
""
°1r ' '" "^^ -"'' ^his it

eCitv of the H
'" "'}: ^'' ^"^^P"™' ''"« 'hescvinty of the wind immediately ceased.' Inasmuch a,the sacrifice to the god Boa-as would appear to rCreekan adequate cause for the mitigation of the north wWhe occurrence of the latter event immediatelv aftertheformer would, to their minds, be a conclusive p^of o

"
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tion. To a modem, who does not consider a sacrifice to

Boreas as possessing any such virtue, the two events appear
to be merely coincident in point of time; and he does not
recognize the one as the effect of the other. In h'ke manner,
when we see a conjurer's tricks, we do not beHeve that they
are produced by any magic or supernatural power, though
we are unable to explain them by natural means. We
are convinced that they are owing to some sleight of hand,
and not to any occult virtue resident in the conjurer, though
we cannot discover the real causation.' 13

In the following passage it is argued that the fall in the

price of quinine was due to the removal of the duty on it,

and the only reason given is that the effect was observed
to come after the alleged cause.

"As a matter of fact the effect of the removal of the duty
was magical. In five years from the date the bill became
a, law—July, 1879—quinine had fallen from $3.40 per
ounce to $1.23, and in ten years, July, 1889, to 35 cents, in

1905 to 21 cents." 14

In this case the removal of the duty may have been the
sole operating cause, but no attempt is made to eliminate

other agencies that might have produced the same effect.

The argument might be refuted by showing an increase in

the supply of quinine, the discovery of cheaper methods of

manufacture, the decrease of diseases in which quinine is

employed as a remedy, the discovery of cheaper or more
efficacious substitutes, and a consequent decrease in the

13: Sir G. C. Lewis: Methods of Observation and Reasoning in Politics,

P- 349-

14- Ida M. Tarbell: American Maganne, April, 1907.
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demand for quinine -all agencies which tend to produce
the same effect.

In the following extract a more palpable fallacy of this
kind is committed. It is argued that the fanaticism of
Mohammedans is due to the fact that they are a race of
prohibitionists:—

"I speak for the great majority of thinking, earnest
men-the average citizens-for law-makers, scientists, and
physicians, when I assi-rt that humanity will develop by
exercise of the will in the future as in the past, and that it

will not develop through coercion or confession of failure
A vast majority of all the successful men, and of all successful
nations m the world, are moderate drinkers of light wines
or beers. And it is a fact that in those countries where
such light wines or beers are drunk exclusively there is little
or no drunkenness—much less than in those which spas-
modically, and by legal coercion, aim at absolute prohibition.

. .
Germany, Great Britain, and our own country

do not lag behind in the world's competition. Among
Mohammedans, the Turks especially, we can study the
effects of legal prohibition. It seemed wise to their prophet
to substitute an iron law for the human will. What figure
do the Mohammedans cut in the world to-day? They are
a race of prohibitionists, and we hear of them only by reports
of outrages, fanatical murders, and massacres that come
to us from time to time, or from tragedies in their harems
where women arc slaves. Has prohibition, with them
meant moral uplift.>".5

IS Gustave Pabst: CosmopolUan Magazine, April. iqo8.

16
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This fallacious method of arguing is ridiculed in the
followiiig paragraphs:—

"There appeared recently an impressive book which
demonstrated, from history, that every great nation of
antiquity was ruined by cross-breeding. In Chaldea,
Egypt, Greece, and Rome, intermarriage with alien races
was practiced, and every one of those empires went to pot.

"The facts being indisputable, the conclusion is in-
evitable; and this country might have hastened to save
Itself by prohibitive immigration laws, but just a few days
later appeared another book, which demonstrated, from
history, that free trade is the inevitable cause of national
rum. Carthage, Rome and Venice admitted foreign goods,
and everybody knows what became of them.

"This is the historical method, by which you can prove
that the fall of Rome was due to wealth, poverty, drink
thirst, slavery, popular suffrage, small families, large families'
circuses, malaria, or to the fact that Latin was taught in
the primary grades. It is as easy to prove one as another,
and each is as convincing as the rest.

"Certain relatively unimportant facts—as that Rome
fell-are fairly well established. Of certain individuals we
know something—always with a wide opportunity for differ-
ence of opinion as to whether Nero was a fine old Roman
gentleman, Richard III. a most benevolent character and
Henry VIII. a model family man. But of the great mass nl
movements, in which is comprised the real evolutions of
society, nobody knows anything exactly."

In the following extract from an article by Tyndall on
Spontaneous Generation, an account is ^'ven of experiments
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which show that material antecedents were overiooked hv the
advocates of ''heterogenesis," or the sfx^ntaneous generation
of low forms of life by the mere action of heat. The arcument m favor of spontaneous generation is first stated andthen refuted by the citation of examr3les or experiments.

Withm ten mmutes' walk of a little cottage which I have
recently built in the Alps, there is a small lake, fed bv themelted snows of the upper mountains. During the 'earivweeks of summer no trace of life is to be discerned in this
water; but mvanably towards the end of July, or the begin-
ning of August, swarms of tailed organisms are seen en

-

joymg the sun's warmth along the shallow margins of the
lake, and rushmg with audible patter into deeper water at the
approach of danger. The origin of this periodic crowd ofhv ng thmgs IS by no means obvious. For years I have never

f~t"of f

^^'^ ^''" ^" ^'"'^ ^^^^' ^' ^^^ -^»-t

nfoZd r h f.T""; '" '^^' "^^^ ^ "«^ otherwise
informed, I should have found the conclusion of Mathiole anat .ral one, namely, that tadpoles are generated in lake mudby the vivifymg action of the sun.

"The checks which experience alone can furnish being
absent the spontaneous generation of creatures quite as high
as he frog in the scale of being was assumed for ages to be a
tact. Here, as elsewhere, the dominant mind of Aristotle
stamped its notions on the world at large. For neariv
twenty centuries after him, men found no difficulty in belie/-
ing m cases of spontaneous generation which would now be
rejected as monstrous by the most fanatical supporter of the
doctrine. Shell-fish of all kinds were considered to be with-
out parental origin. Eels were supposed to spring spon-
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taneously from the fat ooze of the Nile, (^aterpillars were
the six)ntaneous procJucts of the leaves on which they fed;
while winged insects, serpents, rats and mice were all thought
capable of being generated without sexual intervention.
The most copious souice of this life without an ancestr>' was
putrifying flesK; and, lacking the checks im|)osed by fuller
investigation, the conclusic n that flesh |)ossesses and exerts
this generative |x)wer is a natural one. I well remember
when a child of ten or twelve seeing a joint of imi^erfectly
salted beef cut into, and coils of maggots laid Ijare within the
mass. Without a moment's hesitation, I jumjK'd to the
conclusion that these maggots had Ix'en sjwntaneously
generated in the meat. I had no knowledge which could
qualify or oppose this conclusion and for the time it was
irresistible. The childhood of the individual typifies that of
the race, and the belief here enunciated was that of the world
for nearly two thousand years.

"To the examination of this very point the celebrated
Francesco Redi addressed himself in i6ft8. He had seen the
maggots of putrifying flesh, and reflected on their i^ossiblc
•origin. But he was not content with mere reflection, nor
with the theoretic guess-work which his predecessors had
founded upon their imperfect observations. Watching
meat during its passage from freshness to decay, prior to the
appearance of maggots, he invariably observed flies buzzing
around the meat and frequently lighting on it. The maggots
he thought, might Ix- the half-developed |>rogenv of these
flies.

" Placing fresh meat in a jar and covering the mouth with
paper, he found that, though the meat putrified in the
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l-ac .1 ,n „|K.n jars s,«,n swarmc.l «i,|, ,hc..„. .„^ani,„„'

An asserti..n Ihal „„.. ,hinK is the sole caus. „f „ ,„,..„

m,l .h r
'''"'" "'"" "'^' ""^K"! <""* i- present.«n.l that no cuntcractinx causi. is oixTatinw. .

-

In an argument from Kxam,,lc to ,,r„ve a Kcnural pr„|K,si-

iruth „f the- examples c,te.l, but als,, that n„ negative instance-as be-en found, an.l that the search has l«n exh^uZhe Reason may be- disprovcl (,) by showing an e.xcep
'

hrrors ,n this „rm of reasoning arise- from ignoring or over--kmg possible exceptions, and the fallacv hence rcuZ
IS commonly callH generalising from insumcient ,Mrt ™ 1-
.he^n.vmge.xtrac,fr„m>,acaulayrefers.oan'e.xamp,::,f

"The obstinate and im,xTious nature of the KmirJames II.) gave advantages to ,ho,se who adviscl him to Ix'Irm, <o yield tiothmg, and to make himsc-lf feaivd ots^a^cmax™ had taken ,x>ssession of his small undeJan.ling.

1 6. Chap IV . Sei I.
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and was not to be dislodged by reason. To reason, indeed,
he was not in the habit of attending. His mocJe of arguing,
if it is to be so called, was one not uncommon among dull
and stubborn jwrsons, who are accustomed to Ix- surrounded
by their inferiors. He asserted a i)roix)sition ; and as often
as wiser [K-ople ventured resiK'ctfully to show that it was
erroneous, he asserted it again, in exactly the same words,
and conceived that, by doing so, he at once disi)osed of all

objection. 'I will make no concession,' he often rejxjated,
' My father made concessions, and he was beheaded.' Even
if it had lx?en true that concession had been fatal to Charles
the First, a man of sense would have remembered that a
single exiK'Hment is not sufficient to establish a general rule
even in sciences much less complicated than the science of
government; that, since the Ijeginning of the world, no two
ix)litical experiments were ever made of which all the con-
ditions were exactly alike; and that the only wav to learn
civil prudence from history is to examine and compare an
immense number of cases."

(b) In Arguments from Analogy.

The Reason in an argument from Analogy when fully
expressed asserts: (i) that two things are alike in all, or a
preponflerating number of essential particulars, and that a
certain proposition is true of one of the two things; and the
thesis asserts that that proposition is also true of the other.

The Reason may be disproved and the argument refuted
by showing (i) that the two things compared are not alike in
the- alleged particulars, (2) that the two things differ in a
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K^atcr numlxT of olhcr essc-nti.! ,«.rticulars; (3) by showing

In Ihf following extract from a spc-wh of Henry fRaymond, an argument from Analogy is refuted bv showin,;an c^^t,al ,„i„t of difference ^^.^ .He .^'0^::"
Hut he gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. Stevens)n IS s that they (the Confederate States) ,lid scLle. an ' hah,s fact ,s not m the least affecte.1 by the other fuc-

'

a >Cons ,tut,on lorbids secession. He says that tl
•

'

forb.ds munler, but that murders are never,! .' . „;.
'

muted. Hut there is no analogy between the .v,„ ,,.„.. Ir

oTInd
" -""i'li^h.^, if these S.,u,.s .„,,,„.,out, and overcome the armies that tried t, ,,r,.v. ,„ ,'

ir

and the fl ^f
^ " ""^""-^^ '° ""= ^°"'"''"'" "< "«= 'ri^e;and the act of gomg out is essential to secession. But inthis case there were no such facts

"

The following extract contains a refutation of an atgu-

ways the similarity is striking There is the' Le mTserJ

:"Hrfi'rtJirthr"^"'''" --'^ - -°

;.namyofa,„L=s:tisrstrar.h:SL'io^
has been made that unless the C^r yields St. pCbu^
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and Moscow are to run a gamut of revolutions like unto that
of Paris.

"Yet to form a \)TopvT estimate of what is likely to
happen in Russia it is [)rofitable to dwell on dissimilarities
as well as similarities. In most im|)ortant respects there
are diflferences, the effect of which is to strengthen the central
government. France in 1789 had no railways by which
the monarch could rush troops to put down incipient trouble.
It had no telegraph by which communication was instant.
The standing army was small in number and doubtful in
quality. Mcxlern weapons, by which a maximum of
slaughter can Ix? effected in a minimum of time, were not
invented. Such arms as existed were in the hands of the
|)eople or obtainable by them. The autocratic government
had not l)een instructed by a hundred years of exj)erience
in how to sup|)ress ix)pular insurrection. Throughout
France, the |)arliaments and practical self governing munl-
cijialities, which had survived the rise of the kingly [x)wer,
were the nuclei of i)o})ular organization. Soft, flabby, and'
ineffective was the government of 1789 c()m])ar.'d with the
closely knit one of Russia to-day. Moreover, it was a deficit,

bringing the French court well nigh to indigence, after the
ollapse of the public credit, which comi^lled Louis to
summon the states-general. If he had had the $^)oo.ooo,ooo
in gold now in the control of the Czar it is doubtful if the
Bastile would have km taken.

"With such vital difference in conditions, all of them
making for the strength of the central government, it is

improbable that Russia will see .such a revolution as did
France. The only thing which would give it a chance

'mk^m^^^Jmidm?^yi^
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would Ix. the general disloyalty of the army. Kc-cruited
for the most part from the ignorant rural moujik c lass, there
IS yet no evidence that revolutionary id<-as prevail in the
Russian army. Until it is leavened by the new ideas
revolution ,s seemingly so hoju-less that it will hardiv k'
attempted. The most the urban ,H,puIation of Russia
can ho,x. to accomplish by their agitation is to worrv theCzar mto concessions. Nicholas is known not to U> st'rong
he ,s believed to Ik- not without go,xlness of intention With
such a monarch the LibcTals of Russia consider, and seem-
jngly nghtly, that more can Ik- accomplishc-d bv petitions
by peaceable demonstrations, demands in f.rm; respectful
^anguagc^ and other moral means than bv ab<,rtive civil
wrr. I heyare wise enough to see that it" is vastlv m(,re
d.n.cult to wrest ,K>wer forcibly from an autocrat than it was
1^5 years ago."

The following passage fr<,m Macaulav c<,ntains a further
example of the refutation of an argument from Analogy .-

It, they say, ' free competition is a good thing in trade,U must surely Ix- a g.Kxl thing in education. The suppb'

tself to the demand; and the consa.uence is that we are
better supphed w.th sugar than if the (iovernment un.lert<K,k
to supply us. Why, then, should we doubt that the supplv
of instruction will, without intervention of the (lovernment
be found ecjual to the demand ?'

"Never was there a more false- analogy. Whether aman ,s well supplied with sugar is a matter which cncern.
himself alone. Hut whether he is well supplie<l with in-
struction IS a matter which concerns his neiglilK,rs and the
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State. If he cannot afford to pay for sugar he must go
without sugar. But it is by no means fit that, because he
cannot afford to pay for education, he should go without
education. Between the rich and their instructors there
may, as Adam Smith says, be free trade. The supply of
music masters and Italian masters may be left to adjust
itself to the demand. But what is to become of the millions
who are too poor to procure without assistance the services
of a decent schoolmaster?"

The following is a further example in which an argument
based on similarity of relations is refuted:—

"The Chinese profess to found their government on
the paternal principle, and to justify their peculiar form of
despotism on the similarity of the state to the family. The
argument is not inductive; there is a failure in essential
points. There is a certain similarity, namely, the fact of
government, involving authority, superiority, and punish-
ment; and any inferences drawn upon this single circum-
stance would Le valid. Certain of the merits and demerits
of government are identical in both instances; the gradua-
tion of punishment to offence, consistency and fairness
on the part of the ruler to the ruled, are equally required in

the family and the state. But it is not an inductive inference
to say that because the parent is despotical so should the
state. The two cases do not agree in the jxjint whence the
despotical relation flows; in the family the subjects of gov-
ernment are children; in the state, the subjects are grown
men, on a level with the rulers. The inference would re-

quire the case of a very ignorant and degraded community
ruled by a wise and high-minded caste. To whateve

ni'- ir-Kr. :r^iF^K''Vi^t.-^-:-:'»rr.k ' PfK-tn vi: :zm TJts^-i .F-^/
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degree a nation approximates to this state of things, there
IS an Identity between it and the family relationship.".,

1 he following argument is a refutation of a false analogy
arising from the ambiguity of the word "law"-

"The Dean of Clogher's argument concerning the
forgiveness of sin is vitiated by the writer's failure to dis-
tinguish between the two radically different meanings of theword law.' He says that sin against God can from one
point of view be regarded as 'a breach of His moral law
analogous to a violation of physical law.' 'We know for
certain, he asserts, 'that there is no such thing as forgiveness
of an offence committed again.st physical law,' and that
the only way to escape from the ruthless penalty exacted
by physical lav is to obey it scrupulously and implicitly '

and he contends that 'the moral law works out the dreadful
consequences of sin with the same persistency as the physical

"The whole argument is based on analogy, on the
supposed similarity of moral law to physical. But the
analogy is an entirely false one. The word 'law' is am-
biguous in meaning. Between so-called physical law and
moral law there is scarcely anything in common. On the
one hand, a so-called physical law, such as the law of gravita-
tion, the law of chemical affinity, is a mere general state-
ment, m the indicative mood, concerning observed phen-
omena. It is addressed to the intellect. The law of
gravitation, for example, runs thus: Every particle of
matter in th^ universe attracts every other particle with a

17 Bain: Logic, Deductive and Induct "'f. P- 37'-
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force whosf direction is that of the straight line joining the
t\v(i. and whose magnitude is |)roi)ortional h'rectly to the
product of their masses, and inversely as th' <"" re of their
mutual distance. This iaw' did 'not exist till Xewton
formulated it. It was by him derived inductively from
observations. It is liable at any moment to be proved
to be false by further olxservations. All other physical
laws are in the same case. They are simj)ly sciJntific

generalizations, nothing more than provisional hyjxitheses.
Dr. Alexander Hill, from the side of the naturalist,
expressed this fact when he says: 'A law is nothing
more than a docket into which we collect phenomena
which have something in common." From the side
of the jurist Professor Erskine Holland reaftirms it

when he defmes the term 'law,' as used in the theoretical
sciences, as 'the abstract idea of the observed relations
of phenomena,' and adds that it is employed 'bv a mere
metaphor to express' their methcxl and order.

"A moral law. on the other hand, is a command; it is

uttered in the imperative mo<xl; it is addressed not to the
intellect but to the will. What is there in common Ijetween
the authoritative injunction, 'Thou shalt not kill,' and the
dynamical theorem, 'Action and reaction are equal and
op{)osite'? Vet the one is a typical moral law; the other
is a typical physical law. The Dean of Cloghcr seems
to regard them as of one and the same order!

"If, however, the fundamental di'^erence just pointed
out be borne in mind, if the conception Ix? firmly grasfK-d
that a physical law is only a provisional hyjjothesis, it will

be seen how misleading, or rather how utterly meaningless.
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arc such e.xpressic.ns as 'a violation of physical law.' anrj
an ofTence committed against physical law.' and "the ruth
less penalty exacted by physical law.' A 'violation of -
a more or less probable genera] statement; an 'offence
committed against' a d<,ubtfully valid scientific promsi-
t'on: the 'rvahless penalty exacted by'-a temporarilv
convenient docket!

"The Dean of C'logher may say that all this is a mere
^^)gomachy -a battle of words, not affecting essential issuesHe may contend that when he speaks of invariable physicalaw he simply means the inevitable (,peration of ph'vsical
forces. His illustrations suggest that he had this in his
mind. He speaks of the water that drowns, of the dvnamite

TJ T1\ u^'
'''''' '^''' consumes-all of them; totally

unatTected by the moral qualities of their victims, all of them
passing from cause to effect with remorseless and unfailing
certainty^ He is, of course, on ,,cTfectly s^ife scientific
ground If he is merely restating the familiar truth that so
far as our ex|)erience goes, the forces of nature act at all
times and under all circumstances with unvarying uniform-
ity. But If this is all that he states and means, what Ix^comes
of his analogical argument from physical law ('which gives
no indication of any forgiveness of the sh\rhtest breach of
Its enactments') to moral law? If a ,)erson who cannot
swim jumps into deep water, he is violating not a physical
law but the dictates of common sense; if he inadvertently
tumbles m, he is the victim not of a 'ruthless jK-naltv' but
of an unfortunate accident. If a ,KTson who can' swim
gets into the same water, if he has his clothes on, he will
exi)enence an uncomfortable wetting; if he is undressed,

.«i!*f!lL
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he will (we may hope) enjoy a refreshing bath. The forces
of nature, most happily, are not capricious; their operations
are determinable. This fact renders it fjossible for man,
on the one hand, to discover and formulate an increasing
number of valuable generalizations or 'laws,' and on the
other hand, to play off the forces of nature one against the
other in the service of the race.

"But the Dean of Clogher wishes us to believe that in the
moral sphere the breach of a command is followed by
its penalty with the same inevitable certainty as in the
physical sphere a cause is followed by its effect. He
gives two groups of examples, neither of which, how-
ever, supports his contention. First he instances the
cases of the drunkard and the libertine: "man addicts
himself to a strong drink, and thereby ruins his health

.• . .
He repents of his sin and prays to God

for forgiveness, but a doct( r whom he consults tells him that
'iis internal diseases, brought on by drink, are incurable';
and again, 'Another grat es his propensities to immorality,'
and 'his subsequent rei stance and reform are utteriy
powerless to undo the evi. which he has wrought.' Does
not the Dean see that in dc Mng with the inevitable physical
consequences of drunken' .s and immorality he is still

dealing with purely physical )henomena, with the unvarying
sequence of cause and effect in the natural world? It is

quite beside the point that the taking of 1: .-ge quantities of
strong drink has been in modem times—mainly because of a
recognition of its injurious physical effects—condemned by
morality. These physical effects were the same before
morality took cognizance of them, that is, before drunken-
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ness was made a moral offence. They arc the same too inthe cases o the non-moral monkeys and apes who have heenknown to fall victims of inebriety. In short, the phy^a
consequences of intemperance and immorality can in nosense be regar<l«l as ,«nahies incurre<l by the breach ofmoral law. They existed anterior to moral law, and we^
probably the primarj- cause of its promulgation. Thevcontmue to exist wholly apart from it.

"The sc-cond of the Dean's illustrations of the inevit-
ability of the (.enalty of the breach of moral law is as un-
fortunately chosc.n as the first. 'The mapstrate sitting onthe iK-nch, ,t runs, 'has no power to forgive and let off any
prisoner who ,s brought Ix.forc- him and convictetl of crimeThe law must take its course, and all know that it is essc-ntiaj
to the safety of the community that it should be so.- Now
the first and most obvious remark to make about this extra-
ordinary statement is that it is notonVmsly untrue to facttven the magistrates sitting in petty sessions have wide
discretionary powers in minor cases; and if the term magis-
tra e be taken (as it must if the argument is to be valid) tomclude not only subordinate officials, but also the supreme
judicial authonty of the realm, it is untrue in any cLTfcnme whatsoever. The King, though the p«„Kr channels,
c..n freely ,>ardon every offender. The law need not in an^
single case, take its course.' The sc.cond remark which maybe ^-entured is that the Dean himself admits that his statemem IS not true to fact. In an amazing passage-which.
l.t us ho,K., ,s as little in accord with a.ality as the one withwhich u conflicts-he says: 'In an ordinary trial at the
court of petty sessions, if a clergyman appears to say a word
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lor a |KM)r juTson who has Ixrn imh'ctwl. and offers to pay
his fine, a very crreat change Is felt to have taken place in

court as regards the prisoner.' If a word from the hps of a
(.ler^ryman will mtxlify the course of justice, the course of
justice must surely Ix? somethinj^ very different from the
course of nature. It is, indeed, very dilTerent,-as different

as moral law is from physical law. Hut since that is the
case the whole of Dean's arj^ument falls to the ground.".*

The following e.vtract contains a series of arguments
from Analogy which the .student is recommended to examine,
and determine how far, if at all. the differences Ix-tween the
things compared render the arguments fallacious.

"The Christian Scientist feels that the Creator has
provided a science which only awaits discovery by the
individual in order to Ixrome as practical in solving his lite

problems as the science of mathematics is practical to the
mathematician in solving hi.s problems.

"The science of mathematics has its fundamental law
from which all is derived, ujxm which all dejK'nds, and which
includes the all of mathematics. The Science of Mind has
its j)rinciplc, the one originating Mind, our God, from whom
man is derived; ufxin whom man dejX'nds; and who in-

cludes all that really exists.

" Because the Christian Scientist regards man as an idea
of Mind just as the mathematician regards numlxTS as ideas
of mind, he holds that what is true philosophy in dealing
with the problems of mathematics is true philosophy in deal-
ing with the problems of man. In mathematics, certain prob-

i8. I'. J I" Hearnshaw: Hibbert Journal.

''^J^-^-JT-.i.
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lems present .hcms..|vcs. an.l crtain lixc-.! an.l invariable rule,pya>l f„r their .,,luti«n. The mathematirian, in „,.r^„'

>xact meth<xi „f pr,Kc-<lure. He lin.ls the mistake -.n.l
cornets the error through the ri«h, un-lerstandin- f "htruth. I.,kew,se the musician has a scientific meth.Kl f, rres »nn« harmony when he finds ,lis,„„l. Me kmnvs .hetruth ami the truth makes him f„.e from the .liscortl. Themistakes ,„ the mathematical problem are ma.le apparent bvm,splac«l hKures. For these- mistakes the figure are n«^M. res,x,nsible. To correct the mistakes, thc'humarm,"
«h.ch ma, e them must te correcte,!. Fa-e mortal min,from mistakes ami the problem will Ix- free from mistak™

\Vhal IS true science in arithmetic. Christian Scienceholds ,, Ix. true science in the human pn.blem. The error
IS made apparent by an im,x.rfect human fisure. For this

IS but the instrument of the mind. Free- human mimi from
Its error ami the human body will be- frcf from its diseasedlo remdy the error of disease, then, the Christian Scientist'hke the mathemetician, d.xs not treat the figure, but ntherhe .,x.ats the metal con.lition that p,XKluce,l the diseaL h"S r '"'T ''" '" "^^' "''«"- "' Min,i-Uivi"Mmd I„ him sickness and sin aa. signs of mindlessne.ss.
Christ Jesus, then, announce.d the fundamental fact in t^escience of mmd when he declared, 'Ye shall know the truthand the truth shall make vou frev.'

"As Christian SciencJ has a .scientific treatment fordisease it has also a .scientific tre-atment for sin. In tScience of Mind, as darkness is the ab.se.nce of light, so sin
17
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is the absence of good or'God. As light is the reah'ty and
darkness its al)sence so good is the reality and sin its absence.
As darkness is not the child of light, but vanishes before the
light, so sin is not the product of Mind but is destroyed by the
advent of Mind.

"To heal sin, then, it cannot be scientific to. regard it as
something real and genuine. If God made it, it would be
eternal, and man could not destroy it. God is good and all

that He made is like Himself, hence evil is but the absence of

what is real, and this perception of the truth is the sunlight
from the divine Mind which destroys the supposed presence
of evil. In harmony with which it is written, 'To this end
was the Son of God manifested, that he might destroy the
works of the devil.' The believer in the Science of Mind,
therefore, asks with good reason, if disease comes from a
mental cause? He affirms that as it is a false condition of

mind which produces disease, that the right condition of

mind will heal disease.

"There can Ix; no question that disease is always an
effect. In itself it is not a cause. It is an unhealthy conclus-
ion from unhealthy premises. According to the accepted
rules of logic, the method in such a case would be to treat the
premises. If the premises are right, the conclusion will be
right. An unhealthy body is the bad conclusion resulting

from an unhealthy mind. According to Christian Science
it is logical as well as theological to give health to the mind.
With this premise right there follows as a logical conclusion,

a healthy body. According to good reasoning, you change
an effect by changing the cause which produces the effect.

Certainly that system would violate every rule of philosophy
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'Christian Science, then, is certainly nVht when it hp«le

rou„.ain which jrLi,r;rr:.r ^-"^ '-"

(c) /n Arguments from Cause to Effect.

In an argument from Cause to Ffforf th.^ r„o u
exnn.ec/.H ;« f..ii .

v.»«3t lo r,ncct the reason whenexpnsscd m full asserts, (,) the actual or possible existenceof .some fact or circumstance; (,) ,ha, such fact or circurtanccs an adequate cause of the effect in quc^tioT "nd

1 "the. itzr™;-:"-
•"' "'"'^^' '"•'"'^p"^'^« -^uiLst asstnions. I he reason as commonly exon-^^nH

laKen lor granted. The most prolific source of fallarv in

Xtr "?j »-'-'"•"« "'^- opcn..ion°ytrr"amng causes. Predictions are notoriously falsified hv fK

PJiS'lt 'an I''"' ^ " ™"" '' "<"• - ha» "<« beenproved to be, an adequate cause of the effect in oue^tinnas when ,t .s argued that a wound will be curS bylp^ing

A/
J** ^^"^ ^'^''"«^ ^'- Tomlinson. Mrs. Marv Baker P f^h • cMetropoluan Magaune. June, 1908.

'' ^ ««^«l"y:
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salve to the weapon which inflicted it, or that an unfavorable
wind will cease to blow if sacrifices be offered to Ae go<^l of
the winds, or that a disease will be cured by takin«,' a i)ar

ticular nostrum or followin;^' some course of treatment. This
fallacy is sometimes called noti causa pro causa, allejring

something to be a cause which has no part in [)roducing the
effect.

Secondly, there are, or it has not been shown that there
are not, counteracting causes that will j)revent the effect in

question, as when it is argued that lowering the rate of duty
will cause a fall in price; or that an increase in the rate of
wages will cause increased cost of living, or that an increase
in rent will cause a decrease in profits.

(d) In Ar^^iimcnts jrom Rfjed to Cause.

The assumptions which underlie an argument from
Effect to Cause are, that the fact in (luestion is known to
be an adequate cause of the effect observed, and that it is

the sole cause of the effect, or that no other cause was
operating to produce it. These assumptions are usually
unexpressed, but they are relied on and required to give
validity to the argument. Thus, when we argue that the
temperature is below 32 degrees, Ijecause ice is forming,
we wish it to be implied that such a temperature is an
adequate cause, and the sole cause of the formation of ice.

When we argue that it has rained because the streets are
wet, we wish it to be implied that rain is an adequate cause
of wet streets, and that no other cause was operating in this

case. The argument may be refuted by disproving the fact
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(2) That he is consciously or unconsciously biased by
interest or other motives into giving his testimony a false
color, or,

(3) That even if he is honest and has an apparent
.
mtention to tell the truth, his memory of the facts in question
is not to be relied on.

(i) A dishonest witness may be discredited by internal
and external marks; by an examination of the testimony,
and showing that it is inconsistent with itself or with facts
better known or better established; or by his manner of
givmg evidence. The outward marks of insincerity and
untruthfulness in a witness, are mainly as follows:—

(a) An over-forward zeal in giving testimony in favor
of one party.

(b) Hesitation, reluctance, or evasion in giving answers
unfavorable to one party.

(c) Unwillingness to give circumstances in detail where
he might be contradicted by other witnesses.

(d) Minuteness of detail in matters in which he knows
that contradiction is impossible.

On the other hand, an open frank manner, promptness
m answering questions regardless of consequences, willing-
ness to detail circumstances in which he might be contra-
dicted by other witnesses, are signs of an honest witness.

(2) The second source of error in testimony is a conscious
or unconscious bias arising from interest, prejudice, or other
motives whereby testimony is given a false color. The
tendency of most witnesses is to take sides in a controversy
and to be influenced by their desire to see their view of the
controversy prevail. Their loyalty to a person, party, or
cause is often stronger than their loyalty to truth.
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frn^^T'.'^r
^'"""'''^ ^'^"^ '^' ^'""'^y «f ^he witness,

from his tendency to magnify the imDortance of his tes-
timony to make a good story by appealing to the curiosity

details. This may be observed even in the testimonv of
witnesses under oath, often in the narratives of the historian
and more commonly in newspaper reports and travellers'
tales.

Another source of error lies in rhe witness's tendency
to substitute inference for fact, l^he witness l^eing pre-
disposed in favor of a conclusion which he thinks is war
ranted by what he observed, often testifies to the reality of
occurrences which he arrives at, not by an effort of memory
but by a process of reasoning. He infers that they must
have taken place because they are necessary to establish
his preconceived conclusion. Mill says- "In promrtion
to any person's deficiency of knowledge and mental cul-
tivation. ,s generally his inability to discriminate between
his inferences and the perceptions on which they are ground-
ed. Many a marvellous tale, many a scandalous anecdote
owes Its origin to this incapacity. The narrator relates not
what he saw or heard, but the impression which he derived
from 'vhat he saw or heard, but of which perhaps the greater
part consisted of inference, though the whole is related
not as inference but as matter of fact. The difficulty of
inducing witnesses to restrain within any moderate limits
the intermixture of their inferences with the narrative of
their perceptions is well known to experienced cross-ex-
aminers."

(3) The greatest source of error in testimony lies in
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a defective memory. Witnesses are especially liable (a^
to confuse two different impressions and to tnmspose the
order of thmgs and the sec,uence of events; (b) to have-
their attention unduly attracted by .pecial parts or incidents
and so diverted from other parts; and hence where the

v

have no distinct recollection, to invent details which seem
to them probable, rather than say 'I don't remember.'

I he fol owms passage from an article by Prof. Claparede
Director of the Psychological Lal^oraton-'at the Universit^•
of Geneva, contains an account of experiments made^ to
test the accuracy of testimony of honest disinterested wit-
nesses, and illustrates these t^^ndencies to error

"Witnesses may be classed in two groups-good wit-
nesses, loyal, impartial, and disinterested persons; and
bad witnesses, who comprise all the various categories of

"Liars we need not stop to discuss. Anv evidence th' vmay give ,t ,s certain is of no value whatever; upon that
I>o.nt there can be no disagreement. An inquiry, however
which IS more interesting, and, above all, more useful, is t.i
ask ourselves whether evidence given by men of good faith
really deserves the confidence with which it is usually
accepted, and which is expressly accorded to it bv the Code;
of every country. The only thing the law seeks to do is
to stimulate the good faith of witnesses, by means of the
oath, on the one hand, and, on the other, bv the imposition
of verj' heavy jK-nalties for perjury.

"Now, it is sufficient to pay attention to the conversa
lions in which we take part every day to discover that the
worth of evidence depends to a very small degree on the
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rn^l faith or the moral value of the witness. U'ho is therewho has not seen for himself tn wh-.t
of the same firf nw iT ^ ''" '''^''"^ accounts

Kesearchcs have lx?en takfn m^ ;», r-

extended bv Stem tho n ,

^
<-^Tmany and much

amplt-a |,icture of some scene an<l th,? i u'

""

.o <,escri,x. the pic.u. fror^. : J ^^ SnS"have given most curious results v„,
'^^ "Pinments

forget a g™t numlx. f e"a s ^1^)^^ '""
''''T

of others: an<l this to such an e^ent that Stet'h"
7""'""

ate<l fhp lii«' ,..k- u r
'-Aitnt mat Mem has formu-

lacts with extraordmarv nren^mn -.«,» r
"^"'rtti

THUS, ir a witness ,x. asJrrr ^ Lrht^hfa—

:

existoZ in h^
'"'"• "' ''''""^ ^^'"^h ''"ve neverexisted but in his imagination, and which have no sort ofconnection with the pictua-, A voung ,a„, or.w.::,,^:;!
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Of age for example, who has been shown a photograph of
a well-known picture of Becchi, representing an old man
feedmg a child, swore most positively five months later
that the old man in the picture 'was feeding a pigeon,' and
that another pigeon was getting ready to fly down to take
part m the feast.' In the picture there is no trace whatever
of a pigeon. Here we perceive that the oath, however
much It may enhance the value of evidence in the eyes of
the law, may be very far indeed from having any real value

If, however, in a long deposition we compare the
hdelity of the evidence given on oath with that of the evidence
not given on oath, we find that the former is relatively more
accurate than the latter. Mile. Borst, who had shown
pictures to twenty-four jjtrsons in accordance with Stem's
method, tried to find out with what degree of accuracv
each answer was made. She remarked that there are three
possible degrees in the certainty of an answer. It may be
given with hesitation, with assurance, or it may be certified
under oath.

"It is interesting to ask which of our recollections are
the most exact. Are those given with hesitation, with
assurance, or under oath? We would naturally expect to
hnd the last named alone merited entire belief. In reality
however, the difference between these three classes es-
pecially between the last two, is not so great as one might
suppose. Out of a hundred replies given under oath
nmety-two were found to be correct; out of a hundred
replies given with assurance, eighty-six; out of a hundred
uncertain replies, fifty-six. In other words, the degree of
hdehty of a hesitating witness may be put down as 56 per
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of a sworn

cent.; of a confident witness, 86 per cent
witness, 92 per cent.

"It would be imfxjssible here to give in detail all fU.

obtained by questioning; wheThe thetM
'^positions,

is more faithful than th, „t
"" "' " "•°™»"

persons are n^JtTllm IZlj''''"'
^"'"''''

than children, and so on.
"^ '" '«"°'"'"' "''""»

"AH these experiments carried nut in ., i i

ever, have one serious defect ,h a-
'','"'»'«*°0', how-

favorably, and tha TrThr '^'^J^'^P^y "^"dence too

evervdav lif,
""''°" """ ""e conditions ofSt t :raral?-r'l when awitne:l

which he :as pleTr^trrletCXr ="

unaware at the timp nf th
^'"^moerea that he was"*t; ai ine time ot the occurrence that i> «ro^ 4. u

on some further occasion th. u- . / ^^ ^° ^^°"^^

par.. In all the^X:, '^ 7^^^^ 'o^f"" °" '^''

the witness knows in advancTthafh™ ,o 'h! '"jV""'^'"^'
make a deposition about the pictu et ooks It ut-tr"

'"

court of justice
'""'"^ ^"^™^^ "'"'^^'^ i" a

unforeseen conditionrchtl-lrrreW^cet^^^^
present. I set about it as follows: Sne day.tri;":;!^
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Nvhuh I was «ivinK ut the University of (}eneva. I distribute.!
to my auditors, suddenly and without letting anylxKlv know

thcln .

'"
"T'"^''

'""^' ^'^"^•^ "^ "'^•^^' P-P-^' askinghem to reply on the sjjot to a}x,ut a score of questions relating
to the Lniversity buildings, which all ^.resent knew well

"^

''Is there an inside window o^x-ning upon the corridor
of the Lniversity, as you enter on the left, facing thewindow of the [sorter's lodge?
;How many columns are there in the vestibule of the

University ?

"How many busts are there on the first lloor of the
University? etc.

*'In this way 1 obtained fifty-four answers (forty-one
from men thirteen from women). The results were ex-
ceedingly bad; not a .s.ngle person gave evidence that was
perfectly correct. Here are the results: the average fidelitv
of the male witnesses 30 per cent.; of female. 23 per cent.We perceive ..at such evidence is not nearly so good as that
obtained when the pictures were e.xamined bv witnesses whoknew they were to be after^vards questioned'on the subject

The most interesting part of the experiment is the
question concerning the window. It is a window of very
large dimensions, before which the students pass every day
It lights the director's reception-room. In spite of all these
favorable circumstances, the very existence of the window
was denied by forty-four witnesses. Eight declared the
window existed, and two only declared, 'I do not know '

A result such as this is very instructive. It shows us.m the first place, how great is the confidence each of us
places m his ovvn memor>'; when we have no recollection of
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''"'"" ""'>""'>• -"
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^'""'
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"""''•"* ^^'''^ "»

.He ve„ siighirrrito^T xCf w'n'^^' s^^no means a small one it nhvs r...,n
^ ^™' '^ ''''

.he students are concerne ToT' " u^ 'XT','
"

'T
"

closed, and the panes are of ^roun^i ,.
"''"''" ""^P'

of the ordinary passer-by sTn: ^
'

"" "''' "^' ^""'"^"^

.emptation to^Jgh i" ° "'' ^™""'' ^™" --^ .^e

"We thus easily perceive why evidence offered in a court
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o ust,c. .s „f,.n s., .l..f.,,ivc.. In >he „,uj„ri,y of cases

for .r* "t '.'"'""'u'^
"'^"' '"^'^ "•"•^'' have no inur^o them whatever, however much interest thev may havelor the true admmistration of justice

"It is evident, then, that evidence ^iven l,y a man who
": '{ ''1^' '". '^" 'h^- '""h is far from merLg aZ,lu

s that ,n practice the danger of evidence is not due to what

i^la T "°" " ""' ''angerous; but the witness

ih::s"Cr^-"^ "-" "•^'•^•'
'^ -• »" •'-^-s to

in lhJ^,™''°''-T'r"
"' "^^ I"''''*™ '^ ">™ '» tc found

^ a fact thT h-t™""™"-
"*'>• "'^^ " -'"- ^n-'as a fact tha which is not true? Why is it that fantastic.mages anse m the mind.-images which answer to no h nl

actually existing, but which so impose themselves u,J our
consciences that we take them to be- real memories?

I hey appear to have two probable origins-a.™„„/,„„
oj uleas ^nd suggestion. The tende, :y of'everv idea anevery image ,s to evoke those ideas and those images tvhich

aT :!? I
™""""°" "'"' " ^^••••" - "ave to reL n

recolto ;h ?
^"^"™^'^"^^'^ «f which we cannot quite

un bv m,t '^.'•r
•""; "'™'"^ "' automatically niledup by images which we l»rrow f,«m other events, moreor less analogous. Thus, in the examples cited abo -e ,h

probability ,s that the ..r^^n wl o declared that thereW .two pigeons m the photograph of the picture shown to he;had on some previous occasion seen a somewhat similar
picture m which there were pigeons.
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(f) /// Ar}iumcuts jrom CirnimsUmtial Evidena

In an argument from Circumstantial Evidence the
Reason when fully expressed asserts the truth of certain
acts, and that these facts cannot k- explained or accounted
or m any reasonable way except on the supposition that the
thesis IS true. The argument mav be refuted, (i) bv dis
provmg the facts, (2) by showing that, even if the facts arc'
true, they may k otherwise explained or accounted for- the
so-caled "theory of the defence" in a criminal trial is
usually a thesis by which the incriminating facts mav be
cxplamed consistently with the prisoner's innocence;' or
(3) by pomtmg out relevant facts which are inconsistent with
the truth of the thesis and which the thesis fails to explain

-ru ^f
^'''''" '""''^ ^^''^ circumstances are inflexible proofs

I hey will no. k'nd to the inclinations of parties. Witnesses
may k mistaken, may be corrupted; things can be neither
and therefore, so far as they go, deserve unlimit.'d, un-
reserved faith. Circumstances, says Palev, cannot lie It
IS astonishing that sophisms like these should have passed
current without animadversion. The circumstances are
assumed to k in every case established bevond the possi
bi.ty of mistake; and it is implied that 'a circumstance
established to k true possesses some mvsterious force of its
own, special in its nature and essence. Xow, a circum'
stance is neither more nor less than a minor fact, and it mav
Ix- admitted of all facts that they cannot lie; for a fact cannot
at the same time exist .ind not exist: so that, in truth, the
doctrine is merely the expression of a truism, that a fact is a
tact. It may also k admitted that circumstances are
inflexible proofs, but assuredly of nothing more than of their
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cumstancesxannot lie. the narratorsJuhl^"^ .^
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""^'^^ased s bedroom.
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"'"^'^ ~"^''"'"« »'

20. Wills: Circumstantial Evidence, p. 35.
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rom Mile. F.etjens, the singer, and a list of addresses.
In he room was found a rough stick broken off a tree
l^arly in July the prisoner was arrested in London, wherehe was passing under a false name. Evidence was given
for the prosecution to the following effect: About noonon Sunday the gth o June, two foreigners took lodgings athe Cricketers at Reigate. On Monday, the loth of June,they purchased a ball of cord of peculiar make, the same
as that with which the deceased woman had been bound

shi^ W.r'l '!"'
"^""^ ^'"^ ^"^ ^«""^ tied round a

shirt left by the prisoner at his London lodgings when hewas arrested. This cord was so unusual that it could nobe matched except at the Reigate shop and at the maker's
Various persons identified the prisoner more or less positively
as one of the two foreigners at Reigate. He was the tallerand fairer the other was short and dark. At 4 p.m onMonday, the 10th of June, the foreigners left the Cricketers.
Later that day they were seen going from Reigate towards
Kmgswood; about 7 p.m. two men who spoke a foreign
language were seen a mile from Kingswood Rectory under
a beech-tree, which corresponded with the broken stick
found. At about the same time two foreigners were seen
going from the beech-tree towards the Rectory, but the
witness who met them declared that he had seen the samewo men at an hour on Sunday afternoon when the Reigate
foreigners were undoubtedly at the Cricketers

"No evidence of an alibi was forthcoming, though the
prisoner professed to have been in London at the date of
the murder. The sto.y he told the police on the 8th of Julywas as follows: He had landed at Hull and set out to walk
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^as scaring. The papers included those founrl .f

nrmation. On arriving ,n London he learncl from ,hnewspapers that he was accuse<l of munh-r , ,

changed his name. In su,,por„f hkf •'" '"
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ncrtncc. I he prisoner

21. Wills: Circumstantial Evidence V 2.S2-
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for all the relevant facts that may Ix? brought forward.
'IMie reason may therefore be disproved by i)ointing out
relevant facts which the thesis fails to explain, or which
are inconsistent with its truth.

The following extract contains a refutation o( the argu-
ment advanced to prove that Bacon wrote the plays com-
monly attributed to Shakespeare, by citing well-known
facts which that thesis fails to explain:—

"The plays of Shakespeare were universally ascribed
to him by his contemporaries; many of them were published
during his lifetime with his name upon the title page as the
author; all were collected and published together by Hem-
minge and Condell, two of his fellow actors, seven years
after his death; and k- aore than two centuries nobody
dreamed of looking for a different authorship or of associating
the plays with Bacon.

•But there are questions which even this ingenious
hypothesis fails to answer. Why should Bacon have taken
the time to write thirty-seven plays, two poems, and one
hundred and fifty-four sonnets, if they were never to be known
as his works? Not for money, surely, for that grasping
Shakespeare seems to have got the money as well as the
fame; Bacon died a uoor man. His prinr* lim in life

was to construct a new system of philosophy; on this noble
undertaking he spent such time as he could save from the
exactions of hi public career as member of Parliament,
Chancery lawyer, Solicitor-General, Attorney-General, Lord
Chancellor; and he died with his work far from finished.
The volumes which he left behind him were only fragments
of the mighty structure which he had planned. We may
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well ask where did this overburdened writer find the time
for doing work of another kind voluminous enough to fill
a hfe-time, and what motive had he for doing it without
recompense in cither fame or money?

"Bacon was in a high degree a subjective writer fromwhom you arc perpetually getting revelations of his idiosyn-
crasies and moods, whereas, of all writers in the world
Shakespeare is the most completely objective, the most'
absorbed m the work of Creation. In the one writer you
are always reminded of the man Bacon; in the other the
personality is never thrust into sight. Bacon is highlv
self-conscious; from Shakespeare self-consc.ousncss

i's

absent.

"The contrast is equally great in respect of humor I
would not deny that Bacon relished a joke, or could per-
petrate a pun; but the bubbhng, seething, frolicsome,
rrepressible drollery of Shakespeare is something quite:
foreign to him Read his essays and ypu get charming
English, wide knowledge, deep thought, keen observation;
worldly wisdom, good humour, sweet serenity; but exuberant
fun is not there. In writing these essays Bacon was follow-
ing- an example set by Montaigne, but, as contrasted with
the delicate eflfervescent humour of the Frenchman, his
style seems sober and almost insipid. Only fancy such aman trying to write 'The Merry Wives of Windsor.' ",,

A given thesis may be disproved as well as proved by
an argument from Circumstantial Evidence. In the follow-
ing example, circumstances are adduced to disprove the

aa. John Fiske: Century o] Science, p. 389.
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charge that Sunderland had conspired t„ pr,Kluce theRevolution of i68gr—
"The Jarobites, for obvious reasons, affirmed that theRevohtfon o ,688 was the result of a plot concerted long

before. Sunderland they represented as the chief con
sp.rator. He had, they averred, in pursuance of his great
rfesign, inctcxl h,s too confiding master to dispense with
statutes, to create an illegal tribunal, to confiscate f„;ehol,l

toS '
xk'°

"""^ ""' '""'''" "f "'^- ^^^''b^'^M Church

L kT: """""^ "'"' "" "" '=^''''™«'. and, though
I has been repc-ated down to our time, scorns hardly todeserve confutation. Xo fact is more certain than 'hatSunderland opposed some of the most imprudent steps whichJames took and in particular the prosecution of the Bishopswhich really brought on the decisive crisis. But even
.f this fact were not established, there would still remainone argument sufficient to decide the controversy. What

Under the ex.stmg system he was at the height of dignitvand prcperity. .As Pn^sident of the Council heCprecedence of the whole temporal peerage. As Principal
Secretan- of State he was the most actfve and Zemmember of the cabinet. He might look forward toTdukedom. He had obtained the garter lately worn by thebnlhant and versatile Buckingham, who, having squander«laway a pnncely^fortune and a vigorous in.ellect.'had sunmto the gmve deserted, condemned, and broken-heartc.l
Money, wh.ch Sunderland valued more than honors, ,„,uredm upon h,m ,„ such abundance that, with ordinary m'anage-
ment, he might ho,x. to Ix'come, in a few years, ine of the

Hi:
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.hcrithr^^
''"?"'*•

• •
What chance was

pleated ,n .llcgal and u„,x>pular acts, a member'J ZHigh Commission, a renegade whom the multitude inplaces of general resort, pursued with the cry of Popish doLwould be greater and richer? What chance that h^wouTieven be able to escape condign punishment?",.

.3. Macaubv
:
His:„y o/ E„gla«d. chapter ,.
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1

1

Section IV.

DISPROOF OF ASSERTED RELATION BETWEEN
REASONS AND THESIS.

The two modes of refutation which we have been con-
sidering consist ,n showing the propositions relied on as

r.r',1, H "^'""i-
^'' """" "°^ '° ""^^ consideration

of the third mode of Refutation, which consists in showing
that the reasons, even if true, do not imply the thesis Inevery argument it is by implication asserted that if thereasons are true the thesis must be true. The fallacy of

reltT™"' T " f''™ "^ <"^P™^'"S ""' -^rted

nir n' l"l °"'V°'''*''
^^ ^'°"'"S 'hat the thesis "doesnot follow" from the reasons, is not deducible from them,or is not implied by them.

Fallacious aiguments of this class occur in almost every
controversy and are used not only by those who design
to miskad but even by h^^est advocates, who thus impo^
on themselves as well as on others. If we are deceived byor make use of. faUacious reasoning of this kind, it arisesnminy from two sources: the imperfections of our mindsand the ambiguities and other imperfections of language;
the want of clear thinking and the want of clear expression.

The late Professor Minto said: "If we were pcrfectiv

bcLw 1 ^"^T' '^P'"'-" °' P™''^^^'* concentration,
incapable of bewilderment, always on the alert, never in a

siZ^'h r" °™'-'''"''«'' '''^•'"'^'y without prejudice, weshould keep our attention fixed on two things while listening
to an argument, the point to be proved and the necessary
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But none of usS cap btonUht'"?, 'T'^"^-
subject to bewilderment by aLm whiH i

"' ^'"^
all of us biassed more or iL f^r or ,

^^'^^'s, and

sophist has facilities fldSl t.r - \ -""f
™"' "«=

that he has statr,! ,u • ,
'^~'^'""Rf'"'Kfanted

perfect IZZ^^^TJZS^ ST' T' r^'"«
'"

-:: tu"rc '^'rrch'^. -r
^-^^

'- "•'^-t

^Hdin, a ,,,, conJi„,T;ri:r Stlt
"man"m» T?"''' °' ''» Christian peol.

freedom to act in acconiance with our haractL ". "

are otten deceived bv failurp tr. au*: • . ,

sen^swh ,_j/^''--°^-J.sh '^ese diffe.n.

tJ™ttsi: teT" fr/^""^'""^ '^^-"«
different senses:

"" "' "'^ ^"«' ""'gh'" "
"Speaking morally, you arc said to have a right to Ho ,

:iTh!u:'rc rr^^rtt7oitt:t'"^%^^-
under a moral obligation to forteadoin^ if TX' '*"'«

say that you have a right to do a [ht? ! ' ''""" '°
K"' "' °''

" """g. means that you may
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do it without any breach of duty on your part; that other
IKTsons not only ought not to hinder you, but have no cause
to think worse of you for doing it. This is a perfectly
distinct [)roposition from the preceding. The right which
you have by virtue of a duty incumbent on other persons, is

obviously quite a different thing from a right consisting of
the absence of any duty incumbent upon yourself. Yet the
two things are penxjtually confounded. Thus, a man will
say he has a right to publish his opinions; which may Ix-

true in this sense, that it would be a breach of duty in any
other person to interfere and prevent the publication : but
he assumes thereupon that, in publishing his opinions, he
himself violates no duty; which may be either true or false,
depending as it does, on his having taken due pains to satisfy
himself, first, that the opinions are true, and next, that their
publication in this manner, and at this particular juncture,
will probably be beneficial to the interests of truth on the
whole.

"The second ambiguity is that of confounding a right of
any kind with a right to enforce that right by resisting or
punishing a violation of it. People will say, for example,
that they have a good right to good government, which is

undeniably true, it being the moral duty of their governors
to govern them well. But in granting this, you are supposed
to have admitted their right or liberty to turn out their
governors, and perhaps to punish them, for having failed in
the performance of this duty; which, far from Ijcing the
same thing, is by no means universally true, and depends on
an immense number of varying circumstances, requiring to
be conscientiously weighed before adopting or acting on such
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on y .h tond oV'/h

'"
"f'" " '"""^^-^

" '"""l-^ not

x'lrLnV 1.
'""""' '"•""-•"•™- If 'his be. done the•jcdnn^ Of the various memlior«j ^f tu,. „

Proof, according to Sir William Hamilton consists inshowmK out exnliVifhr !,„* .
^""' consists in

fallacious,
(,) , ,h, ^s^^ST „

^"
.ZH^'n ^ 'Tf

"

something differen, from itself; "f the the L,If
'"'?'

"Ias a reason it adds nothing to the rc^ „ r w ,h
""'"^'''

to be prove<l is not ;m.,T- -.i . '
""^ (^) " "if assertion

The iir^^cTas of Lr '
>"'''' '" ""' ''^''^"^ «"'«'•

Question I A
' '"'^'"''<^' "•"'f "^a""! Begdng thequestion and Arguing in a Tirrle -rk„ .

'''**' '"^

thos.. in wfci^K ,

'^"'^ se<?ond class nclude

(0 Where the Thesis is employed as a Reason.

(") /^egfring lite Question.

conS' -""f
^ "' " '''BSingthe question," or p^UHo prineitiiconsists ,n attempting to prove a thc.is by itsTlf, whkhtfh;

2 5- -'lill; System of LogK, p. 569.
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course of the argument is cither covertly assumed to be true,
or if expressed as a reason, is disguised in an equivalent form
of words. Jevons gives the following example where tiie

thesis is stated as a reason in another form: "Consciousness
must be immediate cognition of an object; for I cannot be
said really to know a thing unless my mind has been affected
by the thing itself."

"The English language," says VVhately, '
is jwrhaps the

more suitable for the fallacy of pctitio princifni, from its

being formed from two distinct languages, and thus abound-
ing in synonymous expressions which have no resemblance
in sound and no connection in etymology; so that a sophist
may bring forward a profwsiticn expressed in words of Saxon
origin, and give as a reason for it the very same proposition
staled in words of Norman origin; e.g., to allow every man
unbounded freedom of speech must always be, on the v/hole,
advantageous to the state; for it is highly conducive to the
interests of the community that each individual should
enjoy a liberty perfectly unlimited of expressing his senti-
ments."

The following is a further example: "Red has the most
exciting effect upon the nerves because it is the most powerful
of all colors." A color can be said to be powerful only in so
far as it has an exciting effect, and the argument is very much
like saying that red is the most exciting color because it is

the most exciting color.

*'Plato," says Mill, ''attempts to prove that things may
exist which are incorporeal, by the argument that justice and
wisdom must be something. Here, if by something is meant,
as Plato did in fact mean, a thing capable of existing in anc^
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by itself, ami not as a quality of some other thin^ he Ix... f

h

question in assertinu that iustiV.. -,«,! ,
•

i
^' ^^ ^"^

thintr- if hn m ^^ ' '^'^'''"' "^"st Ix' some-i'"ng, II he means anyth ng else hU r»n^i.. • •

proved.",

6

^
'

conclusion is not

(/') Arfiiting in a Circle.

The fallacy of ''arguing in a circle" is an involved formof begging the (|uestion. It usuallv con.kt. 7 u •

system of which you are so ^nJZ>Z^TT'Z
shown that thea- is a vicious circle ih,'^'^^

"" "*

poh-tics of Com Laws andZtT '""' •'^''^ ""«'«

.hem; that you v:;'rneXThi:uUuh': C^
T'

"

skill and capital, you "rnTh, "'" '™ ""' ™" "'

employment for ;oriaSrers Th
""P™^^'"^"'^ ""d

______ ' ""»rers. Then comes around that

»6. Mill: 5:rao„ „/ i„g<f, p jj^
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vicious termination of the circle—you have pauperism,
poor-rates, county-rates and the other evils of which you are
now speaking and complaining.".?

In the case of Ogden v. Saunders the question was whether
a law passed by a state legislature was unconstitutional as
being in conflict with an article of the constitution of the
United States. It was argued for the plaintifT that the
parties had reference to the state law because it v^'as a binding
law, and then that the state law was binding and valid as
between the parties because they had entered into a contract
with reference to it, and the law was therefore part of the
contract. This fallacy is exposed in the following extract
from the argnment of Daniel Webster:—

"The law acts upon a contract only when it is broken,
but forms no part of the contract itself. If it were true
that the law is to Ix.' considered as j)art of the contract the
consequence contended for would nt^ follow; because,
if this statute be jart of the contract, so is every other legal
or constitutional provision existing at the time which affects
the contract, or is capable of affecting it; and especiallv
this very article of the constitution of the United States is

I)art of the contract. The plaintiff in error argues in a
complete circle. He supposes the parties to have had refer-
ence to it because it was a binding law, and vet he proves
It to be a binding law only ui)on the ground that such refer
ence was made to it."»H

Every attempt to prove the uniformity of wature by an

^7 Kichani Col.dcn: Sprrck on the Effects of Protection.

JS. Webster: .ArKuinent in Ondcn v. Snunders. 12 Wheat. .,.3.
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appeal to general experience involves the fallacv of .r •

by ~:'r„7;jt' ontr'~°"^ -• •'"'

interpretation which as T1 „
"'"^ general principles of

I"

any appea, .o ^^1 ^^nrcr^e^lnhr--be proved bv it Tf wn »r,^
cannot, therefore,

by 'which w^ Lve a. .; 'riUonT? "" ~"«
events occurred outside th ar^w rL« o o^?-'""?'"^
perceptions, we shall find that noT a Lp of k

^ '

can we take witho.if »>:«„„• .u 7 f^ ' ""* process

uniform; oHf't lCuT2u„t;™ T^' "' """"= '^

uniforn, to allow us to aS w^ 21, "' "!^"'^""^

effects (o causes, or, if neeTte frnj
""'""^ '"""

great intervals of time ani s^cl CV^ ""r^'
"'"

called historical evidence is fni, , ' °' "''"" '»

nothing more than an arWment J r"""' P''^^'

this kind. The fact tha^mTnt u
™' ''^ arguments of

-ny to the g „t 1 unllTt '"o1 'Zf'" '"f f
"

anything else, can be establishJl'brthc^d ;f thai
'• 1"

liself, and by it alone- ^ m„ v ,

'™' Pnncipic

moment dep^-^^
'
.H^ a^.f."o';" " ^' '"" '" "

of all cogni«mce of other mTndsTJ^ V"'"
"°^''''

accumulated knowledge of lllV
"'""' "' "^'^'''•

heritage of the race Wh„f.^l !^r:! .:" .
'I^^

'"'ellectual

we must, whether like ,t or not), we can do so only on
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.^

condition that we forego every effort to prove it by the aid
of general experience; for such a procedure would be
nothing less than to compel what is intended to be the con-
clusion of our argument to figure also among the most im-
portant of its premises." »9

The following passage from Mill contains an example
of the fallacy of arguing in a circle as committed by Hobbes
and others:

—

"One of the most notable specimens of reasoning in a
circle is the doctrine of Hobbes, Rousseau and others, which
rests the obligations by which human beings are bound as
members of society on a supposed social compact. I waive
the consideration of the fictitious nature of the compact
itself; but when Hobbes, through the whole Leviathan,
elaborately deduces the obligation of obeying the sovereign,

not from the necessity or utility of doing so, but from a
promise supposed to have been made by our ancestors on
renouncing savage life and agreeing to establish political

society, it is impossible not to retort by the question: Why
are we bound to keep a promise made for us by others,

or why are we bound to keep a promise at all ? No satis-

factory ground can be assigned for the obligation, except
the mischievous consequences of the absence of faith and
mutual confidence among mankind. We are, therefore,

brought round to the interests of society as the ultimate
ground of the obligation of a promise; and yet those interests

are not admitted to be a sufficient justification for the ex-

istence of government and law. Without a promise it is

29. Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour: Foundations oj Belief, p. 128.

••^ :
"£>

&'. .Itf'^'.jM'^^liW*
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thought that we should not be bound to do that which isimphed ,n all modes of living in society, namely TovLd

necessai>- ,s the promise decked, that if none has actually

to the foundahons of society by feigning one." .o
^

fallalj:-
^"""^ '"''"'''' """"'"^ '""•"•'^ '^^^"mples of this

"One mo<le of fallac' ,us reasoning represents nature asunder ,ncapac,t,es corresponding to thosi of our inteltobut mstead of only asserting that nature can not do a ttogbecause we can not conceive it done, goes the still~
hel^ "T".^

"''' ""••^^ ""'^ - particular thing on

Absurd as this seems when so plainly stated, it is a receivedprmcple among scientific authorities for demonTtra^
.' ^>"« the laws of physical phenomena. A phenlenofmust o«ow a certain law, because we see no rCn why ft

tz^rrt '""
;,':;' 'r '" '^-^ -^ nt.herti:^^'

C»n aL K " ""*. •"'' ''"""P'^- °f 'h- Sufficient

^Satthe '
""'"J

"' " P''"°-P''"^ often flatter them-selves that they are able to establish, without any ap,«al tocvpenence. the most general truths of experimental pSdTake, for example, two of the mosl elementa.^^ of Iliaws, the law of inertia and the first law of motion ^^bo^at rest cannot, it is affirmed, begin to move unless a^dupon by some external force; because, if i, did^ mtsteahermove^up or down, forward or backward, and's!. forth

^
30. Mill: System of r^gic, p. 5;-.

19

jii-A'^vtV Tmm^'
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but if no outward force acts upon it, there can be no reason
for its moving up rather than down, or down rather than up,

etc. ; ergo, it will not move at all.

"This reasoning I conceive to be entirely fallacious. . . .

Almost every fallacy may be referred to different genera by
different modes of filling up the suppressed steps; and this

particular one may, at our option, be brought under petitio

principii. It supposes that nothing can be a 'sufficient

reason' for a body's moving in one particular direction,

except some external force. But this is the very thing to be
proved. Why not some internal force? Why not the law
of the thing's own nature? ^ince these philosophers think

it necessary to prove the law of inertia, they of course do
not suppose it to be self-evident; they must, therefore, be
of opinion that, previously to all proof, the supposition of a

body's moving by internal impulse is an admissible hy-

pothesis; but if so, why is not the hypothesis also admissible

that the internal impulse acts naturally in some one par-

ticular direction, not in another? If spontaneous motion
might have been the law of matter, why not spontaneous
motion toward the sun, toward the earth, or toward the

zenith? Why not, as the ancients supposed, toward a
particular place in the universe, appropriated to each

particular kind of substance? Surely it is not allowable

to say that spontaneity of motion is credible in itself, but not

credible if supposed to take place in any determinate direc-

tion.

"So, again, of the first law of motion; that a body once

moving will, if left to itself, continue to move uniformly

in a straight line. An attempt is made to prove this law

yvs-
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one morelhlnit i .'"
"° '^''^" ^"^^ " should do

Might i. no.'t th Juf^/l^TsTo:
"""" " "°'^

bodies. ,0 deviate towari theS or
^1"°"" '^"!™'"

preferred, towanl the east or Ilmh'> ,!
'"PP°^'"°n '^

manifestly untenable than .hi 7.,? ,
" "''"' "'°"^

flagrantly incrsf^enh t'"''
°' '"'="''^' '»' " '^

motion in'the dTrt,
' "/''"™^ '^at the continuance of

deviation either toThri t "*™u'^
""'" '""™' '"-

one of thesl can ' l^vl"' '" ""= '*' '''" '^'^"'^^ 'hat

All these fa:cfeof'thTl^„r",r""' 'T ""^ °"''^-

or not natural by anv^r ^ f"""« "'''" ''= "«""'
truth entireW futl Vh''' T'"j

""'" ^'T^"™"- "e in

of motion.orof anvot^tl .'u''
°"'^ P''""' "' "-^ '^»»

(2) Where some memlx-r nf tKo a- . ,tmotr ot the Argument is Irrelevant.

(a) Irrelei'ani Cmdusian

31. Mill: System of Logic, P- 528.

^.iTI^^I^'' ^^^^nmms^mi
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when the advocate proves only part of the question in dispute,
under the mistaken impression that he has proved the whole
of it, or in the hope that what he has proved will be taken
for the whole, as, for example, when the assertion to Ix.'

proved is: "There is a benevolent God," and the reasons
advanced only show that "there is a God."

The fallacy of proving only part of the question often

occurs where the thesis is a complex proposition embracing
several distinct facts, as, for example: "The prisoner,

being a witness in a judicial proceeding, made a statement
under oath which he knew to be false," and the evidence
proves only that he made a false statement, without showing
that he knew it to be false, or that it was made under oath,

or that it was made in a judicial proceeding.

The fallacy is also committed when the question proved
is not the question in dispute or even part of it, but one more
or less resembling it, and is mistaken for the real issue by
the advocate, or is intended by him to be mistaken for it

by those addressed. Mr. W. H. Mallock, in his Rccon-
structimi of Belief, gives the following example of a fallacy

of this kind, where the conclusion proved is verbally like

the question in dispute, but is really different, the word free-

dom (of the will) being used ambiguously in two or more
senses:

—

"Of all the arts of the conjuror, or the man who plays

tricks with cards, the most important is that of distracting

the spectator's attention, and by fixing it on operations which
have nothing to do with the performance, makes him fancy

that one thing has happened, when what has really happened
is another thing. In the same way the practitioners of the

rr'm^^/Wi-
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method now referred to engage to defend or demonstrate

^h^n.seK.es an., „... .a. .he JL:^ ^^J^

cv r a 2„ „ T ''''•" " ^-^ <"" '° P™ve is that, whcn-

1, =V, f
'
""'' <^°"«^^"™tly deserves hell-fire he is

t^n,a„ is free fro. thethSTrSinTZ^ ^dalso as meaning that he is free from anv con^trninV T'.

tnaracter.
^ ne first connotes the freedom thJA- .- -T

sZffl
-^"^

endeavors to vindicate; but what he doL isToshuffle all three freedoms together.-ostentatiouslyTmake.ght „, the second, ostentatiously to defend the [h rd a„dthen, by a further shuffle, to pretend that he hasS the

aeai7bv Zf•"''' '"''
'' '^"« '^•^°™«' over and overagain by apologists at the present dav tvH j I

1^'1^'SSIiKPeSS^A^a' •.^^^^m'
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ments, 'find some difficulty in reconciling human responsi-
bility with the determinism demanded by science. But on
what does the determinism of science rest? Surely on
observed uniformity. On what does it rest in the field of
conduct ? Surely on the uniform activity of a given character.
Just in so far as my character forms a coherent system, just
in so far as my freedom lies in the absence of determination
by anything outside myself, can you hold me, that is my
character, responsible for its acts.

"Now here, no doubt, we have freedom of a certain kind;
but it is not the kind that the would-be believer wants.'
Granting that we are free in a sense, because our characters
determine our actions, he wants to be assured that we are
free because we determine our characters. But this is

precisely the doctrine that Professor Lloyd Morgan sup-
presses, because it is inconsistent with the determinism
demanded by science. Let us suppose that Professor Lloyd
Morgan dismisses two butlers in succession—one for breaking
the teacups because he is half-blind; the other for stealing
the teaspoons, because he is disposed to do so. It is obvious
that the Professor, whilst dismissing, would excuse, and not
blame the former, because his breakages, though not deter-
mined by anything outside himself, were due to character-
istics in himself which had been determined for him by his
birth and circumstances. He is, therefore, professionally,
but not morally, blamable. But if butler number two,
when caught in the act of theft, were to excuse himself by
saying, 'I stole because my character is a coherent system,
and the propensity to steal has been ingrained in me from
my earliest childhood,' would the Professor think the excuse
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valid ? According to his own principles, he is certainly
bound to do so; for the determinism demanded by science
will allow of no single moment, from the time when the
butler was a foetus to the moment of his detected theft, when
his character was not, just like the other butler's blindness,
determined by the constitution which he inherited, and the
circumstances in which his fate enclosed him. We can only
say that if the excuse of the thief is valid, nothing is in-
excusable or rather nothing requires excusing; moral
responsibility, as distinct from legal or professional, is a

than this, that we are free to act in accordance with our outi
characters, may be farther seen by reflecting on the equally
obvious proposition that nobody is ever free to do anything

The following passage contains a further example of this
fallacy due to ambiguity of language:

in.
'''[!^^^";f^^^"t"^ Public," says Mill, "are frequently led

nto this fallacy by the phrase 'scarcity of money.' In the
language of commerce,

' money' has two meanings: currencv
or the circulating medium; and capital seeking investment
especially investment on loan. In this last sense the word
IS used when the 'money market' is spoken of, andwhen the value of money' is said to be high or low, the rate
of inter St bemg meant. The consequences of this am-
biguity IS that as soon as scarcity of money in the latter of
these senses begins to be felt-as soon as there is difficulty of
obtaining loans,, and the rate of interest is high-it is con-

32. W. H. Mallock: Reconstruction of Belief, p. 314.
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eluded that this must arise from causes acting upon the
quantity of money in the other and more popular sense; that
the circulating medium must have diminished in quantity, or
ought to be increase^!. I am aware that, independently of the
double meaning of the term, there are in the facts themselves
some peculiarities, giving an apparent support to this error-
but the ambiguity of the language stands on the very thres-
hold of the subject, and intercepts all attempts to throw
light upon it." J J

The fallacy is often committed in reply to an argument,
as for example, when our opponent by way of answer
elaborately disproves a proposition which we never asserted
or proves a proposition which we never denied, under the
mistaken notion that we had asserted or denied such proposi-
tion, and built our v/hole case upon it. This process is
sometimes called "setting a man up only to knock him
down," and is made clear in the following passage:

"Malthus has been supposed to be refuted if it could be
shown that in some countries or ages population has been
nearly stationary; as if he had asserted that population
always increases in a given ratio, or had not expressly
declared that it increases only in so far as it is not restrained
by prudence, or kept down by poverty and disease. Or,
perhaps, a coUection of facts is produced to prove that in
some one country the people are better off with a dense
population than they are in another country with a thin
one; or that the people have become more numerous and
better ofif at the same time. As if the assertion were that a

ii- Mill: SysietH of Logic, p. 564.
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^ - if i' werenot part of the very doctrine ami essc.ntial to it, tliat wherethere ,s a more abundant prcluetion .here- ma; Ix- la r

nSr Ttxr'~ "' •-->•• --«'•"
"It is evident." says Whately, "that this fallacv maybe employed as well for the apparent refutation of your

vou7owl' rr'l'-'f
f->he apparent establishment ofyour own. for ,t ,s substantially the same thing to prove

JfL
£.""" " ""' "" '"^^^ ™'"'""". ""'I it i» more

a1™n7 in ^l^'^r.
" ''"""^""-^ ''""""'^

•" "^ I—'

one party ymdicates, on the ground of general expediency, a

Shi ' "•"' T'""" '" «°™""»''" '" ^ case of
mtolerable oppression, the opponent may gravely maintain.

tl "!
°'i«'"

"<« '" d° evil that good may come' a proposi-
tion which of course had never been denied, the Lin^ i„
dispute bemg whether insistence in this particular caj weredomg evil or not. Or again, by way of disproving thea^ition of the right of private judgment in religion, one mayhear a giave a^ment to prove that it is impossible that everyone can be right in his judgment." ,

,

^

The fallacy called "the fallacy of objections" is a further
mstance of mistaking the question in issue. The objector
supposes that he has answered you if he has urged one or more

,14- Mill: System of Logic, p. 577.

35 ^'Vhaiely
.
Elements of Logi p. 234.
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Strong objections to your proposal, the question being, not
whether there arc objections, but whether those urged
against it outweigh the reasons in favor of it.

"The fallacy of objections," says Whately, "is also the
stronghold of bigotal anti-innovators, who oppose all reforms
and alterations indiscriminately; for there never was, or will

be, any plan executed or proposed, against which strong and
even unanswerable objections may not be urged ; so that

unless the opposite objections be set in the balance on the
other side, we can never advance a step. E.g.: The
defenders of the transportation system—a system which, as
an eminent writer has observed, was 'begun in defiance of

all reason, and persevered in, in defiance of all experience,*

—

are accustomed to ask 'what kind of secondary punishment
would you substitute?' and if any one is suggested, they
adduce the objections, and difficulties, real and apparent, to

which it is exposed, if another is proposed, they proceed in

the same manner and so on without end. For of all the other
plans of secondary punishment that have ever been tried, or
imagined, the best must be open to some objections, though
the very worst is much less objectionable than transportation.

'There are objections,' said Dr. Johnson, 'against a plenum,
and objections against a vacuum; but one of them must be
true."'36

The fallacy is often committed in cases where, instead of

disproving an assertion made or a reason given, our opponent
disproves the converse of that assertion or reason; as, for

example, where an assertion is made that "supreme poets

36. Whately: Logic, p. 240.

»4 .'^•* ' «>•'
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arise only In times of great national activity," and the
objector attempts to disprove it by citing instances of great

Z^Z ^"'T ""^"'u
"° '"P'''"^ ^' ^PP^^^^^' « 'f the

assertion made were that "in times of great national activity
supreme poets always arise."

^

^^

Nearly related to this fallacy is the practice called
sh.ftmg ground." When it is shown that the whole of the

proposition m cjucstion has not lx>en proved, or when part
of It has been disproved, the advocate who at first main-
tained that proposition takes refuge in claiming that some
part of It has been proved. Thus, sup,3ose A maintains
that d certain person was arrested for stealing"; when
It is shown that the fK-rson was not arrested, A shifts ground

then thT' -T"' ':;
"'" ^'^^^^'^ ^'^'^ ^^-'-^' ->when hat is disproved, still further recedes and claims.

At ail events, he was charged with .come cnminal offence "
and when that is disproved, he takes up another positionand says, ''Well, he appeared in Court to answeHome
charge, for I was there and saw him."

"It will readily be perceived," says Whately, "that
nothing ,s less conducive to the success of the fallacy in
question than to state cleariy, in the outset, either the propo-
sition you are about to prove, or that which vou ought to
prove. It answers best to begin with the premises, and to
introduce a pretty long chain of argument before you arrive

! h 'r "'^'"-
.
^^' ''''^''' ^^^^^^ '^^'^ f°^ granted,

at the beginning, that this chain will lead to the conclusion
required; and by the time you are come to the end he isready to take for granted that the conclusion which youdraw IS the one required; his idea of the question having

^jfistamfsmm 'z^mrwi'i^mBsmr-f/fprngm
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gradually become indistinct. This fallacy is greatly aided
by the common practice of suppressing the conclusion, and
leaving it to ^je supplied by the hearer, who is, of course,
less likely to perceive whether it be really that 'which was
to be proved,' than if it were distinctly stated. The practice,
therefore, is at best suspicious: and it is better in general
to avoid it, and to give and recjuire a distinct statement
of the conch- 3ion intended."w

The fali:> 7 of Irrelevant Conclusion is sometimes called
"arguing beside the point." If the advocate who employs
it is aware that the question he is attempting to prove 'is

not the question in dispute,' but intends those addressed
to mistake it for the question in dispute, he is said to be
"evading the issue,' or "dodging the question."

(b) Irrelevant Reason.

When this fallacy is committed there is usually no
confusion or mistake as to rhe question to be proved', ihe
error lying in supposing there is some connection between
the reason given and the thesis, when in reality there is

little or no connection and the reason is therefore irrelevant.
It often occurs where there is no evidence to prove the thesis,
and the advocate in his extremity is thus tcmi)ted to catch
at any straw that has a faint appearance of su[)port; as,
for example, where a prisoner is charged with obtaining
money by fals(^ pretences, and it is argiUTJ that lie must
be guilty k-causc "he is a dangerous man, he drinks and
gambles, and is thoroughly unscrupulous; he is a notorious— %

37. Whately: Logic, p. 244.
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swindler, and would not hesitate to commit any crime to
attain his ends."

Conversely, when there is no lal evidenc to disprove
a charge, irrelevant facts are ofttv =idvrnceJ as reasons
in the nature of extenuating circumstances. This form
of fallacy is illustrated in the following passage from Ma-
caulay, which refers to the defences usually made on behalf
of Charles L:

—

''We charge him with having broken his coronation
oath; and we are told that he kept his marriage vow We
accuse him of having given up his people to the merciless
inflictions of the most hot-headed of prelates; and the
defence is, that he took his little son on his knees and kissed
him. We censure him for having violated the articles of
the Petition of Rights, after having, for good and valuable
consideration, jjromised to observe them; and we are
informed that he was accustomed to hear pravers at six
o clock in the morniW"

In the following passage Mill cites an example of a
fallacy which consists of an irrelevant reason, and arises
out of the ambiguity in the use of the word "infinite":—

"The ambiguity of the word infinite is the real fallacym the amusing logical puzzle of Achilles and the Tortoise
a puzzle which has l^een too hard for the ingenuity and'
patience of many philosophers, and which no less a thinker
than Sir William Hamilton considered as insoluble- as a
sound argument, though leading to a palpable falsehood,
he fallacy, as Hobbes hinted, lies in the tacit assumption

t'ut whatever is infinitely divisible is infinite; but the follow-
ing solution (to the invention of which I have no claim)
IS more precise and satisfactorv'.
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"The argument is, let Achilles run ten times as fast as
the tortoise, yet if the tortoise has the start, Achilles will
never overtake him. For suppose them to be separated
by an mterval of a thousand feet; when Achilles has run
these thousand feet, the tortoise will have got on a hundred-
when Achilles has run those hundred, the tortoise viU have'
run ten, and so on forever; therefore Achilles may run
forever without overtaking the tortoise.

"Now the 'forever.' in the conclusion, means for any
length of time that can be supposed; but in the premises,
forever does not mean any length of time; it means any
number of subdivisions of time. It means that we may
divide a thousand feet by ten, and that quotient again by
ten and so on as often as we please; that there never needs
to be an end to the subdivisions of distance, nor conse-
quently to those of the time in which it is performed But
an unlimited number of subdivisions may be made of that
which is itself limited. The argument proves no other
infinity than of duration that may be embraced within
five minutes. As long as the five minutes are not expired
what remains of them may be divided by ten, and again by
ten, as often as we like, which is perfectly compatible with
there being only five minutes altogether. It proves in
short that to pass through this finite space requires a time
which IS infinitely divisible, but not an infinite time- the
confounding of which distinction Hobbes had already seen
to be the gist of the fallacy. "38

^" ^Q"^s <^^ law, evidence may be rejected as irrelevant

38- Mill: System of Logic, p. 559.
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on one of two grounds: ist, because the connection between
the principal and evidentiary facts is too remote and con-
jectural, 2nd, because it is excluded by the pleadings; that
IS, because it has no bearing on the fact to be proved

"But whether a given fact, bearing indirectly on a matter
in issue, should be received as circumstantial or rejected
as conjectural evidence, is often a question of extreme
difficulty. One test, perhaps, is to consider whether any
imaginable number of pieces of evidence such as that ten-
dered could be made the ground of decision; for it is the
property of a chain of genuine circumstantial evidence
that, however inconclusive each link is in itself, the con-
currence of all the links may amount to proof, often of the
most convincing kind. Suppose, in case of murder by a
cutting instrument, no eye-witness being forthcoming, the
criminative facts against the accused were: (i) He had
had a quarrel with the deceased a short time previous-
(2) he had been heard to declare that he would be revenged
on the deceased

; (3) a few days before the murder the accused
bought a large knife or sword, which Was found near the
corpse; (4) shortly after the murder he was seen at a short
distance from the spot, and coming away from it; (5) marks
corresponding with the impression made by his shoes were
traceable near the body; (6) blood was found on his person
soon after the murder; (7) he absented himself from home
immediately after it; (8) he gave inconsistent accounts of
where he was on the day it took place. The weakness of
any one of these elements, taken singly, is obvious, but
collectively they form a strong case against the accused
Now, suppose, instead of the above chain of facts the
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following evidence was oflFered: (i) The accused was a
man of bad character; (2) he belonged to a people notoriously
reckless of human life, and addicted to assassination; (3) on
a former occasion he narrowly escaped being convicted
for the murder of another person; (4) much jealousy and
ill-feeling existed between his nation and that to which
the deceased belonged; (5) on the same spot, a year before,
one of the latter was murdered by one of the former in
exactly the same way; (6) the murderer had also robbed
the deceased, and the accused was known to be avaricious;

(7) he had been heard in his sleep to use language implying
that he was the murderer; (8) all his neighbors believed
him guilty, or, supposing the case one of public interest,
both Houses of Pariiament had voted addresses to the
Crown in which he was assumed to be the guilty party.
These and similar matters, however multiplied, could never
generate that rational conviction on which alone it is safe
to act, and accordingly not one of them would be received
as legal evidence. ".»y

The facts which may be proved in a judicial inquir)-
are (i) facts in issue, (2) facts relevant to the issue, and (3)
facts, although not relevant, are by law deemed to be relevant
to the issue.

Facts in issue are those facts which are necessary to
establish the claim, liability, or defence, forming the subject-
matter of the proceedings; and which, either by the plead-
ings or by implication, are m dispute between the parties.

Facts relevant to the issue are facts which tend directly

30. Best: Evidence, p. iig
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40. Phipson: Evidence, p. 39.
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the defence was that the sale was subject to a certain con-
dition, evidence to prove that the plaintiff had made contracts
with other persons subject to that condition was held to be
irrelevant. * ^

The question being whether A obtained or attempted to
obtain money in particular instances from B by falsely
pretending that he could negotiate marriages; evidence
(i) that the general nature of his business as a marriage
agent was genuine; and (2) that in other specific cases
marriages had b^en negotiated, is irrelevant. 4

»

The question being whether A promised to marrj- B;
letters written by A to B expressing affection and admiration
for her but containing no reference to marriage, are in-
adniissible, since a man might write such consistently with
having no intention to marry. 4 3

The question being whether A intended to deceive B by
pretending to tell his fortune by the stars; evidence that A
or others bona fide believed in his ability to tell such fortunes
is irrelevant. 4 4

On a similar charge as to palmistry, evidence that this
was a well-recognized science whose practitioners enjoyed a
professional status, and that the defendant practiced it in a
genuine manner, was rejected as irrelevant. 4 5

In all criminal cases involving punishment as dis-
tinguished from penalty, the prisoner is, on grounds of

41. Hollingham v. Head, 4 C.B.N.S. 388.

42. R. V. Mortimer, 31 L.J. 180.

43- May v. Kelly, 31 Ir. L.R. 67.

44. Penny v. Hanson, 18 Q.B.D. 47S.

45- R- V. Stephenson, 68 J. P. Rep. 534.

»Jd4
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irrelevant and docs not supjx)rt the proposition to be proved

as, for c.xam])lc, when it is argued that "A B is a Republican

Ix'cause he believes in protection; all Republicans believe

in protection." The principle required for the validity of

this argument is that "all who believe in protection are

Republicans," and the principle adv'anced is therefore

irrelevant.

This form of fallacy most frequently arises from the

inveterate tendency of the mind to assume that if a general

proposition is true its converse is also true, either that the

converse is the same thing as the original proposition, or that

the one implies the other. Thus, if every A is B, we are apt

to conclude that every B is A ; or if we believe that all horned

animals are ruminant, we are apt to think that all ruminant

animals are horned ; or if we hold that every form of govern-

ment which excludes the people from political power is

subject to violent revolutions, we are likely to assume that

governments which are subject to violent revolutions

exclude the great mass of the people from political power.

We may very easily slip into this form of fallacy in dealing

with hypothetical propositions. As previously explained a

hypothetical proposition is a complex proposition made up

of two propositions called antecedent and consequent, so

related that the truth of one necessarily follows from the

truth of the other. What is meant and implied in a hypo-

thetical proposition is expressed in the law of Antecedent

and Consequent:

When two propositions are related as antecedent and

consequent, the truth of the consequent follows from the

tmth of the antecedent, and falsehood of the antecedent
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follows from the falsehood of the conse. uent. This mav be
illustrat d by the following arguments •

^

below X^^^^ ^"^^ '' ^-^'•"^' ^'^ --Pe-ture is

Reason: The water is freezing;
Thesis: The temperature is bebw 40 degrees

below Ifdegl;'^'
""''" '" '""'""• '-"^ '^-P^-'"- '^

Reason.- The temperature is not below 40 degrees;
• Thesis: The water is not freezing.

Besides these two valid arguments that may Ix. rested onthe same prmciple, there are two others which are n™Kd

Sar:Tr:..^^'""^^''^^''"--p'--"-^p"-

below :o£ees:''
"*'" " ''''''"' '"^ '-P^-'"- '^

Reason: The water is not freezing;
Thesis: The temperature is n, . below 40 degrees

belol^^otees!'^
^'''' ' '"^^'"^ ''' ^^^P^^"- ''^

Reason: The temperature is below 40 degrees;
Thesis: The water is freezing.

In order to guard against these fallacies, it is necessarv-to ren^ember what the relation of antecedent and con~
S/t :tih of 'th ' ''T'}

^^ ''' ^^"^^"-^ ^- -t
r.v Jk , i

^^' antecedent; thus, the temperaturemay be below 40 degrees and v*>t tu^ *

"F'-rcnure

SernnHlv fK ,
7^[^^"^ ^^^ *^^ water may not freeze.Secondly, the falsehood of the antecedent does not

''•(WBS^i».-'(!:>^: ^v
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imply the falsehood of the consequent; thus, the fact

that the water is not freezing does not imply that the tem-
perature is not l)elo\v 40 degrees.

The fallacy of non sequitur (it dws not follow) really

includes all the fallacies mentioned in this section, but t! e

name is usually restricted to loosely constructed arguments,
where neither the Reason nor the Principle is strictly relevant,

and which do not logically sup|)ort any conclusion. Pro-

fessor de Morgan cites the following example: Episcopacy
is of Scripture origin; the Church of f:ngland is the only

Episcopal church in England; therefore, the Church
established is the Church that should be supported.

3. Where the whole Argument is Irrelevant.

There is another class of arguments often called fallacies

which do not involve any mistake as to the proposition to be
proved or as to the proving propositions, but which when
used unfairly are employed to distract attention from the

real issue by raising another, or as it is sometimes called,

"drawing a herring across the trail." This class includes

those arguments known as ad hominem, ad verecundiam, ad
captandum, iu qtioque, etc.

It is well to observe that these forms are perfectly valid

as arguments. But when they are used unfairly, or when
their practical effect is to deceive or confuse, they may be
regarded as fallacies of "evading the issue," or "dodging
the question."

An Argument ad hominem is an appeal to the character,

principles or former profession of the person against whom
it is directed. It is an argument drawn from premises

^jfiftfiiraBT'
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Which, Whether true or not, ought to be admitted by the
person against whom they are used, either on account of hi3known pnnaples or behefs, or because they are necessar>'
to justify h,s conduct. ''Such a conclusion," says Whately.

It IS often both allowable and necessary to establish, in
order to silence those who will not yield to fair general
argument; or to convince those whose weakness and pre-
judices would not allow them to assign to it its due weight "
It IS often used to confuse an opponent or discredit him with
the audience by showing that what he now maintains is
inconsistent with his former professions or practice The
argument ex ccmcesso, that is, one based on previous ad-

T^^l " ''''''"'"^' '' """' ^^"" °^ *^" ^'g""^^"t «^

w), !h
'^1^^"°^'"^ P^^^^g^^ ^'^^ Macaulay the question was

whether Parliament was competent to pass a law to deprive
a bishop of his office. The argument advanced by thosewho wished to prove that it wr.s not, is first stated, followed
by an ad homtnem argument, not to prove that Parliament
was competent to pass such a law, but to show that thosewho argued against it could not fairly do so, because they
w^re compelled to admit the fact that former Parliaments
had deprived Bishops of their office and appointed their
successors, and that the bishop in question was in fact a
successor of those so appointed.

.1, ri^',^
^^'^ '"""^ P^''^"' ^^° ^^"t ^ ^ar as to deny

that Parliament was competent to pass a law requiring a
bishop to swear on pain of deprivation. No earthly --^wer
they said could break the tie which bound the successors of
the apostles to the diocese. What God had joined no man
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could sunder. Kings and senates might scrawl words on

parchments or impress figures on wax; but those words and
figures could no more change the course of the spiritual than

the course of the physical world. As the Author of the

universe had appointed a certain order, according to which

it was His pleasure to send winter and summer, seed-time

and harvest, so He had appointed a certain order, according

to which He communicated his grace to His Catholic Church;

and the latter order was, like the former, independent of the

lowers and i)rincipalities of the world. A legislature might

alter the names of the months, might call June, December;

but in spite of the legislature, the snow would fall when the

sun was in Capricorn, and the flowers would bloom when he

was in Cancer. And so the legislature might enact that

Ferguson or Muggleton should live in the palace at Lambeth,

should sit on the throne of Augustine, should be called your

Grace, and should walk in procession before the premier

duke; but, in s[)ite of the legislature, Sancroft would, while

Sancro' . /ed, be the only true Archbishop of Canterbury;

and the person who should presume to usurp the archi-

episcopal functions would be a schismatic. This doctrine

was proved by reasons drawn from the budding of Aaron's

rod, and from a certain plate which Saint Jai .es the Less,

according to a legend of the fourth century, used to wear on

his forehead. A Greek manuscript, relating to the de-

privation of bishops, was discovered about this time in the

Bodleian library and became the subject of a furious con-

troversy. One party held that God wonderfully brought

this volume to light, for the guidance of His Church at a

most critical moment. The other party wondered that any

''"'Si*rfftjc4^i :iti -T,.-'«<4n**":^»-*»iMIC
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scnbbler of the thirteenth century. Much was written about
the depnvations of Chrysostom and Photius. of Nicolaus
Mysticus and Cosmos .Xtticus. But the case of Abiatharwhom Solomon put out of the sacerdotal office for treason'
^^'as discussed with peculiar eagerness. No small quantity
of learnms and ingenuity was exr>emled in the attempt to
prove that Ab.athar, though he wore the ephod and answered
by Lnm, was not r-ally High Priest, that he ministerc-d only
when h.s superior /adoc was incapacitated by sickness or by^me ceremonial ,K,liuti(,n, and that therefore the act of
Solomon was not a precedent which would warrant king
William m defxjsing a real bishop.

"But such reasoning as this, though backed bv copious
citations from the Misna and Maifnonides. was not generally
satisfactory even to /.alous churchmen. For it admitted of
one answer, short, but perfectly intelligible to a plain manwho knew nothing alx.ut (ireek fathers or Levitical genealo-
gies. There might Ik- some doubt whether King Solomon
had rejected a high priest; but there could be no doubt at
all that Queen Elizalx-th had ejected the bishops of more
han half the sees in England. It was notorious that
fourteen prelates had, without any proceeding in any spiritual
court been deprived by Act of Pariiament for refusing toacknow^ge her supremacy. Had that deprivation been
null. Had Bonner continued to be, to the end of his life
the only true bishop of I.ondon ? Had his successor been an
usurper? Had Parker and Jewell been schismatics .> Had
the Convocation of 1562, that Convocation which had
finally settled the doctrine of the Church of England, been
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itself out of the palo of the Church of Christ? Nothing
could k' more ludicrous than the distress of those con-

troversialists who had to invent a plea for Klizabcth which
should not Ix,' also a plea for William." 46

This form of reply to an opponent is sometimes called

"cutting the ground from under his feet."

The tu quoque argument which is a form of the argument
ad hominem, consists in replying to a charge of wrongdoing
by a countercharge, or in showing that the accuser had been
guilty of similar misconduct; as for example: "Our op-

ponents charge us with maladministration. If there has
been 'graft' and jobbery in the conduct of the department, it

was made possible by the use of patronage lists; but our
opponents, who preceded us in office instituted this system
of patronage lists and we only continued their policy."

An argument ad verecundiam (reverence) is an appeal to

the authority of a great name as concluding the question. If

the person appealed to is competent from his learning,

researches, experience or position to pronounce upon the

question, the argument may be a perfectly valid argument.
It becomes fallacious when the person appealed to, however
eminent otherwise, is not an authority in the particular

matter in dispute, but has a mere semblance of authority

from his eminence in other things.

An argument ad poptdum consists of an appeal to the

feelings of those addressed, and it becomes fallacious if the

appeal is to passion, prejudice or other unworthy feelings, or
if its effect is to distract attention from the real question in

46. Macaulay: History of England, Chap. xi.
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dispute, or to render those addressed less capable of con-
sidering the question with an open mind

The argument ad captandum or ad captandum vuhus ispm forward for the purpose of catching the unthinking
crowd and ,s often applied to mere clap-trap, glittering
generahties, or meretricious attempts to win popular favoror applause. '

Hentham in his Hook of Falladcs distinguishes the follow-
ing classes: (i) fallacies of Authority, as when in answer toan argument for ref(,rm or change an appeal is made to thewisdom of our ancestors who thought otherwise; (2) fallacies

o^e of which IS to evade discussion by exciting alarm;
(3) f^ Iac.es of Delay the object of which under various
prea^xts IS to evade discussion by postponing it; (4) fallacies
of Confusion, the object of which is by the use of catch-words and vague generalities to cloud the issue and involve

losi sfghTor
'"

'""^"''''"'
'"^ '^'' '^" '"^^ '^"'''''°" "^""y »^^

Pv ^".i!^""^
^'"™' ""^ m^m^^rM when used fallaciouslv toevade the issue are opposed to the argument .,/ rem which is

addressed to the matter in dispute.

.'S

t'^m^^mimr '-j^^,:}y:^m'-i



CHAPTER XL

ARRANGEMENT OF ARGUMENTS.

1 4 Discourse like music is a successive process. Painting,
on the other hand, by means of Hne, form and color presents
a given subject-matter with a multitude of details all at the
same time and in one view. The method of discourse is to
add word to word, idea to idea, and part to part in a single
linear series, the object of which is to enable the mind to
construct a mental picture out of what is thus given, and to
realize the connections and relations of its parts.

Since the object of argument is conviction, the order in
which the different parts of an argument and different argu-
ments are presented, becomes important when we consider
that conviction may be effected more easily by one order
than by another.

Whately says: "Arrangement is a more important point
than is generally supposed; indeed it is not perhaps of less

consequence in Composition than in the Military Art; in
which it is well known, that with an equality of forces, in
numbers, courage, and every other point, the manner in

which they are drawn up, so as either to afford mutual
support, or, on the other hand, even to impede and annoy
each other, may make the difference of victory or defeat.

"A great advantage in this point is possessed by the
Speaker over the Writer. The Speaker compels his hearers
to consider the several points brought before them, in the

3IR
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order which he thinks hf»ct p.... iiiiinKs Dest. Readers on the contrarv wJli

Contents, hght on something so revolting to some prejudicethat though tltey might have a<lmitted the proofs of it f tiey

.t^ ::' ;X:^"^'"
''^'"'"'

'^'-^™--- '^'-

The first question to determine is whether the proposition

the rtvcn,e. The general rule is that the proposition to beprovri should be statcl at the outset, for the obvious reasonthat the bearmg of the facts adduce,l as evidence can thusTmore easdy appreciated. If the advocate began whh a-eta of the evidence, those- addressed would bel a s"^e ofbewlderment as to whither they were being led, and bv thejme the conclusion was announced might k- un^blet La,the facts ,*,ch were adduced to support it, while if the thSswere set out ,n the teginning they would be able to p^ ceivethe connection of every fact which>pported it at the timeand the process of conviction would thus be going on at ever^
step. Everyone knows how tedious it is to listen to a long
s ring of facts without being apprised beforehand what it Ua

1 about, what it leads to or without being given some hin
of what conclusion they were intended to support. Thefollowing IS an example from Henry Clav who, in a well-known speech on the American System, «.ts forth his twomam theses before giving reasons to support them. Aftersome words of introduction he says:

"I pass with pleasure, from this disagreeable topic, toUvo general propositions which cover the entire ground of
debate. The first is, that, under the opetation o? the

m^m^mm^.^r.
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American System, the objects which it protects anri fosters
are brou«,'ht to the consumer at cheajxT prices than they
commanded prior to its intrwiuction, or, than they would
command if it did not exist. If that be true, ought' not the
country to be contented and satisfied with the system, unless
the second proposition, which I mean presently also to con-
sider, is unfounded? And that is, that the tendency of the
system is to sustain, and that it has upheld, the prices of all
our agricultural and other produce, including cotton."

In many cases, of course, the thesis is announced before-
hand, l^hus, in debating unions the subject of debate is

usually published or announced before the speakers are
called on; in judicial trials the issue is settled by the plead-
ings, and in deliberative assemblies the question is put in the
form of a resolution before arguments are advanced in favor
of or against it. In such cases, even, it is often advisable to
re-state the thesis in order to impress the e.xact issue on the
minds of those addressed, especially if the tendency of the
discussion is to wander from the text and drag in side issues.
Thus, Webster in his speech in reply to Hayne commenced
as follows:

"When the mariner has been tossed for many days in
thick weather and on an unknown sea, he naturally avails
himself of the first pause in the storm, the earliest glance
of the sun, to take his latitude and ascertain how far the
elements have driven from his true course. Let us imitate
this prudence, and before we float further on the waves
of debate, refer to the point from which we departed, that
we may at least be able to conjecture where we now are.

1 ask for the reading of the resolution before the .Senate."

•U;>>

'̂ms»;^ M^stmim^m' n^n
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prove at the beginning of his address •" r T J°
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'^ ^i-ii entirely in the dark. Some hinfshould be given as to the drift of the discussion \fT ,

method. If a speaker kv.H
^ argumentative

me subject of discussion and set forth the facts L^ i

were, in the argument, and are more am ,o £ "
I"'

"'"
convinced. P^ *^ '^ and remain
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In arguing the truth of a general proposition by means
of examples, an argument has more weight if the proposition

is announced first and the examples which support it after-

wards, than if the reverse order were adopted, for the reason
that the hearer's mind is thus enlisted in thinking of similar

instances to confirm the conclusion.

The question of the order of the facts which constitute

the Reason arises in lengthy arguments, such as arguments
from Example and from Circumstantial Evidence. When
a number of examples are given, thoLo which are obvious,

familiar, near at hand, and recent, should precede those

which are more remote. The attention is arrested and the

mind is inclined to conviction by those which are familiar

and obvious, and conviction is confirmed and curiosity

satisfied by reference to those that were not thought of in

that light before.

Where the reason consists of a number of facts, as in

circumstantial evidence, the chronological order is usually

the best. By this arrangement, facts which show ante-

cedent probability, or the existence of causes which tend
to produce the effect in question, would be stated first.

The mind is thus prepared for conviction, and will more
readily accept facts which show that the effect is due to that

cause than if the process were reversed. Thus, in criminal

trials it is usual to state the facts out of which the motive
for committing the crime arose before stating the facts

which go to show that the prisoner actually committed it.

The next question to determine is in what order argu-

ments should be presented when more than one argument
is employed to prove the same Thesis. Speaking generally.
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that you can prove nothing; and if you end wX ,

L"2rx~Sist„i"=:"z
air to the composition. It r^do!, i 1 '^''' "^""^

.0 depart f^^t for theX^"KS^^lT
*"

powerful azguments (when they haZn n^ Tt ' ""?'
most obvious), or, on the othJr ha^^f" i^: ^^^ '"^

serving these to the last, and beginmW ^h t^. ior again, of imitating, as some^coitNlr-r^S
of drawing up tix»ps, pladng the best first and 2^1^/

1

wealcest m the middle. It will be advi-^wrh
*

by this means you may se^ Sis 1^ '
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the strongest ^men^^^T^ —Th^f^
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place, to recapitulate in a reverse oL^ Xhtn d^T'the appearunce of anti-climax, and is alsoT L«"httl°Ieasy and natural mode of recapitulation. Ut et Targuments be A, B, C, D, E, etc., each lessJ^L^L h'
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classes of arguments prepare the mind for conviction and
mchne it to belief by showing the antecedent probability of
the fact to be proved.

For a similar reason a deductive argument should
precede an inductive argument in establishing a general
proposition. A deductive argument, being usually an
argument from Cause to EflFect, establishes the conclusion
as probable, and as what we would naturally expect, while
the introduction of examples has the eflFect of confirming
the impression already made by the Deductive Argument.

In like manner an indirect argument should precede a
direct argument, as we are more likely to accept the direct
proof of a proposition if it has been first shown that all
possible alternatives are untenable or that the contradictory
of it is unreasonable or absurd. Reverse the order of the
following indirect and direct arguments and note the effect.

"In either case, it is very plain that it requires the
action of Congress to enable t»^-m (the Confederate States)
to form a State government and send representatives to
Congress Nobody, I believe, pretends that with their
old constitutions and frames of government they can be
permitted to claim their old rights under the Constitution.
They have torn their constitutional States into atoms, and
built on their foundations fabrics of a totally different char-
acter. Dead men cannot raise themselves. Dead States
cannot restore their own existence 'as it was.' Whose
especial duty is it to do it ? In whom does the Constitution
place the power? Not in the judicial branch of Govern-
ment, for it only adjudicates and does not prescribe laws.
Not in the Executive, for he only executes and cannot make
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laws. Not in the Commander-in-Chief nf fK» • ,

leg-datrve power of the conquemr shall give them law
*^
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the Other arguments will often be listened to with prejudice
by those who may suppose us to be overlooking what may
be urged on the other side. Sometimes, indeed, it wiU be
difficuh to give a satisfactory refutation of the opposed
opinions till we have gone through the arguments in support
of our own; even in that case, however, it will be better
to take some brief notice of them early in the composition,
with a promise of afterwards considering them more fully,

and refuting them."«

The importance attached to the Arrangement of argu-
ments by the two great rival orators of Athens may serve
to illustrate and enforce what has been said, "^schines,"
says Whately, "strongly urged the judges (in the celebrated
contest concerning the Crown) to confine his adversary to
the same order, in his reply to the charges brought, which
he himself had observed in bringing them forward. De-
mosthenes, however, was far too skilful to be thus entrapped;
and so much importance does he attach to this point that
he opens his speech with a most solemn appeal to the judges
for an impartial hearing; which implies, he says, not only
a rejection of prejudices, but no less also, a permission for
each speaker to adopt whatever arrangement he should
think fit. And accordingly he proceeds to adopt one very
different from that which his antagonist had laid down;
for he was no less sensible than his rival that the same
arrangement which is the most favorable to one side is likely

to be the least favorable to the other."

I. Whately: Elements of Rhetoric, p. 177.



CHAPTER XII.

SOME HINTS ON DEBATINO.

In setting forth the question in dispute, care should be

read, y unde..tood; (.) unambiguously, so that your op^^ents camiot ajgue it in one sense while you intend itTteal«n m another; and (3) not wider or more general than

pr^rr h-r
'°" '""^' '^' y°" "^y ""' *« "ble toprove ,t. whik m a narrower or moi^ moderate form youmight succeed. It is always a disadvantage to begTS

tr7,'
V""™'- ''"^' ''f'" 'he discussion has proceeded, to be compelled to amend and confess that the ques-tion you stated is more than you can prove. If the thes scon a,„s technical terms, these should be explained; ofitcontains a term that may be used in two or mor^ sen"the sense mtended should be stated and defined unless1

diould be distinguished from other assertions with which
It IS hkely to be confused, and should be detached fromwhatever is extraneous and irrelevant. ConswT wTa"
misrepresentations might be made of your argument andprovide against it. The history of controversS s^alu'g

entire rdiff' '% f
' '"^'* '""' "^^ "> ">^'» -"^'hing

entirely different from, even the exact opposite of, whatwas intended. CoMen wrote: "My e^constan, ",

d
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over-ruling thought while addressing a pubHc meeting, the
one necessity which long experience of the arts of con-
troversialists has impressed on my mind, is to avoid the
possibility of being misrepresented, and prevent my oppon-
ents from raising a false issue."

A young advocate is often tempted on the one hand to
argue something that is not in dispute, or to prove something
that IS already admitted; and on the other hand to endeavor
to disprove something that cannot be disproved, to answer
an unanswerable argument. Such a proceeding is worse
than a waste of time; it does not advance his own cause
while it serves to emphasize the strength of his opponent's.'

Stick to the question in dispute; prove what you set out
to prove and nothing more; beware of proposing or being
drawn into side issues. This most obvious rule of good
debating is perhaps the most frequently violated, not only
by beginners, but by the most eminent advocates and
debaters. John Morley cites Burke as an example of one
who frequently turned aside from the direct issue and thus
impaired the effect of his magnificent speeches. "Burke "
he says, "almost always deserted his subject before he vL
abandoned by his audience. In the progress of a long dis-
course he was never satisfied with proving that which was
pnncipally m question, or with enforcing the single measure
which it was his business and avowed purpose to enforce—
he diverged to a thousand collateral topics-he demonstrated
as niany disputed propositions-he established principlesm all directions-he illuminated the whole horizon with
his magnificent, but scattered lights. Having too many

ih|
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Analogy (see Arguments from Analoev)
definition of. 78.
arguments from, 78
jn at) reasoning, 8e.
false. 346. ** ^

Antecedent Probability
argument from. loi. 119.

A Posteriori Arovuznts, 108. 119, no.
A Priori Argvuents. ioi. ng, 130.

Argument
various meanings of. «
structure of . 1

1

is a syllogism, is.
chain argument, 13.

Argumentation
contrasted with inference, i. 9

distinguished from exposition. 5.

„
" excitation, 5.

definition of. 6.
P*"'^^^"' ^

elliptical nature of. 3, u.
agreement necessary in, 13.

Arguments
^ priori, 101.
A posteriori, 108.
classification of. 36
ex sUetaio, 114.
from experience. 39.

example. 39.

I
analogy, 78.

^ cause to effect. 90.

^ antecedent probability, loi.
^ effect to cause. 103.

^ testimony, no.
^

circumstantial evidence. 116.
*»»ociation. 143.
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Akguments—Continued.

from sign, 143.
" equality, 144.
" authority, 148.

deductive and inductive, 173.
conditional and unconditional, i8o
hypothetical, 189.
disjunctive, 190.
dilemma, 191.
direct and indirect, 199.
ad hominem, iio.
ex concesso, 311.
ad captandum, 315.
ad populum, 314.
ad verecundiam, 314.
tu quoque, 314.
ad rem, 315.
"hobgoblin," 315.

Arguments prom Analogy
definition of, 78.
principles of, 79, 80.

^

conclusive and probable, 80.
uses of, 83, 87.
types of all reasoning, 85.
likeness of all arguments to, 87.
distinguished from arguments from example. 80
disproof by, 217.
fallacies in, 346.

Arguments from Association
nature of, 142.
depend on empirical principles, 142.

Arguments from Authority
nature of, i«.

principles 01, 148, 149.
legal arguments, 148.
deduction from ultimate principle, 155.
application of judicial decisions, 164.

" " statutory enactments, 165.
refutation of, 228.

Arguments prom Cause to Eppect
nature of, 90.

Principles of, 91, 92.
priori arguments, 10 1.

antecedent probability, 10 r.

distinguished from arguments from example. 106
fallacies in, 259.
refutation of, 259.
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Aeoumbnts from Circumstantial Evidence
nature of. ii6. 119, us.
principle of, 119.
composite nature of, 119, 139.
chisses of facts proved by, lu
fallacies m, 37a.

/• J»-

refutation of, 273.

Arguments from Effect to Cause
nature of, loa.
principle of, 104.

lallacies in, a6o.
refutation of, a6o.

Arguments from Effect to Joint Effect
nature of, 106.

Arguments from Equality
nature of, 144.
principles of, 144.

Arguments from Example
to prove the relation of cause'and'effecf ,«from smgle agreement, ^g

"^-*"*^-«««ct. 39-

^ double agreement. 53
difference, 51.

" residues, 66.
" concomitant variations, 68to prove general propositions, 70"

causal principles, 70.
empirical principles, 71.

distinguishS'SKgS a'r^uments. 89
fallacies in. 338.

*'^°'*"*» f~m effect to cause. 106.
refutation of. ajS.

Arguments from Sign. 143.

Arguments from Testimony
nature of, no, na
principle of, no.
sanctions of truth in, in.
fact and opinion, 113
fallacies in. a6i.
refutation of. a6i

Arrangement of Arguments
importai:ceof. ,16. 3,4
inesis and proofs, 317
chronological order. 330
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AkAANOBUBNT 0» ArOUMBNTS—C<HI/mM«/.
weak and strong ai]guments, 3a i.
obvious arguments, 3a 1.

deductive and inductive ai:guments, 3aa.
direct and indirect arguments, 33a.'
answer to cbjections, 333.

Association (see AigumenU from Association)
arguments from, 141.

Authority (see Axguments from Authority)
principles derived from, as, 39, aaS.
argimients from, 148.
sources of, 149.

Bbubp
purpose of arguing to affect, 4.

BuRDBN OP Proof
on whom it lies, 3a.
presuniptions, 35.
primA facit evidence, 35. »

shifting of, 31, 35.m argument from testiriony, 114.

Causal Principlbs

what are, 35.
proof of, 70.

Cause
definition of, 39.
proximate and remote, 43.
exciting and predisposing, 43.
plmality of, 43.
counteracting, 43.
proof and disproof of, 44, 338.

Cause and Epfect
proof of relation of, 39, 44.

Cause TO Epfect (see Arguments from Cause to Effect)
arguments from, 90.

Chain Argument
what is, 13.

^^denJer*'*'^'*^
^^'°*'**^" ^^ Arguments from CircumsUntial Evi-

definition of, 116.
arguments from, 116,
weight and effect of, 118.
classes of facts, drawn from, lax.
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Classification

of propositions, 14
of arguments, 36.
of fallacies, 334.
of evidence, 33.
of principles, 34.

Complex Propositions

SJI5!J^*^ ^"^ i^P'« P'-opositions.»T4
disproof of, 304, 318, 335, 2X7.
as reasons, 335.

**'

Conclusive and Probable Proof
what is, 30.
in arguments from analogy, 80, 80m arguments from cause to effect; 91.

Concomitant Variations
argument from, 68.

Conditional Arguments
hypothetical, 189.
disjimctive, 189.
dilemma, 189.

Congruent Pacts
arguments from, 133

Conscience

ultimate authority for legal principles, 163.

Conviction

the purpose of proof, 4.

Deduction and Induction
nature of, 173.
compared with law and equity, 187

Deductive Arguments
fnnn cause to effect, 101.
definition of, 173.
distinguished from inductive, iS'i??
uses of. 173. 180, 185.

'3o..»73-

Kinds of, 181.
distinguished from analogy. 187
disproof by, 311, 337.

''

Dbvinitions

as principles, 3o.!i44.

Demonstration
what is. 30, 33.
mathematical certainty, 144.
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DiPPBRBNCB
argument from, 54.

DiLBMMA, 191.

Disjunctive Aroumbnts. 190.

Disproof (see Refutation. Fallacies)
distinguished from refutation, » 22*
process of. 304. \
of alternatives, 199.
of causes, 44, 338.
of general propositions, 204, 227, 235

inductive, 204, 227, 235,
deductive. 211, 227.
analogical. 217, 227

of "omplex propositions, 204. 218. 21 « 2«7of principles, 226, 227.
Ja. •jz-

of reasons. 235.

1 '
I,"

arguments from example, 238.

I I
analogy, 246.
cause to effect, 259.
•ffect to cause, 260.

" M „ u „ testimony, 261.

of asserted relaH^r, v^» " <^>'^umstantial evidence, 27201 asserted relation between reasons and thesis, 280.
DoUBLB AgrbbMENT

argument from, 52.

Effbct

definition of. 39.

Effect to Cause
arguments from. 102.

Empirical Principles
what are. 25.
proof of. 71.

Equality

arguments from. 144.

Evidence

meaning of. 21.
kinds of, 22. 23.
real and personal. 22.
conjectural. 303.
circumstantial, 23.
irrelevant. 302.
testimony. 22.
distinguished from proof and argument. 23.

testimony, no.
moral. %a.
primA facie, effect of, 35.
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ExAMPLB (see Ar:guments from Example)
ar:suments from, 39."

;; Jo prove the relation of cause and effect to

BZPBRIBNCB

principles derived from, as. a: aa?
arguments from, 39.

/• »'7-

Facts (see Evidence)

as evidence, ai.
evidentiarj', aa.
principal, aa.
'vlations of, aa.
(luestions of, 38, 148.m issue, 304.
relevant to the issue, 304,

Fallacies (see Refutation)

definition of, aao.
often escape detection, aai.
atsproof of principles, aa6.

reasons, a3s.
in questions of law, aa8.
in arguments from example, at8
f>ost hoc ergo propter hoc, 239lumpmg to conclusions, a 18
false analogy, 346.
generalizing from insufficient particulars a^efactors overlooked, 339, a6i.

**"'*'"'*"• '*S-
non causa **ro causa, a6o
overlooking counteracting causes, a6i

in o«^.~ ..

plurality of causes, a6i.
in arguments from testimony. a6i
substituting inference for fact, a6

^

m arguments from circumstantial evidence ai,

irs'o^jir"' "'*"™ »""»» ?^-.i^d .h«i,, „o.
b«8ging the question, a8i
arguing in a circle, 385.
inelevant conclusion, agi
of ambiquity, a8o, 395. 301.

S SSSS"^SSd"":?f" - '^-P^te. .9X. ,9a. a96.

of ffguing Beside the point. 391, 300.

^ irrelevant reason. 300
of irrelevant principle, 307,
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Fallacies—Continued.

"drawing a herring across the trail," 310.

ad hominem argtunents, 310.

of authority, 315.

of danger, 315.
of delay, 315.
of confusion, 31 j.

Palsb Analooy

examples of, 246.

General Propositions (see Principles)

kinds of, 16.

Sroof of, 70, 93.
isproof of, a04.

HVPOTHBTICAL ARGUMENTS, 189,

Indirect Arguments

nature of, 199.
disproof of alternatives, 199.

reduction to absurdity, aoi.

Inductive Arguments

nature of, 173, 174-

uses of, 173, 180, 185.

distinguished from deductive, 38, 173, i75

arguments from example, 181.

distinguished from analogy, 187.

disproof by, 204, 337.

Inference

contrasted with argumentation, 1.

various meanings of, 3.

nature of, 85.

Intuition

foundation of demonstration, 33.

Intuitive Principles

what are, 35, 27.

proof of, 7S-

Irrelevancy

irrelevant conclusion, 291.
" reason, 300.
" evidence, 303.
" principle, 307.
" argument, 310.
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Judicial Dbcisions (see Legal Prindpte.)
Law

quwtions of 38. ,48 „8.
prmcip]e8 of, 29, 149.
and equity compared with deduction and induction. 18,Lboal Principlbs '

examples of, 39.
•ourresof, 149.
ultimate, 155.
judicial decisions, 164
•tatutory enactments, i6<
disproof of. aa8.

Moral Pkinciplbs, 30.

Nbcbssarv Principlbs
what are, 25, 37
proof of, 75.

Pbbmisbs

as basis of inference, i
as means of proof, ao.

Prbsumptions. 35, 114.

Prima Facie Evidbncb. 35.

Principles

foundation of argument, 10.
kinds of, 34. 38.
derived from experience. 35. a;. "7.
proof of, 70.

•"*'»°"*y- »S. '9. .48, 164, 338.

disproof of, a 3 6.

Proof

definition of, 8.
various meanings of. 9

requirements of. 10 ' "*

subject matter of. 4, 14.
means of, 20.
conclusive and probable. 30.burden of, 3a.

•
j«.

of causes, ?g.
of general 'propositions, 70, 93, 173.

Propositions

classification of, 14.
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^* INDKX.

QuMTioNs or Fact (see Facts)

Q0..TION8 OF Law (see Law. Legal Principles)
fallacies in, aa8.
disproof of, aa8.
proof of, 148.

Reason
af means of proof, ao.
meaning of ao
not always expressed in full. 1 »«.
disproof of. a$s-

Rbouction to Absurdity
mode of. aoi.
disproof by, aoi. a a 7, 233.

Rbputation (see Fallacies, Disproof)
what is, 3, aa4.
distinguished from disproof, «. 334
disproof of principles, 336.

I
derived from experience, 337.

disproof of reasons, 335.
" '"*hority, 338.

in arguments from example, 338.

I
analogy, 346.

- ^%^^ *o effect. a59.

• , . enect to cause, 360.
- m u

test'niony. 361.

J. , ,
circumstantial evidence. 373d.sprrK>f of asserted relation between rea^n. i^d thesis. 380.

Rblbvancy
logical and legal. 305.

RBQUIRBteBNTS OF ProOF
what they are, 10. 334.
the same 'or all arguments, 14.
deductive and inductive arguments, 14.

Rbsidues

argument from, 66.

Sign

arguments from, 143.

SiNGi.K Agreement
argument from, 48.

Statutory Enactments (see Legal Principles)



INDEX.

Syllogism
fo»Tn of, I a.

Testimony (tee Arguments from Testimony)
definition of, i lo.

arguments from, no, l6i.
distinguished from evidence, t lo.
fact and opinion, ri*.
sanctions of truth of, iti.
errors of, a6i.
bias in, ads.
defective memory, 263.
causes of errors m. 270
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